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Darrell Kapp 
336 Bayside Rd. Bellingham, WA 98225 

(360)733-5455 (360)961-5706 ,f)j..1PP_"IJ(i:'i?1 fI!';IL ,:;Cl/l1 

September 28, 2009 

To: Alaska Board of Fisheries 
Mr. John Jensen, Chair 
Mr. Jim Marcotte, Executive Director 
PO Box] 15526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Re: Support Documentation for Restructuring Proposal 
Restructuring Proposal 168 - 5AAC39.117 Vessel Length 

Dear Mr. Chairman, Director, and Board Members, 

, RECENED 

SEP 282009 

@9ARos 

The t()l1.owing infonnation is SUPP011:illg proposal 168 which seeks to repeal the 58 foot 
salmon seine vessel length limit. 

Included is a completed restructuring proposal fonn along with a document outlining the 
history ():fthe regulation and examining the CWl'ent need for it. 

If you need any further information or clarification of this proposnl please feel free to 
contact me. 

Regatd~_~ 

Darrell Kapp 

RECEIVED TIME SEP.28. 10:34AM 
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Alaska Board of Fisheries 
Restructuring Proposal 168 - 5AAC39.117 Vessel Length 

Alaska Board of Fisheries - Restructuring Proposal Fonn 

1) What regulatory area, fishery, and gear type does this restl-ucturing proposal 
affect? 

Thi.s restructuring proposal affects statewide salmon seine fisheries. 

2) Thorough propotolal explanation: 
a. Will this proposal require initial harvester qualifications? If so, how are 

they determined? 

There are no initia1 qualifications associated with this proposal. The proposal 
simply allows participants to use larger boats in the fishery. 

b. Are tllere new harve~ting allocations? 

TIlis prol)Osal does not create new harvesting allocations. TIlls proposal is in no 
way allocative in nature. 

c. What means, methods, and pennittoo fishing gear are propOHcd? 

Ther.e are no new means, methods, or pennitted tishing gear proposed. Ever.y 
methodology ofthe fishery would remain the same. Time, area, and gear 
restrictions currently in use would still be necessary. The proposal only addresses 
the ability to use a larger boat to participate in the fishery. 

d. Is a change in vessellengtb proposed? 

Yes, this proposal seeks to repeal the current 58 foot limit on salmon seine 
vessels. This proposal does not establish a new length limit nor does it set a 
minimtIDl limit to participate in the fisheries. This proposal simply eliminates the 
58 foot length limit. 

c. Arc the transferability of pennits or Jlarvcst privileges affected? If so, 
exp}nin. 

This proposal does not have anything to do with transferability of permits or 
harvest privileges. Some may find the proposal more palatable if the purchase of 
un additional eFEe permit were required to use a longer vessel in a permit area. 

RECEIVED TIME SEP.28. 10:34AM 
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f. IH there a defined role for processors? If so, please describe. 

Alaska processors may be affected if at sea processing is developed. Alaska at sea 
processors will demand regulation to protect dleir quality products [Tom 
mishandling effects. Capitol investment in properly equ.ipping seine vessels to at 
sea processing wl11 demand regulation to keep "Alaska Processing At Sea Salmon 
Seiners" producing top quality products. Shore side processors could feel 
tiueatcned by this proposal. A seiner processing at sea could be seen as a 
f:ishennan going into the processing business. The processors natural thought 
would he that the fishennan should be selling his fish to the shore side for 
processing. In reality the seine boat processing fish wi.ll need. the shore sIde and 
will need to make arrangements to work closely with the shore side. Many 
logistical problems associa.ted with the processing of salmon will need the shore 
side. For exanlple~ some days the catch will exceed the ,processing capacity oftha 
vessel. Pumping off to the shore side processor is needed for extra capacity the 
vessel could not process on its own. The relation between th.e shore side and the 
at sea seine processor will likely be a stronger tie then most think. There may be 
enough margins in the products produced to allow existing processors to sell the 
new '"frozen at sea" product through their existing market channels. 

g. Will this proposal be 9 permanent change to regulution? Unot, for how 
long? 

Yes, this proposal is expected to be a pennanent change to existing rogulations. 

h. If adopted, will your proposal require a change in monitoring and 
ovcnight by ADF&G? 

ADF&O now regulates salmon fisheries with the tools of area, gear and time. 
This proposal does not change any of these management tools. Some change in 
oversight by ADF&G may occur if the ability to process at sea is developed. 
These changes would be reporting requirements from the '"At Sea Processor". 
Regulation is now in place for floating processing new regulation surely will be 
brought forth when needed. 

i. Will ver1ical integration (e.g. harvesting andlor processing) or 
consolidntion occur? wm limits be imposed? 

Consolidation is not a foreseen outcome from this proposaL However, vertical 
integration could occur in a limited basis in that with bigger vessels the harvester 
will have the ability to freeze and process on board a vessel with more space. 
This mayor may not be seen as vertical integration.. In this case the permit holder 
would still be required, per CFEC regulation, to be aboard. the vessel while 
harvesting is taking place. 
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.i- How do YOII propose to monitor Bfld evaluate the restructured fishery? 

This proposal does not restructure the fishery in such a manner to necessitate 
continued monitoling and evaluati.on. There should be no change in the manner 
by which the fishery takes place, the amount of Ush that are harvested, or the 
lI\,anner by which those fish are harvested. 

h:. Is there a conservation motivation behind the proposal? If so, plel\sc 
explain. 

There is no additional conservation motivation behind the proposal unless .it is 
t.1.ken into account that longer vessels are more fuel efficient than shorter/wider 
vessels. 

I. What IJractical challenges need to be overcome to implementing your 
propo5s1, and bow do you propose overcoming them? 

There are some challenges to this proposal but none of them can be viewed as 
practical. This proposal represents change ~U1d change scares people' who are 
unwilling t.o embrace it. Repealing the 58 foot rule is something that is long 
.overdue. There are many arguments fDr keeping it in place but as time has passed 
most of the arguments are n.o l.onger applicable and other arguments are just plain 
unfounded. 
"My b.oat win lose value allowing boats longer then 58ft into the fishery" This 
is the most common .opposition argument. It is false and it needs t.o be 
examined. 
Today others are building boats that are 58ft with a width .of26-28ft and a depth 
.of II-12ft. M.ost.of these people are doing this because they want t.o replace 
their existing vessel and they participate in the sablefish or halibut fishery in 
addition to salmon seine fisheries. The costs of these vessels are 1.5 mUlion to 
over 3 million dollars. TIle fishermen have salmon limited entry pennits and 
before long line rationalizatiDn, salmon was probably their most important 
fishery. With long line rationalization their business model chauged and now 
sablefish or halibut fisheries are the driving capital contributors to their 
business. The vessels confoffil to the present vessel length restrictions in both 
fIsheries because today's standard of measurement, between the Federal 
regulation of 60 feet in the rationalized fisheries and State regulation of 58 feet, 
is insignificant. 
A vesse158x 26x12 has the same capacity as a vessel 72x23xlO.5. If it were the 
case that allowing longer vessels into the salmon seine fishery would drive 
down values on the 58 foot and less boats, it would already have 'happened with 
the current sponsorung and construction of vessels today. Larger boats, longer 
or wider and deeper. are all the same. The Alaska salmon seine fishery needs 
these boats because others are building them. TIle length restriction just causes 
others to build "bad" boats. 

RECEIVED TIME SEP,28, 10:34AM 
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The restdetion on vessel length does not detennine value. Other criteria are 
much more significant. Construction material, general arrangement, engine size 
and condi.tion~ electronics packages, and level of maintenance and upkeep 
required are the value determining components. 
Having the ability to use vessels over 58 feet does not mean vessels over 58 feet 
wiJ1 be "better" then status quo. Many Alaska salmon seine fishennen use 
vessels shorter then 58 fect. Each fishenmm uses a vessel which suits the area. 
he intends to fish and the fishermen's idea of the tool he believes works. 
Repea.ling the 58 foot restriction allows some to try new ideas and explore areas 
of marketing that are not possible with the current lenb~ limit. Why continue 
to build wider and deeper when efficiencies could be achieved with a longer 
length? 
BeHeve it or not there is in fact a limit on the size of boat iliat can be efficiently 
used for seining. Seiners have to be very maneuverable to get close to shore so 
the skiff and seine can get to the beach. Also. seining does require some finesse 
in how the net is retrieved. Some say that a bigger boat is bettcr to :fish in 
rougher weather and this is somewhat true. What is overlooked is how much 
more wind the bigger vessel would catch as it is trying to retrieve the net 
making fishing in windy weather very difficult compared to a smaller more 
agile vessel. 
The explanation of this proposal contained here and examin.ation ofthe history 
of the rule should overcome the challenges to repealing this regulation. 

3) What are tile ob.iecdvcs of tile propossr! 

The objective of this proposal is to allow larger vessels to participate in Alaskan salmon 
seine fisheries. Elimination of the 58 foot rule allows fishennen to have a longer, safer, 
more efficient, and economical vessel. 

4) IIow will this propos"1 meet the objectives in question #3? 

Repealing the 58 foot mle allows longer boats to participate in the fishery. 

5) Please identify the potential alJocotive impacts of your proposal. Is there an 
allocation or management plan tbMt will be affected by this proposft}? 

There ate no potential allocation impacts foreseen from this proposal. This proposal 
will not affect current fishery management plans. 

6) If the total value of the resource is ellpected to increase, who will benefit? 

This proposal will potentially increase the vahle of tIle resource through giving the 
vessel owner a platfonn to better create value added products. Larger boats would 
possibly have the ability to freeze and package on board creating a more valuable 
product. Anyone involved in the fishery would benefit from the ability to produce 
higher valued products. Value added creates a higher fishery value which benefits 
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7) 

fishermen. proccssors~ and local communities. Permit values could also potentially 
increase benefiting every fishennan involved. 

What will happen if your fishery is not restructured as your proposal recommends, 
and how is this proposal an improvement over curr"nt practices? 

Please see the accompanying document outlining the hlstory of the 58 foot rule. This 
regulation is outdated and unnecessary. The salmon seine fishery has so much more 
potential than to be limited in this manner. The business .is a.trcady increasingly 
'difficult. With the current market environment almost entirely predicated on quality 
why not allow a platform that will have the potential to increase quality. This 
elimination of the 58 foot rule would allow those that choose the ability to enhance the 
profitability of their salmon seine businesses. 

8) Considering the history of tlle commercial fislaery t wbat are tile potential short
and long-term positive and negative impacts on: 

ft. The fishery resource: The fishery reSource will see no change short or long 
ter.m as this proposal does not change the fishery management plan. The 
pressure on the fishery resource is dictated by regulating time. area, and gear. 

h. Harvesters: There will be no short or long term impacts on harvesters. Those 
that choose to will get a bigger boat and those that do not choose to will not. It 
will not change anything about how the fish are harvested. The lines at the 
hook off..~ will remain unchanged. 

c. TIle sector, species. and regioDal interdependence relationships: There will 
be no impacts at all in this area. 

d. Safety: Safety will be enhanced by the addition of larger boats. It is widely 
considered that larger boats are inherently safer than smaller ones. Vessel 
safety is largely interdependent on the captain and crew to achieve it. 

e. TIle market: There will be a positive impact to the market for salmon in both 
the short and especially the long term. The ability of using a larger boat to 
utilize freezing at sea would increase the market value of the product and thus 
increase the average market value of the fishery. 

f. Processors: The relationship between processors and fisherman willl'emain 
unchanged. There will always be sahnon processors buying fish from seiners in 
Alaska 110 matter what size of boat they operate. Bigger vessels win not take 
away from the market share of the processors in the short term and in the long 
tenn there could be marketing agreements between the fishermen and 
processors to market the value added products through existing channels so 
everyone benefits. 
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g. Local communities: Local communities would benefit from increased value in 
the local fishery. Larger vessels that chose to process on board would likely 
need increased shoreside support for shipping logistics, invcnto)), and supply 
storage, and possibly local workers to assist in packaging the product. 

9) What is your understanding of the level of support for your proposal among 
)1ftrvester~, proccssors and local communities? 

A problem with this proposal is the lack of understanding about it. Sure. it is obvious 
what the proposal intends to accomplish but many do not understand how we got here in 
the first plnce. There should be support from fishennen and processors who arc 
concerned about long tenn solutions to increasing product quality and value in Alaska's 
salmon seine fisheries. Most people do not know that the 58 foot limit inten.ded to 
lessen. the importance of the seine vessel and maintain the importance of the fish traps. 
Most do not lmow that this regulation was created 50 years ago to hold back the 
potential of the seine fleet. Currently. the salmon fisheries in the state have stagnated 
and there has been very little to no investment back into them. Sure. there have been. 
some good seasons for folks in various areas from time to time but when looking at 
participation and ex-vessel revenue over the last 20 years participation has declined a bit 
and ex-vessel revenue has remained largely unchanged and has decHned greatly when 
adjusted for inflation. I am hopeful and believe that most seine fishennen, when made 
aware of an the facts, would feel it is time to support this idea. 
A large number of fishennen approached about this don't really care either way they 
can see both sides oftbe argument and do not have a conviction eithel' way. 
The opposition to this change is those who fear their current equipment or operation will 
become obsolete or lose value but nobody can seem to quantlfY how much, if anything, 
would be ]ost. Also, some would be in opposition because they cannot currently afford 
to invest to upgrade their existing equipment to take advantage of producing better 
quality p.roduct so they would wish to hold others to their level. Another important 
thing to consider is there are a lot of fishermen nearing retirement age who don't want 
to "rock the boat" until they can get out of the industry. It is hard to convince people 
~ho are on~y gOill~ to be arowld for ten more years to support something that will not 
YIeld them Immedtate benefits even it they know it is the right thing to do. There are 
always gOing, to be people who will oppose this change but I would implore them to 
otter su~gestl0n on what we c~uld do as an industry to improve things. After looking at 
the data It should become obYlous that status quo in the seine industry will not work 
much longer. 

10) Wh~t are the potential short nnd long-term impacts on conservation and resource 
habItat? 

There are absolutely no short or long term impacts on conservation or reSOurce habitat. 
The fishery controls that are currently employed are more tllaD. sufficient. TIle repeal of 
the 58 foot rule would not change any of this. 

RECEIVED TIME SEP, 28. 10:34AM 
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11) What aTe tbe potential legal, fishery management, and enforcement implications if 
this proposaJ is adopted? Whet other governmental actions may need to be taken 
into account? 

Again, ADF &0 now regulates salmon fisheries with the tools of area, gear and time. 
Thi.s proposal does not change any of these management tools. Some change in 
oversight by ADF&G may occur if the ability to process at sea is developed. These 
changes would be reporting requirements from the ""At Sea Processor". Regulation is 
now in place for floating processing and we are sure new regulation can be brought 
forth when needed. Additionally, as mentioned in 2) e. above, the thOUght of the 
purchase of an additional area seine pennit in order to operate a longer vessel may 
make this a more a.cceptable idea to some who may oppose this proposal. I have 
contacted CFEC and they do not see a problem in doing this and are willing to work 
with whatever the Board decides to do with this proposal. 

Respectfully Submitted. 
Darrell K~pp 
338 Bayside Rd. 
Bellingham, W A 98225 

RECEIVED TIME SEP.28. 10:34AM 
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Alaska Board of Fisheries 
Restnlcturing Propoaal168 - SAAC39.117 Vessel length 

Proposal #168 seeks to repeal the 58 foot limit for salmon seiners in Alaska. 
This regulation has been in effect for a long time and a debate should be 
promoted to determine if it still necessary today. 

• What was the intention when this regulation was enacted? 
• Did the regulation accomplish the intended purpose? 
• Is the rule still serving the needs of the salmon seine fishery in Alaska? 
• If t.he rule no longer serves a purpose, why is it still part of Alaska's 

regulation? . 
In order to answer these questions the history of the law was examined and 
yielded some very interesting things. 

The History of Alaska's 1158 foot law" 
Alaska fisheries, before statehood, were controlled and regulated by the federal 
government through the Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Office. The 
regulations were promulgated from Washington DC, released in brief form, and 
issued in March or May for that year's fishery. Reviewing the years from 1923 
through 1960, a year after Statehood, several references to limiting salmon 
fishing vessels to length were located. 
The Department of Interior established a length limit of 50 feet for salmon seine 
boats in Alaska. This may have began in 1939 because older generation 
fishermen remember boats were cut down in length (10ft off the bow or stern 
and/or rudders slanted forward) in 1939. 
The following paragraph was taken from the regulations of March 9, 1959, 
Department of The Interior, Office of the Secretary: 

"The regulations retain the "status quo" in regard to severlll issues debated at length by the variolls 
segments ofthc .industry. No change is provided in the 50-foot limit on salmon pUTse seine vessels long in 
effect in most areas of Ala~ka." 

The regulation was a 50 ft length limit because a standard measurement was 
needed. Federal measurement of vessels was not overall length. The 50 feet 
was measured by the distance on the tonnage deck, from the forward part of the 
rudder post, intersecting with the deck tonnage line to the rabbit line of the 
planking at the stem. 

Before statehood salmon fish traps were prevalent in most areas of Alaska (traps 
were not north of the Alaska Peninsula). These traps, although said to be owned 
individually at first, were controlled by Seattle, WA companies. Two companies, 
Alaska Packers Association (APA) and Pacific American Fisheries (PAF). were 
the largest trap owners. These companies were a major influence to the fishery 
regulations proposed each year in Washington DC and used regulation to protect 
their trap operations. Washington State had two very powerful Senators, Warren 
G. Magnusson and Henry M. Jackson, who looked out for their constituents. 

RECEIVED TIME SEP, 28, 10:34AM 
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Salmon seiners produced fish during this time but were not as efficient a~ t~~ps. 
In reality the companies did not want seine boats to be successful and dlmlntsh 
the production of the fish traps they controlled. Keeping a length limit on the 
seine vessel kept the traps importance. 

Alaska, upon statehood in 1959, adopted the 50 foot measurement from the 
Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Office. Alaska later added 58 foot 
overall measurement and then clarified that description excluding the anchor 
roller extension. These regulations were legislative as will as Board regulations. 
The State Legislators in 2003 said the Board of Fisheries can regulate the length 
of vessels in fisheries and abolished the State laws controlling the length limits, 
The Board of Fisheries in 2008, made length limits below the water line not part 
of the measurement of a Salmon seine vessel. 

The original purpose of the regulation was to keep the power of salmon 
production in the hands of the Seattle Companies who had control of the traps in 
Alaska. Did the rule serve the intended purpose and does the rule today serve 
an intended purpose? The answer is yes it selVed its intended purpose but the 
purpose faded through time and ended when salmon traps were abolished at 
Statehood in 1959. 

Is the 58 foot law relevant today? 
Understanding the history of the Alaska 58 foot law is necessary when evaluating 
if the 58 foot law is helpful in the present day salmon seine fishery. Today it is 
known C'outside" fish Companies no longer control traps and influence Interior 
Department Regulations. The real question: Is this res·triction on the length of a 
salmon seine vessel needed 50 years after statehood? Are the tools of present 
day management sufficient to deal with salmon harvest by seine boats of a 
length over 58 feet if there were no restriction on the length of salmon seine 
boats? 

The present day 58ft. regulation is the out-growth and leftovers of past regulation. 
It was never a good constriction or limitation of fishery capacity. If it were, the 
regulation would have applied to the width and depth of the vessel. Over time 
the sal~on seine vessel has ~een held to 58 feet but they grew considerably in 
both Width and depth. Today s vessels are being constructed with widths of 25-
29ft a~d ~epths of 11-13ft. This is a far cry from the vessels of fifty years ago. 
Even rf thiS ':-'BS unforeseen at the time it is good there were no restrictions 
placed on Width a~d depth because it stili allOWed for some growth in the fishery. 
It could ha~e p~sslbly unf~reseen as well that the restriction on length in the 
salmon seme fishery also mfluenced regulation in other fisheries and caused 
other problems. 
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Somo outgrowth regulation and other problems 

Alaska's sabl&fish and halibut fisheries 
An outgrowth of the 58 foot restriction is the Federal 35,60, and 125foot rules. 
(Vessel categories) National Marine Fisheries Service wanted a way to 
determine when observers needed to be aboard in Federal fisheries and to 
forestall a full scale reorganization of the fleet which might result from NMFS 
actions of rationalizing the sablefish and halibut fisheries. The 58 foot limit 
influenced this and thus a 60 and 125 foot limit for regulation of observer 
coverage. Again, this is not a capacity issue because if it were there would be 
restrictions on width and depth of the vessel. It's an observer issue. But 
observer coverage is changing to electronic. With electronic observer coverage 
there is no need of a physical observer to be on board. With electronic coverage, 
coverage is 24-7 and if the hydraulics go on the cameras are on. The choice of 
having all observed when fishing is coming and the expense will be one time with 
monthly fees for the designated service provider. It's cheaper and it gives 24M 7 
full time coverage. Once electronic observer coverage is instated the 60ft 
regulation is no longer needed. 

Fuel conservation and costs 
Hull efficiency is an important thing today. Fuel prices are soaring and a boat 
58ft x 26ft, even with a bulbous bow is not efficient. The ·following are facts of 
design from the Navy concerning hull efficiencies and length to width ratios. 

2.1 Displacement Ships 
2.1.1 Hydrostatic Displacement: Ships 
2.1.1.1 Historical Origin 
It is impossibl~ and unnecessary to present here a history of the development ofthe displacement 
hull form. Let It suffice to point out that !hi!! hull concept da.tes to prehistoric times. 
2.1.1.2 Dominant Physics 
The lift/drag performance of displacement ships at high speeds is dominated by wave making 
drag. A displacement form moving through the water pushes the water al)ide as it moves. This 
disturbance oftlle water requires energy, specifically propulsive energy from the ship. 
Two major parameters affect the wavemaking resistance of the ship: Speed and SJenderness. 
Ship wavcmaking drag increases rnpidly with increasing speed. It is not possi.ble to stato a specific 
law for this increase - a law that holds true for all ships - but it is common to refer to a cubi.c 
increase in drag with speed. S"ecifically, it is commonly understood that ship propulsive power 
will incroase as the cube of ship speed. Thus a doubling of ship speed will require an octupling 
(8=23) ofillstaUed power. . 
1 Trallsport Factor is a measure of merit developed by Dr. Colen G. Kcnnell of the David Taylor 
Model ba~in. Dr. Kennoll's paper "Design Trends in High Speed Transport" was distributed to 
workshop attendees. Transport Factor is defined as: 
TF ="' 1.687& /550 • 2240 '* (Full Load Displ. in Long Tons) * (Speed in knots) I (Totallnstalled. 
SHP) 

This cubic relationship is close to true for "normal" speeds. But at very high displacement speeds 
the ~ul've hecomes .even more steep. It is c?mmon for naval architects to limit their investigation 
of dls~lacement .sJ~lps to a speed length ratio of about 1.30. (Speed length ratio is the ratio of ship 
IIpeed In knots dIVIded by the square root of the ship's length in feet. TIli.s is also known as the 
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Taylor quotient Tq. after ADM David W. Taylor.) Above a speed-length ratio of 1 J the increase 
in drag with increasing speed becomes greater-than-cubic. 
Spoeds greater than 1.3 arc present in some displacement hull designs. The dominant que~tion is 
"how importallt is wavemaking?" for the particular design. If one can make the wavemakll1g 
problem ofleaser importance overall. then Ol1e may more readily consider speeds higher than 
Tq=1.3. The tool (or "one tool") for this is ship slenderness. A slender ship disturbs the water less, 
and thus has le~s wavemaking drag. It also has more surfuce area and thus more fiiotional drag, 
but thi~ does not suffer the same steep growth with Slpccd as does the wlll/cmaking drag. 
Slenderness is measured as the Length over Displacement ratio (Ltv 113). 

Present regulation contributes to inefficient boats and increases the fuel needed 
to push the vessel through the water. 

At Sea processing of Alaska Salmon on an Alaska s81no boat 
Processing aboard a salmon seiner is almost impossible today because of the 
physical area needed and the footprint of the equipment for a safe and efficient 
operation. innovative ideas are hard to do because small does not lend itself to 
the space needs of at sea processing. The State of Alaska Department of 
Commerce Office of Fisheries Development website says fishermen processing 
fish is the fastest growing segment of the processing sector. The website goes 
on to say that processing is limited on salmon seiners because of the 58 foot 
restriction. 

Conclusion 
Alaska inherited from the Department of Interior a length limit on salmon seine 
vessels. This regulation is no longer needed. It does not assist in conservation 
of the resource; it promotes inefficiency in hull design, and stifles innovation in 
the market place. The length limit was instigated in the 1930's and 80 years later 
Alaska still has n. Why is this restriction still here? Sig Jeager saw this coming 
years ago when he said, 'When you start to limit vessels by size, you distort what 
is usually a natural process and you create a resistance to further change when 
later on it becomes necessary." 

The Alaska Board of Fisheries has the ability to repeal the 58 foot limit on salmon 
seine vessels and should do so now, 

RECEIVED TIME SEP.28. 10:34AM 



FEB-26-2010 16:04 From: 13606710209 To: 19074656094 

Mr. Vince Webster, Chairman 
Alaska Board of Fisheries 
P.O.2S526 

February 26, 2010 

Juneau; Alaska 99802-5526, 
Fax No. 907-465-6094 

Re: support of Proposal #168, repeal of the 58ft salmon seine vessel limit 

Dear Chairman Webster and Board Members: 

The Alaska Herring Fisheries Using Vessels Longer Then 58ft Purse Seining 

RECEIVED 

FES26 2010 

'BOARDS 

Alaska Herring fisheri~s have no regulation limiting the overall vessel length to less than 58ft for use in 
the Alaska herring, purse seine fisheries. looking at those fisheries as an example of what would 
happen if the Alaska Board of Fish repealed the "S8ft rule", restricting salmon seine vessels, seems to be 
relevant. A close look at the SE Alaska roe herring purse seine fishery in Sitka may "'shedsome light" on 
the subject. 

The roe herring purse seine fishery in Sitka Alaska occurs every March. In 2009 fifty permit holders 
participated using all forms of fishing vessels to catch their fish. The vessels are made of steel, 
aluminum, fiberglass and wood. They are single engine and some multipliable engine. Some carry one 
net and some carry two nets on board while fishing. Some use airplanes to help catch their fish and 
others do not. Some have nets on board that are made to the Ilmits imposed by regulation and others 
do not. They' range in length of 50ft to 73fe. 

Prior to 2008 one vessel participating in the Sitka herring fishery was longer then 58ft. That vessel was 
68ft. In 2009. two vessels fishing were longer then 58ft. One was 65ft and another 73ft. In 2009, or in 
other years, did those vessels longer then 58ft purse seining cause others to be at a disadvantage? Did 
they catch more fish? Did they change the management of the fishery? Did they deva lue the other 
vessels in the fishery? The answer to all the questions is NO. 

Most vessels .fishing in the Sitka fishery are 58ft in length. Three are 50ft, three are 52ft, four are 54ft, 
one 56ft, most are 58ft, One 65ft, and one73ft. The Alaska herring fisheries were not affected by the 
1930s rules by the us Department of Fish and Wildlife limiting the length of seine vessels. The rules 
were not jmplemented upon statehood into the herring fiSheries and tOday do not restrict the length of 
the vessels fishing herring in Alaska. The length of the vessel purse seining in Alaska herring fisheries is a 
non issue as it would be if the length limit did not limit Alaska ~almon seine vessels. It's time to delete 
the 58ft rule for salmon purse seining. 

Best regards, Darrell Kapp 

338 Bayside Rd. 

Bellingham WA. 98225 

~ Alaska Entry Commission 
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:.::: ~ HOMER OCEAN CHARTERS 

« ~~:~ .. , OTTER COVE RESORT ~ THE ROOKERY RESTAURANT 
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FISHING CHARTERS • HUNTIKG • KAYAKI)lG • WATER TAXI • CABIN RENTALS 
(907) 235-6212 • 1-800-426·6212 • www.homerocean.com·hoc@xyz.net 

- flox 2~tilN 28 2009 
Homer,AK 99603' 

Attn: BOF Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish & Game 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AI< 99811-5526 

RE: Proposal 189 

Dear Board of Fish, 

IRECE! : 

JUL 2 8 ~OO9 

-BOARDS 

I am speaking in opposition of this proposal to require a client-guide agreement for 
each client on a sport fishing charter trip. 

This proposal creates an undue paperwork burden on legitimate charter businesses. 
A charter customer has a responsibility to do due diligence on their purchase just as 
they would with any other purchase, lfit is a concern to them which boat they fish 
on and/or what captain they fish with, they can verify this at the time of booking. 
Just because someone has a written agreement that they are going to be on a certain 
boat with a certain captain, it does not guarantee them a quality boat and/or 
captain . 

. The proposal states that clients should know at the time of booking that they will be 
fishing with a licensed guide. If the guide is not licensed they are fishing illegally, 
there is already a law against this. 

Booking agents have the right to charge what the market will bare, nobody forces a 
customer to make a purchase. This proposal would also prohibit sales by cruise 
companies as they are booking agents and mark up products at an agreed upon 
amount between the vendor and cruise company. This does not benefit the 
customer, the vendor C charter company), or the cruise line. 

This proposal creates a new layer of bureaucracy, it does little to benefit the charter 
customer and in many cases itwould make it difficult for those seeking a charter to 
connect with a vendor. This proposal would be a detriment to businesses that rely 
on third party sales in order to operate. This is a bad idea, please reject proposal 
189. Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Respectfully, 

~~~ 
Captain Roark Brown 
Homer Ocean charters, Inc. 

RECEIVED TIME JUL.28. 4:41PM PRINT TIME JUL. 28. 4:43PM Public Comment #2



ADRIANA & LONNIE BROOI(S 

Home Phone 907/333-4529 

Ms. Sherry Wright 
ADF&G/Boards Support 

2020 Muldoon Rd. #344 
Anchorage, Alaska 99504-3683 

EMAIL:lonnieb@acsalaska.net 

09 November 2009 

333 Raspberry Road, Rm 1081 
Anchorage AK 99518 

Dear Ms. Wright: 

FAX Phone 907/332-1400 

R!'c£lVEo 

NOV - 92009 
BOARDS 

ANCf.IoAAGE 

Board of Fisheries Proposal #184, as I read it, if adopted as policy would 
prohibit the use by sport fishers of felt soled wading boots throughout the 
State of Alaska. The purpose stated for the proposed action would be to 
reduce the likelihood that invasive species would be spread into the waters 
of Alaska. 

Whereas if enforcement measures were sufficiently rigorous this might lead 
to the elimination of this one vector for the targeted species, other vectors, 
such as but not limited to, boats, migratory birds, other wading equipment, 
nets, stringers, and terminal tackle, would not be affected. Thus this 
measure would have minimal impact on the problem, and it would have 
significant negative effect on the sport fishers of Alaska. Felt soled wading 
boots have become popular precisely because they are safer that any 
others that are currently available. So this measure, if implemented, would 
have an immediate negative impact, seen in a likely increase in slips and 
falls, dunkings, injuries, and possibly even deaths. Moreover, upon 
implementation, a preponderance of fishers who practice wade fishing 
would be required to buy new equipment to replace the banned felt soled 
wading boots. 

I oppose the adoption of this proposal. 

Yours truly, 

Lonnie D. Brooks 

Public Comment #3
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January 13,2010 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Board of Fisheries 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 9811-5526 

Dear Board of Fish: 

RECENEO 

'JAN 2 6 2010-
@(JAROS 

I am writing today to voice my support for the passage of Proposal 111 - " Close the 
Waters of Unalaska Bay to Trawl Gear". 

I have been a resident of Unalaska for more than 30 years. During that time I have 
subsistence fished for my family and for elders in our community who could not. I have 
witnessed a decline of fish stocks in our bay over that time period that concerns me. I 
believe trawling inside the waters of Unalaska Bay has some effect on our fish stocks 
particularly Salmon and Halibut. Closing the bay to trawling will help to conserve our 
fish stocks and help them rebuild. 

Unalaska Bay is a relatively small protected bay out in the middle ofthe Aleutian Islands. 
Small boats from the community cannot fish anywhere else because of weather 
constraints and safety issues. The Community has no other alternative for subsistence 
fishing. The trawlers are large vessels who can travel safety to other areas to find fish. 
There is no reason for them to target fish in the bay when they can safely go somewhere 
else. 

The bottom line is this: 
* Unalaska Bay is the only subsistence fishing area that local residents can access. 
* Trawlers are competing with and catching fish that local residents use for subsistence. 
* The trawler can safely go somewhere else to fish. 
* The local residents cannot go anywhere else because of safety issues. 
* Unalaska Bay needs to be protected from Trawlers to allow fish stocks to rebuild so 

local residents can have a subsistence harvest to put food on their tables. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important change needed to the 
Fisheries Regulations to protect our subsistence fishing. 

nalaska, Alaska 99685 

Public Comment #5



TO: BOF Comments 

Boards Support Section 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 

Box 115526 

Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

From: Anna von Reit/'CP 
Box 520994 '\.[. 

Big Lake, AK 99652 

February 10, 2010 RECEIVED 

. FEB 10 2010 

BOARDS 

RE: Comments on Statewide Proposals 2010 

I would like to comment on a number of the statewide proposals, both for and against, as indicated. 

Proposal 164 - 5 AAC 01.030 (3). Regarding the definition of family as "shall be authorized per family of 

two or more". If we are going to define "family" we need to explain what that means----for many 

Alaska Natives family is a broad concept. Also, "two or more" can be problematic. What about families 

of one man or woman? Single people need access to fill their freezers and often don't have the support 

network that others do. I would advise careful wording of this section to define terms precisely and 

consider individuals, maybe as "one or more persons per household". 

Proposal 165 -5AAC 77.xxx New Section. Meeting biological escapement goals is the first imperative, 

and it should matter which fishery is impacting the resource. Let all the various user groups stand down 

and wait until the fishery itself has been safeguarded for another year. 

Proposals 166 and 167 -.our statutes and regulations need to mesh, one way or another. These are 

both common sense recommendations that would help achieve that goal. 

Proposal 168 - 5 AAC 39.177 Vessel Length - "Bulbous Bow" --I am glad to see someone else paying 

attention to this and coming forward with this recommendation! The current regulations are a case 

study in unintended consequences. Purse seiners have been distorted until they no longer function 

efficiently and our purse seine fleet has been put at a definite disadvantage because of this restriction. 

Proposal 174 - 5AAC 28.050 - Lawful Gear For Groundfish. This would indeed encourage the small boat 

fishery to make better use of our resources and by eliminating by-catch also be a more practical solution 

to those associated problems. 

Proposal 175 5AAC.75xxx Bag limit on Sablefish (Black Cod) These are valuable long-lived fish and they 

are being wasted by the hundreds every day of every summer. I don't know enough about this fishery 

to comment on the appropriateness of the specific bag limit that is being recommended, but I do know 

that a bag limit of some kind is appropriate. 

Proposal 176 - 5AAC.75xxx. Increase bag limit on Spiny Dogfish. I have seen more Spiny Dogfish wasted 

over the years than I like to think about and never even knew they HAD a bag limit until now, so I guess 
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that speaks to public knowledge about this species and about enforcement in general----but there is 

definitely no scarcity of Spiny Dogfish and in my opinion increasing the bag limit would help the 

fishermen who want to retain more without harming the fishery at all. 

Proposal 180 5AAC 75.020 Sport fishing gear. Something needs to be done about the use of commercial 

gear in our sport fisheries and that is certain. The big question seems to be what and how to gain a 

handle on it? Among those suggestions made thus far, this one walks a middle ground---puts control on 

using commercial jigs, but allow use of individual power reels---maybe with a restriction on the number 

of power reels per boat. If you allow one power reel per charter boat, anyone disabled or weak has the 

use of a good tool, but the charters can't run mini-commercial harvest operations. 

Proposal 184 5AAC 75xxx -Invasive Species /Felt-Soled Waders. Speaking as someone who has fought 

invasive species, let me say that anything we can do to prevent them from taking root here, the better. 

Giving up felt-soled waders is a very small price to pay. I would recommend that the Board set up a 

special committee on invasive marine and freshwater species and pursue a more proactive stance on 

this and related issues. 

Proposal 188 5AAC 75.067 Halibut regulations have been a nightmare for as long as I can remember. 

Putting something like this in place to track and comply automatically makes a lot of sense and ends a 

lot of unnecessary confusion. 

Proposal 189 5AAC 75.075 Sport fishing services and sport guide services----YES!!! It is about time 

someone spoke up about this. Our summer visitors get ripped off enough without the guide scams that 

have become prevalent. We license guides for a reason. Don't let unscrupulous tour dealers cheat 

people and get around the guide provisions. 

Proposal 190 5AAC 75.003 Emergency Order Authority -Allow crews to retain fish. So long as they stay 

in compliance on harvest per boat and are for personal use, crew members should be able to retain fish. 

They do anyway and enforcement is a nightmare---and the current situation is unfair to them as 

individuals. 

Proposal 191 5AAC 75.995 Official time. If we are going to use time as a parameter to define openings 

and closings and if we enforce it to the minute, then we had better well define exactly what time 

standard is being used. Set it by atomic clock and be done with any confusion. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

~\rZr~~-
Anna von Reitz G 
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suparna 

phone 907-5&6-18&7 
fax 907-586-9769 
wwwJllJ1eausportfishing.com 
Box2Q4}S 
JWleau,Alaska 99802 
sportfishin.ll@alaska.com 

Alaska Board of Fisheries 
Board Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811 

Board Members: 

907-586-9769 

Please reject proposal 189 which would require a client-guide 
agreement for each client on a sport fishing charter trip. This 
proposed rule would do NOTHING for fisheries 

p.1 

management, while·iA;lposing needless requirements on 
fishermen, lodges, charter captains, booking agents, hotels, travel 
agents, shoreside sales facilities} cruise ships, B&B inns, air taxis, 
convention and visitors bu~eaus} and numerous 'other businesses 
which contribute to' arrang,ing fishing trips for fishermen. 

If the proposer has a problem in his area} he should address it 
there, not as a statewide proposal affecting businesses, practices, 
and people he is not familiar with. 

~ou. . 
. ~~ 
SlrrC'erel~J 

Su parna, Owner 
Juneau Sportsfishing 
9'tJ7-5'g6-/68 r 
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February 11,2010 

Denby Lloyd 
Commissioner 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Commissioner Lloyd: 

Post Office Box 32712· Juneau, Alaska 99803 

Telephone: (907) 789-2399 • Fax: (907) 586-6020 

~S,l~'O 
~~G ~~ 

\1.-
~1J> ~\)<s 

<00 

The Territorial Sportsmen board has become aware of the department's estimate of 
Southeast sport blackcod catch information for 2009. We believe these data are too 
uncertain to be used in making bag limit and allocation regulations under proposal 175, 
or any other regulatory vehicle. 

The validity of the black cod catch data is in question. Charter captains were sent a letter 
in the spring asking them to record their catch of black cod in the "other fish" column in 
their logbooks. The directions stated that only blackcod be recorded in this column. For 
several years, charter boat operators have recorded the catch of all other species in this 
column and it is very likely that many of them continued to record catches of cod, arrow
tooth founder and a variety of other species in this column. 

Most charter boat operators likely ignored the letter because they never catch blackcod. 
On many charter boats, the deckhand fills out the logbook when the fishing trip is 
concluded. Deckhands may not have received proper instructions on what to include in 
the "other fish" column because the captain did not think the instructions applied to him. 
Finally, the letter was not an official regulation and many, if not most, logbooks were 
likely filled out as they had been in past years. 

Data that have a high probability of being wrong should not be used to make regulatory 
decisions. Also, the Board of Fisheries has gone on record in other decisions to not 
change a regulatory regime based on a single year's data. TSI concurs with that practice. 
The data collected on blackcod comprise only a single year and were collected under 
dubious circumstances and uncertain requirements. For these reasons the 2009 southeast 
Alaska blackcod catch is likely to be overestimated by a large amount. 

Sportsmen Promoting Conservation of Alaska's Fish and Wildlife Since 1945 
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We recommend a decision on blackcod harvest regulations for sport fishermen be 
delayed until accurate and reliable data have been collected. 

Thank you. 

?J. ~L wayn1;:n ~ 
President TSI 

cc: all Board of Fisheries members 
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u.s. 

United States Departlnent of the Interior 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

FISH .. WILDUFE 
SERVICE 

1011 E. Tudor Road 
IN REPLY REFER TO: Anchorage, Alaska 99503-6199 

. FWS/OSM 10009/BOF SWFINFISH 

Mr. Vince Webster, Chair 
Alaska Board of Fisheries 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Chair Webster; 

FEB 1 1 2010 

REeE/VEe 

BOARDE: 

~ 

The Alaska, B?ard of.fi~het:ies will deliberate 2009/2;O~ 0, reglfl,.a!oty pr?p()~als .. t4at address 
Statewiti~ firifish ~ndsupplementa~, issues beginning 'ryfar9hJ.~~·t.0!Q" W,e uhClt<~st.a9-~. that the 
Board 'Yill be considering appr()xiniately 3.0 proposals~at thi.s)i~~tirlg. :. ':': . . ... 

:. .',.... ','~:. ~... ." .'"" '._" :'. ~:} .... d., .... : ~: L ~:c . ,.,.' . 
• ' • , " , ", : 1 ~ • "',' r . ,,!'. { j:. ~', ,~', .' 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), Office of' Sub§jsle"ijce TvI~rragemetj~~':W9rkihg with 
other Federal agencies, has reviewed these proposals arid d6~s not believethat'actopt16h' of any of 
these proposals will have an impact on Federal subsistence users and fisheries. We may wish to 
comment on these proposals if issues arise during the meeting which affect Federal subsistence 
users and fisheries. " . ,.' 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on these important regulatory matters and look 
forward to working with your Board and the Alaska Department ofFish and Game on these 
issues. 

. , 

Sincerely, 

- . I (I'-"" )eter J, P basco 
~cPl('Y\ '. . . s'si~ta . '. e~\qp~l:pirector 

cc: Denby S. Lloyd, ADF&G' ... Tiila.·Cui1pi~g,.AD.F~G, Ari?hqr~ge . 
Michael Fleagle,:Chair FSB . George Pappas; ADF&G, Anchorage' 
John HiJsiD.g,eI:,<~DF,&G, Anc4()rage . Jim Man:;9tt~,.ADF&G, Juneau 
Cr'<lig.Fleen~r,APF&G, Juneau . . Mitch Gan1pbi;;;1l, A.PF&q, An~horage 
C~arles Swanton; ADF&G, Juneau In~eragency Staff C6m.~ittee· . , 

'., t 

TAKE PRIOE'!J;I!F==:: ~ 
'NAMERICA~ 
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FEB. 17.2010 1 :04PM F&G BOARDS SUPPORT NO. ·00 72 P. 2 

To: The Alaska Board of Fisheries 

SUBJECT: proposal 192 for Statewide Consideration 

I am concerned that my proposal lost something when it was transposed to the proposal book. My 

concerns are that the definition of "artificial fly" is ambiguous, Specifically the portion of the definition 
that alludes to "Common methods known as fly tying/J 

The state definition follows: artificial fly means a fly which is COnstructed by common methods known as fly 
tying, including a dry fly, wet fly, and nymph, which is free of bait as defined below. Materials and chemicalS designed 
and prodllced primarily to cause flies to float or sink may be used on artificial flies. 

I have discussed this definition wIth a number of ADF&G staff as well as ill F&W State Trooper and have found that 
this definition leaves a lot of wiggle room. I understand that this may be on purpose. 

If a control measure, such as imposing an artificial fly restriction on a body of water, is important enough to 
implement, then the resultant definition should enable the average fisherman to understand what is expected. 

A couple of examples that fit (in my book) the State's definition bUt are, in reality questionable, include inserting yarn 
through an "Egg Loop" or even knotting yarn 0t'1 the leader heading to the hook. Placing a bead on an egg loop could 
also fit the State definition. 

I cannot provide a sUGcinot definition that I recommend replace the current definition. Should the Board agree that a 
more precise definition be pursued, the following might be included. "Materials for fli~ must be physically tied or 
affixed onto the hook proper, utilizing a material different from the fishing line attached to the fly." 

AS a fisherman, I am attempting to follow definitions/laws/regulations I currently cannot thoroughly understand and 
ensure that when I am fishing that another's opinion will not affeot my check book balance. 

nm~js_mfion. 

Ma:k Si~inyak. 

RECEIVED 

FEB f 7 2010 

BOARDS 
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Feb 19 2010 11:24AM HP LASERJET FAX 

To -- Alaska Board of Fisheries 

Re ~- Proposal200 

George A. Moerlein 
7300 O'Malley Road 

Anchorage~ Alaska 99507 
907-346-3784 

February 18,2010 RIOEIVED 

FEB 1 9 2010 
BOARDS 

ANCHOtiWlE 
I 

p. 1 

I am in total approval of the proposed new section in 5 AAe 99 defining "subsistence way of 
life". I urge you to adopt it unchanged. It truly defines what I believe to be "a subsistence way of life'~. 

ShM no11 

150 F Sht~~ f\1ay. 2D II\) 
fJbh- ()m wvd-

, ~\ q 2-
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Feb 19 2010 11:24AM HP LASERJET FAX 

To - Alaska Board of Fisheries 

Re - Proposal 201 

George A. Moerlein 
7300 O'Malley Road 

Anchorage. Alaska 99507 
907-346·3784 

February 18, 2010 ..... vso 
fEB 1 9 2010 

&OAtil),';) 
ANCHO!:(.f'GE 

p.2 

I am opposed to amending 5AAC 01.616 in any way that would designate the Chitina Subdistrict of 
the Upper Copper River district as a "subsistence location". 

The overwhelming :m.c:gority of the people participating in this fishery DO NOT qualify as subsistence 
users as defined in Proposal 200. 

A great majority of the people participating in this fishery are doing so for recreation. They are doing 
little more than sport fishing with dip nets. As such I do not believe they should have precedence over other 
sport or commercial fishermen. 

This should continue to be a "Personal Use" fishery. 
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James Marcotte 
Executive Director 
Alaska Board of Fisheries 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

RECENED 

FEB 2 '2 2010 

BOARDs 
This is in support of proposal # 195 calling for closure of the commercial summer 
Dungeness crab fishery in area A District 2. 

Questions to the board, 
#1 does state law say in A.S 16.05.258 (a) & (b) that the board shall establish customary 

and traditional subsistence levels prior to opening new fisheries. 
#2 in AS 16.05.258 (b) (2) Does subsistence have preference over all other consumptive 
users? 
#3 in AS 16.05.258 (b) (3) & (4) (A) where I gathered about 80 Dungeness crab a year in 

the past, to pick, vacuum pack and freeze. This does not include the occasions where we 
would go out and catch some to eat fresh. This would bring my yearly harvest up to about 
120 crabs a year. In 2009 I had no crab to put up, vacuum pack and freeze, and I only got 
about 17 Dungeness crab in 2009 prior too, during and after the summer commercial 
Dungeness crab fishery in districts 2. Does this make this fishery a non-sustainable one? 
#4 statistics from this fishery also point out where having the summer commercial 
Dungeness crab fishery, the records indicate that the fall Dungeness crab fishery caught 
only 50% of what they caught in the past, and does this indicate that this summer fishery 
is unsustainable? 
#5 statistics of this summer commercial Dungeness fishery in district 2 indicate that the 
dead loss recorded at the processing facilities was 10 times more than in 2002/2003 and 
24 times more then that of2006/2007, is this considered acceptable? This does not figure 
in the mortality rate of caught and released female, undersized and soft-shelled crab as 
the industry has no observer program to log this. However recent studies by Gordon H. 
Kruse, David Hicks and Margaret C. Murphy state that 40%-50% mortality rate occurs 
on crabs caught and released and this increases as to the amount oftimes crabs are 
recaught. This study says that crabs that are recaught and released 4 times do not survive. 
These figures are astronomical given that subsistence only takes about 1 % of the total 
commercial catch. Should this fishery be allowed to continue? 
#6 having these statistics shows an unforeseen negative impact on the fishery; does this 
enable the board to stop the fishery? 
Here are the times and how I fished for my subsistence Dungeness crab. On June 10th 

2009, near latitude 55.20.12 and longitude 132.25.28 near Rock Creek in Polk Inlet I 
placed 3 baited crab traps at about 7 p.m ... On June 11th at about 7:30 p.m. I pulled the 
same three traps and inventoried the Dungeness crab that was caught as follows. 
15 soft shelled Dungeness crab 
2 female Dungeness crab 
3 under sized Dungeness crab 
13 legal hard shelled Dungeness crab 
33 total Dungeness crab 

1 
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On July 24th 2009 at about 6.20 p.m. near latitude 55.20.12 and longitude 132.25.28 
located near Rock Creek in Polk Inlet I placed the same three baited crab traps there. On 
July 25th at about 6.50 p.m. I pulled the same three traps and inventoried the Dungeness 
crab they caught as follows. 
4 soft shelled Dungeness crab 
1 female Dungeness crab 
2 under sized Dungeness crab 
2 legal hard shelled Dungeness crab. 
9 total Dungeness crab 

On August 19th 2009 at about 5 p.m. I set three baited Dungeness crab traps in Little 
Goose Bay in Polk Inlet near latitude 55.23.15 and longitude 132.23.00 and pulled same 
three on August 202009 at about 6 p.m ... This catch was horrible and recorded as 
follows. 
8 soft shelled Dungeness crab 
1 female Dungeness crab 
2 under sized Dungeness crab 
2 legal size hard shelled Dungeness crab 
13 Total Dungeness crab 

The Board of Fisheries on the 27th of January last day and near the close of your meeting 
voted to reconsider proposa1151. During the discussion it was mentioned that you have 
to base your decision on the best information you have to use. You had studies before 
you on studies of mortality of handling of soft-shelled Dungeness crab. During your 
deliberations it was stated that the studies were ancient and that things have a tendency to 
change over time. This maybe true with stock change in habitat and maybe population 
size, but the major mating cycles and the occurrence of soft-shelled Dungeness crab and 
their cause of mortality stay the same. 

There is a more recent study conducted on the - Handling Increases Mortality of Soft 
Shelled Dungeness Crabs Returned to The Sea by Gordon H. Kruse, David Hicks 
and Margaret C. Murphy in 1994 that supported the previous studies of Fishing 
Mortality to Soft Shelled Dungeness crab by Herb Tegelberg 1970 & 1972. The 
studies verified one another! Both these studies also references 37 studies that took place 
over the years dating from the 1940s through the 1990s all the studies show that 
commercial harvest seasons for crabs must avoid the soft-shelled cycle periods. Please 
find attached the 1994 study and a Fishing Mortality to soft shelled Dungeness crab
Review of existing literature & evaluation of current practices. 

The 1994 study hits on the mortality of crab while captured but these figures are not 
factored to included dead loss Also they say that the crab we caught and only handled 
once during the record keeping and they were handled more gently than a commercial 
catch would re-catch the same crabs over and over and they would not be treated as 
gently. 
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I would only hope that the board considers the impact this fishery has on our customary 
and traditional subsistence harvest levels and also the impact it has on the fall commercial 
Dungeness crab fishery. This shows me that this fishery is unsustainable. 

Maybe using the previously mentioned studies the board could close the summer 
commercial Dungeness crab fishery in districts 1 and 2 totally and then eliminate the fall 
commercial Dungeness crab fishery and only open the winter fishery from December first 
through February fifteenth. I know that these studies say how the quality increases 
together with a weight increased from 15% of live weight during peak molting period to 
26% three months later and to 30% seven months later. 

Taking all this into consideration, figures show an increased weight by 15% in 7 months. 
By having the season in December, January and part of February would more than likely 
increase the total seasonal catch weight by 12% and at the same time decrease the dead 
loss along with dead loss on female soft-shell and then cannibalism during captivity on 
her eggs. The seasonal catch could increase here by another approximately 20% making a 
total weight increase of commercial harvest by about 32%. This would be good for the 
industry and at the same time lessen the impact on subsistence. This would be a win, win 
fishery for all users and also increase the economy in Alaska. Isn't that what our state 
constitution and laws say, to best utilize our economical development to its fullest extent. 

For the word you call subsistence it is our way of life, it is our customary, traditional and 
cultural use of our ancestral recourses within our traditional hunting, fishing and 
gathering within our village traditional territories. This is on land and the surrounding 
waters. It is the heart beat of our society that makes us strong and brings us together in 
spirituality. 

It is a deep bond we form with Mother Earth and with all things. We pledge to care for 
the Earth and all things, as we are greatly supplied with all our needs. We will 
demonstrate care and respect-always. We will always pray and give our thanks for the 
sacrifices made, to keep us strong and whole. 

There was only one other thing that would bring Clans or Tribes together as fast and with 
as large of effort, with as much vigor and passion and that was war. And wars were 
brought about as a result of infringements on our territories, customary and cultural use 
of it. 

It is also our legacy for generations to come, and it was passed onto us through time 
immemorial from our ancestors. We will teach our young the traditions of our way of 
life, so that they may continue it for generations to come. We preserve this in our totem 
poles, petro glyphs and through our story telling of both legends and myths. Potlatches 
will always be given to show our respect to other Tribes, Clans, individuals and events 
and all things that playa role in what has effect on our culture. 

I would like to attempt to explain the damage this summer commercial Dungeness crab 
fishery has done to us. IfI were rich and had a lot oftime I may have been able to get our 
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customary and traditional levels of crab by going up and setting my three traps sixty 
times, but there is no guarantee by doing this that I would get my supply of crab that we 
need for the year. But that isn't what state law says. AS 16.05.258 (b) (3) (B) provides for 
the elimination of consumptive users in order to provide a reasonable opportunity for 
subsistence users and AS 16. 05.258 (c) (13) (f) defines "reasonable opportunity" 

Now put yourselfin a small open skiff exposed to the elements and the sea. I think you 
get my drift. And actually this does not even come close to explaining what impact this 
fishery put on our ability to attempt at the impossible task of getting our customary and 
traditional harvest level ofDungeness crab. With the price of gasoline it totally denies us 
our opportunity to subsistence under the law. 

I personally have participated in the subsistence gathering ofDungeness crab in area A, 
Districts 1 and 2 for approximately 50 years. I can tell you through experience that the 
catch levels went down in the late 70s early 80s to very drastic levels. In most areas you 
could not find crab. The catch levels only slowly got better in the late 80s early 90s 
through to 2008. I could go out with my family and easily catch my 60 or 70 crab with 
little effort. 

As I indicated in the past that the residents of Kasaan, myself included traditionally do 
not crab amongst the commercial fleet as we suffer to much gear loss and damage. It is 
also hard to compete with commercial fishermen and for these reasons we do not crab 
during commercial Dungeness crab season. Another reason we do not fish in November 
through March is that the weather is too harsh with heavy winds and frozen bays. We 
only use for the most part small, opened skiffs. We also don't fish crab during November 
and December as the stocks were picked over fairly well, leaving us to sort through 
female, undersized and soft- shelled crab. We traditionally don't fish crab from January 
through May and into June because the crab is starved and in molt condition. 

We as subsistence users treat the female and soft-shelled Dungeness crabs we catch very 
gently as we know they are very vulnerable when handling. 

At your January meeting in Petersburg you mentioned that you have to make the best 
decision using the information you have at hand. You also inferred that you should open 
this fishery in order to gather information and data. We are here to give you our take on 
things that you may use to reconsider and close this summer commercial Dungeness 
fishery down making it back to what it was before your January 2009 meeting. 

Thank you for allowing an agenda change as I know that the board does not very often 
make an out of cycle agenda change unless they feel there is some unforeseen reason for 
it. I'm going to be at the March 16th 

- the 20th 2010 meeting and will be giving oral 
testimony and I would hope that you have questions for me that I may have not covered 
in the letter of testimony. I would also like to be one of the stakeholders selected for the 
committee that will review this proposal. 
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If you have any questions of me prior to the March meeting you can reach me at (907) 
6172089 and or email me at ron@kasaan.org. 
Thank you again for your trouble! 

onald Leighton 
Council member of Organized Village of Kasaan 
Chairman, Customary and Traditional Use Committee. 
P.O.Box 26- Kasaan 
Ketchikan, Alaska99950-0340 
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Fishing ~Iortailty to Soft Shelled Dunge:mess Crab .. Re"iew of Existing 
Literature It Evaluation of Current Fishing Practices 

Note:, Most of the studies Included in £his summary utilize :I standard shell conditiOl1 rIl1'Ikine sysr.=m (Included 
, beloW) whieh clllSsitles crab as Stage 1, 2 or.3 with inzermedi8U1 grndes within~. Stage 3 c:'i1b are 'Very safe. 
und Stage Z crab .!IR samewnut $oft. Lute Stage '2 c!-l) crab mwt minimum !egall'!q1lircmenIS ;ar r=ntlcn :Ina ~~ 
lU1ci Stage 1 crab have Ilard shells and optimal. meat yield. 

IntrQductioni 

R.esults from the studies S1lll'lIl1ari%ed below indicate that soft shelled c:ab are subi~t to 
sig.mn.cant mortality from capture and handling. This mormlity "''as observed during 
experiments in which cmb were handled more carefully than during ~l'ica.l fishing. Handling 
motUllity 1'1ltes for sUlge 2 end/or stage :; crab ranged from 8 to 4: percent. "'ith moSt estimates 
from 18% to 30%. often from just one handling. 

EKperlinents simulating the ttormill occurrence of soft em hitting the deck (5i% mortality) or 
the water (8.9% mortnlity) shows how easily end quickly soft crab ean be killed by mecbanicill 
shock injury during typicnl fishing operations. The experimentS also simulated typical injuries :c 
soft shell crab by oreruong legs and claws (42.2%). and. by pincbing shells (6.7% mortalitY). Th¢ 
impacts ofleg and. c:law loss (up to 38% mormIh:y) were :Usa evmuated. The StUdies show that 
sott shell crab are b.gile and con be killed by II vmi.ety of injury types. ·These injuries occur 
when crab interilct with each other 'Nithin pOiS on the bottOm :lIld dut..ng noma! fishing 
opertltions when crab are sorteQ. The stl:ld.ies document impacts to leglll size male ClUb, bu.t 
similar types of impacts lU'e expected. to sub-legnl3.nd female crab. 

The cllnIlibalism study (6.8% mortality) Md all the observations of r;am.tib,aI.ism :md proken 
pieces of carapace within pots indicate that c:annibalism of son shell ~ does o,cur. 

Review of available literat\.i'§ .on soft shell Qu1'lgenes§ crab mortality; . . 

Fred C. Cleaver· 1941 
Cleaver conducted a tagging study in c9astal WashingtoJl WateIS wbieh indicated crab are killed 
by relatively' minot injqri.es. Loss. of a single leg lowered survival 6.5%; a single claw. 19%; tv."o 
legs. 35.3%; one leg arid. one cla.w, 37.8%. 

Fred C. Cleaver .. 1949 
Cleaver tagged over 9,000 crab in coa.st:d Washington waters bet:w'een December. 1946 and 
April, 1948. !he commetciai :tl~hery was sampled. intensively ~ 4,865 tags were recovered. 
rag return data indicated that survival of"nc:w so£l: shell'" and "new slightly so*~ crab was 
reducm by 68.5% and S,l %, respectivelYJ compared to " new hard shell'· crab. . 
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KiilDetb D. Walq,ron .. 1958' 
Sampling was conducted from November 1941 through JanUlUj' 1950 using c~mmt:tCial crab 
seer and methods, 6,.249 crab were graded. tagged, and N!e:.u;ed. Tags were returned by fishers 
and buyers. 

Waldron tagged 3,275 staf;e 1 cl'I1b and 817 smge 2 cr.lb in eoilSw O~gon ~"tlters. Tags from 
40% (l ,31 S) of tht: stage 1 crab, and 20.4% of the (167) of smge t\'IVO ~ were reco';ered. T.ae 
overl11:1 difference in recovery was 19.8%. A chi square test indie:lted mat th~ !:~duced survival ~f 
stAge :2 cmb was $igninc:mt Ior all seasons and areas rested. 

Waldron also t!lgicd 1,097 st!lge 1 crab and L06Q stage: crnb from four Oregon ba~s. Tags 
from 38% (414) of the stage 1 emil mid 25% (265) of me stage 2 ~mb were recovered. iitdic:lting 
:i 13% reduction in smge 2 S'IJ%'Yi-val. Chi square tes~ were not conducred for these data. 

Waldron i!.1.so noted observations of emmibalism within pots ~ m holding T.l!!lks. particularly 
when crab were molting. 

Serb T egelberg- 1970 
Saml'ling was cOl1ducted in coastal Wushington VliCj..te:s using c:omme:cfal fisbers tmd gC:1r. C~i:
were graded into stages 1.2. and 3, tagged with Pererson disks. and s~=,l.U":lted by stage intO w.ks. 
Crab were then placed in replicate pots (sepnro.ted by stage) and c:l.fefully lowered to the bottom 
in .3 to 7 fiu:homs of water in the swne loca.tiQn where mer had bt:~n c::1ug"hr. E~eriments were 
eondul;ted to mit the effects of time lind successive h:u1dling on mon!illty. Escape rings and 
entrance tunnels were wired shut in all pots. . 'The (lISt experiment W:!S desi~ to test rnonalit)" 
effects reltloted to the number of crab PUtced in holding pots. $0 that appropriate sampie size could 
be dete:mined. Crab were divided into hardshell and ..Isoft shell" tteannents: the soft shells ware 
II mixture ofsmgc 2 and 3 crab, About 10% of the soft shell c:mb died after two days. 15% di~ 
l3fter four days, and 25% were dead n:fi:er seven days. Hardshell mortality was less than ~% after 
two to four days. There was no indication that momJity was reltlted to density and So sample size 
of 25 crab per pot was chosen for subsequent e.."(perimentS. 

The second experiment tested whether mortality was il nmction of timc. additional handling, or 
.both. Triplicate lots of25 soft shells (again including some.stase 2 erab) were held 2 days 
(handled oGce). 4 days (handled 1 VS. 2 times), and 6 days (handled 1 vs. 2 vs. S times). In all 
I;l1Ses. for ;cmparablo holding periods, additional handling caused higher mortalitY. Total 
monality was msher than in the first ex:pe:iment. Mortality of untagged cmb ranged from 15% 
(l clays, handled once) to 33% (6 days, handled 3 times), and ~l;ll23% (2 d.co/sp h~dled once) to 
41 % (6 da)% handled j times) for tagged crab. 

The third ~xperiment compared mortEility of tagged and untagged stage 1.2, and S CTab after ~ 
days ofllolding in pots. "Stage 3" cro.b were a. mixture of stage 2 and stage 3. Monality of . 
"stage :3" untagged crab averaged. 16% compared to 4% for the untaggec.i smge 1 and 2 cmb after 
four days. Mortality of tagged cmb was about 9% for stage 1 crab. 18% for stage 2. and. 23% far 
"stage 3/1. Four lots ofuntagged "stage 3" crab suffered Si% mortality after being individually 
dropped to the deck of the vessel. 
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Some Peterson disk tag loss among smge 3 cmb was observed and the probable bias (Jf 
differential tag loss in previous studies was notsd. Hdwever, Tegelberg used approxixna.rely 
2,100 ctab In ~~riments to study mortality fIom handling thot ~-ould. be nearly typiall af 
commercial fishing. He concluded that discard. (mnoved from pots and thrown overboard) 

. mortality is significant and causes direot loss of Dungeness cmb resource production if fishlng is 
l'ennllted during molting periods, He also noted evidence of Clll'UU'balism. within me wired shut 
pots from soft crab preying on l1:a.cb. other soft crab. Often only pi=es of catapa.c: were III that 
remained of eannibali!ed crub. 

Herb Tegelberg-1972 
Additionll:1 experiments were conducted to estimate moTtlllity ftom specmG injuries .md 
treatments. A mL,,{ture of hard and soft (Stage 3) Q'ab were plo.ced in. pots to teSt c:mnibalism 
effects. Mortnlity W!lS 6.8% for soft crab and 0.0% for hard cmb. Soft ~ ",,-e..--e thrown into a 
30 gallon box of water on deck to simulate being thrown from the boat during nonna! tisblp.g 
operations. Mott.lllity afthe$e crab was 8.9%. ,Another group of Stage 1. and. stage 3 crab were 
subjected to fl variety of injuries. The fot"N!U'd venttnl edge of the car:1p8C: was crushed with 
needle nose pliers to simula.te being pinched by another cmb; mormlity was JUSt 6.7%. ,One claw 
or one of the fIrSt walkini legs was broken to simull:l.te 'CYpicaJ inj~es c:msea when crab are 
removed from ~ps; mortaUty was 42.2%. Tegelberg Ilgwn notes that staie.3 cr.1b were difficult 
to obmin fot' this experiment and a number of the "stage 3" ctI1b were :1c't'Wllly stage:!. cr3b. 

St.,vt: Barry, 1983 
Crab from Gray's Harbor, Washington were graded. placed'in holding potS and ch.er;kec1 at one. 
rwo, or three day intervals in 1980. '"Soft shell"' cl'Ilb were primarily stage 2 crab with some stage 
3 cmb. The soft shell crab e~rieneed a mormlity oi2S.8% cOn'lpared to 2.8 percent for stC.$e 1 
crab. The srudy was repeo.ted. in 1981 with a similar mi.-aure of crab and similar results. 
Monali~ of stage 2 and 3 crab wo.! 22.9% compared to 9.5% for sw.ge 1 crab. Three samples of 
stage 1 crab suffered higher mortality t.b;m stage :2 and:3 cmb and Barry speculated that warm. 
water and/or low dissolved oxygen values could Mv"e affetted the results. Despite this anomaly 
Barry cQnclucied that harldling mortality of stage 2 .and :; cmb can result in a. significant loss to 
the fishery. 

Steve Barry, 1984 
Ext:reIJlely careful and "normal" luIndling impacts to stage 1, 2. and :; aah were compared. 
Results sho~d thatregatdless of handling practices. stage 2 and j cmb suffer substantially 
higher mortality rates than stage 1 crab. Mormlh:y oftreannent (normally handled) srage 3 crob 
ranged ftom 26.7 to 40,0%, and ~ 20.0 to 4O.00A for stage 3 c:antroJ(handled with extreme 
cue) crab. In most cases, large pieces of carapace were found within pots. Another e.'tperiment 
indic:l.ted handlinS mortality of 11.3, 1.6t and 1.4% for stqe 3! 2, ~d 1 crab, respectively. Barry 
noted that the handling: treatment used in this experiment was less severe than d111'iD.i typidll 
commercial operations 'Which would likely result in mortality .tntes 10 to 20% higher than 
observed in his study, 
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Kruse et. ai, 1994 
Legal size male crab C4Ught n.eal' Kodiak. Alaska were ~ with a durometer~ ragged. exposed 
to a variety of a.ir e.'(posure trea.tments, and. retumed to sea. BtlSed on tag !etul'l:lS ftom the 
commercial fishery~ softshell crab experienced 45% bigher moItWtY than ba.td shell crab. Tile 
authors concluded tha.t mortality' rates caused by fishing during molting periods would b~ highe:
bec:luse the crab used in the study were not very soft md oeCAuse crab were bandled more 
carefully tfuIn during normal commercial operntions. 

Qis~ussion; 

The intensive nn1llic of the Puget Sound fishery leads to momy legal and sub-!~2al cmb being 
CilUght. handled. and released several times before they grow bard or large ~ougb to be legally 
retained. The Cumulative impacts oftrapping~ handling and discard may fur e.~ce!d the low end 
oftb.e mormlity estimates derived from experimental nshing. Fisheries operating during the molt 
miJ.'!Ildll 2S% to 35% of the cruh they catch thnt are subj~ted to c!!l'efiJ! r,n:cclillg. RQugh 
handLing, including dropping crab on deck. throwing C:p1b intO the::: water. and loss of severo! 
uppencillges. will increase the mortality nne. 

The State and. Tribes cUIl'ently close their pot fisheries during ptlma.r: molt periods to a\'()id thes.e 
iml'al;t$. The impact of'harvesting arab during soft shell periods using non~'pot gear has 
tnlditionaUy been ~onsidered ··l1Cc:eptable". The popular retreational non • .I'ot fishery includes 
hm"'Vest using ring ~ets or stDr trnps fished from boats or doclcs_ using dip ne~ frnm boats or 
while y,-ading, and using SCUBA gemo. A recent summary of data. c:olle;t~d by eMorcement staf' 
during a portion of the spring 2000 crab molt period in north and central Puger Sound found thru: 
nearly half(137 of 284) the crab retained by recreational fishers were soft shelled and iIleglll to 
posseS$, The ma.jority of these o;ab were oaugh!: using ring nets or Star traps. and some were 
harvested by waders and SCUBA divers. The high rate of rec:eational noo-compliance and 
associated resource impacts raises serious ccmc:e1'l'JS. Additionally, some tribal crab fishery 
lIl8Il8gers have recently suggested that they will initiate II new commercial ring net fishery if the 
State continues to allow harvest by non-pot gear durhlg molt periods. 

The legal definition ofa soft shelled crab (" ... shell flexes ~ith digital preSsure', is subjective, 
difficult to enforce, and controversial within the court system. The combiruttiQIl of the subjecti'lte 
rule and the opportunity to :fish during major crab molt periods leads to unintended violatiom! and 
erodes rela.tions between WDFWand stakeholders. :Enfc:m:em.ent staff are increasingly 
uncomfortable with their responsibility to mforce a. regulation that often is Dot upheld in c:o'lUt. 

Crab harvest using either ring net/star traps or pots inV'olves trapping of qrab on the sea bottom. 
lifting traps, cstch sorting, and discard of crab which are too mall. too Sg~ 01' female. Cmb 
tr.lpped wIthin the aontlnes of pot gear ma.y be more likely to irUure or cam:dbalize each other 
before they are handled. However, the research suggests that: most fishing mortalitY, impacts are 
the result of handling rather than ~"balism. Fishers USlng ring nets catch. and handle far more 
cmb per trap ahack and u.se shorter intervals (1S minutes to an hoQr or two) be~'een ohecks, 
Most ring nets are constrUcted of soft mesh m.aterial which frequeIldy entangles crab, :md 
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enumgled oral:> are more likely to be injured when removed from the gear. Si:lte md tribal c~ 
mamliets believe that fishing with ring netS or smr tr:lps during soft siIelll'eriods is likely to kill 
motel crab than flshing with pots . 

. Fishing induc=d mortality of soft shell erab~ and tete!1tion of soft shell crab is a. form OfW2S'Q.gC 

that has allocation consequences. It is eleor that soft shell harvest l1ep.U\"ely affects resource 
yield. and impacts to the repl'Qductive ,capacity of crab pOpularlODS are likely. The amount of 
wastage by fisheries operating during soft shell periods C3lU1Ot be; c::st:ixrJ.aL."d. without fairly 
elaborate and expensive studiest but responsible management denta11ds a. good faith ::ffon b,· ill 
parties to minimize it. .Initial discussions with represenmtives ofPuget Sound t:re:rty tribes 
indicllte a willingness to eliminate triba! ring net :fishing during molt periods. 

Re~re:1rlona1 crab fishery hurv¢st shares have declined in most are:lS. primarily due to increased 
summer time tribal fishing pursuant to the Rateedie decision. New coopemJive suite/tribal \\'ork 
to better denne regiormi molt timwg dL.1"erences has determined rhat cmb in Ct:1lmU. PUi~ S~Ynd 
<;rab molt durillg the winter. This new information bas b~n used to establish ee'''' opporrunity :0 
harvest hard shell cmb during fotmerly closed. spring months. Tne impact of .;losing ring net 
fishing during winter months would be these Ql'f:U will be: relatively small. In ar!3S like nor •. h 
Puget Sound, where ~rc1b molt during the spring me impact would be greater. The molt cycle ir. 
Hood CIlI:Ia!, the Strait of Juan de FucCl, and. other 1lte:t5 is poorly W1derstood but is cwrently 
being studied. 

Current rec:ea.tional cw.tc:h statistics 0.0 not include a sspanne estimate of'rinj net catch during 
molt closure periods but it may be significant in some areas. The recently initiated crab c.atc:h 
r~cord card program is designed to produce estimates for all months. 3l'e3S. and gem- types but 
results are 110t yet available. It is inCumbent upon manager! ro work v.ith s1akeholders to identi.")' 
new management provisions that eould help to replace the porentia.lloss of the nOD-pot fishery 
during molt periods. It should also be noted that eHminating lllOrmiity Qused. by allo\'lt'illg 
harvest during.soft shell periods will increase resource abundance and opportunity fOt all 
recreational, commercial, and tribal fishers. 

In sumrnazy: 

" Discussions will be held. with the Puget Sound. Crab Advisory Group and other 
stakeholders to disc'IlS.'3 the concerns outlined above. 

• Additional dis¢~sions will be held as needed with treaty tribe m.aJ:l8gets to devel-op' 
StatelTribal agreements to close all fisheries during primary molt periods. 

" A regulation proposal. based on the outcome oitbese discussions will be advanced for 
broader public and WDFW Commission review. 
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APPCl'ldix: Dun~ness erne Shell Coudition S~ges 

~ Shell Condition Description 

3-2 

3-1 

2·2 

,~ 

2-1 

1-3 

1·2 

1-1 

Newly £lOlteQ • The exoskeleton feels like parchment. is very pliable and can. be e3Sily 
deformed without breoking. Endocuticle mineralization has begun. 

Recentlv molte4 -The entire exoskeleton has begun to haIden but can still be e3Silj' 
deformed. The dorsal side of tho c:Jnpace will bend or ct'JSh under light pressure. 

Earlv intenmdilll:e phase - This is the main period of tissue growth.. The dotsal mace of 
the ctlltlpace continues to harden and is now only ilexible Jt the posterior. left and right 
margins. The anterior venuru edge of the campac: and. upper segment of the first walking 
leg are very flexible but willl'ea.dily spring back into shape after pressure bas been 
a.pplied. 

L~te intermedjate IZDasS - Tissue growth. con.tinues. 111e corsal side of the e:lI'Upace is 
now bard. There is little to no flex left in the posterior dorsal !dge of the :3l':lPace. "I'hc 
anterior ventml edge oftbe cllr.lpace and upper seiI1le!1t of the first v..'l1lking leg are not' 
ret firm. Additional tissue growth and endocuticle miner:zlizWon are needed to fum The 
exoskeleton at these ,Points. 

New hqrd shell stage .. The entire ex.oskeleton is now rigid :md tissue gro'wth. for the mo$t 
part. is complete. The cnmpace is lisht gray to am and suppoJ.'"'.s linle or no epifaunal 
gro~ , 

Late hard shell stage - The anterior ventral edge of the cllf3Pace and u.pper segmellt of the 
first walkillg 'leg are now fum when moderate pressure is llFl'lied. The color of the entire 
exoskeleton is beginning to darken and the etah is in prune quality for .market. 

. 
Pm-molt stage - n.e color of the ventral surface oime e."(oskeletOn is now dark yellow or 
brown. Tho crab may show sigIlS of age; i.e. the e:coskeletoll xnay be damaged and may 
support sessile epifauna. and may be starting to separate at the epim.eral sutUre. 
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Alaska Frs.hery Research Bulletin ! (I): 1-9. 1994 

H~J1.dIing Increases Mortality of Soffshell Dtmgeness Crabs Returned 
to the Sea 

Gordon H. Kruse~. David Hicks, and :.Ylargaret C. Murphy 

AaSTRAcr: Effects of carapace hardness and air exposure duration on morulity were studied on Dunge.'le5S crabs 
Cmlcer magister offKodia!c Island. Alaska. We captured 516 legal male crabs and marl:ed mem with spaghe..'1i tags. 
Ca1.lpace condition was recorded, and crabs were randomly selec:ed. for exposure to ;tir fo(" 5. 15. 30. and 60 min. 
Crabs were then returned [0 the sea.. Subsequent recoveries fl"om commercial catches :ncJuded I I % of t.ie tagged 
sot..shell crabs and 20% tagged hardshelI crabs: these differences weresutistically diife."1:nr. :-io Statistic::tl diffe:e..'lce 
was found among exposure periods for hardshell crabs: low sratisric:Li power due to small sample size pre:::luded 
similar resrs for differences among exposure periods for softshell c:abs. Low recove:-v r.ues of roftshe!I crabs in 
Alaska is consistent with previous mark-recapture studies ofDungeness crabs conduc~ off Oregon ·and Washing
r~n. Previously published results from contro lIed experiments suppOrt our conclusion ti-.3I: diifere..'1tial recovery rates 
we; primarily due to elevaced handling mortality of softshell crabs. Our d:1tasuggest thatsoftshcU crabs e:::.perienced 
45% higher mortality than hardshell CI"llbs. However. this rare may not be rcprescntarive of handling mortaiities 

. experienced during commercial fisheries because (1) during molting periods fishe:ies -=itch C4.1bs much softer than 
those we encountered, (2) we handled crnbs much more carefulJy than would normally oc::ur during commercial 
oper:1tions. and 0) we were unable tq derive separate estimates of differential naruI+l and I1andIillg mortalities 
among sottshell and hardshell crabs. rmdings of handling mortalities of softshell cr:U::s. coupled to ccnside:;mons 
of c:mnibaIism in crab pOts. indicl1ce that Dungeness crab fishing Se:lSons in Alaska should be structured to avoid 
major molting periOds as is the general practice along me COliSts of California. Otegcn. W3Shingcon and British 
Columbia. Such regulations will reduce mortality and commensurately incre:lSe the3bul"..rlanc.: ofharvesuble males 
and spawning biorn:1Ss. Extended fishery closures umU·sever:lJ months atter molting will resu It in some economic 
benefics. :IS well. Me:tt yield :md wholes:tfe v:tlue are lowest during moiling :md inc:e3Se until pe:1king several 
monrhs larer. These factors. plus other socioeconomic tradeoffs. should be weighed [0 detem1inc net benefits [0 

ch:lnges in flShingsc:lSons for Dungeness crnbs. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper examines experimental effects of cara
pace hardness and air exposure duration on rates of 

. recovery of tagged Dungeness crabs Cancer magister 
in the commercial fishery off Kodiak Island, Alaska. 
and discu~ses the associated management implica
tions. The field investigations for this study. wer!! 
conducted. initially analyzed, and reported by Hicks 
and Murphy (!98~. Further analysis of their data led 
to a different cone usion about statistically significant 
differences in tag recovery rates among hardshell and 
softshell crabs due to handling mortality. The-se re
vised findings are presented here. 

In Alaska, Dum~:eness crab fisheries are managec 
primarily by size., iex. and season. (3-S) regulati~ns 
(ADF&G 1993). Typically, fishing seasons extend 
fro~ June 15 through December 31, but significant 
variation in season dates occur·among management 
areas. Only male crabs 6..5 in carapace width may be 
retained. Width is measured by the straight line dis
tance across the carapace immediately anterior to the 
tenth anterolateral. spine, not including the spines. 

Significant quan~ities of softsheH Dq.ngeness 
crabs may be handled during commercial fisheries· in 
Alaska because seasolU are protracted (ADF&G 
1993) and crabs molt vinually year-round (Koeneman 
1985). Further; with exceptions of Prince William 
Sourld (Donaldson 1990) and Cook Inlet (Kimker 

Authors: GoRDON KRUSE is the marine fishery scientist and MARGARET MURPHY is me .statewide sbcUfish biometrician forme 
Alaska. Department of Fish and Game, Commercial Fisheries Managemen[ and Deve!opme:lt Division. P.O. Box 25526. June:w. 
AK 99802·5526. DA VE HICKS was formerly a fishery biologist for the AlaskaDeparunentofFlSh 21ld Game. Commercial Fisheries 
Management and Development Division. 211 Mission Road. Kodiak.."AK 99615~ his cumntaddress is 441 4 North Camino Gacela.. 
Tucson. AZ 85718. . 
Ackllowiedgmenl.s: Dave Iackson _ field assistance. Al Kimker & Bill Donaldson ~ manuscript reviews. Hill Geiger
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1991). fishing seasons do not necessarily avoid peri
ods of heo.vie;t molting thar appear to occur from Apri I 
(Koeneman 1985) through August (Kimker 1991). If 
handling lowers survival of softshell crabs returned to 
the sea. fisher.y productivity could be reduced by direct 
mortality of discarded males: legal softshell males are 
discm:ded because of low product quality and both 
hardshell and softshell sub!egal males are discarded 
due to size limits. Excessive handling mortality of 
softshell females could reduce population egg produc
tion and subsequent recruitment strength. 

Althou!!h we are unaware of studies on effects of 
air exposur; on Dungeness cmbs. several in vestigatol'S 
have studied effects of carapace hardness on handling 
mortality. In these studies crabs were classified based 
on subjective measures of campace hardness. Some 
investigators (~.g., Cleaver 1949) used terms such as 
new hard. /lew slightly soft. new soft, and old sheLL 
Ma~y ochers (e.g., Waldron 1958; Tegelberg 1972; 
Barry 1984) classified crabs as grade lor hardsheLl. 
those having little or no flexibility in carapace; grade 
2 or medium hardshell, those having a somewhat 
flexible cOlropace; and grade 3 or softshe!l, those with 
a very flexible c:lrnpace. 

Two of these studies examined mortality directly 
. rhrough controlled 'experiments designed to mimic 
commercial fishing operations. In one study in Wil· 
tapa Bay. Washington. Tegelberg (1972) captured and 
handled .crabs, sorted .them by. grade. tagged them with 
Petersen disc tags, and placed 25 crabs for each hard
ness grade into sepamte Dungeness crab pots that had 
runnels and escape rings wired shut. Pots were sub
merged in 5-13 m of water. Four-day mortality was 
approximately 9% for grade- I crabs, 17% for grade·2 
crabs. and 23% for grade-3 crabs. In the other study, 
Barry (19.84) captured. handled. and placed crabs into 
holding· potS in 16-20 m of water in Grays Harbor. 
Wasliington. In one set of trials, grade-I crabs expe~
enced I % mortality, grade-2 crabs 7%. and grade-3 
cmbs II % after 4 d. In another trial conducted during 

. a major molting period. grade- I and -2 crabs w~re not 
collected, but 30% of grade-3 crabs died and an addi-. 
tiona! 9% were moribund after 5 d. 

Two other studies examined recovery rates' of 
Dungeness crabs that had been marked with Petersen 
disc tags and were subsequently sampled from com
mercial catches. In the first study conducted off Wash
ington (Cleaver 1949). the recovery rate of tagged 
new, slightly soft crabs was 7% lower than new, hard 
crabs. wherens new soft crabs were recovered at a rate 
68% lower than that of new, hard cmbs. However. 
ratherthan resulting from differences in handling mor-

Articles 

tality, Cle:lver attributed different re~m r:ltes to 
higher tug loss :uncng s"ftshell crabs th:l."l h:trdshell 
crabs. In the second study off Oregon (Waicron 1958). 
the tag recovery rare for ~de-2 crabs (20%) was half 
that for grade-l cracs (40%); differences :n recovery 
rates were statistically signific:mt, but W claron did not 
attribute these differences to specific cause.. 

l\IE'J;'HODS 

Field Methods 

Dungeness crabs were captured with .::ommerc:al 
pots in Alic:ik. Bay (approximately 56° SQ' X 1540 10' 
W) at the sot!-chem end of Kodiak Island during lune 
6-15, 1987, using the Alaska. Depanrnem of r!sh and 
Game vessel RJV CJho. Females and subh~£31 males 
were not studied. and we=-e retUrned auicklv ro the sea. 
Captured legal male crabs were meas'ured fer c3rapace 
width, and objective estimates of c:uapa:e hardness 
were obtained with a modei 307LCRB..l dr:.rometer 
using methods described by Hicks a:"lC Johnson 
(199{). The durometer measures the re!ative units 
(0-100 durometers) of pressure that muSt be applied' 
to result in un indentation of the carapace. For fmme 
of reference, using .nonlinear regression of orapace 
hardness on time since m9lring for laboratory animals. 
Hicks and Johnson (1991) predicted that leg;.1 males 
average 19 durometers one month afte:- molting, 
46 durometers at 3 months, and 66 durometers at 
5 months. . 

Legal male crabs were tagged with spagherti tags 
using methods of Snow and Wagner (1965) and ran
domly assigned. regardless of carapace hardness, to 
treatment groups of 5, 15.30, or 60 min of air expo
sure. After the presc..-i.bed period of air exposure. crabs 
were returned to the sea.. During these prccedures, all 
crabs were handled with great care; handling was not 
intended to simulate rreatment experienced during the 
commercial fishery. Due to good cooperation by fish
ermen., ragged crabs were recovered by ADF&G bi
ologists from dockside catch samples. from the 
commercial fishery that opened on June 15 and closed 
on Decembed I, 1987. See Hicks and MUrphy (1989) 
for more detail on field mothods. 

Our study is similar to the field studies conducted 
by Cleaver(1949) and Waldron (1958), but we believe 
that we:. made same notable advances. Unlike these 
earlier studies in which carapace hardness was subjec
tively classified. our study employed a durometer 
(Foy[e et al. 1989; Hicks and Johnson 1991) to obtain 

(. 
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objectiye measures of carapace hardness. A spaghetti 
tag, applied to the epimeral suture line of the crab.,was 
chosen raeher than the Petersen disc tag used by 
Cleaver and Waldron., Spaghetti tags are superior to 
Petersen disc tags for study of differential mortality 
among softsheH and hardshell crubs because (1) dur
ing molting spaghetti tags are retained (Snow and 
Wa.gner 1965), but disc tags are shed (Waldron 1958); 
(2) Petersen disc tags are lost at greater rates from, 
softshell than hardshell crabs (Tegelberg 1972); 
(3) cr.1.bs marked with Petersen disc tags experienced 
higher short-term (6 d) mortalities than untagged crabs 
receiving identical handling treannents (Tegel
berg 1972); and (4) there is no evidence of significant 
t:lg loss nor differential mortality among Dungeness 
crabs'" m:lrked and unm:lrked with suture line tags 
(Tegeiberg 1972; Smith and Jamieson 1989). Unlike 
e:ulier ~tudies with Petersen disc tags. we dismissed 
the importance of differential tag loss and tag-induced 
mortality in our investigation for. these reasons. Lase.. 
we stUdied tag rerum rates for effects of air exposure 
- a factor not investigated previously for Dungeness 
crabs. 

Analytical lVIethods 

Tag recovery data were aggregated into two car.:t

p:lce-hardness categories «70 and ~70 duro meters) 
and four exposure durations (5, IS. 30, and 60 min). 
Hicks and Johnson (1991) reported char 92% of the 
cra~s with carapace hardness <70 duro meters are 
"new soft shells." For notatiohal shorthalld, we refer 
to crabs with curnpace hardness <70 durometers as 

. softshell and those with hardness ~70 duro meters as 
hardshell hereafter. 
, Confidence intervals (eI) for recovery'rates ex-

pressed as proportion recovered were estimated using 
,two methods. For cases with sufficient recoveries (in 
this case, hardshell crnbs), 95% confide~ce intervals 
were calculated as 

95% CI for Phd = 

J\ .' [ ~ Phd qJui 1] 
Phd:!: 1.96 NIuJ. + , 2Nl

l
d : (1) 

where: 
1\ A 

qlrd. = I -Phd; 

,V,'uJ ::: 

., 
PJ..d = 

number of tagged hardshell Cr::lOS ,h) 
that were exposed 1:0 air for d min: 

propcrtion of hardshell crabs expcsec 
to air for d min th:u: were sub-
seque!'ltly recovered; and 

(:Vhd ) -I ::: corredon forcontinuit'j (Snedec~r:u:c 
C:x:hran 196-;"). ' 

Be""'..ause this approximation may be poor in a3r"'
limited siruaticns where N p < 5 (Sakal and Rem: 
1981), staristiol tai:-ies ~c:.Ilmed by Mainland et ai. 
(1956) and reprod1:.ced by Rohlf and SokaI (1%9) 
were used to estimate 95 % CL OC;;"" , or the proportion 
of sofuheil crabs exr:ased to air :"or d min. 

We sUbjec:ed ~ultS to :. x 2 and 4 x 2 tes:5 or 
independence for tag recover! rates among c::3.l'aFac! 
hardness and air exposure tr'e:llrr:.e:lts, Results ofu"lese 
tests were evaluate:::' with respec:: to statistica.l powe:
(1-!3). A 1 x 2 G~t~t with Williams' correction IG"",,: 
Sakal and Rohlf 1981) W.lS used to rest for :r:ce
pendence of tag recovery r.ues ~n c:tr.l.pace h::u-:::::e£S 
alone and was .::ompared to mbied values of ( 1-;3'; fe. 
differences betwee:l two proportions with ul1e~~l 
samples sizes (Cohen 1983), 

To test for inde?encience or tag recovery rates cn 
exposure treaunent. 4 x 2 tests were conducted en 
hardshell and softshell crabs senar:ltelv. Han!s!:le:! 
crabs were subjected to a 4 x 2 G-"rest with Williarns' 
correction. Because of the low number of cre:ltme!':iS 
and smaIl expected frequenc:es, we followed Ccr..1-
bail's (1970) advice and applied a4 x. 2 Fisher'S exac:: 
test for softshe!I crabs_ Because of ilifficulty in exte.'1c
ing power analyses to more than two classes (Sobl 
and Rohlf 1981). we constructed :vIonre Carlo simula
tions of these two 4. x 2 tests 'of independence to ex
amine statistical power. These Monte Carlo 
simulations were used to estimate the sample size in 
ea.ch exposure group that would have been neeeea to 
detect biologically meaningful differences in tag re~ 
covery rates. 

We proposed that biologically meaningful differ
~nces in tag recoverJ rates would occur if the rate from 
at least: one treatment (shor..est exposure):was doubie 
rhe rates associated with other tre3.tments. If reduced 
exposure times resulted in smaller improvements in 
tag recovery rates than this and presumably smal1e!" 
reductions in handling mOi..a.lity. we would no,[ have 
bothered adjusting field estimates of handling mortal
ity for exposure time. and we would have been disin-
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clined to advocate changes in onboard handling pro
cedures during.surveys or commercial operations. 

For each hardness category. we tested Ho at Ps = 
PIS= p~ == P60 against H'I atO.5ps =P15 = P30 = P60· For 
the simulations. sample sizes were set equal in each of 
the four exposure groups. Initial test sample sizes for 
each tre~tmem were set equal to the average observed 
same Ie size for the hardness category. Next. we ran
domh sampied 1000 times from each of four binomial 
distributions. three with equal probabilities of rag re
capture in the neighborhood. of those observed and [he 
founh wirh J. probability double the others. Then. 
sample size was systematically changed until statisti
cal power of the test was approximated by the propor
tion of simulated occurrences in which significant 
(0: = 0.05) differences in tag,recovery rates occurred. 
Given this 0:. we followed Cohen's.(l988) suggestion 

and chose the desired statistical power (l-[3li) to be 
0.80. We we::: satisfied that there were no biologic~lly 
me:tningful effects of exposure on observed tag recov~ 
ery rares. if Ho was not rejected at a"'" 0.05 and if 

(I-B) ~ (1-~.5). 

RESULTS 

During lagging operations. 516 legal Dungeness 
crabs with carapace hardness ranging from 26 (Q 98 
durometerS'were captured ilnd tagged. Of the~e, 116 
crabs. all with carapace hardness >52 dui-ometers, 
were recovered in the fishery. Recovery rates ranged 
from 9-1391: for softshell crabs and 16-25% for hard-

A 1\ 
shell crabs (Table I). The 95% CI for P,Td and Phd are 
shown in Figure I; wider CI for p"" reflect lower· 
sample size for softshell (N. = ! 14) compared to hard

shel/ cmbs (N" = 516). 
The G-statistic from the 4 x. 2 test for inde~ 

pendence of [he four exposure treatments on the num
'ber of hardshell crabs recovered and unrecovered ., 
(Table I) was Glldi =3.38L Because GuJj<X- ,= 

0.05_ 

7.8 IS, we did not reject the null hypothesis thar recov
ery race of hardshell crabs was independent of expo
.sure period for the expos~re. periods tested (51 h). 
However. simulated binomial observations of these 
[rue hardshe II crab recovery rares and numbers of crab 
released in each exposure group resulted in low statis
[ical power (031) for detecting differences among 
tre~tments. 

To increase power of the rest we averaged [he 
observed recovery rates (20%). doubled the recovery 
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FIGURE 1. Pro!=onicn:me 95% conficle:-.ce int=.-vaIs of taggea 
softsile!l (uppc:~ par-en Jnd hardslle!! (lower cane!': 
Oungc:ness cmos th::t we:-e exposed to one oi fuur ;lir 
exposure tre:ume:Jts ;!no subsequently :-ecove:e::! in the 
commerci:1i fisi:erv bv dockside sllI11oJe:".S. ~!ethods ior 
c:tlculation oi 9~<:=r- ·cr:r.~lde,.'~ce inlervals .;m: des::ibc:C in :he 
text. 

rme (40%) for the lowest exposure; group (5 min) 'and 
set the number of crabs released in each exposure 
group [0 the a ... ·er.lge ( 129) of all groups. This incre:lSed 
power to '0.97 . .Additional simulntions indicated that 
sample size for Hardshell c:-abs could be decreased to ' 
75 crabs per exposure group: this sample size would 
allow us to detect a halving of recovery rates as expo
sure duration increased while retainin~' stacistical 
power of 0.80. These results imp Iy thar there were no 
biologically meaningful differences in tag recovery 

, rates among exposure treatments for hardshell crabs. 
Fisher's exact rest of independence of the number 

of softsheU'crabs recovered on the four exposure [reat
mems yielded P :; 0.978: the null hypothesis that 
recovery rate of soft shell crabs was independem of 
exposure period. was not rejected at P = 0.978. Monte 
Carlo simulation of binomial observations of the num
ber of softshe!1 crabs rele:lSed and their recovery r.tre.g 

(' -~ 
.......... 

-: 
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Table 1. The number and percentage of recaptured Dungeness crabs for each of four eXPQSure durations and 
two carapace hardness categories. The four e.,,,posure categories and two outcomes (reccve~ and unrecov
ered) for hardshell crabs fanned the basis of the 4 x: 2 G-test of indepe!ldence. 

Softshell Crnbs Hardshell C.--:abs 
E:tposure Number Number Recovery Number ~umber Recove..~J 

Time (min) Recovered Unrecovered Total Rate (%» Recoveree Cnrecovered TC!::;l Rate 1"'0) 

5 3 29 32 9Ao ::6 99 1:5 203 
3 20 23 13.0 ., ... 115 1· ... 19.0 15 -, --

30 3 21 24 12.5 21 112 1--.:.) 15.3 
60 4 31 35 11.4 29 87 1!6 25.0 

Grand Total [3 101· 1I4 1I.4 103 4i3 516 20.0 

yielded low power (0.078) for detecting differences 
among treatments. 

S£atisticai power was examined further by (1) 
setting recovery rates of soft shell crabs exposed for 15, 
30. aoli 60 min equal to the average ril~e (11.6%), 
(2) setting the recovery tate for the 5-mm exposure 
group [0 double [his level (23.2%), and (3) assuming 
equal numbers of.· released crabs fo~ each tre~tment . 
group. 'We estimated that a sample SIze of 15) crabs 
for each treatment would have been required to detect 
such differences in recovery rateS'with a power ofO.S. 
Thus, small samp"le sizes prevented conclusions about 
[he existence ofbioiogicall y me::mingful differences in 
tag recovery rates among exposure treutments for soft
shell crabs. 

Because the effects of exposure period on recov
erv rates were not evident for hardshell crabs and were 
u~resolved for softsheU crabs, we aggregated the tag 
recapture data inco two hardness categories inde
pendent of exposure period (Table 2). This permitted 
a 2 x 2 G~lest for independence of recovery rate on 
carapace' hardness. For this test we estimated 
(l-f3)"'O.90. given a::::0.05.Iv:.= 114,Nh =516, 
Ps = 0.11. and Ph = 0.20. The test stati~tic for inde
pendence of tag recovery rates on carapace hardness was 
Gw/j = 4.955. Because GuJj was greater than th~ critical 

X2 value (X? = 3.841; 0.01 < P < 0.05), we rejected 
a.J1f o.oS.3 . ' 

the null hypomesis of independence. That is. the mean 
recovery rate for softshell crabs (11 %) was 45% lower 

Table 2. The:! y 2 table used to test forindependence 
of rag reC$cry rates among softshell and hard
shell Dungeness crabs. 

. Number of Tagged Crabs 

Carapace Condition . Recovered 
Softshell 13 
Hardshell 103 
Total 116 

Unrecovered 
10l 
413 
5[4 

Total 
I14 
516 
630 

than the me:m recove.;! race for h::.rcisteH crabs C::'OC:C:·. 
and this difference was statistically signific:mr. If the 
recave.!'] rare of ragged softsheU c:-ai;s had been ~u:.ti 
to the re:ove.}' rue or ragged hare.sbe!l cr.lbs. the:"! ';.'~ 
would have expec::ed 23 recove:ies or ragged seft.: . 
shells rather than the 13 acrually :-ecovered. 

DISCUSSION 

In their analysis of the same '-!:->T3 reoorred he:-e. 
Hicks and Murphy (1989) found:1o signific.ailt diffe:-
ences in tag 'recovery rates of Dungeness crabs 
grouped into four exposure periods and six cara~ace 
hardness categories. Given total sample size and the 
number of exposure-hardness tre3.tments considered. 
chey were unable to distinguish handling effects due 
to low statistical power. We subs~que!ldy found th:at. 
when data were aggregated into two c:l..rapace hardness 
categories and four exposure tre::.tments. sample size 
was sufficient to conc!ude that harCsbell crabs showed 
no statistical evidence of detrimemal impact due to air 
exposure at the four durations ($1 h) tested. We also 
found thac the number of hardsheiI crabs tagged in 
'each treatment group was more than adequate to det~t 
a biologically meaningful difference in recovery rates 
among exposure treaunents. had such differences ex
isted. 

Sample siZes· of tagged softshell crabs were too 
small to draw meaningful conclusions about effects of 
air exposure on recovery rates. When pooled across all 
exposure periods. however. we found thac the recover:'" 
rate of !aO'o-ed softshell crabs was lower than that of = ., 
tagged hardshell crabs. This difference was St3.tlSU-

cally significant and biologically meaningful. and the 
power of this test was high. Hicks and ~Iurphy (1989) 
did not reach this conclusion because they considered 
the exposure periods as different treatments and did 
not pool across them. Here. we did not consider th.e 
four exposure period." as different tre!!Iments for hara-
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. shell crabs because no biologically meaningful effecrs 
from air exposure were noted. ALthough· statistical 
power was too low to fully dis!=ount exposure effects 
en recovery rates of softshells. these data were pooled 
to permit .a test for thl? separate effect of carapace 
hardness - which we considered to be a primary 
question.' We suspect that if exposures :S;l have any 
effects on recovery. these effects would be secondary 
and would be manifested in crabs with very soft cara
paces. Because we had dismissed the importance of 
'differential tag loss and tag-induced mortality, we 
assumed that differential mortality was responsible for 
observed differences in tag recovery rates. 

Carapace Hardness 

Although we were unable to derive separate esti
mates of differential natural and handling mortalities 
among softshell and hardshell crabs. we concluded. as 
did Tegelberg (1972). that handling was largely re
sponsib Ie for the low recovery rates of tagged softshell 
crabs. Likewise. Smith and Jamieson (1989) surmised 
thar handling of softsheHs contributed to higher mor
tality estimates for sublegal males [hat molted com~ 
pared to crabs that did not molt. These conclusions are 
supported by controlled shorHerm experiments by 
Tegelberg (1972) and Barry (1984), who found that 
handling mortality was inversely related to carapace 
hardness. Even if differential "natural mortality" ac
counted for a significant ponion of observed differ
ences in tag recovery rates among softshell and 
hardshell crabs, handling may still be implicated. For 
example, Brown and Caputi (1983) and Gooding 
(1985) found chm handled and released lobsters 
(Pwwllrus) experienced increased predation due ta
displacement from home range. lack of shelter at site 
of release, impairment of activity level. and reduced 
apticude for defense against predators. 

Unfortunately, our results cannot be used to infer 
the level of handling mortality of Dungeness crnbs 
during' commercial fisheries because (1) fisheries 
prosecuted during molting periods catch crabs much 
softer than we encountered; and ~2) we handled crabs 
much more carefully [han under commercial opera
tions. Forthese reasons. estimates of handling mortal
icy may be less than true mortality in commercial 
fisheries prosecuted on newly molted crabs. 

Severity of Handling 

Barry (1984) found that. if handled in a manner 
similar to conditions aboard commercial fishing ves-

Ar:idt:s 

sels. crabs experier.ced higter shon-term (4-5 d) mor
tality than control c:-abs of the same c;:u"aFace hardness 
that were captured 3.I1d nandled very ge:1rIy. Softshe!I 
cr.lbs that were har:dled ,hree times in 6 .j experienced 
41% mortality cor.:parea to 23% for those mat..were 
handled once in 2 .1, ai!"'Iough snmple size prevented 
tests for significance (TeQ;e:cerg 1972). 

Impacts of Cr:l.t:s on :::he jeck of a fishing vessel or 
on rhe surface af tte sa couid affe~t sUrJivai rare. In 
one study, shon-te::m mOIi::llity was elevated to 57% 
for softshell C:::l.OS .:iroF~-ed .:mro the deck of a vessel 
CTege!berg 1972). ~n ;mothe:- study (T. Shir:ey, Uni
versity of Alaska F::!.iro:;..,j<s. J uneau. pers~nai ;;orUmu
nic:uion), the comme!"ciai carching. sor:~ng. and 
discarding processes we:-e simulated in rte !2.borarory. 
Mortality was four:d to be directly correIated to the 

. number of times pe!" mC:!Ih ~nat Dungeness crabs were 
captured, hand!ed, .md ':ro~;:ed back into the warer. 

Appendage Loss 

Dungeness crabs are vuinenble ro J.ppe:-:dage in
jury. Between 18-6':'% d captured Dtinge!l~s crabs 
were' found ro be injured along {he coasts of Saurhe:J.St 
Alaska (Shirley ar.d Shidey 1988) and the P:lcific 
northwest (Cle:lver i 94g: Waldron 1958; Durkin et aJ. 
1984). Time of ye:!.r and the level of fishing effort 
affect injury rares. Shirley and Shirley (l988) found 
the incidence of apFendage injury of Dungeness crabs 
in Southeast Alaska to incre:!Se significanr!y with the 
prosecution of the .:ommen::al fishery and with the 
onser of mating and molting:. 

Dungenes; crabs h:.ne the ability to survive umpu
cari.on and regene:-ate lost limbs (MacKay 1942;. 
Cleaver 1949). Howeve:-. these crabs may suffer lower 
survival rates [hom c:abs with all nppendages intact. In 

our study, only tliree cmbs had missing appendages 
(Hicks and Murphy 1989), so we were unable to 
analyze the possible effects of this factor. However, in 
a 2~year study Cleaver (1949) found that tagged crabs 
missing one appendage were recaptured at 73-93% of 
the recovery races of tagged crabs without missing 
appendages; this fell to 50-65% for crabs missing two 
appendages. Similarly. data prese.nted by Waldron 
(1958) reveal that crabs with some lost appendages 
were recovered at a lower rate (83%) than crabs with 
all appendages inrac~ but this difference was not sta
tistically signific::lOt. 

•• _ ... r:--
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Haruiling MonaLity oj Saftshe.ll Dungeness Crab e Kruse 

. Air Exposure 

Under field conditions - generally cool and over
cast or rainy - that we encountered off Kodiak Island 
during tagging in June 1987 hardshell Dungeness 
crabs seemed to survive air exposures for up to I h. 
Because of lack of statistical power associated with 
small sample size, we could not discount possible 
effects of exposure on softshell crabs. Nonetheless. 
our finding of no effect for hardshell crabs is consistem 
wirh anecdotal observations by Cleaver (1949) that air 
exposure causes crabs no hann if they are kept cool 
and moist. However. it seems to us that desiccation 
could adversely affect survival at longer exposure 
periods or higher air temperatures especially for soft
shell crabs. 

.... 
iYlanagement Implications 

. Handling mortality has significant implications 
for fishery management. Commercial fisheries prose
cuted during molting periods reduce survival of Dun
geness crabs returned co the sea. It follows mat 
handling of molting prerecruit crubs reduces the size 
of the legal population available several months later 
when crabs are harvesra.ble size. Handling mortality 
on females·reduces population egg production. J;Jnfor
tunately. it is. very difficult to quantify in situ handling 
mortality and its affect on popUlation dynamics and 
the commercial fishery for Dungeness crabs~ 

Fisheries may lead to other sources of mortality 
aside from handling. Cannibalism. particularly on 
softshel1s. occurs when crabs are contained in· pots and 
aquaria (Cleaver 1949; Waldron 1958). Also. deaths 
occur due ~o starvation from confinement in pots for 
periods ;80 d (Paul et al. 1993b). These mortalities 
may be problematic in fisheries in which pots are 
fished with lengthy soak times or in fisheries with 
significant por loss. Based on experiments (IGmker 
1990; Paul et aI. 1993a) and analyses of alternatives 
(Kruse and Kimker 1993), in February 1993 the 
Alaska Board of Fisheries adopted new fishing regu
lations (ADF&G 1993) chat require all shellfish and 
ground~sh poes to be installed with a degradable 
mechanism made of cotton twine or a galvanic timed 
release device. These provide for escape from lost 
pots. 

Economic considerations are important. as well. 
Tegelberg (1972) showed that mean percentage 
picked weight increased from 15% of live weight 
during peak molting period to 26% three months later 
for Washington coastal crabs and to 30% seven 
momhs after molting for WiUapa Bay crabs. Also, he 

documented a relru:ionship l:::e!:wee:-: c:tr:lpac;: hardn~:;; 
and product quality. ine we:l!bt of meat recovere::: 
from softshe!l crabs was icw~ than that of haiCshe:l 
crabs of the same size .-egJrdless of month ofve.;:rr. F::r 
example. in December the jicked .... eight of hares;:e] 
crabs (grade !) W3.S :!5-=t. cf live weigflI as comcare::: 
to only 15% for so1i:shd! enos (grade 3). Additic~ai:y. 
mere is a neg3.tive line:rr:-e!:'!IicnshiD between oerce::r
age of me:l[ yield :rod ;:ercemage Qf softshell ""c=-abs :n 
the catch (P~!FC 1978\ 

Meat ;riel':: aff~ts eccr.amic rent. Even if whole
sale price. W:;S fixed. lowe:- :;rccuc= recovery 17ff''' 

reduce gross .-ece~pts paic ~o :;rccesscrs for a g!ve:: 
number of c;-:ws (PM:".-c 1978'. Ye::., carnpace c:":)nc

tion may have' no eff~: c:n u1!Fmcessed we:g!l.[ be- _ 
cause softshe:l cr:!.os with :ow :I1e:it yields have bi!C 
water content (Taylor :rod Wa.-:-en ! 991). Tnese cc;
ditions provice incentives :cr ;rccessors either to re
fuse purchase cflandings dcminated by scfuneH c~cs 
01" to offer lower exvesse: pr.ces .-or these C:3.tc:;es_ 
Regardless. incre:lSed ~uantit:e.s of sofr.shell c:;!.cs :n 
landed cOltches reduc~ g;oss e:rr::ings uf!1ar'lesdng :ttc. 
processing segments or =he .:::::.i; incustry. 

Given all of these ::cns~ce::ltions. we believe th:3.:: 
Dungeness crab fisnc::"1es in Absb. should avoid rr.a
jar molting periods. II is [he ge:le~ pr:1c:Ice cff 
California (Wuner 1935). Oregon (Demory 1985:'. 
Washington (Barry 1985). and British Columci::. 
(Jamieson 1985)_ If fixed openings and closures are 
used. (hen se::.sons shcuid be se!ec:ed th:ir ackaow
ledge extensive interannuai variabiiitv in molting; pe

riods typical of Dung~ness craO$ <TegeIberg 197:: 
Snow 1963). 

Alternatively. as recommended by Jamiescn 
(1985). fishing seasons could be flexed to avoid maier 
molting periods based en inse:IScn monitoring of~
pace hardness. Waldran (1958) reported on a manage
ment plan dev:e!oped in Oregon in the late 19405 in 
which the fishery was open only when <10% of legal 
sire male crabs were softshell. A similar strategy is 
employed currently in Washington. Prince William 
Sound (Donaldson 1990). and lower Cook Inlet 
(Kirnker 1991). The primar",} advantage over a fixed 
season is that handling mor..alit'J is reduced in .ye:rrs 
when crabs molt so late that soitshells would have 
occurred in comme:-ciaI carcnes despite planned sea
sonal. closures. On the other hand.. increased fishing 
opporrunities could be provided in years when t.. .. e 
molting cycle is advanced. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

( 1) We believe that handling mortality caused [he 
statistically d~fferen[ (0.01) tag recovery rate noted 
between sortshell crabs (11 %) and hardshell crabs 
{20o/,) in [he 1987 commercial fishery .off Kodiak 
Isbnd. :~laska. 

(2) The 45% lower recovery rare for softshell 
crabs tha.n ror hardshell crobs may have been parrially 
influenced by tag loss or tag-induced mortality, but 
these influences were believed to be relatively \Ilinor. 
Furthennore. our conclusions about handling mortal
ity for softshell crabs are quite consistent with mher 
Dun2eness .:rab studies. 

(3) Hardshell crab survival does not appear to be 
affected by exposure [Q air up to 60 min during the cool 
and overc:ls. or miny conditions that we encountered 
off Kodiak Island while tagging. Sample size was too 
small [0 rest the effects of different ex.posures on 
sortshell Cr:lDs. and no conclusions were possible, 

(4) In commercial fisheries severe handling and 
multiole recaDtureS will increase handling stress and 
associated m~rtality of sof[sh~tl crabs beyond that 
indicated by our study, in which crabs were handled 
only once and with great care, 

Arric:'C!S 

RECOi\nlE~DA TIO:';S 

ll) We :econme::a _ st:.rewice s;:ucy or Dt:n

geness crabs :0 es~im~re ;::c!t:ng :iming .:rnd irs inte:
annual v::u-iar:ility by .liea. At ;;rese:1t. illolting timing 
is peorly knewn :n meS! .3.reas iJf ,he st:1te. 

l:') Dungeness c:::.o iisi1e~~s in A::lSka should be 

closed during: lTI:1jor mcii:in·g evems. This may be 

achieved by :wo :ne~':cds. ?lxed .:::oscre periods that 
account for :nre::mm::::l v~ai:::iiir:: in :T:.olting timing 
may be :::sraciisbed :cr e:!c3 reg!!l~[cr:.; :!I'!!:L .. -\.lte~a

tivety., varis=le se3S\:n cpening jrl!e$ cculd be se~ . 
based on annual pre-5e::.s;:;n 5ar::!Jiing Fcgrams :lS 

..:::urrently pr;::.c:ic::~:n ?~r:ce \;'~:iii:!:n S.::und :lnd !OVie: 

Cook Inie~_ 
(3) A.. blcec:nor.:ic s:mt:i3.ticn study is rec::r.:-

mended to guice cc::sice:::lt:cns d c!:=cmai fishing 
seasons :or Dunge:-:e:£:;: ;:::::s. :\.e:.::'::mi: ::lC:crs inclt:ce 
results of the ;Jropose= mc;ting tir.:ing smcy: handling 
moi1:ality rebred:o c:!r:lp::ce c:::nci:ticn. :ne;1n perc:!:1[
age picked we:gtt as .:. fur:c:icn ()r she:! hartiness. :l?c. 
seasonal effe:::s :::fU.s. St::;Fiy of "0unge:;ess crJ.os en 
price paid pe: pCl.!nd. 
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James Marcotte 
Executive Director 
Alaska Board of Fisheries 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 
99811-5526 

Dear Mr. Marcotte: 
February 17, 2010 

RECEIVED 

FEB 2'2 2010 
. BOARDS 

As a subsistence user in District 2 for many years I would like to go on record stating that 
I strongly object to the new Summer Commercial Dungeness Crab Fishery in District 2 in 
2009. 

Our family normally puts up crab for our yearly supply of subsistence crab in the 
summer. As a direct result of this new crab fishery, we do not have any crab for our 
coming year supply and probably will have none again unless this wanton waste of our 
resources is not stopped as this new summer Commercial Fishery has made it impossible 
for us to get our customary and traditional subsistence level met. 

In past years, our levels were in excess of 100 crabs. This past year (2009) we had a very 
difficult time gathering only 17 crab, needless to say that is not enough to supply our 
needs. 

~~~ 
Uan L. Leighton 

Tribal Member 
Organized Village of Kasaan 
P.O. Box 342 
Kasaan, Alaska 
99950-0340 
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Q... 

Summary of Personal Use Salmon Regulations Statewide 
Intent 

5 Me 77.001. INTENT AND APPLICATION OF THIS CHAPTER. 

REC\ElNEO 

FEB 2",,20'0 

iQt.RDS 

(b) It is the intent of the board that the taking of fish under 5 AAe 77 will be allowed when the taking does not jeopardize 
the sustained yield of a resource and either does not negatively impact an existing resource use or is in the broad public interest. 

~ (f) In this chapter, "personal use" means the taking, attempting to take or possession of finfish, shellfish or aquatic plants by an 
;i; individual for consumption as food or use as bait by that individual or his immediate family. 
o 
~ 5 AAe 77.010. METHODS, MEANS, AND GENERAL RESTRICTIONS • 
..... 
~ (b) It is unlawful to buy, sell, trade or barter fish or their parts taken under the regulations in 5 AAe 77. 

(f) A person may not possess salmon taken under the authority of a personal use salmon fishing permit unless both tipsof the 
tail fin have been removed from the salmon before the salmon us concealed from plain view or transported from the fishing site. 
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Bristol Bay 

Cook Inlet 

Prtnce William 
Sound 

Salmon Personal Use (PU) Bag & Possession Limits 

AnnualPU Head of Additional Harvest Gear Household 
Permits Allowed Household For Family Members Allowed Annual Limit 

Regulations 70 Salmon None Set Gillnet None Specified 
Not Clear 5 Kings Allowed Allowed 

l/Household 25 Sockeye lO/Family Member Set Gillnet 25 Minimum 
Plus Sport Limit 10 Fathoms 

1 King Dipnet - Gillnet 

l/Household 15 Head of lS/Family Member Dipnets 30 

Household 10 byE.O. 
1 King 
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Southeast 

Yakutat 

Yukon 

Kuskokwim 

Aleutian Islands 

Kotzebue 

Norton Sound 

AK Peninsula 

Chignik 

Kodiak 

AnnualPU Head of 
Permits Allowed Household 

l/Household 2 Kings 
6 Coho 

PU and Sport Harvest 
Not allowed 

In The Same Day 

l/Household 15 Sockeye 
2 Kings 
15 Coho 

l/Household 10 Kings - Annual 
75 Chum· Before 8/15 

75 Chum/Coho· After 8/15 

Deleted - No Current Regulation 

Repealed - No Current Regulation 

Repealed 1990 - No Current Regulation 

Repealed 1990 - No Current Regulation 

No Current Regulation 

No Current Regulation 

No Current Regulation 

Additional Harvest Gear Household 
For Family Members Allowed Annual Limit 

ByE.O. Set Gillnet Taku - 10 Sockeye 
10 Sockeye 50 Fathom 

Households of Taku - 15 Fathom 
2 or more 

10 Sockeye Set Gillnet 25 Sockeye 
Households of 50 Fathom 25 Coho 

2 or more 

None 150 Fathom Net Same as Head 
Allowed 1 Fishwheel of Household 

Dipn~ts 
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a lot of our elderly really depend on fish 
a lot of'ihank you's" for standing up and ngJlltllllg 

amazed at the amount of seniors that· 
to call and tell me that they appreciate 

That is what keeps me going. 
to all of you that support Alaskan residents. 

p. 1 

RECErVED 

FEB " 5 ~2fJ10 
,~S 

1ttlie!~Jntuse:d as to the argument years ago, by t,..;O:rj1nlen~laI ..Li~""-flY'il' 

I 
. _: J 

Non Basin users under the eight point Cflltef:l,a. 

that are suing in federal court,. ·to include all ooc,me 

.J __ . 
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Mr. Vince Webster 
Chair, Board of Fisheries 
PO Box 121 
King Salmon, AK 99613 

Dear Mr. Chairman, 

February 16,2010 
7511 Labrador Circle 
Anchorage, AK 99502 

RECEfVEC 

FE) 2 j 2mO 

BOARDS 

I very much appreciate the Board of Fisheries urging the legislature to investigate whether statute 
and regulation are sufficient to ensure the protection of fish and wildlife if the Pebble mine were 
to be constructed and operated. 

I believe what standards exist in statute and regulation are not sufficiently quantitative or 
comprehensive to protect the biological resources of Bristol Bay - or elsewhere in Alaska, for 
that matter. "Protecting Salmon Habitat through the State Pennitting Process," which Jim 
Marcotte forwarded to you last month, explains my reasoning. 

Apart from the question of adequacy of statute and regulation to provide for protection of fish and 
wildlife, the Board ought to question the wisdom of the Department of Natural Resources serving 
as the lead agency in the large-mine permitting process for a project as significant as the proposed 
Pebble mine. Given that the fishery resource is presumed to be at least as important and valuable 
as the subsurface minerals, then the agency charged with developing the fisheries ought to have 
an equal seat at the permitting table with the agency charged with developing the mineral 
resources: placing DNR in a superior position to ADF&G cannot help but reinforce the 
perception that fish and fisheries will get the short shrift as the pennitting process plays out. 
Indeed, if the permitting process goes ahead, public concern may be somewhat allayed if ADF&G 
were the lead agency. 

Thus, I would urge the Board of Fisheries to consider an addendum to its January 30 letter: 
request the governor reconsider the large-mine pelmitting program and DNR's dominant role. 

Sincerely, 

r/c;.JtL J:CJ/? c;<a ~ \ __ 
Mr. Jan Konigsberg ~ 
j kberg@gci.net 

cc: Board of Fisheries 
Governor Sean Parnell 
Representative Mike Chenault 
Senator Gary Stevens 
Jim Marcotte, Executive Director, BOF 
Denby Lloyd, Commissioner, Department of Fish and Game 
Thomas Irwin, Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources 
Larry Hartig, Commissioner, Department of Environmental Conservation 
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ATTN:BOF COMMENTS 
Boards Support Section 

Sterling W. Muth 
912 N. STOL Dr. 

North Pole, AK 99705 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

12 Feb 2010 

Dear Sirs 

Proposals 200 and 201 

RECEIVED 
f .~' .. '. .. "»flMflI 
t .:~~ 2 ,:. &11,1 ill 

BOARDS 

Please do the right thing! We Alaskans, all Alaskans, should have first priority to the 
Copper river fish for our families. 

Commercial Copper river salmon sold all over the world are important to our economy, 
however, There should always be a priority in fish in the river first for dip netting. 

As an alternative, perhaps, is closing the dip netting altogether and requiring 
commercial fishermen to provide 30 fish free to any Alaska resident that desires them. 

Please do the right thing for Alaska residents. We depend on the salmon from the Chitina 
dip netting to feed our families. That should be first priority. 

Thank You 

Steding W. Muth 

1: "',,'-, . 
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Alaska Department of Fish & Game Feb. 21, 2010 

Boards Support Section 

P.O. Box 115526 

Juneau, AK 99811-5526 RE: Board of Fisheries 

Supplemental Proposal 200 

Gentlemen: 

What I understand the basic thrust of the Court's ruling in the Chitina Personal Use vs. Subsistence 
question to be was to require you to use a definition of "subsistence user" that was not essentially 
circular - that is it is not sufficient to say a subsistence user is someone who practices subsistence. It 
does not appear to me that the definition you have crafted in Proposal 200 is responsive to this demand. 
The wording in this proposal suffers from the same deficiencies of previous ones in that it does not 
provide an objective, measurable and enforceable means for anyone to readily determine if he meets 
the definition or not. 

I consider myself to have enjoyed a "consistent, long-term reliance upon the fish and game resources for 
the basic necessities of life". Would I have starved to death without them, probably not. But your 
definition provides no guidance as to what any of these terms mean or by what measure I will be judged 

to have met the test. 

Furthermore, I can't see how yet another attempt to nail down this abstruse concept independent of 
the Board of Game cannot lead to even more confusion and frustration than already exists. 

Proposal 200 appears to me to do no more than kick the can down the road once again. I suggest you 
stop, back up, wait for a meeting of the Joint Boards and attempt to give us an objective definition. 

Thank you for considering my views, 

John A. Miller 

1260 March Dr. 

Fairbanks, AK 99709 

Public Comment #19



RECEIVED 

FEB 2.~ 2010 

United Cook Inlet Drift Association BOARDS 

43961 K-Beach Road, Suite E • Soldotna, Alaska 99669. (907) 260-9436 • fax (907) 260-9438 
• info@ucida.org • 

Date: February 22, 2010 

Addressee: Jim Marcotte, Executive Director 
Board of Fisheries 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811 

RE: Proposal 165 

Dear Board of Fisheries Members: 

In reviewing the personal use and educational regulations, we find that there are no State~ 
wide criteria. In many other sectors, there are criteria or guidelines established by the 
Board or Legislature. These then are used by all stakeholders, public and the Board to 
use as guidelines when preparing, discussing and deliberating specific proposals. At the 
present time, the regulations concerning personal use are highly variable between 
different areas of the State. Please see attached summary of personal use salmon 
regulations. 
Establish criteria or guidelines that address the following issues for personal use and 
educational permits: 

A. Household 
- The criteria concerning the number of permits that would be allowed annually 
- The criteria concerning the areas of the State that permits could be fished 

B. Bag Limits 
- Establish the criteria for bag limits by households per day 

C. Possession Limits 
- Establish the criteria for possession limits by households per day 
- Establish the criteria for annual harvest limits by household 

D. Conservation Burden Coordination 
- Establish the criteria that describes the conservation burden relative to other 
fisheries 
- Establish the criteria that describes the conservation burden relative to 
escapement goals 
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E. Gear Allowed 
- Establish the criteria used to determine gear types and specifications 

F, Shipments out of State 
- What criteria are there concerning the shipping of harvested seafoods 

G. Coordination 
- Establish the criteria on the above throughout State, subsistence, personal use, 
sport-caught, educational and commercial fisheries. 

Sincerely, 

Roland Maw, PhD 
UeIDA Executive Director 

ams 
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February 24,20 I 0 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 

, RECEIVED 

. FEB 2 .' 2010 

BoARDS 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
fAX: (907) 465-6094 

SUBJECT: Proposals 200 & 201 - 2010 Statewide Finfish Meeting 

To the Board-of-Fisheries, 

This letter is in opposition to BOP Proposals 200 & 201 which intend to have the Chitina 
"personal use" fishery on the Copper River re-classified as a "subsistence" fishery. This 
re-classification could restrict the commercial fishery at the mouth of the Copper River 
and negatively impact the incomes of those 500 permit holders who rely on this fishery to 
support themselves and their families. 

In addition, such a re-classification would put the majority of the Copper River salmon 
escapement burden onto the valuable commercial and sport fisheries and could possibly 
restrict the Glennallen subs-istence fishery in low run years. Al1 are very negative ' 
potential outcomes as a result of a re-classi fication of this recreational dip net fishery 
from personal use to subsistence. 

Please place working people, family incomes and the economy of the Prince William 
Sound region before the Chitina recreational dip net fishery and reject BOP Proposals 
200 & 201. 

I1s)nc~~~~. (l) '~ 
'P\;uV Ul i . \Cci) 

KUli & Karl Goetzmger 
F/V Janda II 
Cordova, AK. 99574 

Public Comment #21



 

 
 

February 26, 2010 
 
Alaska Board of Fisheries 
Board Support Section, ADFG 
ATTN: Jim Marcotte 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
 
Delivered via FAX: 907-465-6094 
 

RE: KRSA Comments on 2010 Board of Fisheries (BOF) Statewide Finfish Proposals 
 
Dear Chairman Webster and members of the Board of Fisheries: 
 
Kenai River Sportfishing Association (KRSA) is a professional, 501 (c) 3 charitable non-profit, dedicated 
to ensuring the sustainability of one of the world's premier sportfishing rivers --- the Kenai. The 
association's area of responsibility encompasses the Kenai River watershed, the greater Cook Inlet basin 
and Alaska, with programs focused on habitat, fisheries management, research and education. Since 1984, 
KRSA has been a leading advocate for fisheries conservation in Alaska, working diligently to ensure 
Alaskan's recreational fishery rights are protected and the fisheries are healthy for generations to come.  
 
Please see the attached comments from KRSA regarding the 2010 BOF statewide finfish proposals at the 
regularly scheduled meeting in Anchorage in March, 2010. Comments on proposals have been organized 
by committee in an effort to assist BOF members in their review. Thank you for your time and attention 
to our comments in your consideration of these proposals.  
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Ricky Gease, Executive Director 
Kenai River Sportfishing Association 
907-262-8588 
ricky@kenairiversportfishing.com 
 
//attachment   
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COMMITTEE A: Commercial Fisheries, General Provisions, and Sustainable 
Salmon/Escapement Goal Policies 

 
(11 Proposals)  
 
Commercial KRSA has no recommendation or comment on this group of proposals. 
 
Proposal Recommendation and Comment  
 
167   Modify definition of mechanical jigging machine  
 
168   Repeal length limit on salmon seine vessels in Alaska  
 
173   Amend management plan for parallel groundfish fisheries  
 
174   Amend lawful gear for groundfish  
 
195   Close summer commercial Dungeness crab fishery in Southeast Alaska District 2  
 
196   Adjust the total allowable catch for the Bering Sea C. opilio Tanner crab commercial fishery  
 
197   Reduce the minimum size limit for Tanner crab in the Bering Sea commercial fishery  
 

198   Remove the minimum total allowable catch in the Saint Matthew Island blue king crab fishery   

 
General Provisions and Policy  
 
Proposal Recommendation and Comment 
 
169   Oppose 
  Amend criteria for the allocation of fishery resources  

This proposal seeks to amend the State’s fishery allocation criteria to address the board’s ability to 
deny an individual or group reasonable opportunity to harvest.  We are not made aware of who this 
individual or group is or where the alleged denial occurred.  In addition, although the allocation 
criteria are referenced in 5 AAC 39.205 they are not found in that regulation but in Statute in 
Section 16.05.251 Regulations of the Board of Fisheries.  
 
The proposal also alludes to a conflict in definition. At the present time “reasonable opportunity” is 
defined in Section 16.05.258, the law that sets forth the State’s subsistence fishery law.  In that 
section there is specific language that states for the purpose of this section, ”reasonable 
opportunity” means an opportunity, as determined by the appropriate board, that allows a 
subsistence user to participate in a subsistence hunt or fishery that provides a normally diligent 
participant with a reasonable expectation of success of taking of fish or game.  The language “fair 
and reasonable opportunity” is used in Section 16.05.251, the regulations that govern the Board of 
Fisheries.  This phase is used in the part of Section 16.05.251 that lays out the allocation criteria.  
There is no definition.  The Board has situational defined “fair and reasonable” many times over 
the years by adoption of regulations on a regional and local basis. There is no conflict in regulation 
as relates to the definition of reasonable opportunity as defined in subsistence law and the 
definition of fair and reasonable opportunity as it has been used by the Board to justify the 
allocation of fisheries resources.  The terms are different in code and have been used differently by 
the Board for years. 
 
KRSA is opposed to this proposal.   
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170   Oppose 
  Clarify regulations establishing escapement goals  

This proposal provides specific language for a definition of “sustainable escapement goal 
threshold” which the author seeks to have adopted in the Policy for management of sustainable 
fisheries.   
 
KRSA is opposed to the adoption of this proposal as written and recommends that the Board refer 
to the comments provided by the Department and also our comments on Proposal 172. 

 
171   Oppose   
  Clarify escapement goals and establish ranges  

This proposal provides specific language for a definition of “sustainable escapement goal 
threshold” which the author seeks to have adopted in the Policy for statewide salmon escapement 
goals.  The proposal also seeks to restrict the Department’s flexibility in managing salmon fisheries 
during periods of low returns. 
 
KRSA is opposed to the adoption of this proposal as written and recommends that the Board refer 
to the comments provided by the Department and also our comments on Proposal 172. 

 
172   Support 
  Provide definition for escapement goal threshold 

This proposal seeks to establish in both the Policy for sustainable salmon fisheries and the Policy 
for statewide escapement goals a definition for “sustainable escapement goal threshold” (SEGT). 

 

KRSA has read the Department’s comments on this issue and agrees with the Department’s desire 
to establish a definition of SEGT that is consistent with their current management practices.  KRSA 
supports ONLY developing and adoption a definition of SEGT into the Policy for the management 
of sustainable salmon fisheries and, if appropriate, the Policy for statewide salmon escapement 
goals.  KRSA supports ONLY the concept of codifying what the Department states in their 
comments is already there practice in 40 some situations around the state.  Prior to adoption of a 
definition of SEGT KRSA would like to hear a discussion around how adoption of this definition 
for SEGT will affect the way the Department and the Board handle situations like Susitna/Yentna 
sockeye and also Anchor River Chinook.  We would also like included in that discussion an 
understanding of how defining SEGT in code could affect the management of sockeye in a mixed 
stock fishery like Upper Cook Inlet mean to the Department when the management plans also call for 
minimizing Kenai and Susitna coho which are intended "primarily" for sport fisheries. 
 

Committee B: Subsistence, Personal Use and Sport 
 
(21 Proposals)  
 
Subsistence/Personal Use  
 
Proposal Recommendation and Comment 
 
164   Oppose 
  Revise unlawful possession of subsistence finfish  

Reclassifying fish caught in commercial fisheries as subsistence fish, according to comment by the 
Department of Law, appears to be outside the jurisdiction of the Board of Fisheries.  As a legal 
alternative, KRSA suggests that the Board may want a discussion on whether it is prudent to 
consider a change to the current situation whereby an unlimited number is available for harvest in 
the commercial home pack regulations to mirror either the subsistence or personal use limits in that 
region of the state.  KRSA is opposed to the proposal as written.   
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165   Oppose 
  Delay opening personal use fishery until escapement goal is met 

This proposal seeks to delay opening all Personal Use fisheries in the State until an escapement 
goal is met.  Regulations governing the Personal Use Fisheries in the State of Alaska are provided 
in Chapter 77 of the Administrative Code.  Statewide Provisions are spelled out in 5 AAC 77.003.   
 
A cursory review of the remainder of Chapter 77 results in a review of approximately 88 different 
Personal Use Fisheries addressed in regulation.  These fisheries harvest king, tanner and Dungeness 
crab, shrimp, bottom fish, smelt, cod, halibut and all species of salmon. This estimate does not 
expand regulations for salmon fisheries where up to five species are harvested and accounted for.  
Proposal #165 references “dipnetting” but nothing in its wording limits this proposal, as written, 
from affecting other Personal Use Fisheries.  At the present time all Personal Use Dipnet Fisheries 
provided for in regulation are governed by management plans specific to those fisheries. 
 
If Proposal #165 would be adopted as written, it is unclear just how many Personal Use Fisheries in 
the State would be affected.  What is clear is that if adopted as written, this proposal would result in 
a delay in the opening of any Personal Use Fishery implemented by dipnet for any species.  What is 
also clear is that any delay in the opening of a Personal Use Fishery would result in a loss of 
fishing opportunity for Alaska Resident who chooses to participate. 
 
Proposal #165 would result in a clear and likely significant reallocation of fish and fishing 
opportunity away from any Personal Use Fishery implemented by dipnet.  Because of the diverse 
fisheries utilizing dipnets it is unclear all who would be the recipient of this reallocation.  It is also 
clear that adoption of this proposal as written would reallocate significant numbers of sockeye 
salmon away from personal use fishermen who participate in the dipnet fisheries for salmon in the 
Kenai and Kasilof River in the Upper Cook Inlet area.   
   
KRSA stands in opposition to Proposal #165.  Proposal #165 as written is vague, has enormous 
allocation implications and certainly appears to be an attempt to have the Board address a 
regionally important issue out of context thru the vehicle of a statewide proposal.   

  
166   Oppose 
  Eliminate requirement of having a sport fishing license to fish in personal use fisheries 

This proposal seeks to eliminate the requirement of an Alaskan resident to purchase a sport fish 
license to participate in personal use fisheries.  KRSA understands that the author’s intent of this 
proposal would be to seek to replace the sport fish requirement with a requirement to purchase a 
separate license for personal use fisheries, and funds from such a license would go towards the 
management of personal use fisheries throughout the state.  However, such details are lacking as 
written and we can see no reason for people who participate in any non-subsistence fisheries to be 
exempt for a licensing requirement.   
 
Currently the sport fish license requirement provides the state with funding for ADFG management 
of the personal use fisheries and with an important law enforcement tool through the Department of 
Public Safety.  KRSA is aware of the costs involved in managing fisheries, particularly high-use 
fisheries such as those that take place on the Kenai Peninsula; this proposal appears to be an 
attempt to address a regionally important issue of adequate funding to manage the personal use 
fisheries in Upper Cook Inlet.  
 
KRSA stands in opposition to Proposal #166.  We feel that the Alaska State Legislature is the 
appropriate venue to deal with funding levels of important services involved in the responsible 
management of high-use fisheries, such as adequate access to the fishery and appropriate 
infrastructure for human waste, trash, cleaning tables, fish carcass management and habitat 
protection.   
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Sport  
 
175   Oppose 
  Establish bag limit for sablefish 
  This proposal seeks to establish a statewide year-round sablefish bag limit of two fish and a  
  possession limit of four fish, with an annual limit of four fish for nonresidents. 
 

KRSA is opposed to this proposal. In 2009 the Board implemented very conservative sport fish bag 
(four fish) and possession (four fish) limits for all anglers and additionally put in place an annual 
limit (eight fish) for nonresidents in Southeast Alaska.  
 
This proposal appears to be an attempt to deal with a regional issue in the guise of a statewide 
proposal, which the Board addressed already in 2009.  In 2010 ADFG will start systematically 
collecting data in the SWHS and charter log books that specifically require sport fish harvest data 
for sable fish.  Current harvest data, though incomplete, suggests that sport fish harvest accounts 
for less than 1% of the total harvest of sable fish statewide, implying that under current regulations 
with no statewide bag, possession or annual limits sport anglers have little impact on overall catch. 
Thus KRSA feels that no conservation issue has been quantified to date to justify adoption of a 
proposal that seeks statewide sport harvest limits more draconian than the already implemented 
very conservative limits for Southeast.    

 
176   Support 
  Increase bag limit for spiny dogfish 
  This proposal seeks to increase the daily bag and possession limit for Spiny Dog Fish. 
 

KRSA supports this proposal.  It is our understanding that the Department has confirmed that there 
is a very low harvest of Spiny Dog Fish at present and that they are not aware of a conservation 
concern that would be addressed by a more restrictive harvest strategy. 

  
177   Support 
  Establish bag limit for thornyhead rockfish 

KRSA supports this proposal.  We understand from the Department that no conservation concerns 
exist for this species of rockfish that would be addressed by more restrictive harvest strategies, and 
we support the Department’s recommendation for addressing the issue through inclusion into 
already existing bag and possession limits for rockfish. 

  
178   Support ONLY as an effort to clarify wording 
  Clarify emergency order authority 

This Department submitted proposal seeks to clarify the emergency order provided the State’s sport 
fish managers authority.  
 
5 AAC 75.003 provides the Department’s sportfish managers the flexibility to change bag and 
possession limits and annual limits and alter methods and means in sport fisheries.  This regulation 
also defines when and how this flexibility should and should not be applied.  This provision was 
originally submitted by the Department and adopted by the BOF in the early 1990’s.  One 
important consideration, at the time of adoption, was to differentiate the use of Emergency Order 
Authority to implement Board adopted management plans that spell out the steps to be taken and 
the observations required to trigger those steps versus the Department’s use of Emergency Use 
Authority to address fishery issues not spelled out in a Board adopted management plan.  If actions 
were spelled out in management plans then those plans would guide the Department’s emergency 
orders.  The Department would use the authority provided them in 5 AAC 75.003 only in the 
absence of a management plan. 
 
In addition to the discussion regarding in versus outside of a regulatory management plans, two 
principles were used to guide the original development of this regulation.  The first was the 
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conservation of fishery resources.  The second was an acknowledgement of the economic and 
social benefit created by the maintenance of opportunity to participate in sport fisheries.  Both the 
Department and public advised the Board that sport fishing opportunity should be provided and 
would be taken advantage of even when limits are reduced even to the point of prohibiting 
retention. 
 
Proposal #178 is submitted by the Department.  If adopted, the language provided in this proposal 
would make it clear that the Department may modify bag and possession limits, annual limits and 
methods and means under this section only when there are not explicit provisions in an adopted 
management plan for taking these actions.   
 
KRSA supports this proposal as written.  KRSA believes that this proposal clarifies the language 
contained in 5 AAC 75.003 in a manner that is completely consistent with Department, Board and 
public intent at the time of passage and that passage of this regulation and does nothing to 
jeopardize fishery resources or weaken the utility of the management tools use to optimize 
economic and social benefits. 

 
179   Oppose 
  Clarify emergency order authority 

The author of this proposal states that he seeks only to clarify the emergency order authority 
provided the State’s sport fishery managers but in fact, this proposal asks the BOF to do much 
more than clarify the emergency order authority provided the Department to implement 
management of sport fisheries. 
 
5 AAC 75.003 provides the Department’s sportfish managers the flexibility to change bag and 
possession limits and annual limits and alter methods and means in sport fisheries.  This regulation 
also defines when and how this flexibility should and should not be applied.  This provision was 
originally submitted by the Department and adopted by the BOF in the early 1990’s.  One 
important consideration, at the time of adoption, was to differentiate between the use of Emergency 
Order Authority to implement a Board adopted management plans that spell out the steps to be 
taken and the observations required to trigger those steps versus the Department’s use of 
Emergency Use Authority to address fishery issues not spelled out in a Board adopted management 
plans.  If actions were spelled out in management plans then those plans would guide the 
Department’s emergency orders.  The Department would use the authority provided them in 5 
AAC 75.003 only in the absence of a management plan. 
 
In along with the discussion regarding in versus outside of a regulatory management plans, two 
principles were used to guide the original development of this regulation.  The first was the 
conservation of fishery resources.  The second was an acknowledgement of the economic and 
social benefit created by the maintenance of opportunity to participate in sport fisheries.  Both the 
Department and public advised the Board that sport fishing opportunity should be provided and 
would be taken advantage of even when limits are reduced even to the point of prohibiting 
retention. 
 
Proposal #179, as written, seeks to reduce the flexibility afforded the managers of our State’s sport 
fisheries and further restrict sport fishing opportunity during periods of lower escapement of 
salmon populations targeted by sport fisheries.  Proposal #179 also seeks to trigger this reduced 
flexibility and periods of more restrictive opportunity to an effort to “ensure” that the “escapement 
goal” is achieved. 
  
Sport fishing provides substantial economic and social benefit to the State.  Even in times of low 
returns much of the benefit can be salvaged by maintenance of fishing opportunity even at very low 
levels of harvest of and/or mortality to the target species.  5 AAC 39.222 Policy for the 
management of sustainable salmon fisheries provides definitions for specific types of escapement 
objectives such as a biological escapement goal (BEG), optimal escapement goal (OEG), and 
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sustainable escapement goal (SEG) but provides no definition for the more generic term 
“escapement goal”.  Proposal #179 seems particularly focused on preventing the Department from 
establishing periods during which retention of a specific species is prohibited in response to a low 
return.  “Conservation catch and release” as this management tool is described in section (1)(B) of 
5 AAC 75.003 was specifically provided for when this regulation was originally adopted because 
its use can allow for minimal fishing opportunity during low returns.  KRSA is not aware of an 
instance when use of this tool has jeopardized the sustainability of a fishery resource. 
 
If adopted as written, the language provide by proposal #179 would make it more difficult for the 
Department to maintain minimal levels of sportfishing opportunity in the face of low returns.  Loss 
of this opportunity would have questionable positive impacts on sustainability of target species but 
an unquestioned negative impact on opportunity and the benefits derived by the State from 
preservation of that opportunity.  This marginal increase in shouldering the burden of conservation 
would be costly to the sport fishery. 
 
KRSA is opposed to proposal #179.  KRSA was a member of the committee assigned by the Board 
to discuss and comment back to the Board on 5 AAC 75.003 when this regulation was originally 
adopted.  We continue to support the authority given the Department by this regulation as it 
appears in code at this time.  We note that we are in favor of the clarifying language submitted to 
the Board by the Department in proposal #178.  We are in favor of “conservation catch and 
release” as presently described in code and feel that it is a valuable tool for our fishery managers to 
have.   KRSA is not aware of any substantive benefit whether in terms of conservation, economic 
or social benefits that would accrue from adoption of this proposal. 

 
180   Support with modification 
  Define electric fishing reels 

This proposal seeks to establish a definition of electric fishing reels.  KRSA believes that the Board 
should use this proposal to establish a consistent definition regulating methods and means. 

  
181  Oppose 
  Clarify definition of fishing rod and electric reel 
  No Action subject to action on proposal 180.  
 
182   Oppose 
  Prohibit use of electric reels 
  No Action subject to action on proposal 180.  
 
183   Oppose 
  Prohibit use of electric reels 
  No Action subject to action on proposal 180.  
 
184   Neutral 
  Prohibit use of felt sole wading boots 

Proposal #184 if adopted as written would prohibit the use of felt soled boots while sport fishing in 
freshwaters of the State of Alaska. 
 
KRSA is neutral on adoption of this proposal.  KRSA understands the threat to Alaska's aquatic 
systems posed by the unintended introduction of invasive species and we appreciate the effort put 
out by Trout Unlimited to address this issue.  KRSA is neutral on proposal #184, as written, for the 
following reasons:  
 
1) KRSA believes that the threat of unintended introduction of invasive species comes from a 
multitude of sources only one of which is the felt soles worn by sport fishermen who bring boots 
into the State.  KRSA supports addressing this issue not only through a narrowly focused 
regulation but through a more comprehensive education campaign aimed at all potential sources. 
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2) KRSA understands the limited nature of our fish and game law enforcement coverage and 
capability.  KRSA does not support diverting enforcement efforts to the point of asking anglers to 
step out of streams so that their foot gear can be examined. 
 
3) KRSA recommends that if proposal #184 is adopted, an adequate voluntary phase in period is 
delineated to allow for existing efforts underway in the industry for new products to come to the 
market place and allows for anglers to replace existing gear on a normal replacement schedule 
without undue financial hardship. The voluntary phase in period could then be combined with a 
more comprehensive education program all aimed at all potential sources. 

  
185   Support 
  Clarify definition of underwater spear 

This proposal submitted by ADFG seeks to clarify the definition of spear and spear-gun and their 
legal use for fishing while submerged, and the prohibition of a shaft tipped with an explosive 
charge, commonly known as a bangstick or powerhead, in fresh and salt water. KRSA supports this 
proposal.       

 
186   Oppose 
  Allow the use of underwater spear 
  No Action subject to action on proposal 185, as KRSA supports the clarification language offered 
  by ADFG.   
 
187   Oppose 
  Allow the use of bait by disabled anglers 

KRSA is opposed to this proposal.  We feel that existing regulations provide for a reasonable and 
enforceable avenue for persons with a disability to seek an exemption from existing regulations 
which prohibit the person from meaningful access to the fishery.  KRSA has used the state 
exemption procedure adopted in 2002 for the Kenai River and have found it not to be overly 
burdensome.    

 
188   Support 
  Modify sport fishing regulations for halibut 
  This proposal is a housekeeping measure submitted by ADFG to make federal and state regulations 
  consistent.  KRSA supports this proposal.   
 
189   Oppose 
  Require a client-guide agreement for each client on a sport fishing charter trip 

This proposal seeks to mandate an agreement between a client and a sport fishing guide who 
provides the client with sport fishing guide services, and appears to be contradictory with the sport 
fishing guide statute AS 16.40.270 (d).  As such, adoption of this proposal would be inconsistent 
with an applicable statute.  Therefore, KRSA opposes the proposal.    

 
190   Oppose 
  Allow crew members to retain fish when clients are onboard 

This proposal seeks to remove the commissioner’s authority to issue an emergency order 
prohibiting the retention of fish by a sport fishing guide and sport fishing guide crew members 
while clients are on board a charter vessel in salt water. This proposal appears to be an attempt to 
deal with a regional issue in the guise of a statewide proposal.  KRSA opposes the removal of a 
fisheries management tool that has proven effective for ADFG to use in situations where there are 
guideline harvest levels or allocation targets.   
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KE N A I  RI V ER  SP OR T F I SH I N G  AS S OC I A T I O N    Comments  on 2010 Statewide Finf ish Proposals  

191   Oppose 
  Define official time for sport fisheries 

This proposal seeks to define “official time” in regards to fisheries which have established fishing 
times.  As “official time” is established in court to be “Universal Coordinated Time (UTC)”, there 
does not appear to be a justification to adopt this proposal in fisheries regulations that deal with 
time requirements.    

 
192   Oppose 
  Modify the definition of artificial fly 

This proposal seeks to modify the existing definition of artificial fly.  KRSA opposes this proposal, 
we feel the current definition provides sufficient clarity.    

 

Additional Proposals not scheduled for committee 
 
Additional Proposals  KRSA has no recommendation or comment on this group of proposals. 
 
Proposal Recommendation and Comment  
 

200  Adopt subsistence finding standards 

 

201    Find a customary and traditional use of salmon stocks in the Chitina Subdistrict and establish  
  amounts necessary for subsistence 
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February 19, 2010 

Mr. Marcotte, Executive Director 
Alaska Board of Fisheries 
P. O. Box 11 5526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Mr. Marcotte, 

RECErvED 

FEe 2 6 2010 

-BOARDS 

I am a tribal member and resident of Kasaan, Alaska. My husband and I 
are raising three children and we depend on Dungeness crab as one of our 
traditional food sources. 
Please, don't continue what always happens, don't wait until its too late, 
stop the commercial Dungeness Crab fisheries that are destroying our 
capability to catch crab that we have always had available to us to eat. 
Since before the early 70's I've been told by elders and then have seen 
the depletion of salmon, shrimp, and even the fact that we can no longer 
go out and get abalone and herring eggs. This is all due to the fact that 
there is no protection for villages and communities to survive on what 
we've survived on since time immortal, and it because of over harvesting 
by commercial fisheries. 
I think it's only common sense that fisheries should not be allowed within 
so many miles of a village or community, yet it happens. I think it's only 
common sense that to have two openings, winter and summer is crazy. 
When do these resources have time to reproduce and multiply? 

The pressure from the commercial fishing community should not out 
weigh the rights of villages and communities to continue to have their 
traditional and customary resources available to them. 

Agencies such as yours are to "Protect the Resources", not be bullied by 
those out there that just want a fast buck. Our resources must be 
protected for generations to come, some of which may be yours too. 

Haw'aa, 

Paula Peterson 

Public Comment #23



Dan & Liz Williams 
BoxKXA 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99950 

February 26, 2010 

James Marcotte 
Executive Director 
Alaska Board of Fisheries 
POBox 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Subject: Support of Proposal #195 for the Closure of the Commercial 
Summer Dungeness Crab Fishery in Area A, District 2 

We live in Saltery Cove, Skowl Arm, Prince of Wales Island. In years 
past it has been our practice to secure crab for our personal use in the 
following 3 areas, the Karta River, Polk Inlet and Mckenzie Inlet. 

Our subsistence fishing ended· up with some pretty dismal results this 
year. Our normal practice is to set 3 pots, let them soak overnight, pull 
them, take the largest and return the females and small (though legal) 
crabs to the water. In the past this has given us enough crab to eat fresh 
and to can some for winter eating. This summer we set 3 crab pots near 
the Karta River, let them soak overnight, pulled them and. got 1 legal 
crab. We went up Polk Inlet to crab and there were so many pots 
blanketing the area that we did not attempt to fish there. In Mckenzie 
Inlet we ended up with 3 legal size crab. We gave up trying to get crab in 
2009 because the amount of crab we caught was not worth the time and 
fuel invested to catch them. 

We believe that the summer crab fishery was instituted without any 
science or prior study applied to protect the long term viability of the 
Dungeness crab in this area and that the continued summer fishery of 
Dungeness crab in this area is destructive and should be ceased 
immediately. 

~
i erely,," . 

l11 tJdtctJ4YtS 
~W~ 

D . & Liz Williams 
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,,,,f.,;;T;rr1 Trout Unhmlted Alaska 
~, , 

UNLIMITED 

February 27, 2010 

BOF COMMENTS 
Boards Support Section 
ADFG 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
Fax- 907-465-6094 

Dear Board of Fish Members: 

As a group working to promote sustainable wild fish 
populations for all users in Alaska, the Alaska Office of 
Trout Unlimited (TU) offered Proposal 184 which would 
prohibit the use of felt soled wading products in Alaska. 

As you are no doubt aware, the Board of Fisheries passed 
a similar proposal for the Southeast Region at the 2009 
meeting in Sitka. TU's support of that proposal was 
largely based on the same argument we now make for 
applying this regulation on a statewide basis; Fisheries 
in Alaska are simply too valuable to too many of us not 
to take every reasonable action possible to protect them 
from aquatic invasive species into the future. 

Aquatic invasive species have devastated fisheries in 
many states and countries and enormous amounts of money 
and time have been expended in working to eradicate them 
from the waterways they have invaded. In this sense, 
proactive measures which reduce the chances that an 
invasion will occur, like prohibiting felt products, are 
an investment in the future of our fisheries. We are, 
however, mindful that the cost of switching from felt to 
other non-absorbent wading products will be borne by 
individual fishermen and fishing businesses. Because of 
that we have recommended that this regulation not be 
implemented until January 2011 in the hope it will allow 
individuals and businesses to fully utilize the felt 
products they own now and plan accordingly for future 
purchases. TU would be open to amending the proposed 
effective date, should the Board foresee the need for a 
longer phase-in period for this regulation. 

Trout Unlimited: America's Leading Coldwater Fisheries Conservation Organization 
Alaska Office: 419 Sixth Street, Suite 200, Juneau, AK 99801 • (907) 321 ~3725 
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Since our testimony on the Southeast version of this 
proposal it has become even more apparent that a 
transition away from the production of felt products has 
been embraced by retail manufacturers. At present, most 
if not all major manufacturers, offer non-absorbent soled 
wading boots and several have committed to producing only 
non felt products in the future. These manufacturers 
have also made great strides in producing non-felt 
products which are safe, durable and which represent a 
good value for consumers. We do acknowledge that more 
can be done in these regards and believe that will be the 
case as of the proposed implementation date. 

Studies on the sediment transported by anglers* 
conducted in Montana indicate the average angler wearing 
felt wading products transports some 16 grams of sediment 
in these products. We recognize that sediment 
transferred on felt products is only one of many vectors 
for the transmission of invasive species but it is a 
significant vector, and one that can and should be 
addressed through regulation. 

Both Dave Kumlien of Trout Unlimited and the Whirling 
Disease Foundation and I look forward to participating in 
the committee discussions which take place on this 
proposal. We hope the Board once again sees the virtue 
of this regulation and passes it for implementation on a 
statewide basis. 

Thank you, 

J//~J-:// 
/'-~/~~ 

Mark Kaelke 
SE Alaska Project Director 

* Gates, Horton et ale Movement of Sediment by Anglers 
and the Implications for Transporting Aquatic Nuisance 
Species. Wild Trout Symposium IX. Montana, 2007. 
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Feb 28 10 08:01 p Ivan & Lorita Leighton 

ATTN: Board of Fish Comments 
Boards Support Section 
Alaska Department ofFish & Game 

Re: JP'roposal180 

907-225-4276 

RECErvCD 

NAR 0 f 20m 

BOARDS 

p.1 

February 28,2010 

I am writing to voice my suppo:rt of Proposal 180. I am a disabled person who lives to fish. Tn spite 
of a progressive neuromuscular disease, I am, so far, still able to catch large salmon by resting the pole 
on the tops of the boat rail and laying my upper body over the reel to stabilize it, while I reel for dear 
life'. My husband has 2 electric reels on board, but they add extra weight and are not designed for 
salmon fishing- it would be near impossible to use them to playa salmon while they run, jump, and 
dart in all directions. But I simply couild not catch a halibut, or an): bottom f'lSh. even. a sman one. 
without the aid of an electrRc reel. I cannot reel up 260 foot or more of weighted line, especially 
while supporting all that weight on the rod trying to pull a halibut off the bottom. It does not help me 
catch more halibut, it only assists me in reeling up the ones that I do catch. The definition, as written, 
describes perfectly the electric reels T use for bottom fishing. I have included a picture taken while 
halibut fishing. I am not playing a fish at the time it wa.'l taken, so my hands are not in the position I 
would use for bringing up a fish. I have to change positions and grip of my hands when I can, because 
of arthritis. 

But this proposal does not just effect disabled persons. When my children were younger, they 
were only able to bring halibut up with the help of the electric reels, and my husband is a Charter boat 
operator who has many very elderly and/or infirm clients, as well as children, who also would never be 
able to enjoy bringing up a halibut with out the aid of an electric reel. Without these reels, many sports 
fishermen will be unable to bottom fish, not jlJ.]St charter clients who are disabled, or very young, or 
very elderly . 

. Re: Proposal 181 
J oppose this proposal as inaccurate & inadequate. Proposal 180 is a much better definition of 

the electric reels I and other disabled persons and also elderly or very small or young sport fisheImen 
use. 
TIlank you for your time, 

~!tcl1J~ 
Lorita Leighton 
PO Box 5175 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 
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Feb 28 10 08:01p Ivan & Lorita Leighton 

ATTN: Board of Fish Comments 
Boards Support Section 
Alaska Department of Fish & Game 

Re: Proposal 182 
I oppose Proposal 182 for two reasons:, 

907-225-4276 p.2 

February 28,2010 

L As a disabled person, I object to having to prove my disability in order to use an aid to fish, 
which itself is already embarrassing enough for me. I am disabled according to the Social 
Security Dept.-I receive SSI, but the only thing I have in writing to prove that, is copies of my 
bank records showing the direct deposit I receive monthly. I also have a 17 pg comt document 
related to child support modification which mentions my permanent and progressive disability
am I to bring along these documents with my account numbers and other private information 
on our boat with me every trip? The only other documentation of disability I have is my 
Handicapped Sticker for my car-am I to bring it on the boat and park a block or more away 
instead of parking in a handicapped spot? 

2. But this proposal does not just effect disabled persons. When my children were younger, they 
were only able to bring halibut up with the help of the electric reels, and my husband is a 
Charter boat operator who has many very elderly and/or infirm clients, as well as children, who 
also would never be able to enjoy blinging up a halibut with out the aid of an electric reel, as 
they cannot reel up 260 foot or more of weighted line, especially while supporting all that 
weight on the rod trying to pull a halibut off the bottom. It does not help catch more halibut, it 
only assists in reeling up the ones that you do catch. It also dCfes not help you catch bigger fish
using these reels, I still cannot bring up a halibut larger than45-601bs, because you still have to 
lift the rod up and the halibut below off the bottom and to the surface. And th.ey are not 
designed for salmol1.fishing-it would be near impossible to use them to playa salmon while 
they run. jump, and dart in all directions, especially with the extra weight added. Without these 
reels, many sports f'llShermen will be unable to bottom fish, not just charter clients who are 
disabled, or very young, or very elderly. I guess the author of this proposal believes that only 
big, strong, burly men should be allowed to catch halibut! Does the same apply to taking your 
young son deer hunting-if he can't pack his own deer out by himself, he shouldn't be allowed to 
hunt? 

Proposal 183 
If the author of this proposal had ever fished using the electric reels I use (aptly and accurately 
described in Proposa1180), he would know how slow and cumbersome they are, and that all they do is 
reel for you (slowly, with no control. over the speed). They do nothing for control ofthe fishing rod. 
They don't even level the playing field-much less give you any advantage over an able-bodied 
fisherman. How many hundreds of thousands of dollars would the author have the Department waste 
on unnecessary studies? Again, I guess the author of this proposal beiieves that only big, strong, burly 
men should be allowed to catch halibut! 

And by the way, charter clients already have bag limits in place restricting their catch, hardly 
"allowing them to catch more than they could eat". 

7.~~r'r 
Lonta Leighton 
PO Box 5175 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 
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Mar 01 10 01 :02p Richard Curran 

Curran Comments 

Mr. Vince Webster 
Chairman 
Alaska Board of Fisheries 
Juneau, AK 

Re: Statewide Finfish Proposals 
Support: 175,177,182,188 
Oppose: 174, 180, 181, 

February 28,2010 

Dear Vince, 

9077476094 p.1 

page 1 of3 

I am Vluting to give my support for Statewide proposals 175, 177, 182, and 188 and my 
opposition to proposals 174, 180, 181, and 190. I will lOcus my writtcn comments on the general 
topics of electric reels and sabletish bag limits and trust that ilie Board will read these wiili an 
open mind. 

Electric Reels: Support 182, Oppose 180 and 181 
The Board has ilie opportunity to continue to lead the nation in forward thinking management of 
fisheries resources by supporting Proposal 182, prohibiting ilie use of electric reels while sport 
fishing (unless handicapped). The Sitka AC is made up of a diverse group of individuals, 
including charter fishing, guides, and sport fishermen. They unanimously supported this 
proposal. Please consider ilie public process involved in generation of this proposal and support 
this community effort. 

I refer you to Tad Fujioka's excellent comments about this issue. It is not necessary to providc 
recreational anglers tools to make sport fishing effortless and efficient. Sport-fishing first and 
foremost should provide recreation. Allowing sport anglers access to deep water without any 
effort on their part changes ilie very nature of the fishery and provides increased pressure and 
unknown impacts to deep waters species. The charter halibut fishery in area 2C is already well 
over quota. Providing them additional tools to take fish in deeper water will exacerbate this issue 
that the federal government and state managers seem unable to control. 

The Board generated a proposal (177) to limit the bag limit of thornyhead to 1 fish per day and 
one fish in possession, which I support. Like sablefish, iliis is a deepwater fish that can only be 
consistently accessed by electric reels or other commercial type gear. Allowing electric reels as a 
"sport" gear is contradictory to the concerns addressed in the Board Proposal. Oilier species 
accessed by electric reels are fish that have not traditionally been a sport tlsh because of their 
inaccessibility to hand cranked gear: sablefish, slope rockfish, grenadier. Some of these species 
are very valuable to the commercial fishery and are in a declining stock trend while others have 
unknown stock levels and are prohibited from targeting by commercial fisheries. 

There is in excess of 100,000 sq miles of seafloor available to anglers inside the 200 fin contour. 
Is it really necessary to allow access to all water depilis in the quest for recreation? When 
sablefish and halibut are in high abundance fish are available to anglers in shallower depths. 
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Finally, if the Board makes the short-sighted decision to allow electric reels as sport gear I 
request that they limit the use of this gear to residents. Nearly all of the chartcr fishermen in 
Southeast Alaska are non-resident, smely their vacation experience would not be negatively 
impacted by the requirement to be sporting and use hand-cranked gear. At the Sitka Advisory 
Committee we heard that Jack Lorrigan's Haida grandmother, Mrs. Blanche Isaacs Ohneck, used 
a hand cranked Penn reel to fish for sablefish from hcr whaler, even though her hands were 
severely injured from burns and she was in her seventies. I'm sme anglers who knew of this 
extraordinary woman would take pleasme in trying to duplicate her Alaskan methods rather than 
standing around with their hands in their pockets waiting for an electric motor to return their fish 
from the depths. 

Sablefish Bag Limits: Support Proposal 175 
I mge the Board to put aside the polarization that surrounded this issue last spring and carefully 
consider the facts regarding sablefish. 

Fact: A daily bag limit 2 and an annual limit of 4 are consistent with Board policy on a wide 
range of species that are high value and/or vulnerable species. Sablefish are the most valuable 
commercial groundfish managed by the state of Alaska. Halibut, king salmon, lingcod, 
yelloweye, and shark all have daily bag limits of 1 or 2 fish per day and several have annual 
limits of 3 or less. 

Consider that the Board generated a proposal (177) to limit thomyhead rockfish to 1 ilSh per day 
and one in possession because - " they are one o/the longest-livedfishes in the world .. .females 
can live up to 45 years. The Board seeks to establish "bag and possession limits that providefor 
a reasonable level of angling opportunity and harvest while at the same time providing for 
protection against high levels of harvest that could be harmful for the stock". 

Fact: sablefish also are one of the oldest fishes in the world (Alaskan sablefish have been aged to 
94 years). 

Fact: The stock is in serious decline, even in the face of very conservative management of the 
commercial fishery. Likely this is a natural decline due to recruitment weakness as it is oceurring 
in areas throughout the North Pacific but it has a serious impact on the resomce and the historic 
commercial fishery none the less. The Department comments are disappointing in what they do 
not reveal. Last month the SE lrroundfish staff held permit holder meetings discussing the 
Chatham Strait sablefish fishery and said that an independent review of their assessment 
underscored the low stock condition, possibly as low as BI7%and that they would likely be 
significantly reducing the harvest rate yet again. This fishery is already managed at B45% one of 
the most conservative harvest rate policies in the country. The NMFS assessment scientists are 
projecting further declines (beyond the 36% Gulfwide decline seen since 2005) even jf there is 
average recruitment, with serious declines in a poor recruitment scenario. 

At the February and March 2009 meetings the staff would not estimate the sport harvest but there 
was much discussion about it being insignificant (creel data indicated 7 fish had been taken). 
The assessment staff utilizes a 3% deduction for all sport harvest, subsistenee harvest, and 
unknown bycatch with most of this deduction attributed to the long standing subsistence harvest. 
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Now staff comments reveal self-reported charter catch for 2009 as being 3,844 in Southeast 
Alaska with 81 % of this coming from 4 facilities. At a 10 pound average this is 3.5 % of the 
2009 commercial quota of 1.07 million pO'lmds and is equivalent to more than 2 equal quota 
shares in the commercial fishery. Given that the commercial quota is likely to fall yet again next 
year the Board is allowing a new fishery, primarily fished by nonresidents, to substantially 
impact a hundred year old fishery, primarily fished by residents. TIlls is counter to the Board's 
OViin allocation criteria Remember that all of the data collected from this fishery is self-reported 
and unverifiable. Can we really afford to allow this fishery to develop in a declining stock 
condition without accurate catch accounting? Simply requesting this information on charter 
logbooks does not solve the problem. 

Two other things to consider in the statewide discussion of sablefish bag limits: 

The commercial fleet pays for the stock assessment of sablefish in state waters through 
deduction of the test :fish take off of the commercial fishery quota. If the charter fishery 
is allowed to access this resource through liberal bag and annual limits they should help 
to pay for the assessment either through a sablefish stamp, similar to salmon (which 
would also aid in catch accounting). or through adjustment of their bag limits dovmward 
based on the reduction from test fish - in 2009 that adjustment was nearly 11 % of the 
commercial quota. 

The Gulf of Alaska fishery is managed through Individual Fishing Quotas. Any sablefish 
taken from federal waters is subject to Federal management and there is no provision for 
this take under the current IFQ program. Any reporting requirement for sablefish must 
also detail where the fish is taken by commercial fishery management areas, not just state 
sport fishery designation areas. 

I urge the Board to adopt proposal 175, developed through public process by the Sitka AC. It 
provides "reasonable level oj angling opportunity .and harvest while at the same time providing 
for protection against high levels of harvest that could he harmful for tile stock". 

In closing I hope the Board can look to the future while deliberating and make decisions now 
that will carry us forward into the future with sound management and use principles statewide. 
Please don't continue to provide unreasonable opportunity in means, methods, and bag limits for 
our valuable resources - banning electric reels and establishing a 2 fish bag limit for our most 
valuable groundfish species will go a long way to providing for a sustainable future and access to 
resources by anglers intG the future. 

SinCerel7t, . :\, L 
Richard urran 
Sitka Alaska 
CC Cora Crome,.Govemor's Office 
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· RECEIVED 

Subject: commercial Dungeness fishery. . NARO I 2010 

After reading the article in the Ketchikan daily news I also am in agreement with 'BOARDS 
Mr. Ronald Leighton, I am a long time resident of Ketchikan Ak 
And am now also experiencing difficulty locating Dungeness crab, 
Example the carrol inlet area had a large amount of crab and the local residents 
Had no problem obtaining crab, after the commercial crab fishery opening 
Was over there was nothing left good luck trying to find crab there now. 
I know that the commercial fisherys is important to people who work in the industry 
But the seafood is so depleted by over fishing the local residents can not even 
Get any and the areas such as kasaan and around Ketchikan should be closed for 
Commercial fishing for awhile to allow the crab to replenish. 

~is Such FEB. 2010 

~~·-(~k~' 
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28 February 2010 

AnN: BOF COMMENTS 
Boards Support Section 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
P.O, Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
Delivered via Fax: 907'465~6094 

9259461971 

RE: Recommendations on 2010 Stiiltewlde Finfish Proposals 

Oear Chairman Webster & Board Members, 

P.01 

, RECErvE[ 

NAR 0 1~""·~ 
'SOARDE: 

The Southeast Alaska Guides Organization, (SEAGO) represents charter operators, lodges, and our 
angler customers throughout the region. Our mission Is to promote the tradition of sport fishing in 
Southeast Alaska through reasonable regulations that ensure the long-term sustalnabIlity of our 
fisheries and businesses. 

We are commenting on proposals (see attachment) that either directly affect the overall health of 
the resource Or our industry. In addition to ensuring the sustalnability of our fisheries, we believe 
that It Is Important to fully understand the economiC contribution and different business models 
employed by various user groups and to craft regulations that optImize the economic value of 
Alaska's resources for the greater good. Sportflshlng In Southeast hosts 100,000 anglers each year 
and makes a substantiaI' contribution to the communitIes where we live and work by adding $300M 
in economic value and creating 3,000+ jobs annually. We respectfully request th;:lt the Board of 
Fisheries consider these proposals based on both sound science and financial facts. 

We appreciate 'four commitment to ensuring that Southeast sport and guided sport anglers 
continue to have fair access to the reSOurce. SEAGO welcomes the opportunity to work with all 
stakeholders to arrive at decisions that are in the best economic Interests of our communities, the 
sustainablllty and conservation of Our fisheries, and towards preserving Southeast Alaska as a 
premier sport fishing destination. You h;:lve SEAGO's pledge to work constructively to that end. 

Thank you for taking our recommendations Into consideration. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
John A. Blair 
Executive Director 
925·366-6638 
lohn@se1,lgoalaska.orli! 

//attach 

p. 1 
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Atti,,;hment - SEAGO ReCQwmendltlcDI on 2010 $1:jltewlde Finfish Proposal§ 

SEAGO offers the following recommendations listed below. We may also wish to provide additional 
Info~mation via public testimony and ~ecorded Comments during the BOF meeting In Anchorage In 
March. 

froposal 
164 

165 

166 

169 

170 

111 

BecQmmendatjQD 
OPPOSE 
unlawful Possession oj Sub.lstence FlnJllh 

We understand the desire to stop reported abuse of selling subsistence or personal 
use fish but we don't see how this proposal could be enforced. FOr examplei how 
could species determined or number of fish be counted once processed? 
Reclassifying commerCially-caught fish as subsistence fish appears to be counter to 
current statuto~ language. 

oppose 
DI!Ja-y opening pefSolla/ Uflill' fishery until eSCl.'lpemfnt gool& met 

ADF&G should retain management flexibility to use best science in determining 
when the fishery should open. Current Emergency Order management tools are 
satisfactory to meet established escapement goals and harvest objectives. 

OPPOSE 
Ellmlllotl1 I'flqulrll'mtnt to have f.t sport fishing ""n$f! to fiSh In personal use fisheries 
The sport fIsh license requirement provides the state with both enforcement 
capability and funding for management of personal use fisheries. 

OPPOSE 
Amend criterIa Jar allocatlQn affishery /'eSOUI'C1:5 

We oppose this regulation because it reduces flexibility of managers to el(ercise 
sound Judgment in their decisions and the Intention of the proposal Is already 
addressed in Emergency Order authority. 

OPPOSE 
ClarIfY regulatlo",s establlihlng f!5Capl!ment goals 
We oppose this regulation because It reduces flexibility of managers to use best 
science and sound judgment In their decisions and the intention of the proposal is 
al~eady addressed In Emergency Order authority. 

OPPOSE 
Clarify fl5CaplJm,nt goals and establIsh TlIn(l1l'5 

We oppose this regulatIon because it reduces flexibility of managers to exercise 
judgment In their decisions and the intention of the proposal is already addressed 
in Emergency Order authority. 

P.02 
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172 

175 

1'16 

178 
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SUPPORT 
Provldfl dtl!lnlt/on for f'Js,apement goal thresholds 
We support this proposal to clarIfy establishment of lower bound sustainable 
escapement goals to distinguish between a SEG range and a lower bound SEG. 

OPPOSE - (amendment proposed) 
Esttlbll,h bog limIt for sabll/fsh 
No sport fishing conservation Issues have been quantified to warrant approval of 
this proposal. 

Sableflsh quotas were addressed twice In 2009, first at the February BOF meeting in 
Sitka, and then again at the March BOF meeting and follow-up conference call In 
April. Through this process, the aOF established extremely conservative sport fish 
harvest regulations In Southeast for the first time. 

2009 was the first year that sablefish data was collected for sport flsh sector. Partial 
season estimates of sport caught sablefish Indicate a catch of less than 1.0% of the 
total catch and therefore have a de minimus Impact on this fishery. We 
recommend that no final action be taken on sport allocation of sableflsh until 
adequate data on catch rates are accumulated and a thorough economic analysis is 
completed to determine optimal allocations between sectors. 

Alternative Language ~ Very conservative inItial quotas were established In 2009 to 
ensure conservation of the fishery and because there was Insufficient historical 
sport catch Information upon which to base a realistic quota. As first year data 
showed minimal sport harvest of sablefish we believe it is prud~nt to assess sport 
market demand through a change In catch parameters. Information gained from an 
additional data point will be very valuable when establishing future quotas. As an 
interim measure, we support alternative language to rescind resident limits, and 
establish nonresident limits as follows: dally bag limit 8; possession limit 16, and an 
annual limit of 16. 

SUPPORT 
In"lIC2H bag limIt for spiny dog/Jih 
No known conservation issue exists with this fishery. Liberalization of the bag limit 
would provide increased harvest opportunity but is unlikely to harm the stock 
because there Is little recreational demand. 

SUPPORT 
Clarify emergency ol'dflr authQrlty 
This as an ADF&G housekeeping proposal with clarification edits. We support this 
proposal to resolve Internal Inconsistencies in emergency order authority wording. 

p.3 
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179 

180 

OPPOSE 
Clarify flm.rrl'm~y (It'd" Qllthorlty 
We oppose this regulation because It reduces flexibility for managers to exercise 
Judgment .In their decisions and the intention of the proposal is already addressed 
in Emergency Order authority. 

SUPPORT (as amended) 
D"flnf/ electric fllhlnfj r,,' 
As long as terminal gear Is consistent with state sport regulations and bag and 
possession limits are adhered to, there Is no reason for regulating the type of gear 
used to deploy and retrieve baits and fish. 

Alternative Language· We support this proposal with two wording changes: 
a) The weight restriction should apply to the reel and attachments up to the first 
power cord disconnect and should not include the weight of power source and 
cabling. This modification Is required for setups where the electric reel Is powered 
by boat power or other non portable sources. 
b) Reference to line guides should be changed to read: "one or more nne guldesl/. 

181, OPPOSE 
182, Prohibit lise 01 electric retlli 

183 There Is 110 conservation basis for these proposals and we conSider them an 
unnecessary restriction. Proposal 180 Is the preferred alternative. 

184 SUPPORT 

185 

186 

187 

188 

Prohibit liSe' offelt soled w"dlng boats 
This proposal will reduce the probability of Introduction of non-native invasive 
organiSmS. 

SUPPORT 
Clorl/y Use 01 underwater SPfQr 
We support clarification language offered by ADF&G 

OPPOSE 
ClorlfY Use oj Ul'ld.rwatltr spear 
Preferred language Is found In proposal 185 submitted by ADF&G 

OPPOSE 
Allow USB of baft by disabled anglers 
Special provisions are necessary for disabled angiersl but not thIs proposal. 

SUPPORT 
ModJjy hllilbut regulations to b. cQnslltltnt wfth ~der(J1 regulations 

P.04 
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189 

190 

191 

This Is a housekeeping change submitted by ADF&G to make state and federal 
resulatlons consistent. 

OPPOSE' 
Require (J cllf1nt-flulde "f1'/!lament for litlch t:llttnt (In Q sport chorter trip. 

We believe that this proposal would conflict with existing law. Current laws require 
a charter operation to be run by a licensed gUide. We are aware of no enforcement 
or customer service issues with current laws. This proposal attempts impose 
solutions to a non-existent problem. The author.offers no quantitative Information 
to support his argument nor Justification for' added costs that would be incurred by 
both charter operators and AWT enforcement officers. Further, this proposal would 
place unnecessary restrictions on successful business models currently in place. 

OPPOSE 
Aflow C/l!W memben to "tQln fish when clients arll oni:JOQrd 
This Is a way around bag limits restrictions/ would reverse the state's position, and 
be in violation of Federal regulations on halibut. 

OPPOSE 
D_PfllJ offldol tIme lor sport flshl!l,./~!f 
We are not aware of any enforcement issues so see no need to establish a 
regulation where no problem exists. 

p.5 
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FEB-27-2010 10:34 From: 

Mr. Vinc~ Webster, Chairman 
I 

Alaska Board of Fisheries 
I 

P.O. 25526 
I 

Juneau, ~Iaska 99802·5526 
Fax num'ber 1-907-465-6094 , , 

13606710209 To: 19074656094 

i 
i 
i 

Re: supp:ort repeal of the 58ft salmon seine vessel limit, Proposal #168. 
I 
i , 
, 

Dear ChJirman Webster and Board Members: 
! 

I recentlJ sold my 58ft wooden Alaska salmon seiner (FN "New York") 

and wouid like to purchase a replacement and go fishing. I have 
I . 

enclose~ the recent sales sheets from Dock Street Brokers which 

shows stine vessels for sale and prices. Some vessels over 58ft are 

availabl~ but I cannot consider those because of the 58ft rule limiting 
I 

the length of vessel in Alaska salmon seine fisheries. 
I 

Some arc!, saying there will be a 10$s in value of boats less then 58ft if 
I 

the restriction were taken oR salmon seine vessels. Looking at the 
I 

vessel list I see no correlation between prices and length. Price 

depends Ion design, construction ma~erials, engine type, electronics, 

capacity~ use, upkeep, etc. not length. 
i 
i 

Others ate fishing wide body 58ft vessels. But, I cannot purchase a 

vessel lo",ger then 58ft, that's smaller in capacity (because it's not as 

wide.) an.d go fishing. This makes no sense. 
I 

Regards~ 

Arnold B~rke 
! 

1541 Ma~ison Ave. 
! 
! 

Blaine, WA. 98230 
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Dock Street Bipkers: 

iiOI>lE: 

VESSELS >
PfRMITS ;.. 

CAA(! IFQS >, 
LONGLlNJ: IFQS >

lLPS: 

SEARCH i 

NI;WS, 

Ve$sel$ fOI'Sale; 

13606710209 To: 19074656094 

Page 1 of3 

Memll<;r ~mail! RfGlSTER? 

Password! "'''~'~-----'---''~-. (LOgin) ? 

206.789.5101/ 800,683,0297 II~o@dodt$troretbraketS.~om 

1 - 23 of 23 Seiners 

SEi0.(101 Seinem :&100,000 
Y~r: 1920 Length: 58 Hull: wooa Builder: Babare Bros, Location: waShington 
53'x11'l'x,' seiner built in 1920 by BoWbare Bros, OM 6V71 ratel;! at 300 hp. Isuzu C240 aUXiliary 
dellica!ed to hYllraulically n,ln the RSWan(! circulation, (2) 7,5 ton comptesso~ and a new Hi ton 
!itanium chiller. 50,0(10 II tajJacity, 26' Vitek power ctock, deck winch, Tulsa #12 and a PL4 boom 
winches, ComNav 1001 autopilot, new 26 m~e r~dar, color lOOundet. (3) VHF, 3000 watt inllerll;!r, Great 
startet bO!;1t for seining. Asking $100.00() 

Hull; Fiberglass Builder: Seck Location; MSOURCE$ , 

ABOUT US' 

CONTACT 

REGISiER \? 

S3')(15'x4' fiberglas/O seinar DUilt by Beck in 1985, Lugg@r !112M 440 hp mllin with 200 hours, Twin Disk 
509 gl;!lIr, John DeI;!re :!OKw aux. P~cks 4G,OOO Ibs ill RSW, 15 ton 1M3 !lY$tem. Fully rigged fOr seine 
wittllWir'J picliing bOOms lind sliller On msin boom. 1~OI) gallons f~el and 300 glltions water c:;!pacilies, 

"""''''''''''''-'''.rt'~;I"".lmrll,,-. ineJude VHf', SSB, CB, GP5, plotter, radar, sounder, (2) sounders, and !luto pilat. Aslting 

(b1: Thm lting 
aboul; S(l(ling7 - $~IH'17 Seiners $50,000 

Year: 1971 Length! 41 Hull; Fiberglass Builder! I'QIwlIOn Location: Alaska 
41'x13.5'.>;3' fiberglass seiner built by Rawson in 1971. GMC BV,53 200 hp m~in with ;;WOO hrs, BOtg 
Wlil,mer 2:1 gear. P;;tcks 26.000#, Ri!il!Joo for seine wtt/l aual pioking booms_ Electronics irlCtude GPS, 
VHF, SSS, mtlar, sO~lIder, and plotter, Asking $50,000, 

SE9-016 Seiners $190,O[)0 
, Year: HI4~ Length: sa Hull; Wood Bl.llldet; Ster1ing LocatlOI1: Alaska 

5S'x15,5'xa' wood sl;!iner built by sterting in 1945. Cummins NT33S ::!'$S hp main with 700 hours on 
rebuitd. Twin Disc 514 GI;!~r, PacKs 50,000# in RSW. HeliVY dUty Pilkington purse winch aM 23' power 
block, ElectroniC!;: Include (3) VHF, (2) SSB, (2) r;;tdllr, SOuncll;!r, and ploHer. Seller will detiver vessel. 
AskJng $190,000. . 

Selnem ljit@M!!@Mi $150,000 
Year: 1Sn Lengtl1: 4.:i! Hull: Fjbergla~s Bulldilr: DellalL@Clercq 
Location: Aisska 
42'x14' fiberglass top house $E!iner built by Delt!llLeCI@rC4in1977. Detroit 6-71 220hp main with Twin 
Disc 50:1 gear. North~rn Lillht~ 8kw 31,1)(. Aluminum rigging with crows nest, topping, vanging, pioKlng, 
and main bQom winches. Ell;!ctronics inClude sse, (2)VHF, TRAC phune, rar.lar, GPS, Nobel!ec.h. arn;l 
(2) sounders. ASI(Ing $150,000, 

SE9.(114 Sllinlll'S $68,000 
Year: 1974 Len!jth: 38 Hull: Fiberglass .Builder: DeltaJRay WMsWOrlh Ll;lcation; Alaskli\ 
3S'xi ~.g' rtb;efglas5 Del\~ top house seiner finistled by Waaswol'lh in 1974. JoM Deere a06B 200'lip 
main with 4,000 hoUrs since new, Twin Disc 5Q7 gear. Completely rigged for seining wi(i1 vanging, 
topping, Slider, picking boom winches, and caps\,m, ElectroniCS include GPS, (2)VHP, ttldar, sounder, 
plotter. and BUto pilot. ASkin~ $6~,OOO. 

$1:9.011 Seln~re 
Year; 1971 Length; 56 Hull~ Steel Builder: Thomas MiUichQllP 
Locallon: W3shing,on 

ij&iHi;ig."Mi!tt4i $1ao.ooo 

55'x17,e'xa.~' combination selnerlcrabl;ll;!r built in 1971 by Thomas Millicheap. Cummins aoo hp main. 
TWin Disc 511 reClllctiOl'l ge~r, Cummins 4 BDl auxiliary dG!dicated !o hydrlll,dics. ~nsive refit in the 

year with 1Iiong list Of upgr~des inClIlCling 1;111 new aluminum rigging, lap house, new hyd~ulic 
new s;!fety equipmentl;lnd new steeting l;l\f3tem inCiudin!J hos@s and pump, Sponat;ming was 
1990 with :l: feet added on each side. BOw thruster, Elec\ronics inClude Furuno Gp 35 GPS. Dell 

ruruilo 24 mile Claylight radar, Furuno color aoumler and 1I ComNllv aUIt;lpiJot. Price reduced 

SE~.(I07 Selnem $450,000 
Year: 1989 Length: 45 Hull: Fiber!;liass Builder~ Le CI!lrcq Location; Alaskl;! 

5' fiberglass seiner buill by Le Ctl;!roq In 1989. Lugglil,r ~140 600 hp main with 19,500 hOlliS. ZF 195 
:3:1 gear. ISuZU 20 KWaux, PacKs 44.000 Ib$ wi1h 36,000 IbS if] RSW. Fully rigged for seine with trolly, 
gripper power clock. vanging, self pursinl), !If]d dual PiCkif]g booms, Electronics include; SSB, 2-meter. 

http://www.dockstreetbrokers.com/listings. php?list_ type=cat&catid;;;'l4 113012010 
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(2) VHF. fmc: Phone, radar, (2) soundel'$. GPS, Mobeltec. Micro Commander conttol!>. ana COml1av 3utopilot. CUl'i'ent survey 
with dooumented I,Ipgrades since 1997. f\sklng $450,000. 

SEl).(lOa Selneflil 
Year: lS79 length: 48 Hull! Fibergl:lS;S; Builder; Dell>'! Marine 
Location: Alaska 

i4'tiiiMmlmlUWi $630.000 

4S'xI5'l!8' enclosea tophQu!ile Delta. builtin 1979. R,iggea ror S;einiflg,longlining. and pot fishing. cat 
3406 main ir'lSl;IlIed n~w in :;100e. TIIIin Disc 514 gesr. 40 kw ISw.u generator installed flew in 200e, 
In\Eill;lrated Marine 18 ton RSW system insmllell new in 2006. Aluminum wave w~lI, Koistraml deCk 

winoh, EleCitoniCl;\ iflclud€! a ComNav auto pilot. Futuna FCV·292 Color sounller, Furuno radar, Furuno GP·SO GPS and laptop 
with Nobellec navigation progrlilm, Package includes Are3 M seine permi~ seine 3nd skiff. Asking $630.000, 

pilot. ~king $785,0(10. 

$1:8-<114 Salnem $785,000 
Year: 1990 length; 52 HUll: Fiberglass Bullller: Hansen Location: Alasks 
52')(1,')(7' fiberglass seine/crabllongline vessel b~ill b~ Hanllen In 1990. I,I.Il;lger 6140 main, 550 hp with 
5,100 hours. New Twin Disk 5114 gear. Bow thruster. 45/35 hydr<lI,Ilics. New Yanmar 98T 40 kw gen 
set. pack!;! 7S,OOOll in two hOlds witl120 ton RSWwith eleolric soft ~tart. Flush deck ~uippell for seine 
ana pol fishing with Q;;Ivlts, deck wil1eh, vanging, pol launCher, and Y~QUiM btock, cl~tronics inClude 
GPS, VHF, SSB, computer, rallar, (2) ~l.In1lers, plotter. (2) sonars, sat phone, sat c;:ompass;, and auto 

. SE9-(105 SeIMr.! hZitW!Nil@i $695,000 
'fear: 19f1S Length: 64 HI,JU: Flb@rglass BUilder: LeCletaj LQcatIOn:' 
washington 
54')(1 ~.5')l7' whaleback Sh;;llloW draft seiner built by LeClercq Mflril1G in 1M!), Vessel w~s con~ertea to 
tuna trolling In 2007. New twin 330 hp aSl9 Cummins mains and ZF gearbOxes with only 750 Mum. 
Isuzu 20 kw genset. Deck winCh, KolsV3nd power block, picking booms, tuna pUllers, luna pOles <1M a 

new spare set of propellers. 1 Q lorl Cold Sea RSW l,;y~lem. 40,000 # capaoily. Aluminum grail rail ~roufl(l the bulworks. 1,8(10 
gallons fuel capacity. Full oompliment of electronics inclualng Futuna SOllar, Dell laptop with ECC glObe nllvlgation system and 
Mitsullishi I>3tellite phon!;!. Also W:Judea is a Brown skiff with a ~50 np Yaml1M outboard. flirst das", vessel with many recent 
upgrades, .asking $695,000. 

<ill> 
SE!)~D3 S(!lners $330,000 
yea,r: 1978 length: IjO Hull: Steel Builder: JoM M<lllly Shipyard Location: British Col~mbla 
fiO'x17'xl0' st~el seiner built in 1979 by John Manly Shipyard in Can<lda. Cal 3401'l main re(1;!f;l at :150 hp. 
Twin Diso 514 gear. S' shalt new in ~004. Isuzu 3yxtliary dec;licateCl fOt hydraUliCS. 25 ton capacity in {We 

\!Inks, Bow thr~s!er. 3.2 kw Inverter. Galv!lniJ.:ml sleelligging. Elet;ltronic~ inctu~e COI'rlNav aLllo pilol, 
Furuno raIJar, 80l,lnOer, (3) VHFs and a SSB. Asking $3eo,000 Can<ldian. Il 

. SE8.(105 Seine~ $1,100,000 
Year: 1 sas L~n9th: 56 Hull: Steel 6uilder: CanaL Boal Works Locallon: California 
58'x:l2'xS' steel whalellac:k Jen~n deSign seiner, built by C and L Boat Works in 1989. Cummins main 
rated @ 500 hp, Twin DiSk 5:1 gear w/ 5' shaft. Cl,lmmins 100 kw (retluilt in ~006) and Isuw 20 kw gen 
!lets, Pultmaster boom winches, NO ae~ ge<lr, PackS #120,000 in two nolas wllh RSW. 9.6 knot cruise. 
Redunoant el~ctronics. super cleafl, well-maintlined vessel. Asking $1, HIO,OOO. 

Seiners $4!;J6,OOO 
Year: 1972 length; 58 HI,JU: Steel Bl,JilC!Qr: Marine Power location; Wa~hin9ton 
5a')(17.5'x10' steel combination seiner/longlinm, built in 1974 bV Marille Power. Cummins KTA19-M3 
rated @J;iOOhp. lsu;i:u :;;~j(W generator, Northern Lights 20kw gellemtcr. ;;!5 1011 IMS RSW syslem with a 
titaniurll Chiller, New stainless plumlling for hyaraulios on Ine baok decK. Panks 100,000 potlnas in three 
tanks. Redundalll electronics. Bulbo~s bow. Exceilenl set up for seining, beamy Muse makes the boal a 
9000 candidate fer sponsoning. Price relluced to $40;1(1,000. 

r;f~i;'~' '"".r'-'·~'i ,\!,iPi.., 
-~~ 

. . 

SI:8-t120 Seiners $125,000 
Year: 1981 leflgtll: 42 H\lll: Fibergla&.!O Builder: Della Location: Ala8~ 
42'X14' Delta/LeClercq seiner buill 1981, GMC SV71, 325 hp, rebuill 1 g99. Good electtonios including 
VHF, 5Sa. 48 mi. FurUIlO, sonar, plotter, watch ;llarm, and more. Aluminum rigging IV/crows nesl, Price 
reduced to $125.000. 

. " ., 
$450,000 

1976 Length: ez HUll; Aluminum Builder: MatSUmoto LOcatJQfl: l':llitish Columbia 
6')19.2' aluminum Canaoian seiner, easily modifi4;!d 10 58', built in 1974 by Masumolo. :'las hp 343 

C~I W/ll.OOO hours, ,win Disk 514 gear, Twin Diso PTO. Nlssan auxiliary a~ica.\ea to nvdraulics 
. '011/3,000 hours with PTO. Konler 12.8 kw generalor, Seine drum, self-purnill!;l Cleek winch and Pullm~ster 

tlOom winches, Full eleclfQnics paCkage inCllrding (2) sonars. (3) fish hOlds with fir;; ton capacity. 15 ton 
R$W system CQmpletely rebuillin 2006. :lB' bow thruster. Salmon seine and too ml,lch 10 list, inoludOO. Asking $450,000. All 
offers COlls'ldered I 

Seineflil $850.000 
• 197!il Length: 6S Hull; Aluminum Builder: Snore Boat BuilderB locatiOn; British Coiumbi;l 

89')(20.1')17.6' alu1Yiinum drum seiner buill by Shore BOl1t Builller'$ in 1979. cat 3406 main, Twin Diae 
514C gear. 1 o knots at 13 gph, Isuzu 6 Oyl aux with PTO and dOLJble hydtaulir;: pump. Kubota 13kw 8U)( 
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for ship power. Packs 7$ IOn in (4) fish hOlds, Stainless pl~mbing. Currently rigged for dtum ~eine, 26' bow Illruster. Complele 
elect.ronics package inCluding sonar. W~ry well maintained and in grel;l\ condition. ~king $850,OOQ. 

($) 

al market pri~. 

.5 Seinern. $510,000 
Yea~; 1979 Length: 5a Hull; Aluminum Buildor: Shore Boat Builders LI;u;:ation; British Columbia 
58'x16'x9' all,lminLlm seiner bllilt in 1979bI' Shore Boat Builders. 3406 Cat main r:;lted al365 np. Twin 
Disc 514 gearbox. Isu%u auxiliary aedicated for hydr:;illlics. 80,000# capacitY in 4 illsul~ted fiberglass 
tank!). Pilkington e:elf pursing oeek winch. 14 piston dl\lm wilh tilt stern ramp. Electronics include FUn,lIlO 
OP 3~ GPS, (4) VHF's it1duding lcom 601, Kenwood SSB, 1.13 52X computet with Nolltlftec charting 
software, Sitex and Furuno radars amI rutuno CH 250 SOnar, Power ~~iff available. ASking $510,000. 

51:':8.(101 Seiners 
Year: 1979 Lllngth: 51;1 Hull; Fiberglass Builder: Delt!! 

1Il925,00(l 

Sa'X20'x9' fiberglass seiner !luill by Delta in 1979, 3408 CAT main majorea in 2000, 12,000 hours, Twin 
: Disk 514 gel;lr. Isuz.u 20 ilw aM 65 kw genselS. PacKs 120,000# in fish holO with new 30 ton RSW 
. system. Drum, ramp. ano replaceable stern section. New electroniCS, i~cluOing Fui-uno 270 50nat. Very 

CleOln and extremely well maintained, Vessel is in top condition. AElkin!;1 $925,001) 

$100.000 
Year: '980 Length: a7 Hull~ AIUfY)inum Bull(!Qt; Leslie 0, Christen~n LocatiQn: Aiask:;l 
37'x13'x5' aluminum Seiner built in 19BO, OM 8V53 main wilh Twin Disk gear, Includes seine. sl;!ine 
bloCll, Skiff, I;Ind 40 skall;! LL reel with tevelWind. ElectroniCS includa Furuno radar ano sounder. K.odiak 
~eine permit included. AJjking $100,0(10. 

SelnQrs $7!)9,QOO 
Year: 1982 Length~ 513 Hull; Fi~rglass BuliCler; Delta 1.(I(;ation: Calif~rnia 
5B'x19.5'x10' Delta seiner built in 198~. Cat 3408 main with Twin Dise 514 geat. John Deere 4039TA 
aLiX. Rigge;;l for California squid/serdlne fisheries wltn Skiff, net drutn, power blook, ~elr purning winch, 
and ~qL1i(l ;';eine. Electronics inClua(l! GPS, VHr, SSB, (:<I) radar, sovmler. auto Pilot, and sonar. Call for 
Sul'Vey. Price redu~d to $799,000. 

SE5.(112 Sl;liflers $150,000 
Year: 1917 Length: 56 Hull: Wood Builder: Unknown LO\l~tion: Wa~hington 
56' x 14' x 5.6' wood seiner built in 1917. RI!;Iged for seine. longl;"e WJt! tuna. OMe 5-71 main wi Twin 
Disc: 514. 3500 hour;l on rebuild. PaCl(s 38.000 poundS in RSW/spray brine. 1 a Ion IMS ChiJIer. Pull 
;;!Iectronits inclucing Comnav AP. Major hUll work completed iri 1 gSa, Aluminum bullwark" new in 2003. 
Well maintained boat. Lott; of gear. ASking $1$IJ,O()0 for boat, skiff and gear. 5E seine permit <lvailable 

SE7-01S Sllin~rti $150.000 
19,24 Lllngth: 62 HUll: Wood Builder: AndersOri Ll;lcation; W;;Ishingtori 

.1' wooa drum seiner, buill 1924 by Anderson. new enciosoo tophous@. 300 hp GMC BV71. 
Nice arum &etup, new main boom, Complete rewire 199B. Topping lift, 4 bOOm wincnes. 2 rao:o.rs. 
soum;Jer, vnf. Lol!;l of recant wCOOworl( illel, alillew plariking above waterline, all new ribs, new aeck. On 
bow in 2001. Nice boat. Inc:ludes 19 fl. Alfab seine skiff w/rN53 GMC with 600 hrs. on rebuilO and 
rewire, and PUget Soun!;! seine. $150,001) takes all. Bring offers. 

" ,_._,. _.--~----

N~w & Upd3!1)d I S~y-BSCkS I S;;or\les I Bowpidt~r> I Bnslol B;;oy I Cargo I Ch<,r1~' I Combination I Crabb~rs I Drsggi>lt I ~andi~9 
c""ft.!; I Longlin~r I PStlWilger I Pls<'5!J'e I PrOClllssors I seinel~ I SKiffs I 8teMp1oksr> I TendQrs I l'fI)lIers I T"l1~ I ,una J Utility I ResMo'dll {live I B"~tlPsmla 
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From:Cordova Dist. Fishermen United 907 424 3430 03/01/2010 11:00 
•... .'f' 

Dennis M. Zadra 
PO Box 2348 
Cordova, Alaska 99574 

March 1,2010 

Alaska Department ofFish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Board of Fish Members: 

I have been a commercial fisherman in almost all areas of the State for the last 21 years, 
and have gilInetted 011 the Copper River for the last 18 years. I have built a good 
business direct marketing my Copper River Salmon, and my ability to support my family 
depends on these fish. I have seen a great deal of mis-information and judgment placed 
on commercial fishermen on the internet (chitnadipnetters.com), and other places. We 
are not a bunch of overpaid people taking advantage of Alaska's resources. I live in a 
trailer and work hard 12 months of the year to pay the bills. These fish do not just feed 
my family, they keep the lights on and put fuel in the pickup. They are vital to the 
economy of the entire town of Cordova. 

Reclassifying the Chima Personal Use Fishery as a Subsistence Fishery would be a huge 
disservice to the true subsistence users of the State. It is also wrong for the commercial 
charter operators to use this venue to increase the fmancial gain of their own businesses, 
transporting dipnetters. The sustainability of this resource should be the responsibility of 
all users which will not happen if Chitna Subdistrict is reclassified as subsistence. This 
will do nothing to help the sustainability and long term health of the resource, but will 
greatly hurt the commercial fishing families and the town of Cordova. 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

e-s2M-~ <Jj?? ~ 
Dennis M. Zadra 

#374 P.002 
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From:Cordova Dist. Fishermen United 907 424 3430 03/01/2010 12:51 #375 P,002 

March 1 t 2010 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811~5526 

To the Board of Fisheries, 

.......•••.....•....•.•..... <.: . ....•. .• . 

. "(:~)rd~~~~yG IC~,~~t{fi(:t f~ft~~h~r('~'tr~·er~ llr.~¥.t{,,1id 
. ·prv'\ f.:(nv a:.H:J I i;()O r;'!'n;~' ,ITe""i' I' Cn!·.oI(l'if;;Ll~~I( qqi::;7l. 
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BOARDs 

Re: OPPOSE PROPOSAL 164 - Unlawful Possession of Subsistence Finfish 

r am writing on behalf of the Cordova District Fishermen United drift gillnet membership. 

The commercial fishery has the most stringent reporting requirements in place to accurately 
record catch data. Finfish harvested by commercial fishermen and retained for a person's 
own use must be documented on ADF&G fish tickets. These fish tickets must include the 
date and location of when and where the fish were retained, along with the type species of 
finfish and the number finfish per species retained for "Home Pack". It does not make sense 
that a fisherman would 'elect to record fish as Home Pack and then sell those same fish 
commercially. If this were the case, wouldn't it make more sense for fishermen to simply 
record those fish as commercially caught finfish in the first place, then sell to a processor? 

In addition to the overlying misconceptions documented in the proposal and the fact that it 
simply does not make sense, the following areas were identified as problematic: 

Section 3: Only one Home Pack shall be authorized per family of two or more. This section 
discriminates against Alaska residents who do not meet the State's definition of family. 

;>ection 6: Home Packs shall be limited to a total of 40 salmon of which only two can 'be 
Chinook Salmon. This section places limitations on 5 AAC 39.010. RETENTION OF FISH 
TAKEN IN A COMMERCIAL FISHERY, which states "A person engaged in commercial. 
fishing may retain finfish from lawfully taken commercial catch for that person's own use, 
including for the use as bait in a commercial fishery. Finfish retained under this section may 
not be sold or bartered," The limitation on the amount of fish that can be retained is 
unreasonable and unduly restrictive. It makes no difference whether a commercial fisherman 
chooses to keep or sell fish caught. One way or another, those fish have left the system and 
if not recorded as "Home Pack" will be sold to a processor. 

Sect!on 7: Commercially caught salmon and salmon caught for subsistence shall not occupy 
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the same storage or processing areas. Again, this section is unduly restrictive. Fishing 
vessels are not set up with multiple storage and processing options. Additionally, this section 
poses an enforcement issue - how will enforcement officers identify whether a fish storage 
area has been used commercially or for subsistence fish stock? 

This proposal does not make sense, and CDFU strongly opposes it's intent. 

Sincerely yours, 

Eric Lian 
CDFU Gillnet Co-Chair 

. ·ServingThe Fishermen Of Area E Since '\ 93!3 ... 
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depth (LBD) divided by one hundred (i.e., 0.50 LBD/100), and the gross tonnage of a vessel not designed 
for sailing is 0.67 LBD/100. 

Chapter 145, subchapter III. 

§ 69.203   Definitions. 

As used in this subpart and in Coast Guard Form CG–5397 under §69.205— Overall breadth means the 

horizontal distance taken at the widest part of the hull, excluding rub rails, from the outboard side of the 

skin (outside planking or plating) on one side of the hull to the outboard side of the skin on the other 

side of the hull. Overall depth means the vertical distance taken at or near amidships from a line drawn 

horizontally through the uppermost edges of the skin (outside planking or plating) at the sides of the 

hull (excluding the cap rail, trunks, cabins, and deckhouses) to the outboard face of the bottom skin of 

the hull, excluding the keel. For a vessel that is designed for sailing and has a keel faired to the hull, the 

keel is included in “overall depth” if the distance to the bottom skin of the hull cannot be determined 

reasonably. 

Overall length means the horizontal distance between the outboard side of the foremost part of the 

stem and the outboard side of the aftermost part of the stern, excluding rudders, outboard motor 

brackets, and other similar fittings and attachments. 

The Simplified Measurement System comparing two vessels. 

 
Vessel #1

Vessel #1:  (58 (Length) x 25(Width) x 11.7(Depth) x.0067) = 113 Gross Tonnage.  This vessel was 

recently built and entered into the Alaska salmon fishery in 2009 
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 Vessel #2

Vessel #2:  (65 (length) x 22(Width) x10.5 (Depth) X .0067) = 100.6 Gross Tonnage.  This is my Alaska 

based fishing vessel that is smaller than some vessels now in the Alaska salmon seine fishery and I 

cannot participate because of the 58ft length limit.  

Because the longer vessel is actually “smaller” is it fair to allow a “larger” 58ft vessel to purse seine 

Alaska salmon just because it’s shorter and not allow a smaller vessel because it’s longer?  This rule is a 

hardship on Alaska residents who have vessels longer then 58ft and cannot use them in Alaska salmon 

seine fisheries. Please adopt proposal #168, repeal the 58ft salmon seine vessel limit. 

Respectfully yours, 

Norval Nelson 

F/V “STAR OF THE SEA” 

1625 Fritz Cove Rd. 

Juneau, Alaska, 99802 

3 
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 There have been no vessels built solely for seining for over a decade.  New 
construction costs have increased so much that the salmon fishery alone does not 
produce enough revenue to encourage investment.  Other fisheries such as 
longlining and emerging pot cod fisheries are now the economic driver of new 
vessel construction.   

In the interest of improving profitability and economics of the salmon fishery the 
limitation on seine vessel length must be removed.  Doing so would improve the pool of 
vessels available to the fishery as now there are extremely limited options available for 
upgrade.  Additionally, it would allow for vessels to be modified by adding length to 
improve the vessels efficiency and safety.  Allowing longer vessels allows for new ideas 
and exploring areas of marketing that are not possible with the current length limit.  
 
One of the biggest obstacles to repealing this regulation is individual perceptions of what 
will happen if “big boats” are allowed into the fishery.  The “big boats” are already there, 
just by different dimensions.  Some are fearful of change in fisheries that have stayed the 
same for decades. They fear change will affect them in a negative way instead of seeing 
the positives.  Some don’t want to take part and would hold others to their level instead of 
realizing what the change would open up for them. 
 
Another obstacle is today’s regulatory environment which is surrounded by so much 
negativity that it is becoming harder to recognize and embrace the positive opportunities 
when they come along.  So much attention is directed toward reducing negative effects as 
opposed to supporting the positive aspects of a proposal.  A proposal that is supported by 
a multitude of excellent reasons could be defeated by a few unsubstantiated opinions.   
  
In discussing an issue of this nature, education is essential.  The following documents 
will show Proposal 168 is necessary by: explaining the history of the rule, looking at the 
evolution of seine vessel construction and modification, demonstrating the decrease and 
stagnation in the salmon seine fishery participation and value, pointing out the many 
economic and safety benefits of longer vessels, examining the negative views and fear of 
this proposal, and presenting an option for eliminating the 58 foot rule which most 
fishermen should find beneficial in the future. 
  
The 58 foot limit on seine vessels is unnecessary in today’s Alaskan salmon fishery. 
Thank you for your time in consideration of this important matter. 
 
Regards, 
 
 
 
Ryan Kapp 
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Alaska’s “58 foot limit” 
 

I.  A Brief History 
Alaska fisheries, before statehood, were controlled and regulated by the federal 
government through the Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Office.  The regulations 
were promulgated from Washington DC, released in brief form, and issued in March or 
May for that year’s fishery.  Reviewing the years from 1923 through 1960, a year after 
Statehood, several references to limiting salmon fishing vessels to length were located.   
The Department of Interior established a length limit of 50 feet for salmon seine boats in 
Alaska.  This may have began in 1939 because older generation fishermen remember 
boats were cut down in length (10ft off the bow or stern and/or rudders slanted forward) 
in 1939.  The following paragraph was taken from the regulations of March 9, 1959, 
Department of The Interior, Office of the Secretary: 
  
“The regulations retain the "status quo” in regard to several issues debated at length by the 
various segments of the industry.  No change is provided in the 50-foot limit on salmon purse 
seine vessels long in effect in most areas of Alaska.” 
                                      
The regulation was a 50 ft length limit because a standard measurement was needed.   
Federal measurement of vessels was not overall length.  The 50 feet was measured by 
the distance on the tonnage deck, from the forward part of the rudder post, intersecting 
with the deck tonnage line to the rabbit line of the planking at the stem.    
 
Before statehood salmon fish traps were prevalent in most areas of Alaska (traps were 
not north of the Alaska Peninsula).  These traps, although said to be owned individually 
at first, were controlled by Seattle, WA companies.  Two companies, Alaska Packers 
Association (APA) and Pacific American Fisheries (PAF), were the largest trap owners.  
These companies were a major influence to the fishery regulations proposed each year 
in Washington DC and used regulation to protect their trap operations.  Washington 
State had two very powerful Senators, Warren G. Magnusson and Henry M. Jackson, 
who looked out for their constituents.   
 
Salmon seiners produced fish during this time but were not as efficient as traps.  In 
reality the companies did not want seine boats to be successful and diminish the 
production of the fish traps they controlled.  Keeping a length limit on the seine vessel 
kept the traps importance.  
 
Alaska, upon statehood in 1959, adopted the 50 foot measurement from the Department 
of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Office.  The 58 foot overall measurement was added later 
and then further clarified by excluding the anchor roller in the length calculation.  The 
State Legislature in 2005 gave power to the Board of Fish to regulate length limits.  In 
November of 2007 the Board modified the vessel length definition to exclude bulbous 
bows from the vessel length specifications. 
 
The original intent of the length limit was to keep the power of salmon production in the 
hands of the Seattle companies who controlled the traps in Alaska.  The rule served its 
intended purpose but the purpose faded through time and ended when salmon traps 
were abolished at Statehood in 1959. 
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II.  Relevance Today 
Understanding the history of the regulation is necessary when evaluating if the limit is 
helpful in the present day salmon seine fishery.  Today “outside” fish companies no 
longer control traps and influence Interior Department regulations.  Is this restriction on 
the length of a salmon seine vessel still needed 50 years after statehood?  Are the tools 
used in present day management (gear, area, and time restrictions) sufficient enough to 
deal with salmon harvest by seine boats with a length over 58 feet? 
 
The present day 58 foot regulation is the out-growth and leftovers of past regulation.  It 
ultimately didn’t work as a constriction or limitation of fishery capacity.  If it truly intended 
to limit production the regulation would have applied to the width and depth of the vessel 
as well.  Over time the salmon seine vessel has been held to 58 feet but they grew 
considerably in both width and depth.  When the limit was enacted the authors obviously 
had no idea this trend was coming.  Today’s vessels are being constructed with widths 
of 25-27 feet and depths of 11-13 feet.  This is a far cry from the vessels of fifty years 
ago. Another thing the authors probably did not foresee was how much the restriction on 
length in the salmon seine fishery would influence regulation in other fisheries and cause 
other problems. 
 
 III. Outgrowth of the Regulation and Other Issues 

A. Alaska’s sablefish and halibut fisheries 
An outgrowth of the 58 foot restriction is the Federal 35, 60, and 125foot rules. (Vessel 
categories)  National Marine Fisheries Service wanted a way to determine when 
observers needed to be aboard in Federal fisheries and to forestall a full scale 
reorganization of the fleet which might result from NMFS actions of rationalizing the 
sablefish and halibut fisheries. The 58 foot limit influenced this and thus began a 60 and 
125 foot limit for regulation of observer coverage.  Again, this was not a capacity issue 
because if it were there would be restrictions on width and depth of the vessel.  It’s an 
observer issue.  But observer coverage is currently changing to electronic.  Electronic 
observer coverage eliminates the need for a physical observer to be on board the 
vessel.  With electronic coverage if the hydraulics turn on the cameras turn on and the 
fishing is observed.  Electronic fishery observation is coming and the cost will be one 
time equipment expense with monthly fees to the designated service provider.  It’s less 
expensive and gives 24-7 full time coverage. Once electronic observer coverage is 
required the 60ft regulation is no longer needed.   
 

B. Fuel conservation and costs 
Hull efficiency is important.  Fuel prices are soaring and a boat 58ft x 26ft, even with a 
bulbous bow is not efficient.  The following are facts from the Navy concerning hull 
efficiencies and length to width ratios.  
 

2.1 Displacement Ships 
2.1.1 Hydrostatic Displacement: Ships 
2.1.1.1 Historical Origin 
It is impossible and unnecessary to present here a history of the development of the displacement 
hull form. Let it suffice to point out that this hull concept dates to prehistoric times. 
2.1.1.2 Dominant Physics 
The lift/drag performance of displacement ships at high speeds is dominated by wave making 
drag. A displacement form moving through the water pushes the water aside as it moves. This 
disturbance of the water requires energy, specifically propulsive energy from the ship. 
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Two major parameters affect the wavemaking resistance of the ship: Speed and Slenderness. 
Ship wavemaking drag increases rapidly with increasing speed. It is not possible to state a specific 
law for this increase - a law that holds true for all ships - but it is common to refer to a cubic 
increase in drag with speed. Specifically, it is commonly understood that ship propulsive power 
will increase as the cube of ship speed. Thus a doubling of ship speed will require an octupling 
(8=23) of installed power. 
1 Transport Factor is a measure of merit developed by Dr. Colen G. Kennell of the David Taylor 
Model basin. Dr. Kennell’s paper “Design Trends in High Speed Transport” was distributed to 
workshop attendees. Transport Factor is defined as: 
TF = 1.6878 / 550 * 2240 * (Full Load Displ. in Long Tons) * (Speed in knots) / (Total Installed 
SHP) 
This cubic relationship is close to true for “normal” speeds. But at very high displacement speeds 
the curve becomes even more steep. It is common for naval architects to limit their investigation 
of displacement ships to a speed length ratio of about 1.30. (Speed length ratio is the ratio of ship 
speed in knots divided by the square root of the ship’s length in feet. This is also known as the 
Taylor quotient Tq, after ADM David W. Taylor.) Above a speed-length ratio of 1.3 the increase 
in drag with increasing speed becomes greater-than-cubic. 
Speeds greater than 1.3 are present in some displacement hull designs. The dominant question is 
“how important is wavemaking?” for the particular design. If one can make the wavemaking 
problem of lesser importance overall, then one may more readily consider speeds higher than 
Tq=1.3. The tool (or “one tool”) for this is ship slenderness. A slender ship disturbs the water less, 
and thus has less wavemaking drag. It also has more surface area and thus more frictional drag, 
but this does not suffer the same steep growth with speed as does the wavemaking drag. 
Slenderness is measured as the Length over Displacement ratio (L/1/3).  

 
Present regulation contributes to inefficient boats and increases the amount of fuel 
needed to push the vessel through the water. 
 

C. At Sea processing of Alaska Salmon on an Alaska seine boat 
Processing aboard a salmon seiner is almost impossible today because of the physical 
area needed and the footprint of the equipment for a safe and efficient operation.  
Innovative ideas are hard to explore because small does not lend itself to the space 
needs of at sea processing.  The State of Alaska Department of Commerce Office of 
Fisheries Development website says fishermen processing fish is the fastest growing 
segment of the processing sector.  However, the website goes on to say that processing 
is limited on salmon seiners because of the 58 foot restriction.      
   
IV. Conclusion 
Alaska inherited from the Department of Interior a length limit on salmon seine vessels.  
This regulation is no longer needed.  It does not assist in conservation of the resource; it 
promotes inefficiency in hull design, and stifles innovation in the market place. The 
length limit was instigated in the 1930’s and 80 years later Alaska still has it.  Why is this 
restriction still here?   The Joint Legislative Salmon Industry Task Force proposed and 
helped pass HB 409 in 2004 which gave the Board of Fish the power to eliminate 58 foot 
limit on salmon seine vessels.  The bill passed the House 33 – 0 and the Senate 19 – 1 
so it seems that the Legislators thought something needed to be done to aid Alaska’s 
salmon seine fisheries.  The Alaska Board of Fisheries has the ability to repeal the 58 
foot limit on salmon seine vessels and should do so now.  
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EVOLUTION OF SEINE VESSEL CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN 

In the early years most seiners were of wooden construction and 
built to a length of 58 feet because a rule put in place many years ago 
said they had to be.  There were a few longer boats “grandfathered” in 
but not really that many.  As time went on the boats changed.   

   

while there were lots of boats built
t

els that were built at, for example, 

18 feet of width are now being widened.  

what these vessels would 

morph into?  

re a more inefficient than 
.  

sed fo’c’sle” design was created due to a 

 
and deeper.  Why not build longer? 

Old Seiner Built 1914 58 foot boats made of wood that were originally built to be 14 or 15 

feet wide in time became 16 or 17 feet 
wide. Fiberglass and steel construction 
with widths of 19- 22 feet came next and 
most recently 24 to 26 feet.  All the 

 less 
han the 58 foot limit.   

 Boat designers began to use a 
“raised fo’c’sle” design.  This increased 
length to the deck space without 
sacrificing accommodation space. More 
recently, as an alternative to the large 
expense of new construction, vess

Seiners smaller than 58 feet 

Seiners built with a “traditional” 
house. 

 

 Why, after all of this transition and change 
took place, is a limit on vessel length still necessary?  
Clearly the limit was never about vessel capacity 
because nothing kept boats from becoming wider and 
deeper.  The limit on length should have been done 
away with long ago.  When the law was first written 
did the authors realize 

“Raised Fo’c’sle” seiners 

  

   The new wide designs a
longer boats which is why most add a bulbous bow
Why not build longer?   

   If a “rai
need for additional deck space. Why not build 
longer? 
  Boats were allowed without limitation to be wider 
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Economic and Fishery Participation in Alaska Salmon Seine Fisheries 
 
There are six Limited Entry seine fisheries for salmon in Alaska.  They take place in the 
following management areas:  Alaska Peninsula, Chignik, Cook Inlet, Kodiak, Prince 
William Sound, and Southeast Alaska.  Each of these areas are different in many ways 
with regard to the number of permits available, season timing, market availability and 
price, species variability, gear limitations, and sizes of vessels used in the fishery.  There 
are, however, some similarities between these fisheries that should be addressed because 
all the fisheries have declined. 
 
First, participation levels should be looked at.  CFEC has kept records since 1975 on 
participation levels in all Alaskan seine fisheries showing the amount of permits issued 
and the amount of permits actually used and fished with.  The data is current through 
2008 and is available on their website.  For all salmon seine fisheries approximately 80-
92% of the permits issued from 1976 to 1995 were fished. The exception was 64% in 
1989 due to the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Prince William Sound.  Peak years, 1990 and 
1991 92% of the permits issued were used.  From 1996 to 2001 permit use declined to 
60-70% used and from 2002 until 2008 participation levels have been below 50% of the 
permits issued.  Looking at the six fisheries individually the trend is the same: 
 
Alaska Peninsula:   Peak:  1978 – 1995 Permits used >90% 
   Low:   2002 – 2007 Permits used <40% 
   Currently:  47% 
 
Chignik:  Peak:  1978 – 2001 Permits used >90% 
   Low:  2002 – 2004 Permits used 32% - 43% 
   Currently:  54% 
 
Cook Inlet:  Peak:  1981 96% 
   Low:  2001 – 2008 Permits used 30% avg. 
   Currently:  30% 
 
Kodiak:  Peak:  1976 – 1995 Permits used >80% avg. 
   Low:  2002 – 2008 Permits used <40% 
   Currently:  34% 
 
Prince William: Peak:  1976 – 1991 Permits used >90% 
Sound   Low:  1996 – 2007 Permits used 50% avg. 
   Currently:  53% 
 
Southeast Alaska:  Peak:  1978 – 2001 Permits used 80%-90%  
   Low:  2003 – 2008 Permits used <60% 
   Currently:  56% 
 
Clearly, participation has declined greatly from its peak levels in the 1980’s and 90’s. 
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The following are charts represent participation levels in each area from 1975 to 2008: 
 

AK Peninsula Permit Activity
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Kodiak Permit Activity
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Next, fishery values can be looked at for both overall value and average vessel earnings.  
Participation levels and the overall price of fish play an important part in this too: 
 
The all time highest seine fishery value was in 1988 with a value of nearly 250 million 
dollars.  1988 also had the highest average price of $1.08 per pound across all species and 
a participation level of 91% of the available permits fished. 
 
The greatest period for total value was the period between 1987 and 1990 with an 
average value of 175 million dollars.  Average price during this period was about $0.70 
per pound and participation levels averaged around 84% of the available permits fished.  
Average participation would have been higher but was only 64% in 1989 due to the 
effects of the Exxon Valdez spill which virtually eliminated participation in the Kodiak 
salmon fishery. 
 
The lowest value year was in 2002 with a value of around 45 million dollars.  2002 also 
coincided with the lowest price of $0.14 and roughly half of the permits issued that year 
were actually fished. 
 
The lowest period for total value appears to be from about 2000 to 2006 with the period 
of 2002 to 2004 being the lowest valued seasons in the last 25 years.  Average values for 
the 2000 to 2006 seasons are just over 75 million.  Price levels during this period 
averaged $0.19 while participation levels averaged 50% of the available permits fished. 
 
The two most recent years of data, 2007 and 2008, show a bit of improvement but this 
can also be very misleading.  In 2007 recorded landings of 515 million pounds ranked as 
the 3rd highest in the last 25 years with an average price of $.25 and a participation level 
of 46%.  In 2008 landings were 325 million pounds but the corresponding price was 
$0.45 or more than a 60% increase in price compared to 2007.  Fishery participation in 
2008 was only 47% of the permits used.  
 
From the above data it is fairly clear that earnings in salmon seine fisheries were greater 
in the late 80’s and early 90’s and there was a decline up until the last two years when 
either landings increased substantially or there was an increase in price.   
 
The clearer picture of the economic state of Alaska’s salmon seine fisheries comes when 
average vessel earnings are looked into while also incorporating fishery participation 
levels, the increased cost of doing business over time, and finally, inflation and changes 
in the purchasing power of the dollar in the last 25 years.  With this information it can 
clearly be seen that some changes need to be made in the salmon seine fishery.  Why is 
this type of data so important?  When average vessel revenue is looked at by itself and 
compared to years when participation was higher it can make it look like the fishery is in 
better shape than it is in reality.  The following takes a closer look at this data comparing 
average vessel earnings compared with what those earnings would average to if 
participation levels were equal to what they were in the late 80’s and early 90’s: 
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The following chart shows the average vessel earnings for the last 25 years and the 
average vessel earnings if participation was 90% of the available permits fished as it was 
in the peak earning years of 1987 through 1990: 

Avg. Vessel Earnings comp. with 90% Fishery Participation
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Clearly the increase in average earnings to the vessel is due to a decline in fishery 
participation.  If the size of the active fleet had not decreased, average vessel earnings 
would be substantially less. Reduced participation has had a positive impact on overall 
earnings but when related to the true purchasing power of the dollar it shows even with 
fewer participants the fishery is still falling behind.  The next chart represents average 
vessel earnings related to inflation since 1983: 

Avg. Vessel Earnings v. Inflation
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It is more difficult to see the inflation effect on fluctuating fishery values so the chart 
below shows the relation to a fixed number of $50,000 dollars: 

Inflated Value of $50,000
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The above chart is important to note because it also shows the amount the expenses of 
running a seine vessel have gone up.  Fuel, insurance, moorage, gear, and maintenance 
costs have all gone up just as the above chart represents while some costs have increased 
even more than that.  Nothing is getting cheaper!  Comparing the above chart with the 
lower chart on the previous page it is obvious that the income received from seining is 
falling way behind with comparison to ever increasing expenses of operation.  Something 
obviously needs to be done to allow fishermen to better align themselves with methods of 
increasing production values along with decreasing operating costs or the industry will 
continue declining in the future. 
 
At the October work session some members of the Board of Fish wanted economic data 
detailing possible outcomes of this rule change. It is difficult, at best, to predict with any 
accuracy the overall economic benefits if the 58 foot limit was repealed.  There is no 
crystal ball to correctly predict what choices individuals may make if the limit is removed 
and any assumptions and predictions that could be made would be largely arbitrary.  
What can be done is to realize the seine business is in pretty tough shape and something 
needs to be done to help remedy the situation and build some value and greater economic 
efficiencies back into the fishery.  The other documents in this package clearly show the 
increased economic efficiency, safety, and value adding opportunities that longer vessels 
could provide. In addition please read page 18 titled “An Option to Increase Future 
Benefits for Everyone”.  This paper presents a concept which could be added to Proposal 
168 to assist in maintaining current levels of participation while increasing value to the 
salmon seine fishery as a whole. 
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Positives of Eliminating the 58’ Rule for Existing Vessels 

Most think the elimination of the 58 foot rule would only lead to new vessels entering the fishery.  
They fail to realize the existing fleet could easily modify their boats to take advantage of the 
better economies and increased safety that would be attained. 

Adding length to a boat is less expensive than widening and far less expensive than acquiring a 
new or used boat of greater size.  To build a new vessel could cost in the millions of dollars.  
Upgrading to a used vessel could cost hundreds of thousands of dollars.  A shipyard owner 
indicated the following: Widening an existing vessel could cost around $250,000 – $300,000. 
However, just adding 6 feet of length to the stern could cost around $50,000 or $60,000 or even 
cheaper depending on how it was done and the benefits could be seen without huge financial 
burden. The following are some of the benefits additional length would provide: 

Extending the stern helps the vessel float better when loaded.  It allows safer packing of fish in 
the aft holds of many boats that would otherwise not be safely utilized better optimizing the 
economic efficiency of the boat.  Loaded or overloaded boats typically “squat” or sit lower in the 
stern compared to their trim when empty.  Adding length and thus buoyancy to the stern of the 
vessel improves this condition. Some vessels in the fleet are currently “overtanked” and adding 
length may make it so they are able to safely use all the available space for packing fish.  

Additional length to the stern would create more working deck space.  The net could be stacked 
further back from the house allowing more room to walk around open hatch covers so nobody 
falls in.  There would be more room to repair rips and fouls in the net in a much less time 
consuming and cumbersome manner.  Added length reduces crew standing on the stern rail or 
side rail to stack the net, spread and clear the bunt, or hook up the skiff for the next set.  There is 
more room for the skiffman to get in and out of the skiff.   

Adding length would provide more pot storage if the vessel is involved in any fisheries where 
hauling more gear may improve efficiency. Also, pots could be stacked further back on deck 
creating more working space forward for baiting, hauling, sorting, etc. 

The stern extension, depending on the design, would decrease fuel consumption if it was designed 
to reduce drag.  Longer boats move through the water more efficiently. (See page 4 sec.III part B)  
It improves the boats ride in a following sea or bucking into the swell.  The extension piece could 
also be used as additional ballast depending on its configuration.  Vessels could pack additional 
fuel for long voyages taking better advantage of buying more fuel when it is cheaper or receive 
quantity discounts.  Adding additional length even benefits shallow draft hulls because there is 
more “lift” to get the vessel on a plane in a shorter period of time.  Also, at day’s end, the skiff 
could be put on deck instead of towing it without overloading or trim concerns.   

Fishermen who choose to could use the new space created to explore various means of pre-
processing or value adding their products.  There would be more room available forward of the 
net to sort, bleed, cut, or whatever the chosen method might be to improve quality.  There are 
many benefits that could be had by just adding more space to the stern of a vessel. 
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Differing Opinions on the Effect of Removing the 58’ Limit 
 
 
The length limit on salmon seine vessels has been in place for over 50 years now.  Some 
salmon fishermen react negatively and express feelings of fear when it comes to 
removing the limit.  They believe the change will affect them and their business in a 
negative way. Instead of seeing the positives of such a change they attempt to cast those 
who want to improve their business in a negative light.  They do not want to take part and 
wish to hold others to their level instead of exploring the possibilities that such a change 
could create.  Although these opinions cannot be entirely substantiated it would be a 
disservice not to address them. 
 
The following papers examine some contrary opinions to Proposal 168 which seeks to 
repeal the 58 foot limit on salmon seine vessels in Alaska.  The following ideas and 
opinions will be addressed: 
 

 “Allowing larger vessels to seine might reduce the value of existing vessels that 
are 58 feet and shorter.” 

 

 “Large vessels would be more efficient in harvesting salmon in some areas.” 
 

 
 “Longer boats with greater capacity may result in processors using fewer boats in 

their fleets to catch and tender the same amount of fish.” 
 

 
A couple of these comments were also recognized as cons toward the proposal by 
ADF&G.  Additionally, ADF&G lists a con referring to adding new regulations to ensure 
the Department gets accurate and timely harvest reports for Chinook and sockeye.  This 
should not be a problem at all so I have not included it in these documents.  The 
processing on board aspect will likely take place over a sufficient period of time for the 
Department, Processors, and Fisherman to work together and form any additional 
regulations that may be required.    
 
The following three papers attempt to show how the above issues are not as real or 
problematic as they may seem.   
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Before assuming repeal of the 
58’ limit will make your boat 

lose value first determine what 
dictates a boat’s value and why 

that value makes sense.   

     Fishing vessels are all unique. 

In order to determine accurate vessel 
value some questions have to be 
answered:  What material is the boat 
constructed of?  How old is the boat?  
How has the boat been maintained in 
recent years?  Has anything been 
upgraded on the boat to add more 
value?  What condition is the engine 
in?  What does the boat pack?  Is the 
electronics package modern or 
basic?  What kind of 
accommodations does the boat 
have?  Is there anything extra 
included with the vessel to add value 
such as a skiff, net, gear, or permit?  
Where does the boat rank among 
others of similar, more, or less age 
and function? 

These are the questions which 
determine value not the prospect of 
bigger boats entering a fishery. 
Allowing vessels greater than 58 feet 
into the salmon seine fishery has no 
bearing or influence over values of 
currently participating vessels.  
Listings from any vessel brokerage 
firm offer no direct correlation 
between a vessel’s length and its 
asking price. 

      Having the ability to use a vessel 
over 58 feet does not mean vessels 
over the length will be better than 
status quo. 

Many Alaska fishermen use boats 
that are less than 58 feet.  Every 
salmon seine fishery in the state 
contains vessels that are different 
sizes.  Fishermen will continue buy 
and sell boats based on what their 
current needs and wants are and 
vessels will have different values to 
them based on those needs and 
wants. 

      Boats are simply a tool that is 
used to do a job. 

Fishing, like any business, has 
individuals that require certain tools to 
do the job each wants to do.  Some 
fish shorelines which require boats of 
shallower draft.  Some want more 
maneuverable boats to fish in tight 
areas.  Others want more horsepower 
and speed to beat their competition 
and get the best set when the fishery 
opens. 

 

Boats will not lose value if the 58 foot limit is lifted. 

Seiners all have 
different 
characteristics that 
give them different 
values. 

 
 

The restriction on 
vessel length alone 
does not determine 
value.  Other criteria 

are much more 
significant. 

If it were the case that allowing larger length vessels into the salmon seine fishery would drive down 
values on the smaller 58 foot and less length boats, it would have already been seen with the widening 

and construction of bigger capacity boats that has already been taking place. 

 How is Vessel Value Determined? 
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Harvest Efficiency 
There is more to efficiency than only the length of a vessel. 

 “Large vessels would be more efficient in harvesting salmon than smaller vessels 
in some areas.”  (ADF&G comments on Proposal 168 February 2010) 

 Harvesting Efficiency = Vessel Capacity 

Capacity was never part of the 58 foot limitation on length. 

The 58 foot limit was never a constriction on capacity.  If it were, the regulation would have also applied to the width and 
depth of the vessel.  Salmon vessels have been held to 58 feet overall but have since grown in both width and depth (See 
page ---“Evolution of Seine Vessel Construction and Design”).  If length of a vessel equals harvesting efficiency then the 
shorter vessels now fishing would have a history of lesser catch.  They don’t.  As a matter of fact there are many areas 
where it is advantageous to fish a smaller, shallower vessel that can get net closer to the beach or inside rocky areas 
where salmon are migrating.  Remember that “large” vessels are already in the fishery, just with different dimensions. 

Everyone has the same net in the same area for the same amount of time. 

ADF&G manages the fishery with restrictions on net, area, and time.  This will not change regardless of what sizes of 
boats are fishing.  Every fisherman, regardless of vessel length, is still required to operate within the same set of rules. 
The Department has noted in past meetings they could still effectively manage the fishery if the limit was repealed. 

Larger vessels do not have advantage over smaller vessels fishing in rough weather. 

There has been repeated concern that a larger vessel has potential to fish in more inclement weather.  This is not true.  
The net catches the fish, not the boat.  Larger boats may be safer traveling in rough elements but they still have the 
same pitfalls operating a seine when weather is not cooperative.  Seining requires some finesse in how the net is hauled.  
Increased wind causes the boat to drift faster making the purse lines “fly” which greatly reduces a net’s ability to hold 
fish.  A bigger boat catches more wind and would have more difficulty.  Whether the boat is 58 or 68 feet bad weather is 
still bad weather.  Accidents that happen while fishing in rough weather are not entirely dependant on the size of the 
vessel.  All seine vessels have the same nets, tow lines, and rigging which all share the same propensity to fail and cause 
injury. The operator of the vessel bears this responsibility regardless of the size of the boat.  Additionally, in seine fishing 
everyone has a skiff.  A bigger boat catches more wind and is heavier making it more difficult for it to be towed by the 
skiff.  Usually the first thing that goes wrong in rough weather is something bad happening to the skiff which affects 
everyone equally. 
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Processors need boats 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Longer boats with greater capacity may result in processors using 
fewer boats to catch and tender the same amount of fish.”(ADF&G Comments 
2008) 
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If the 58 foot limit is 
removed there will not be 
an immediate change in the 
fleet make up. 

 

The current regulation has
remained for half a century. It is
irrational to think that the fishery
will be “overrun” with large vessels
taking fish from the small vessels.
The intent of removing the limit is
not to drive people out but to offer
increased opportunity.  Utilizing
the benefit of a longer boat will
require an investment that some
may not be willing to undertake.
The change will certainly not
happen instantly.  Once a few
have changed then others will see
the benefits and will then possibly
choose to change their operations
as well.  There will always be a
need for many vessels, regardless
of size, well into the future.   

 

rocessors can only handle 

ypically want
more

P
so much volume regardless 
of the amount of vessels 
they employ.   

 

Processors t
 fleet capacity than what they

are able to process.  In years of
low runs processors need to get
as much fish as possible to
process.  If they decrease fleet
size they would then be reducing
their chances of getting enough
fish to run their processing
operations at an optimum level.
When the run comes strong the
fleet is typically put on limits to
match the daily ability of the
company.  The size of boat
bringing fish to them is irrelevant
as the limits are generally set the
same for each vessel.  Processors 
will always have a need for boats
just as boats will always have a
need for processors. 

 
 

Tenders will still have 
 in 

    There are fewer tenders 
today.  Rationalization and buy 

ra

 
importance and remain
salmon fisheries. 
 

  

back prog ms took a lot of 
tenders out.  Sinkings and age are 
slowly taking the rest.  Buyers are 
still competing aggressively for 
tenders every year.  In the last 
decade tender coverage has 
noticeably decreased and with 
fuel costs on the rise tenders are 
getting more expensive to use. 
Be that as it may they will always 
be a necessary part of the fishery. 
Tenders allow the processor to 
receive product in a much more 
efficient manner than unloading 
their entire seine fleet at one 
location.  Though their costs are 
rising they still present efficiencies 
that can’t be overlooked. 
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An Option to Increase Future Benefits for Everyone 
 
There are some fishermen who may not be in favor of eliminating the 58 foot limit 
because they cannot, due to size restrictions in other fisheries they participate in, take full 
advantage of the opportunity to use a longer vessel.  They feel like there would be no 
benefit for them and therefore do not want the change to happen.  Clearly, after looking at 
the participation data in the seine fishery,  most if not all of the increases lately in average 
earnings are largely due to the reduced participation in salmon seine fisheries.  If latent 
permits were to reenter the fishery it could potentially decrease the average value that 
fishermen are seeing now.  Concern has been expressed by some fishermen about the 
repeal of the 58 foot rule leading to an influx of new participants.  Something easily done 
to rectify this situation is to require the purchase of a second permit that would be 
extinguished and removed from the fishery to reduce the potential of latent permits 
reentering the fishery.  The following is an example of how it could work:   
 
If a fisherman intends to use a vessel longer than 58 feet they would be required to hold 
two permits for the area they intend to fish and then report their intentions to CFEC.  
CFEC would then permanently remove one of the permits from the fishery and issue a 
document or some other clarification noting permission to use a longer vessel in the 
fishery so enforcement officials could be aware the vessel was legal to fish.  I have 
contacted CFEC and was informed that if this was something the Board wanted to do 
they could find a way to make it happen. 
 
Fishermen would see some benefit from this idea in a couple of ways:   
First, buying the additional permit would be a cost bared only by the fishermen intending 
to fish a boat that was over the 58’ length limit.  This would decrease the latent capacity 
available to reenter the fishery at no cost to the fleet and the fleet gets some benefit. It 
seems that the current level of latent capacity is an important issue.  In Southeast Alaska 
there is an effort currently underway with NMFS and the Southeast Revitalization 
Association to initiate a permit buyback that would be financed by the active seine fleet 
for a 3% assessment on the value of salmon landed.  By requiring a second permit to 
seine with a vessel longer than 58 feet the fleet will see a benefit that they don’t have to 
pay for.  Permit values may even increase a little.  This would be good for everyone. 
Secondly, requiring purchase of a second permit adds an additional cost to the fishermen 
intending to fish a bigger boat.  The addition of new boats should be very gradual even 
without this idea because the fishermen will still have to decide if the investment is right 
for them but the additional cost of acquiring a second permit may work to slow the rate of 
new vessels entering the fishery if that is a concern. 
 
What about fishermen who already own vessels within the current 58 foot limit?   
 
Some of these pages have shown how adding length to the stern of existing 58 vessels is 
a cost effective way for many fishermen to realize the benefits of a longer vessel.  If 
purchasing a second permit is required to add length to an existing 58’ or less vessel it 
makes doing this less affordable.  This problem could be remedied quite simply by doing 
the following:   

 18 
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If an existing vessel of 58 feet or less that is already permitted to fish salmon in any area 
is made longer then it would be exempted from the requirement of purchasing an 
additional permit.  If a vessel does not meet these requirements than the purchase of a 
second permit would be required. 
 
The language above makes it possible for fishermen who already operate existing vessels 
of 58’ feet or shorter to upgrade their vessel without the burden of an additional cost.  
The additional cost of buying a second permit would only be for new vessels entering the 
fishery. 
 
The intent of Proposal 168, by itself, is to provide opportunity for those who choose to 
have more options to upgrade their existing vessels or invest in a new pool of equipment 
that has been unavailable to them which would provide increased economic benefit and 
value to the fishery.  Using the above ideas in conjunction with Proposal 168 would 
further enhance the benefit to the fishery as well as alleviate some of the concern for the 
existing participants’ economic interests. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusion 
 
Below is the mission statement of the Joint Legislative Salmon Industry Task Force:  
 
“The goal of the Legislative Salmon Industry Task Force is to evaluate the State of 
Alaska’s statutory framework for Alaska’s wild salmon industry as well as current 
industry practices and to make recommendations for statutory, regulatory and structural 
changes that will improve the industry while recognizing Alaska’s coastal economy.”(Final 
Report, 1-31-03) 

 
One regulatory change the Task Force recommended was: “An Act relating to the 
maximum length of salmon seine vessels; and providing for an effective date.”  This act 
was supported by the Task Force and was introduced to the Legislature by Senator Bill 
Williams on January 28, 2004.  This Legislation intended to remove the 58 foot length 
limit on salmon seine vessels from statute and give control of the regulation to the Board 
of Fish.  The effective date of this action was January 1, 2005.   
 
The Task Force recommended and supported this legislation because it fit within the 
goals outlined in its mission statement.  The Task Force recognized that this change is an 
important step toward improving the salmon industry.  They expressed confidence in the 
Board’s ability to oversee that change. 
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The 58 foot limit is a regulation that has been in existence for well over fifty years and it 
should now be re-evaluated by asking the following questions: 
 

 What was the intention when this regulation was enacted?   
 Did the regulation accomplish the intended purpose?  
 Is the rule still serving the needs of the salmon seine fishery in Alaska? 
 If the rule no longer serves a purpose, why is it still part of Alaska’s regulation?   

  
The information contained in these documents does a remarkable job helping to answer 
these questions. 
 
Clearly the industry needs to move away from status quo.  Economic data shows the last 
two decades have seen a decline in earnings while expenses have been increasing.  The 
participation in salmon seine fisheries has declined to almost half of what it was 20 years 
ago.  A substantial amount of fishermen have left the fishery!  This reason alone should 
be justification enough to start making changes.  If a business is healthy people don’t 
leave.  There are a number of problems facing the salmon seine industry today and there 
is no single cure all.  After reading this material the Board of Fish should support the idea 
that combining the purchase of an additional permit with removing the 58 foot limit on 
salmon seine vessels is an important step to restoring economic vitality in Alaska’s 
salmon seine fisheries so the remaining fishing businesses can be allowed and 
encouraged to thrive. 
 
Please support the repeal the 58 foot length limit on salmon seine vessels in Alaska. 
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Personal Comment: Tad Fujioka 

Proposals 180 & 181:Oppose    Proposals 182 & 183: Support 

Note: I am the chairman of the Sitka AC, but these comments are my own, not official AC positions. 

Modern electric reels are surprisingly powerful for their size.  Even a small reel can be more powerful 

than an electric downrigger.  Such reels may have legitimate applications in  commercial, subsistence or 

personal use fisheries, but using powerful mechanized reels when sportfishing takes the “Sport” out of 

the game.  The fish is no longer fighting the fisherman, but is matched against an unrelenting and never‐

tiring electric motor.  Alaska's superb reputation as an ultimate sportfishing destination will be sullied if 

the Alaskan sport fishing experience becomes one of maximizing harvest though the efficiency and 

effectiveness of mechanical power. 

For many years it was understood that sportfishing reels were to be hand‐operated.  Downriggers could 

be powered, but not the reel holding the line that was actually connected to the fish.  Few fishermen 

would have considered an electric downrigger with the leader tied directly to the cannonball and used 

as a powered troll gurdy to be legitimate sporting tackle.  This wasn't because the downrigger was 

mounted to the gunwale, but because it was grossly over‐powered.  This would have been considered 

commercial troll tackle, not sportfishing gear.  Mounting the downrigger motor to a sport rod would still 

not make it sporting tackle.  Many of the electric reels on the market today are even more powerful 

than electric downriggers. 

 This table (from http://www.queenscreek.com/electricperformance.html) shows that many popular 

brands of electric downriggers are unable to lift a 20 pound weight. 

 

 
 
DOWNRIGGERS TESTED 
Scotty: Electric #1100.(same power 
train on all other models).  

Cannon: Mag 20 (same power train 
on Digi-Troll), Mag 10 and Mini-
Mag. 

Walker: EDRB 25 (same power 
train on all other models). 

lectric. 

Big Jon: Captains Pac Electric 

Penn: Fathom Master #800 E
(same power train on #825).  

Note that most of the electric downriggers on the market are limited to a pulling force of about 20 

pounds and that the fastest models barely top 200 feet per minute under light loads. 
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As a comparison, here is some informa  sheet for a Shimano Brand 
electric reel. (from http://www.knkfishing.com/pd-shimano-dendoumaru-4000hp-electric-power-

tion from a specification

assist-fishing-reel.cfm). 
 

Description 

 Weight - 43oz/1220g (2.68 lbs).  

ute.  

 (97lbs).  

m bashing. This 

 Speed - 525ft/160m per min

 Line - 550 yards 80lb braid.  

 Max winding power

 Level Wind with Auto-Stop.  

 Line Counter - Digital readout.  

 Washable design.  

 Speed adjustable accelerator lever.  

 Electric (12V) or Manual Retrieve.  

 9ft Power Cord with Alligator Clips. 

The Dendoumaru HP has been introduced for anglers 
whose specialty is deepwater botto

Shimano Dendoumaru 4000HP 

Electric Power Assist Fishing Reel  

whereby it is too tiring and time consuming for anglers 
to repeatedly crank up their rigs for bait checking or 
fighting deep large stubborn fish.  

Note that this reel which weighs less than 3 pounds

electric reel is ideal for fishing really deep waters 

, pulls several times harder (up to 97 pounds) and 

faster (up to 525 feet per minute) than an electric downrigger.  Proposal 180 would allow electric reels

weighing more than 5 times as much as this one.  Proposal 181 would not even provide this m

degree of restriction on capability.  Even if Proposal 180's weight limit were to be greatly reduced so as 

to exclude this reel, a weight limit does not provide meaningful restrictions on capability in the futu

since mechanical technology will continue to improve with time.  Only specific limitations on 

performance (for instance no more than 15 pounds of pulling power and maximum retrieval rate of 100

feet per minute) can provide the consistent & meaningful restrictions necessary to a

 

inimal 

re 

 

ssure that the 

 

 

If in the end, the Board chooses to permit the use of such powerful electric reels, I urge the board to 

pass Proposal 182 and limit the use of these reels to those anglers who are not able to use a 

conventional reel. 

future of Alaskan sportfishing does not lie with increasingly unsporting tackle.  As these specifications

are time‐consuming for enforcement to measure in the field, I suggest that the Board require that any

electric reel be pre‐approved in a manner similar to that described in Proposal 183. 
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While the several members of the Sitka AC were drafting proposal 182, I was independently working on 

proposal 183.  I too struggled with the issue of how to define an angler with a legitimate need for using 

an electric reel.  I finally realized that what I found unreasonable about using powered reels in a sport 

fishery was the overwhelming physical advantage that this potentially gave to the angler.  This 

advantage would be eliminated if the reel's motor was limited to the power of an angler with a 

conventional reel.  By eliminating the advantage of using an electric reel, there was no longer any need 

to restrict which anglers could use one.  This is a critical point of proposal 183 that the department staff 

member(s) that provided the department's official position failed to grasp.  Please disregard the 

department opposition to this proposal since it appears to be based on the erroneous interpretation that 

it would restrict the use of electric reels to disabled anglers. 

The further advantage of capping the capabilities of allowable electric reels to match those of an angler 

using conventional tackle is that unlike any other limitation, this is based on a real limit of nature.  Any 

other specific quantifiable limit would be entirely arbitrary and subject to endless argument from those 

who wanted it to be adjusted. 

Precise performance specifications of a reel are necessarily difficult and impractical to measure in the 

field.  This problem is probably the reason that the department‐sponsored proposal 180 limits only the 

weight of the reel (which as explained above is a crude and rather ineffective means of 

measuring/limiting performance).  Even weighing a reel in the field would take time to remove it from 

the rod and be difficult to accomplish if the boat was subject to ocean swells.  I struggled with this issue 

for quite some time before realizing that the reel could be pre‐approved by department office staff so 

that a field enforcement officer would only have to confirm that the reel was properly licensed (just as 

the same officer would check for the angler's sportfishing license).  This would be a much more efficient 

use of the officer's field time than attempting to measure any physical aspect of the reel.  The other 

advantage that pre‐certification would have is that it would give the department an easy way to quantify 

the number of electric reels being used and identify those anglers using them.  The department's 

comments on these proposals indicate that currently staff is unable to identify which anglers are using 

electric reels and thus unable to differentiate between their catch rates and the catch rates of anglers 

using conventional tackle.  If proposal 183 was adopted, at some point in the future, a comparison of 

the catch rates of anglers using conventional reels to those using electric reels could be used to verify 

that the limitations established by the department for electric reels are in fact providing a level playing 

field. 

While for the reasons above, I strongly support limiting the capabilities of electric reels to that of a 

typical angler using a conventional reel, regardless of the actual limitations that the Board chooses to 

place on electric reels, I strongly suggest that pre‐certification be required so that in the future, the 

department staff will be able to easily collect data on electric reel users. 

 

Tad Fujioka 
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Board ofFish 
March 1,2010 

Ivan & Lorita Leighton 

Alaska Department offish & Game 
POBox 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 
Fax 907-465-6094 
Attn: Board ofFish Comments 

Re: Proposal 166. 

907-225-4276 p.1 

I am writing to support proposal 166. Aquatic plants (seaweed) I eat this food but don't have the 
time to go gather it, so I either buy or trade with someone that gathers seaweed. 

If you need to have a sport fish license to gather seaweed, then it would be against the law to sell, 
trade, or barter it, as Native Alaskans have traditionally done. Seaweed has been a Native Indian food 
for thousands of years, eaten by all the Tribes of Alaska, even today, and its very good. So please do not 
commercialize tbis without talking with the Tribes of Alaska. 

Thank you for your time, 

~VV4~ 
Ivan L. Leighton 
POBox 5175 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 
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SEAFOOD PRODUCERS COOPERATIVE 
PRODUCeRS, PROCESSORS & MARKETERS OF PREMIUM QUALITY SEAfOODS 

March 1, 2010 

Attn: Board of Fish Comments 
Alaska Dept of Fish and' Game - Board Support 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau. AK 99811-5526 

RE: Statewide Board of Fish Board proposals 

Dear Chairman Webster and Members of the Alaska Board of Fish, 

The 520 fishermen owner/members of Seafood Producers Cooperative (SPC). 
the largest and oldest vertically integrated. fishermen·s harvesting. processing 
and marketing association in North America ask you to give credence to our 
comments on 3 very important! (vital considering the implications) statewide 
Board of Fish proposals. 

Proposal #182: Electric Reels - OPPOSE 
SPC supPol1ed the Sitka Fish and Game Advisory Committees statewide 
proposal #182 3 which seeks to prohibit the use of power assisted fishing reels. 
The great majority of our predominately Alaska fishermen purchase a 
recreational sport fishing license) and are active participants in Alaskals 
recreational fisheries. 

From our diverse but acutely Alaskan perspective the recreational harvest of 
groundfish should not be pursued by power assisted gear, save for handicapped 
persons. 

Proposal #175: Sablefish Bag Limits .. SUPPORT 
SPC supports passage and application of the cons6IVative statewide sablefish 
bag limit as detailed in statewide Board of Fish proposal #175. Long prior to the 
recent emergence of the increasing recreational/charter groundfish harvests! all 

,harvestable sablefish in both state and federal waters were fully allocated. 

We strongly encourage the Alaska Board of Fi$h to fully consider the implications 
of the excessive existing sablefish bag and possession limits. Although sablefish 

OFFICE: 2875 ROEDER AVE. • BELLINGHAM. WA 982.25 
PHONE (360) 733-0120" FAX (360) 733-0513 I f~' \ '" , I, 
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harvests outside of commercial venues directly reduce commercially available . 
quantities, currently with the absence of a recreational groundfish management 
plan, a 2 fish bag limit and a four fish annual limit only makes good sense to the 
500 SPC fishermen, our families, and workforoe. 

Proposal #177: Thornyhead Bag Limits - SUPPORT 
The 500 SPC fishermen, families, crew, and associated workers respectfully 
remind ADF&G and the Alaska Board of Fish that until the recent deepwater 
expansion of the charter industry into groundfish, virtually no recreational 
thornyhead harvest occurred, Outside of the intensely regulated, tightly 
monitored commercial groundfish fisheries there has been no harvest of 
thornyhead rockfish. 

Please adopt proposal #177 and place a one fish bag/possession limit on these 
unique and valuable groundfish. 

SincerelYi 

A·~-'">7---.v 
Craig Shoemaker 
Seafood Producers Cooperative 
507 Katlian st. 
Sitka, Alaska 
907-747-5811 
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President 
Greg Sutter 
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Richard Yamada 

Juneau 

Treasurer 
Bryan Bondioli 
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Board Members 
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March 2, 2010 

Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game 
80ards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115525 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
Fax: 907-465-6094 

;{\,J:tn: BOF CO~v1~~~ENTS 

Dear Alaska Board of Fisheries, 

The Alaska Charter Association is a statewide organization representing 
over 100 members and associate members. Our mission- "To preserve 
and protect the rights and resources of Alaska's Sport Fishermen." 
We would like to thank the Alaska Board of Fisheries for this opportunity 
to comment on the Statewide General Finfish Proposals. 
Following are proposals we wish to comment on: 

Proposal 175 
Sponsor: Sitka AC 
Purpose: Establish bag limit for sablefish as follows: For resident 
anglers: sablefish may be taken from January 1 through December 31: 
daily bag limit of 2, 4 in possession, and no annual limit; for nonresident 
anglers: sablefish may be taken from January 1 through December 31: 
daily bag limit of 2, 4 in possession and an annuallimi! of 4 fish. 
Response: OPPOSE 
We recommend no daily bag, possession, or annual limits be adopted 
until verifiable harvest data over a minimum of three years is collected. 
The 2009 Saltwater Sportfishing Log books were not printed with a 
column for sablefish and thus errors could have been made by having 
species other than sablefish, recorded under the "Other" column in log 
books. Because of this, the harvest data for sablefish landed may have 
been over reported in 2009. 

Given the above, preliminary results from logbook data as of January 
2010 show 3,844 sablefish were landed in Southeast Alaska. This was 
1.3% of the Southeast Alaska commercial sablefish AHO (annual harvest 
objective) for 2009 using a round weight of 6 pounds per fish. This 
rem Cl,¥,a I is within the 3% the Division of Commercial Fisheries allows for 
other removals in the fishery. There is no evidence of a biological threat 
to the sablefish population from the recreational angler. 
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Alaska Charter Association P.O. Box 478, Homer AK 99603 

Proposal 177 
Sponsor: Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Pllr~: Establish bag limit for thornyhead rockfish as follows: Shortspined and 
iongspined thorneyhead rockfish may be taken from January 1 - December 31, bag and 
possession limit of one fish. 
Response: OPPOSE 
There are few recreational fishermen that fish the depths where thorneyhead rockfish 
are found, usually '100 fathoms or deeper. The commercial sablefishery is allowed 15% 
by-catch of this species with no obvious concern for this species biological 
sustainability. The numbers caught in the recreational fishery are small and if a bag 
limit was imposed, excess fish would be released dead as in the commercial fishery, as 
they do not survive once brought to the surface from these depths. If anything, we 
should have a regulation requiring 100% retention and recording on log books of every 
fish caught for improving harvest records of this species. 

Proposal 180 
Sponsor: Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Purpose: Define Electric Fishing Reel 
Response: SUPPORT with additional language 
(1 )(B) the power assisted fishing reel assembly, motor, gearbox, fishing line, attached 
power cord, and any other reel attachments weigh no more than 15 pounds total when 
detached from the fishing rod andpQweLsource. 
There would be confusion as to whether or not the weight of the battery or the boat for 
that matter should be included in the total weight. 

Proposal 181 
Soonsor: Mike Bethers 
Purpose: Clarify definition of fishing rod and electric reel. 
Response: SUPPORT 

Proposal 182 
Sponsor: Sitka AC 
Purpose: Prohibit the use of electric reels 
Response: OPPOSE 
Able bodied people fishing in deep waters for bottom fish benefit from the use of electric 
reels. The "conventional" fishing reel, used by recreational anglers today, evolved to 
make fishing more efficient. Two speed reels were invented to do the same thing. 
Modern electric reels made by major tackle manufacturers aim to do the same thing, 
make fishing more enjoyable by not having to manually crank yards of empty line. This 
saves time and maks;s fishing more efficient and more enjoyable, a reasonable goal for 
any angler. . 
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Alaska Charter Association P.O. Box 478, Homer AK 99603 

Bag limits are already in place to serve as conservation tools. Gear restrictions did not 
work in limiting catch as was the case of banning down riggers in the king salmon sport 
fishery years ago. There are no conservation reasons for this proposal. 

Proposal 183 
Sponsor: Tad Fujioka 
Purpose: Prohibit use of electric reels 
Response: OPPOSE 
See also response to Proposal 182. 
Bag, possession, and annual limits are the best means to control harvest rates. The 
use of gear restrictions only leads to chasing new creative methods and means with 
more and more regulations and definitions which will not put a stop to the creative "go 
around", 
Catch per unit effort (CPUE) has never been used in the sport fishery to predict future 
harvest levels, Should we have adjusted future catch limits just because we started 
using "spectra" line in sport bottom fishing? 

Proposal 189 
Sponsor: Mel Erickson 
Purpose: Require a client-guide agreement for each client on a sport fishing charter 
trip. 
Response: OPPOSE 
In the case of businesses that employ several guides such as lodges, current 
sportfishing guide regulations do not allow guides to book directly with clients, only to 
businesses that employ these guides, This proposal is in violation of Department of 
Fish and Game regulations. 

We remind you that the purpose of the Board of Fisheries is to conserve and develop 
the fishery resources of Alaska and in making regulations, given direction by AS 
16,05.251 (17) Promoting fishing and preserving the heritage of fishing in the state and 
(d) Regulations adopted under (a) of this section must, consistent with sustained yield 
and the provisions of AS 16,05.258 , provide a fair and reasonable opportunity for the 
taking of fishery resources by personal use, sport, and commercial fishermen. We 
argue that the above proposals, which we have indicated opposition to, go against your 
directives and purpose as stated above. 

Hlank you for allowing us to comment and we look forward to further discussions at the 
upcoming Board of Fisheries meeting in Anchorage. 

Regards, 

p,p. ?tdJ /:amJ..-
Greg Sutter . 
President 
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ANATOLIE Llso\r 
407 E. Shere Rd. 
Nine Mile Falls WA. 99CJ26 
Phone (1509 4662976) 
Fax (1509 466 2976) 
Alisol'@yahoo.com 

RECEfVED 

MAR 0 t lam 
80ARDS 

Marctll, 2010 

Alaska Departmel1tofFish and Game 
~oards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau AK99811-5526 

SUBJECT: Proposal 200 &201-2010 statewide Finfish meeting 

To the Board of Fisheries, 

Hi my name is Anatolle lisov. l have been a fisherman in Cordova for 20 years. I have a 
family of 6 including myself. Me and my wife have been coming to Cordova ever since we 
got married and we still do with our four boys. The fishing income that we make in the 
summer pays our bills and rent in Cordova and the bills that we pay when we get back to
Spokane. It is our livelihood. If we did not have this fishel)', I do not know how we would get 
by. This fishery js the only income that saves us. The one thing that we look forward to in 
spring after a long winter is knowing that finally we will be able go fish and pay bills that 
have accumulated during the winter because there is no work. The economy got hurt really 
bad herein Spokane. The constructionjhousingindUsbycame to a halt Ourretum runs in 
Cordova are really sman in comparison to some other locations in Alaska and we by to 
make the best of what we gel But now Chitina Dip Netters Association wants more fish fDr 
themselves and leave less torus fisherman that have to make a livingfrom it t believe that 
they need to be as conservative as the sport fisherman or the commercial fisherman that 
risk their lives to go out and fish to support their families. I think that any decisions to be 
made should be thought through very thoroughly. 

Respectfully, 

Anatolie Usov 
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March 1, 2010 

ATTN: BOF COMMENTS 
Boards Support Section 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Re: Support of Proposal #195 with amended language to include closure of all 
of Districts .1 and 2 in Southeast Area A to Summer Commercial Crabbing. 

Dear Board Members: 

My name is Larry Painter and I have fished year around, from the Columbia River 
to Kodiak Island, for fifty-Nine years. Most of you know me as I have helped 
develop almost all of the commercial Dungeness crab fishing regulations. This 
includes the seasons, pot regulations, escapement, and pretty much everything 
else. For all the years I fished Dungeness I was always concerned more about 
the resource than I was my wallet. I don't fish Dungeness anymore, but I can feel 
confident, that I did everything in my power to leave the fishery in as good a 
condition as when I first started. You all know, I worked just as hard to protect the 
resource as I did to fish it. 

The above is why I now feel so bad about what is currently happening to the 
Dungeness fishery. For years we managed to keep the summer fishery closed 
here in Districts one and two because of the waste it causes. 

Nothing has changed - - This summer a crabber fished District 1 of area A from 
Helm Bay around to the backside of our island into the Misty Fjord area. He 
recorded on his first trip" which began on June 15th 2010, a total of six thousand 
nine hundred and twenty six live crab (6, 926) and one thousand one hundred 
and forty five dead crab (1,145). He made another trip later with about the same 
results. There is no way to tell you how depressed so many of us are over this 
kind of waste. This single fisherman from district One (1) threw away over Two 
Thousand Crab at the dock before he quit fishing. How many more were threw 
away before he got there, or died during handling? 

Please consider that since 2002/2003, even with this year additionally fishing 
Districts 1 and 2, the catch has been reduced by more than fifty per cent. Simply 
put - In all of Southeast Area A there are less than half the crab there used to be. 
This is a warning to all of us. Are we getting the message? 

If the Dungeness crab population is reduced to its natural predation level it will 
collapse. 

1 
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It has happened before in other areas and it will happen here if we don't stop the 
summer fishing of Dungeness crab. A good comparison was stopping a fishery 
on a biomass of 6,000 ton that had dropped 10,000 ton due to natural predation 
2 years prior. We have to start using our state mandated sustained yield harvest 
methods or we will continue to lose all our fisheries. 

Please find enclosed information I have given you before that for years was used 
to keep our Dungeness fishery closed here in Districts one and two. Everyone 
including the State of Alaska is familiar with this information. The title of these 
documents are "Handling Increases Mortality of Softshell Dungeness Crabs 
Returned to the Sea" and "Fishing Mortality to soft shelled Dungeness 
Crab-Review of Existing Literature & Evaluation of Current Fishing 
Practices. The titles alone give you almost all the information you need. Please 
take the time to read the documents. Like the Laws of Gravity, the information in 
both documents still applies. In those documents, from the late 1980s, they tell 
you short-term mortality was elevated to 57% for softshell crabs dropped onto the 
deck of a vessel. It also talks about the weight of meat recovered from softshell 
crabs picked in the summer as to compared to the weight of crabs picked in 
December. It also clearly states that when a commercial fisherman handles a soft 
shelled Dungeness crab more than four or five times it will probably die. 

Some have said there needs to be newer information, Please see the attached 
document I sent to you on June 1st of last year titled "An Educated and 
Experienced Description of the Life cycle of a Dungeness crab or why they 
should not be fished in the summer." In 2002,2003,2004, and 2005, I fished 
a summer season in Central Southeast Alaska. Half or fifty percent of the Crab I 
caught during that summer season were sottshell. Like the biologists in the 
above-mentioned study, we used a Durometer so we had an objective measure 
of carapace or shell hardness. This allowed us to be as productive as possible 
and not waste any more crab than was necessary. Again, we had nearly fifty 
percent softshell to throw back. This fishery was extremely difficult for us, as we 
knew by that time, how many of those Dungeness that we threw back were 
dying. Please consider the above as recent or new information. 

This is all very tough for me, as I have worked so hard, for so long, to keep the 
summer Dungeness fishery closed in Districts one and two. And the one time I 
couldn't make it up to a BOF meeting because of medical reasons, the BOF 
opened the fishery up. This was so disheartening, especially when you have 
witnessed first hand the waste. In the above referenced document I appealed to 
your desire to protect and sustain the Dungeness and your public oath to honor 
the tenets of our Alaska Constitution. "Fish, forests, wildlife, grasslands, and all 
other replenishable resources belonging to the state, shall be utilized, developed, 
and maintained, on the sustained yield principle ....... " 
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On February 5, 2006 I sent you my opposition to proposals 278 and 280. 
Both of those proposals were seeking to open Districts one and two in 
registration area A for a summer fishery. Please see the enclosed copy of 
that document. I addressed the biology, the habit, the market issues, and 
allocation issues. The BOF accepted all the information, some of which was 
about the fishery in districts one and two, from the Northern fisherman (Wrangell 
and Petersburg) themselves. They came down here, fished, and then said how 
disappointed they were at the lack of crab. They said their first picks were fair; 
the second picks produced half the amount; and the third picks were very poor. 
There just isn't the abundance of crab in district one to support a large 
aggressive fleet. For sure this area is not under harvested. 

The above information was again supported last year by a local Ketchikan 
Commercial Crab fisherman who is getting out of the fishery because of the 
recent summer fishery in District one. He couldn't fish the summer fishery 
because of his commercial cleaning and painting business. When he went to do 
the fall fishery, he found 50 percent less crab and witnessed first hand what he 
called dramatic harm to the resource. He only made one trip and the picture was 
so bleak he quit fishing. He has both his boat and permit up for sale and is 
looking at leaving Ketchikan as his winter-time opportunity for income is gone. Is 
this what the BOF envisioned for the local commercial crab fisherman? 

The above-mentioned fisherman is not the only local Ketchikan crab fisherman to 
lose an opportunity in district one during 2009. One young man who has other 
summer work, bought a permit and found a winter market that would provide a 
price of well over three dollars a pound for Dungeness crab. This is after freight 
and handling the crab to the buyer. Imagine his disappointment when he found 
out there was no winter fishery, and only two months for a fall fishery. He never 
got off the dock. It just wasn't economically viable for him. 

Regarding the above information about local (Ketchikan area) fisherman, please 
see the attached minutes of the May 13, 2009 Ketchikan Advisory 
Committee. In this meeting Scott Kelly of the ADF & G states the board of 
fisheries has the wherewithal to factor in other socioeconomic issues, which are 
beyond the scope of what the department of fish and game is charged with. 
Never could anyone at that meeting in 2009, imagined how that statement would 
have such a significant meaning at this time. Ask Eric Lunde, Mike Bellanich and 
their families, who experienced personally the loss from the 2009 fishery, about 
the socio-economic affect. They had to endure the hardship. 

Please see the attached minutes from the May 4, 2009 Ketchikan Advisory 
Committee. The Ketchikan AdviSOry Committee adopted a motion to ask for an 
emergency closure of the summer Dungeness fishery. Obviously the motion 
would carry no weight unless a majority of all the Committees in registration area 
A concurred. There was no time to get all the committees to address the issue. 
However the committee went on record because of all current data on soft-
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shelled mortality. Also, a lot of the information during that meeting focused on the 
socio-economic impacts on the communities in Districts one and two of area A. 
After having the summer fishery we have now seen first hand the kind of 
personal damage that has been done. It's no wonder the Ketchikan Gateway 
Borough and the City of Ketchikan along with many other organizations have 
developed resolutions against the summer Dungeness fishery. 

Please refer to the enclosed letter I sent to the BOF on January 20, 2003. 
Again in that document I was opposing proposals to the opening of Districts one 
and two of Registration Area A, to a summer commercial Dungeness crab fishery 
that had been opened. In this letter please note, that at that time I had acquired 
affidavits from the three local processors telling of the thousands of dead and 
dying soft shelled crab dumped in the harbor and stating they were not interested 
in seeing that happen again. At that time the summer closure was reinstated. 
Like I said back in 2003 and like I'm saying again now in 2010, nothing has 
changed. In 2009 one fisherman from district one threw over two thousand dead 
crab away. How many times does this have to happen? 

Please note in the attached e-mail from Chuck Slagle to Amanda Painter 
fish and game statistics indicate the dead loss for the 2009 summer commercial 
Dungeness crab season increased by as much as 10 times over 2002-03 and as 
much as 24 times over 2006-07. It also refers to the affect of the fishery on the 
Village of Kasaan. How much more information do we have to keep providing? 

I strongly feel when a fisherman looks to expand his area it's because the fishery 
is collapsing in his area. It app~ars that is what is happening in Registration Area 
A. In 2002/2003 the catch without districts one and two was 7,332,665Ibs - and 
now for 2009/10 with districts one and two, the fleet was hard pressed to catch 
3,569,6971bs. Have we passed the point of sustainability? Has it already 
collapsed? 

To re-iterate and summarize, I support Proposal 195, but again, with all of District 
one included and reverting back to the previous management scheme. You are, 
or may already have received Minutes from both the Ketchikan Advisory 
Committee and the Saxman Advisory Committee providing their support for 195, 
but also with amended language including all of District one. Please review all 
that I have attached carefully. As you know I have years of involvement 
protecting the resource for everyone. 

Please note, at this time, I am also asking to be on the committee that discusses 
this proposal at the meeting in Anchorage. 

Respectfully yours, 
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Larry Painter 
P.O. Box 6181 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 
907 -225-5279 

Attachments: (In the order referred to) 

"Handling Increases Mortality of Soft shell Dungeness Crabs Returned to 
the Sea" 

"Fishing Mortality to soft shelled Dungeness Crab-Review of Existing 
Literature & Evaluation of Current Fishing Practices. 

An Educated and Experienced Description of the Life cycle of a Dungeness 
crab or why they should not be fished in the summer. 

On February 5, 2006 my opposition to proposals 278 and 280. 

The attached minutes of the May 13, 2009 Ketchikan Advisory COn"1mittee. 

The attached minutes of the May 4, 2009 Ketchikan Advisory Committee. 

Letter sent to the BOF on January 20, 2003. 

E-mail from Chuck Slagle to Amanda Painter. 

cc: Jim Marcotte, BOF Executive Director 
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similar rests for differences among exposure periods for soiishelI c:ai:Js. Low n=Jve::y rams of softshc!I cabs in 
Alaska is consistent with previous marl::-recapmresmdies ofDungencsscmbs conduc::ed oiIOregon:uui Washing-
COIL Previously published resulrs from contrOlled expcrimenrs support OU!"conclusion rim diife:emW:=Overy r.w:s 
we.~ primarily due to clcvatt:dhandfmg mornilltyofsofishell cabs.. Ourd:ttasuLcre:sttfmsoftsbc!l c:bs =pc:iem:ed 
45'S higher mormlity than Iwdsbell ct!lbs. However. this rare may ncr be represe:lI::mve of JtmdJing mortaiiries 
expedenced during c:ommeteial fisheries because (l) during malting periods tishe:ie:s Qrdl c:Ibs tnUC!1 softe:-Ihan 
those w~ em:oW'ltered. (2) we handled crabs much more carefW1y man would noanaily o::::ar during c:ommc:CaJ 

- ope::1Cions. and (3) we were unable tQ derive separate estimarcs of diiferemial naDlr.iI and hmdling moltaJities 
among soirshelI and hardshell cmbs. Piildings of ltandling monaliries of softshe!I ~ COUDIed lD c:mside."':lI:icns 
of cannibalism in cmb pots, indi=te.that Dungencss crab ~g seasons in A1ask::t sbaulc! be sauc:ured to avoid 
major molting periods :IS is the gencml practice along the coasts of C:ilifomia. On:gcn. WasfringwD and British 
Columbiq...Sua: regullllions will reduce mott:tlity and ~mmensurate!y inc:re:Ise the3bu:rldance ofllarvest3ble mai~ 
and ~wl'llng bIOmass. E:uended fIShery closures until sevet:ll monrhs aftcrmolting will result in some =OnOmic 
benefIts. ~ "Jell. Meat Yield an4 wholesale wlue are lowest during molliag ami ine:ue umiJ pe::Ildng seYe::1J 
months ~ ~ese factors.. plus other socioeconomic tradeoff's. should be weighed to de!ennine net benefirs t 
changes In fIShing seasons for Dungeness c:mbs. 0 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper-examines experimentai effects of cam
pace hardness and air exPosure duration on rates of 

. :ecovery of tagged Dungeness crabs Cancer l'11I2gisrer 
U1 the .commen:iaI fishery off Kodiak Is1an~ Alaska" 
c:nd dlsc~ses tb: ass~ciated manSc.crement implica.-
tzons. The field mvestiG'<'Oi'ions fa .. ~. d c d d., • • • ~.... r !.idS Stu Y were 
on acre lnItia.fly analyzed. and reported by fficks 

and ~urphy C1J~. Further analysis of theiT data led 
t~ a diffe~t con usi«;ln about statisticaU si . fi 
dIfferences III fag recovery rates among ~l:: 
s?ftsbell ~ due to handfmg mortality. These re-
ViSed findings are Presertred bere. . 

• . In ~ Dungeness crab fisheries are mana£eC 
Primarily by size. sex. and season. (3-S) regulations 
(ADF&G 1993). TypicaUy~ fishing seasons extend 
~n:!un: IS rbrough December 31. but signific:mr 
............... on In season ..; .... - .............. , 

~ .......... U4 amana mana.::,ceme:u 
~. Only ~e crabs 6.5 in t:arar:mr:e::> width may be 
retained. Width is me::surea by ure straight line dis'-
:::, me carapace ~ediarely anterior [0 the 

S
• • - ateral-spme. not IDcluding the spines 
19n1flt:ant • • • 

crabs be han quan~fJ.es of softshell Dungeness 
Al may dIed during commercial fisheries' in 

aska because seasons are protracted (ADF&G 
1993) and Cl'abs m~lt virtually YeaN'OWld (Koeneman J 98~ (DFurthet; WIth exceptions of Prince William 
oon onaIdson 1990) and Cook Inlet {IUmker 
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1991). fishing sc:asons do not necessarily avoid pe~
ods ofheo.viest molting that o.ppe:1l'to occur from Apnl 

(K an 1985) throuah AUgUst (Kimker 1991). If 
oenem t:I b •. d to 

handlina lowers survival of softshell cra s return~ 
the sea.. flsher.:v productivity could be reduced by direct 

ai, r~ d;..:arded males: le!rnl softshell males are mort lty 0 ....... t:I, d both 
discarded bec:luse of low product quabty ~ 
hardshell and softshell sub legal males are dlsc~e~ 
due to size limits. Excessive handling mortalIty 0 

softshell females could reduce population egg produc-,. 
tion and subsequent recroitment stren~. f 

Althou2h we are unaware of studIes ?n e~ects 0 

airexposu~ on Dungeness crabs. several mvestl~:?,! 
have studied effects of carapace hardness o.n han lDci 
mortality. In these studies crabs were clasSIfied base 
on subjective measures of carapace hardness. Some 
investigators (~.g •• Cle:lver 1949) used terms ~u~~e:;;' 
new hard. /leW slightly soft. new soft. and 0 7?' 
Manv others (e.g .• Waldron 1958; Tegelberg 19 -. 
BarrY 198~) classified crabs. ~ .gra:Je 1 or ha~ds~; 
[hose havina little or no fleXIbIlIty In carapace; g 
2 or mediu":n hardshell, those having a somew~a[ 
tlexible c:lrapace; and grad.~ 3 or sojtshell, those WIth 
II very tlexible c::uapace. • . . 

Two of these studies e.umined mortalIty dln:C~y 
through controlled experiments designed to. mt~lC 
commercial fishing operations. In one study In Wd
lapa Bay. Washington. Tegelberg (1972) captured ~d 
handled crabs, sorted .them by. grade. tagged them WIth 
Petersen disc tags. and placed 25 crabs for each hard
ness grade into separ.ite Dungeness crab pots that had 
tunnels and es~pe rings wired shut. Pots were sub
merged in 5-13 m of water. Four-day mortality was 
approximately 9% for grade-! crabs. 17% for grade-2 
crabs. and 23% for grade-3 crnbs. In the other study. 
Barry ( 1984) captured .. handled, and placed crabs into 
holding· pOts in 16-20 m of water in Grays Harbor, 
Washington. In one set of trials. grade-I crabs experi
enced 1 % mortality. grade-2 crabs 7%. and grade-3 
crabs II % after 4 d. In another trial conducted during 

. a major molting period, grade- J and -2 crabs were not 
coUected. but 30% of grade-3 crabs died and an addi- . 
tional 9% were moribund after 5 d. . 

Two other studies examined recovery rates· of 
Dungeness crnbs that had been marked with Petersen 
disc tags and were subsequendy sampled from com
mercial catches. In the first study conducted off Wash
ingeon (Cleaver 1949), the recovery rate of tagged 
new. slightly soft crnbs was 7% lower than new, hard 
crabs. whereas new soft crabs were recovered at a rate 
68% lower than that of new. hard crabs. However. 
rather than resulting from differences in handling mor-

Ar.ic1es 

tality. Cleaver attributed different re~:m r3.tes to 
h--L. rag loss .:uncna softshell crabs th3n h3rd.sheU l!:"er = . . 10 -8) 
crabs. In the second study off Oregon (W;ucrcn ... ~ • 
the tag recovery rate for ~.c!e-~ ~bS (20?) was ~a1f 
that for grade-I crabs (..:ID%); dmerenc~ :n rec?~ery 
rates were statistically significant., but \V alaTon dlo not 
attribute these diffe."e.?Jces to specific cause_ 

l\1El'HODS 

Field ~Iethods 

Dungeness crabs were C:lptured with ;:ornmerc:a! 
. 1 -6° "0' ~ ""\) 10 pots in Alitak Bay (approXImate y::l oJ _ : • _~-.... 

W) at the southern end of Kodiak Islano ill:rmg. Jun~ 
6-15. 1987. using &.e Alaska Depamnen: .cr r!Sn ana 
Game vessel R/V C:Jho. Females and suoleg:!1 males 
were not studied and were returned quick!y to the Se:l. 

Captured legal male crabs were measured fer ~pace 
width. and objective estimates of czap~e. naroness 
were obtained with a mode! 307LCRB.! at:rOlT".e[~r 
using· methods descrii::ed by Hicks and .Johns?n 
(1991). The durorr.eter me:lSures the re!an ... e ~Jts . 
(0-100 duromete .. ·s) of pressure that mUSt be apphed 
to result in :m iridentation of the camp2.Ce. For fnme 
of reference. using .nonline:lr regression of c:lr.lpace 
hatdness on time since molting for laboratory animals. 
Hicks and lohnson (1991) predicted thaI legal maJes 
average 19 durometers one month afre:- molting. 
46 duro meters at :3 monchs. and 66 duro meters at 
5 months. 

Legal male crabs we.re tagged with s~afIetti tags 
using methods of Snow and W~aner (196:s) and ran
domlyassigned. regardless of carapace bardness, to 
treatment groups of 5, 15.30. or 60 min of air expo
sure. After the prescribed period of air exposure. crabs 
were returned to the sea. During these procedures. all 
crabs were handled with great care; handling was not 
intended to simulate treatment experienced during the 
commercial fishery. Due to good cooperation by fish
ennen. tagged crabs were recovered by ADF&G bi
ologists from dockside catch samples. from the 
commercial fishery that opened on June 15 and closed 
on December 31. 1987. See Hicks and MUrphy (1989) 
for more detail on field methods. 

Our study is similar to the field studies conducted 
by Cleaver (1949) and Waldron (1958). but we believe 
that we made some norabIe advances. Unlike theSe 
earlier ~tudies in which carapace hardness was subjec
tively classified. our study employed a duromecer 
(Foyle et aI. 1989; Hicks and Johnson 199 t ) to obtain 

.·s 
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objecti~e measures of carapace hardness. A spaghetti 
tag. applied to the epimeral suture line of the crab,. was 
chosen r.nher than the Petersen· disc tag used by 
Cleaver and Waldron.· Spaghetti tags are superior [0 

Petersen disc tags for study of differential mortality 
amona softsheU and hardshell crabs because (1) dur
ing ;olting spaghetti tags are retained (Snow anet 
Wa"..oner 1965). but elisc tags are shed (Waldron 1958); 
(2) Petersen disc tags are lost at greater rares from_ 
softshell than hardshell crabs (Tegelberg 1972); 
(3) cr:tbs marked with Petersen disc tags experienced 
hiS!her short-term (6 d) mortalities than unragged crabs 
re~eiving identical handling treatments (Tegel
berg 1972); and (4) there is no evidence of significant 
t:J.2" loss nor differential mortality among Dungeness 
c~bs"& m:lrlced and unmru:ked with suture line tags 
(Tegeiberg 1972; Smith and Jamieson 1989). Unlike 
e:Lrlier studies with Petersen disc tags. we dismissed 
the importance of differential tag loss and tag-induced 
mort::liity in our investigation for. these reasons. Last. 
we studied tag return rates for effects of air exposure 
_. 3. factor not investigated previously for Dungeness 
cmbs. 

= number of tagged hardshell Cr:lOS )7) 
that were exposed to air for d min: 

= propertion of hardshell crabs expcseC 
to air for d. min tb3r were sub
seque:1tly recove.~; and 

( =-V/ui ) -I = corte;::ion for continuit'J (Snedec::r :r.c 
Cochr:m 1967). . 

Because this approximatioQ may be poor in ,~"'r:
limited siruariens where iV 3 < 5 (SokaI and Rohlf 
1981). sraristic::!l raries ~C".lIared bv Mainland e! al. 
(1956) and recrodt:e..md bv Roni! and Sokal (1S6~~ - ... .. "\ 

were used to esrimare 95$ Cl_ crj>4. orrq.e propcrtion 
of softshell crabs exoosed te :tir fcr d min. 

We subjec:ed resultS to : x 2 :md 4- x 2 res:s if 
inciepe"ldence for tag recovery r:lteS among ~ce;: 
hardness and air exposure rre3U"'I:e.."ltS. ResultS of :.. .. e..~ 
tests were evaluatec with respec: ~o staristic:u powe:
(1-13). A 2 x 2 G-test with \"-iiIi:mlS' correc:ien t: G...::~ 
Soical and Rohlf 1981) w~ used to test fer :r.ce
pendence of tas!: rec:;,verv r:!tes .::n .::u-aoace har':::~ - - -
alone 3.fid was .:om~ared to tabled v31ues of (I-p:: fc:-

An;llytical IVIethods 

Tag recovery data were aggregated into two cara
pace-hardness categories «70 and 2:70 durometers) 
and four exposure durations (5. IS, 30, and 60 min). 
Hicks :md Johnson (1991) reported that 92% bf the 
cral;>s with carapace hardness <70 durometers are 
"new soft sheUs. t. For notatioiUL! shorthand we refer 
to crabs with carapace hardness <70 duro~eters as 

- sofishell and those with hardness ?70 durometers as 
.hardshell hereafter. 

Confidence intervals (CI) for recovery· rates ex-
pressed as proportion recovered were estimated using 

. t\~O methods. For cases with sufficient recoveries (in 
thlS case., hardshell crabs)~ 95% confidence intervals 
were calculated as . 

95% Cl for PM = 

Phd i [1.96 ~PMqlrd + I ] 
NJrtJ. . 2N1uJ 

where: 
1\ 

q/ui = J 1\ 

• -Phd; 

(1) 

differences between two proportions with une:;::.:;.! 
samples sizps (Cohen 1988)_ 

To test for independence of tag recovery rates en 
exposure tre:ltment. 4 x 2 tests we.--e conducted cn 
hardshell and softshell crabs senar.lteiv. Haresbe:! 
crabs were subj~~ to a 4- x :! a:resr wi~h "Wiiliai-ns' 
COrre...--tion. Because of the Iow number of treatme::ts 
and small e."'(pectec freauenc:es. we followed Cer.;:.
han· s (1970) advice and ""applied. a 4 x 2 FIsher' s e."'(~:: 
~est forsoftshe!I crabs. Bec::wse of difficulty in exte::c
tng power analyses to more than two classes (Sob! 
and Rohlf 1981), we construc!ed:vronte Carlo simula
tio~ of these two 4. x 2 tests of independence ro ex
amtne statistical power. These Monte Carlo 
simulations we.--e used to estimate the sample size in 
each exposure group that would have been needed to 
detect biologically meaningful difi'erences in tag Te- . 
covery rates. 

w.e proposed that biologically meaningful differ
ences 10 rag recovery rates would occur if the rare from 
at least one treatment (shortest exposure):was douhie 
the rates associated with other tte:Uments. If redu~ 
exposure times resulted in smaller improvements in 
tag recove.ry rates than this and presumably srnaile!'" 
reductions in handling mOr""..aliry. we would nor have 
bothered adjusting field estimateS of handling mortal
ity for exposure time. and we would have been disin-
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elined to advccate changes in onboard handling pro
cedures during.surveys or commercial operations. 

For each hardness category, we" tested Ho ar Ps = 
PI'=- p~o = P60 against Her atO.5ps = PIS ="P"30.= P60· For 
the simulations, sample sizes were set equal In .each of 
[he four exposure groups. Initial test sample SIzes for 
each tre:liment we.--e set equal to the average observed 
samDle size for the hardness category. Ne.'tt, ",!,e ~
domiv samoicci I COO times from each of four bmomlal 
distribu[io~s. three with equal probabilities of tag re
capture in the neighborhood of those observed and the 
fourth with :J. probability double the othe~. 'fI:t~. 
samole size was systematic:llly changed untIl statIStI

cal Power of the test was approxi~ated. by r~e p.ropor
rion of simulated occurrences In whIch SIgnificant 
(a = 0,05) differences in tag. recovery rates occurr:d. 
Given this Ct. we followed Cohen's.(l988) suggestIon 
and chose the desired statistical power (I -f3o) to be 
0.80. We we~ satisfied that there were no biologically 
meaninEful effectS of exposore on observed tag recov
ery ra[~. if Ho was not rejecced at a = 0.05 and if 
( 1-13) 2: (I-ps). 

RESULTS 

During lagging operntions. 516 legal Dungeness 
cr3bs with carapace hardness ranging from 26 to 98 
durometers were captured Olnd ~aed. Of the$e. f 16 
crabs, all with car.J.pace hardness >52 duromeEers, 
were recovered in the fishery. Recovery r.ues ranged 
from 9-13% for sofrshell cmbs and 16-25% for hard-

A 1\ 

shell crabs (Table I). The 95% CI for Pstl and Phd are 
shown in Figure J; wide!" CI for Psd reflecr lower 
sample size for softshell (N~ = J 14) compared [0 hard
shell cmbs (Nh = 516). 

The G-sta.tistic from the 4 x 2 test for inde
pendence of [he four exposure treatments on the num
ber of hardshell crabs recovered and unrecovered ., 
(Table 1) was Gudj = 3.381. Because Gru/j < x~.os_, = 

SOFTSHELL CRABS 
C 0.4 
W 
a: 
w i .. .. 5 0.3 

I 

U : .. 
w OJ i 
a: ! ! . 
z 02 , 

I a , 
! i= ! 
~ .. a: , ; .. 

a 0.; 

! 
.. 

I 
; 

0- j 
C ! 
CC a • • • a.. Q 

:: 15 ~O .50 
CXFCS;.:::E "TIME :~~lN\ 

HAF.DSHE:"'L CR.-\SS 

C 0.4 
W a: I 
W i > 
C 0.:; : 
U 
W 

! c: 
z 0.2 

! C 
j:: 
II: o.r ! 
C a.. ! 

. 
i .. 
" 

! 

j 
.. . .. 

or 

I .. 
i 

. . 
C 
a: 

0 
: 

a.. 
:5 30 

E<;:CSt.:=:: TI~ie ~r.1u'J; 

FIGURe 1. Pro~rtic:%.laC 9SS ;:oniic1r:::cc ir.tc:v3ls of t3ggec: 
softsnc:!1 {Uppe!" jllu:e!} J.nd n:lrdsne!! (lowe!" ~:lr..::: 
DURge.'1es5 c::zcs rh:t we:: exposed [0 oae of four ~ir 
exposure tre:m::::ns ;:no subS=lue.'1dy :eco'"~ in the 
comme."'Ci:li rlSi:::y !ly dac..l;side samplers.. ~fe:.t:ods for 
c:llcuJl1lion of 9~'T co:tiide::c::: intervals :u-: ,"-"riCe::! in !!:e 
text. 

rare (40~) for the lowest e.'tposuo; group (5 min.> -and 
set the number of crabs released in e:1ch ;'!."(Dosure 
group [0 the a .... er:Ig= (119) of:111 groups. r.,is inc~ed 
power to '0.97. Additional simulations indicated thac 
sample ~;ze for nardsheU c:':lbs could c-e decreased to . 
75 crabs per exposure group: this sample size would 
allow us to detect a halving of recovery rates ~ e."tpo
sure duration increased while retainjn~ statistical 
power of 0.80. These resuJts imply [har th~ were no 
biologically meaningful differences in tag recovery 

7.815. we did not reject the null hypothesis chat recov
ery rote of hardshell crabs was independent of e.'tpo
sure period for the exposure. periods tested (Sf h). 
However. simulated binomial observations of these 
(rue hardshell crab" recovery rates and numbers of crab 
released in each exposure group resulted in low statis
tical power (0.31) for detecting differences among 
rre:ltments. 

. races among exposure ueaunents for hardshell crabs. 

To increase power of the test we averaged the 
" observed recovery rates (20%). doubled the recovery 

Fisher'S exact test of independence of the number 
of softsheU-crnbs recovered on the fourexoosure treat
ments yielded P ~ 0.978: the· null hypothesis char 
recovery rate of soft sheil crabs was indep"'..ndent of_ 
e.'tposure period was not rejected at P = 0.978. Monte 
Carlo simulation of binomial obse.--v::uions of the num
ber of softshe!l cmOs released and their recoverj ra[es 

--
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Hcmdling Mortality of SoftsheU DungenUs Crab co Kruse 

Table L The number and percentage of recaptured Oungeness crabs for each of four exposure durations 3l1d 

two ~pace hardness categories. The four exposure ~O'()ries ~ Nr"O outcomes (recave.~ and unrecov
ered) for hardshell crabs form~ the basis of the 4. X 2 G-test of mdepe."ldence. 

Softshell Cmbs Hardshe.!l c..--:aCs 

E.-<posure Number Number Recovery Number Number .Recove:y 

Time (min) Recovered Unrecovered Total Rate (i!&) Re:ove:ed Cnrecovered Tcr.1l !Ute iGCi 

3 29 32 5 
3 20 23 15 

24 30 3 21 
35 60 4 31 

Gr:mdTotal 13 101- 114 

yielded low power (0.078) for detecting differences 
arnon~ treatmentS. 

" SUwstic:ll power was examined further by (1) 
setting recovery rates of softshell crabs exposed for 15, 
30. ang 60 min equal to the average ra~e (1 1.6%), 
(2) setting the recovery rate for the 5-mm expo~ 
!:!TOUD to double this level (23.2%). and (3) assuzmng 
:quai numbers of released crabs fo~ each ~ent 
group. -We estimated that a snmple SIze of 15.:> crabs 
for e:lCh treatment would have been required to detect 
such diifere.'1ccs in recovery rates "with a power of 0.8. 
Thus. small sample sizes prevented conclusions about 
[he e;dstence ofbiologic:l11y me:.utingful differences in 
tag recovery nues among exposure trentments forsoft
shell crabs. 

Because the effects of exposure period on recov
erv nues were not evident for hardshell crabs and were 
unresolved for softshell crabs. we aggregated the tag 
rec:J.pture data into two hardness categories inde
pendent of exposure period (Table 2). This permitted 
a 2 x 2 G-teSt for independence of recovery rate on 
carapace -hardness. For this test we estimated 
(1-/3)=0.90, given a.=0.05.Ns= II 4. Nr. =516. 
Pz = O. I 1. and Ph = 0..20. The test statistic for inde
pendence of tag recovery rates on carapace hardness was 
Gatii = 4.955. Because Gudj was greater than the critical 

X~ value tt!OS.3 = 3.841; 0.01 < ~ < 0.05). w~ rejected 

the nuH hypothesis of independence. That is, the mean 
recovery rate for softsheU crabs ,11 %) was 45% lower 

Table 2. The::! y 2 table used to test forindependence 
of tag rec~\"ery rates among softshell and hard
shell Dungeness crabs. 

Clrnoace Condition 
SoftsheU 
Hardsbell 
TOla! 

Number of Tagged Cn1bs 

. Recovered 
13 

103 
116 

Unrecovered 
101 
413 
514 

Total 
114 
516 
630 

9.~ :6 99 i~ 10.. ' • ;:s 

13.0 .. -.:;J 115 1·" .-- 19.0 

12.5 2.1 II2 1---- 15.3 
11.4 "Q 87 no 2:.0 
11.4 103 413 :::., 

_iO lO.t} 

than the me:m recove. ... , 1.ite fer h::.--ds.::eH .::::tbs (:GC:C~·. 
and mis difference ",-:is sw.tis".ic::!ily signiiic:mt. If t:he 
recoVery rare or tag."eed softshell ~ had been e:;lZl1 
to the ~ve.'"V r.lIe of tagged ~...s.~e:l cabs. me."1 '';;';~ 
would have ~xx;ec:ed 23 recoveries of ta..G'2ed scft~ -
shells rather man the 13 acru:illy ~ve..~ 

DISCUSSION 

In their :malvsis of me same '; .. t3 rel:'orted he:-;. 
Hicks 3l1d Murphy (1989) found ::0 signu1c:::mt diffe:-
ences in tag recovery rates of Dungeness crabs 
grouped into four exposure periods a.r.d six carapace 
hardness Qtegories_ Given total sample size and the 
number of exposure~=tardness tre:mnents considered. 
they we."e unable to distinguish hanCIing effeCts due 
to low staUstica1 Dower. We subs..~ue."ltlv found that. 
whe.~ data wereaL,oregated into two-~e hardness 
categories and four exposure tre:mnents. sample size 
was sufficient to condude thaI harCshell cr.Ws showec 
no statistical evidence of detrime.."lw impact due to air 
e...."osure at the four durations ($1 h) tested. We also 
.found that the number of hardshell aabs tagged in 
each tre:ltine:u group was more than adequate to detect 
a biologically meaningful difference in recovery rates 
among exposure tre:mnents, had such differe:lces e.",
isted. 

Sample siZes- of tagged softshell crabs were too 
smaIl to draw meanmgfui conclusions about effects of 
air exposure on recovery rates. Wbe."l pooled across ::tll 
exposure periods,. however~ we foutid that the recovery 
me of tagged softshell crabs was lower than that of 
tagged hardsheIl crabs. This difference was statisti
cally significant and biologically meaningful. and the 
power of this test was high.. Hicks and ~iurphy ( 1989) 
did not ~ this conclusion because they considered 
the exposure periods as different treatments and did 
not pool across them. Here. we did nor consider the 
four exposure periods as different tre:Ume."1ts for hard-

; 
a 

~ 
'1 

.1 
1 

'I 
! 
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. shell crabs bec::wse no biologic:llly menningful effects 
. from air exposure were noted. Although statistic:d 
power WOlS tOO low to fully dis~ount exposure effects 
en recovery r:ues of softshefIs. these data-were pooled 
to pennit a [est for rh~ separate effect of c~ace 
hardness ~ which we considered to be ~ pnmary 
question. 'We suspect that if exposures Sl have any 
effects on recovery, these effects would be secondary 
and would bemanifes£ed in crabs with -:ery soft cara
paces. Because we had dismissed the Impo~ce of 
"differential rag loss and rag-induced morta1~cy. we 
assumed that differential mortality was responsIble for 
observed differences in £ag recovery rates. 

Carapace Hru-dness 

sels. crabs experier.ced nig!:er short-term {4-5 d) mor
tality than control c:nbs of me same ~ nard~ess 
tnat were cpwred ;md handled very genuy. SoftsbeU 
ct'3bs tbat were hacdled ~Iuee times in 6 d experienced 
41 % mort3litv cor.:oared to 23$ for those ibat·were 
handled once-in 2 .i tli:lJoug.l1 sample siTP prevented 
tests for significance (Tege:cerg 1971). 

Impac::s of crai::s on tite.ieck of a fishing vessel or 
on me surface uftb~ Se:l ccuid meet sur.nv:d rate.. In 
one srudy. shon-re..--rn cor~iity was ele .. -ated to 57% 
for softshel1 C'30S dror=eti .)nto the dec..ic of 3. vessel 
(Tege!berg 1971). ~n ~othe:- study (T. Shir:ey. Uni
versity of Alaska F:tirna.-:.I .. s.':une:lu. pe:s.-:nai ;::ommu
nk:uion), rhe comme.--ciai c3.tcning. sorting. and 
discmiing processes were simuiated in the laboratory. 
Mortality was four:d te be direcdy corre:ared to the 

. number of times pe:-mc::th ~iat Dunge. ... ess c.-:ms we.re 
C30tured. hand!ed. :md .:roc=ed bad: inlome water. . .. 

Appendage Loss 

Alchou!m we \Yere unable £0 derive separate esri
mates of dirrirentiaI natural and handling mortalities 
amana sofrsheU :md hardshell crabs. we concluded. as 
did T~"'elberE (1972), that handling was largely re
sponsible for the low recovery mtes of tagged so~heU 
cmbs. Likewise. Smith nndJamieson (1989) sumused 
that hnndling of softsheHs conuibuted to higher mor
tality estimates for subI~171ll males that molted com
pared to cmbs dUll did not molt. These conclusions :ue 
supported by controlled short-term e.'cperiments by 
Te&;efberg (19i2) <Ind Barry (1984), who found thilC 
handling mortlllity was inversely related to carapace 
hardness. Even if differential "natural mortality" ac
counted for a signific:uu portion of observed differ
ences in tag recovery rates among softshell ind 
hardshell crabs, handling may still be implicated. For 
example, Brown and Caputi (1983) and Gooding 
(1985) found that handled and reJeased lobsters 
(~aJZll/irlls) experienced incrensed predation due to 
dIsplacement from home range. lack of sheffer at site 

Oungeness crocs ilre vuine::1bie to :lppe:~d3~e in
jury. Betweo..n tS-C:% ~f Cptured Dungeness crabs 
were· found [0 he injureC .&long the coasLS of Soume:lSt 
Alaska (Shirley ar.d Snide: 1988) and the P;lcific 
northwest (Cl~vei ! 94~: VV3Idron 1958: Durkin etaL 
1984). TIme of y~ and the level of fishing effort 
affect injury 'rates. Shirley and Shirley (1988) found 
the incidence of apJ:e.'1d:lge injury ofDul1cness crabs 
in Southeast Alas~ to inc:re:!Se siinifi~!y with the 
prosecution of the c\;lrr.:ne:::aI fisherv ar.ci with the 
onset of mating and mcitin~ • 

of :e1etlSe. .impairment of activity level. and reduced 
::Ipmude for defense against predators. 

Unfortunarely, our results cannot be used to infer 
the. level of handling mortality of Dun2eness cmbs 
durmg' commercial fisheries because (1) fisheries 
prosecut~d during molting periods catch crabs much 
softer than we encountered. and ~2) we bandIed crabs 
~uch more carefully man under commercial opern.
~lOn.<;. Forthe. .. e reasons, estimates of handling mortal
!(y m!1Y be Jess than true mortality in commercial 
fi:;henes pro~ecuted on newly molted crabs. 

Severity of Handling 

Barry (1984) found that. if handled in a manner 
simi lar to conditions abOard commercial fishing ves-

• Dungeness crabs ha"l."e the abiliry to sur-nve ampu
ta~on and tegener.u:e !OSt limbs (MacKav 194'" 
Cl~ver 1949). Howeve:-. these crabs may suffe:- low;;'
survival rates than c::lbs with aU appendages intact. In 
Our study. only three cabs had missing 3vDendag'es 
(Hicks and Murphy 1989). so we we.re '~nable [0 

analyze rhe possible effeers of this factor. However. in 
a 2-yenr study Oeaver (1949) found [hat raued crabs 
missing one appen~ae were recaptured at 73-93% of 
the recovery races of Eagged crabs without missing 
appendages: chis feil [0 50-65% for crabs missing two 
appendages. Similarly. data pres~ted by Waldron 
(1958) reveal that crabs with some lost appe.'14a:,a-es 
were recovered at a lower nne (83%) than crabs with 
aU appendages inrac:. but this difference was not sta
tistically Significant. 
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Hanifling Mortlliity oj So..ftshell Dungeness Crab Q Kruse "7 

Air~osure 

Under field conditions - generall",y cool and over-
---..:I ff" K diak IsI:md cast or rainy - tb:1t we encounuaGl.l 0 0 

during tagging in June ~987 hardshell Dungeness 
crabs seemed to survive alI' exposures for ~p to l.~ 
Because of lack of statistical power assOCIated ~l 
small sample size. we could not discount poSSIble 
effecrs of exposure on softshell crabs. ~oneth~less. 
our findinrrofno effect for hardshell crabs IS COilSlste..:t 
with anecdotal observations by Cleaver (1949) that aIr 
exoosure causes crabs no harm if they are Ia:pt C?ol 
and moist. However. it seems to us thaI deszCC300n ' 
could adversely affect survival at Ion~r exposure 
periods or higher air tem~rn.tureS especIally for soft-

documented :! rel3!iOnshiD ber-xee."1 C3r.1pace ~....n~:; 
and orodua aualitv, The weier of me:IJ: recoveree 
fro~ softshe!i crab~ was lc~ than that of balCshe:! 
crabs of the samesi:ze regr.!Iess ofmOllth orYe3r· F:;r
exampl~ in December the ?ick...ad weight of hardsb~:: 
crabs (gr.tde 1) W3S 2:=iI :!I Ih-e weight as compa.~= 
to onlv 15S rcrsoftshclI c:-....bs (·~e 3), A.dditicr.ai::-. . -

shell crabs: 

l\tlanagement Implications 

the..re is a neprive line:;r-:e:mcnship between pe:-..e::t-
age of me:1t yield 3I1d ;:e..~t::ge of softsheII c:""..DS :n 
the eateh (B.tFC 1979~, 

Me:u: yie!c affects ;<"'-ct:omic rent. Even if whc:e-
sale once w::s fi.'ted. iowe:- ;rccuc: ret:Overy r.!::~~ 

redu~e m:lSS :e::emrs ~c! :0 =rccesscrs for a !f"ve:: 
number-of ~s r:P~ 1975~, Ye!. o.rapace cenc
rion mav have no effec: :!n uncrccessed wei~t be- :-

, Handling mort:l1ity has signific:mt ~pfications 
for fishery managemt;lJt. Commercial fishenes prose
cuted during molting periods reduce survival of Dun
"'eness crabs re£tl1'lled to the sea. It follows that 
l:t • 

euse s~r..she!l cr3.bs u,ith :ow ;e:!t yields have ;"ig:: 
water conre:lt (Taylor :md Wa..-:en ! 99 i). Tnese ccn
dioons provice ince."lt! ... es fer ;:rcc~OIS either- m re
fuse purc:t:JSe of landings ccr..inated by sor1.SheII c:""2...cs 
or to offer lower ex .... -esse: pr:~es fer these c::nc.;es. 
Regardless. incre:lSeci ~rir:es of sor.sae!} ~bs ::: 
landed catches reduce g:oss e:!r::ings "nz:lr".:esting sr.': 
processing"segmentS of ::he .::3b !ncusrry. 

handling of molting prerecruit crabs reduces the SIZe 
of the legal population available severnl months later 
when cr.:lbs are harvestable size. Handling mortality 
on females'reduces population egg production. Vnfor
tunately, it is very difficult to quantify in situ handling 
mortality :md its affect on population dynamics and 
the commercial fishery for Dungeness crabs~ 

Fisheries may le:ld to other sources of mortality 
as~de from handling. Cannibalism. particularly on 
sortshells. occurs when crabs are contained in-pots and 
aquaria (Cleaver 1949; Waldron 1958). Also, de:uhs 
occur due to starvation from confinement in Pots for 
periods ;00 d (paul et al. 1993b). These mortalities 
may be problematic in fisheries in which pors are 
f!sh:d wub lengthy soak times or in fisheries with 
Sigruficant POt loss., Based on experiments (:rGmker 
1990~ Paul et aI, 1993a) and analyses of alternatives 
(Kruse and Kimker 1993), in February 1993 the 
AI~ka Board of FISheries adopted new fishing regu_ 
latIons (ADF&G 1993) that require all shellfish and 
groundflSh pots to be insraIled with a degrada.ble 
mechamsm• made of cotton twine or a galvanic timed 
rele:lSe deVIce. These provide for escape from lost 
pots. 

Given all of these ccnsice::lriens. we believe t:~ 
Dungeness cr.W fisheries in _~ should avoid :r.::.
jar molting periods. 3S is the ge.'1e."':l.i Pr.lctice err 
California (\iV':mter 1985). Oregor. (Demory i9&:::'. 
Washington (Bany 198!) .. and an~sh Columci:!. 
(Jamieson 1985). If fixed cce:-.in2S :md closures a:.--e 
used. rhe.'1 Se:!Sons shculci be se!~::ed [bat ack:low
Ied~ extensive inte."'3Imuai variabiiirv in moltin£ ;,e
nods rypic:1l of Dun~"ess craC,s rfege1bere: i97:: 

Economic considerations are important. as well. 
~egelberg. (19?2) showed that mean percentage 
pIcked weIgbt Increased from 15% of live weight 
during peak molting period to 26% three months later 
for Washingcon coastal crnbs and to 30% seven 
~onrhs after molting for WiUapa Bay crabs. Also. he 

Snow 1963), -

Alternatively. as recommended bv Jamiescn 
(198.5). fishing seasons ~u1d be flexed to ;void maier 
molting periods b8sed cn iosC3Son monitonngof~
pace hardness. Waldron (1958) reported on:i manage
me~t plan developed in Oregon in the late 1940s in 
~blch the fiSbe.."Y was open only when <10% of legal 
SIZe male crabs were softsr.eII. A similar strategy is 
employed curre:uly in Washin2f".o~ Prince William 
Sound (Donaldson 1990). and lower Cook Inlet 
(Kimker 1991). The primar./ advanmge over a fixed 
season is that handling mortality is reduced in "ye:JrS 
when crabs molt so Jate that softsbeUs would have 
occurred in comme:'cial C3IC.'tes despite planned sea
sonal closures. Ori the other hand. incre3Sed fishing 
opportUnities could be provided in years whe."l the 
molting cycle is advanced.. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

, rtar used the 
( I) We believe that handbng mo ny en ted 

d' ffi [ (0 01) tag recoVefV rate no 
statistic:llly l eren '11 %) d hardshell crabs 
between sofrsheU crabs ( • . an ff Kodiak 
\~~Ck) \1\ \\\e \q~1 cam.m.w:w fishery p 

Isl::md. Alnska. rare for softshell 
('?) Tne 45l1i: lower recovery -all 
- - rdsh II crabs may have been pam y 

crabs than tor ha e . rtali but 
. . "0 b a loss or tu-mduced rna ry:. 
miluenc.. y tag b r ~ to be relativelY romor
these influences were e lev . ~ rtal-
Furthermore. our conclusions about ?andlm~ mo 
• Co frs'nell --&"5 are quite conSIstent With other 
ltV tor so. ...l<l.U 

Dune:eness ~rnb studi~s. .' r to be 
(--) uardshe!l Cr:10 ~"Urvtval does not appen I 

j ".. 6 . d 'no-thecoO 
affected bv :::xposure to airup to 0 min un = d 

• • ° eli' s that we eneounrere 0ana overe:!!! or ramy con tIon _ 
off Kodiak Island while [;lggin~, Sump Ie SIze was to~ 
small to test the effects of different expos~res 0 

• h II - .... ·os ..... d no conclusions were possible. 
<:OTtS e \;.... ...... dr d 
'00 (..+) In commercial fisheries severe. han mg ~ 
mi.tlticle recaowres will incre:l.Se bandItng Stress and 
llSsociated m~n::'ui[Y of softsheU crabs beyond rh:l£ 
indic:lted bv our study. in whieh crabs were handled 
only oncr: :md with great C:l1"e. 

RECOl\.LVlE.'\j1)A TIO~S 

price paid Fe:- pc:.:nc.. 
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NDre; MOSt ofd1e smdia included in Mis sununary trdlize:a SlMdatd shell cor.ditioat8ftJcina S)'stem (included 
. below) whfch <:w&ifles orab as Stage 1, 2 or 3 widl inlennediate grIldes \Vi1:bin sra",ees. Smp 3 c'1b art "YCf'! soft. 
und Stage 2 crab I11'e samcwhat soft. Lace SCac."'1J l (2-I) crab !Ddt mblimmn !epl ~cm; :W rmntian aDd ~ 
ana Stage I ctIlb hive hard *"8 aDd oprinlal meat yield. 

IntrOduction.; 

ResultS from the studies ~ below inciicmte that soft shelled cab are subjet:t to 
significtmt mortality from CQpture and handling. This morr.al1ty "'"as observed during 
experiments in which cmb were handled more carefully dum during ~"P.ical fistJi.ng. Handling 
mcm1lity rates for smge '2 and/or stage:; crab .ranged from S to ..;: pereent.. with moSt estimates 
from 18% to 30%. often from just one hal'%dling. 

EKpemnents simulating the non:oal OCC1J.1'l'8nc8 of soft crab bitting the deck (Si% mortality) or 
the wAter (8.9% mortaUty) shows how easily and quickly soft em]) can be Idlled by mechanic:31 
shock injury during typic:1l tislting operations. The e.'q7erime:ltS :lIse simulated ~'Pica1 injuries:c 
soft shell crab by breaking legs and. claws (42.2%). and by pinching shells (6.~'O mortalitY). n~ 

. impacts cfleg and claw loss (up to 38% mctraIi1:y) were also evaluated. The smdies show that 
soa shell cmb are A-ugile and. con be Idlled by 11 variety ofinjuzy types. These injuries occur 
when crab inter3ct with =ch other within pots on the bottOm :md dur".ng normal timg 
openuJons when crab are sorted. Th~ stuclics document impacts to Iegnl si2e male cmb. but 
similar types of impacts are expected to sub-legal and female crab. 

The cannibalism study (6.8% mortality) and all the ObSer.--anODS of cannibalism. :ma broken 
pieces of ca.mpace wirhin pots indicate that camUbalismof soft shell mb does Qccur~ 

.Revie~ ofavailable literaluf'.Qn soft shell nunienes§ crab mprtality; 

Fred C. Cleaver. 1947 

Cleav«: con~u~ a ~~g study in c9UW Washington waters which indicated crab are killed 
by relatively mu20r inJ~es. Loss. of a shlsle leg lowered survival 6.~1.! II. sina1e claw, 19%: tv.'o 
legs. 35.3%; one leg and one claw, 37.8%. . - . 

Fred C. Cleaver .. 1949 
CI~et tagged over 9.~O crab in coastal Washington waters between December. 1946 and 
Apnl, 1948. ~e C?mrDctcial ~ was sampled intensively and 4~865 fags \1Ir-e1:e recovered. 
Tag return data mdicated that survival of "new soft shell" and "new slighdv sotr crab was 
reduced by 68.'0/0 and 8.1%, respectively, compared to "newhardsheUtt c~b. 
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Kenneth D. "'"alqron .. 1958 , . ., 
Sampling .. vas conducted. from November 1941 tbroll!h Jcmumy 1950 usmg ~ommerclal crao 
geflt and methods, 6,249 crib were gmc1ed" tagged, and teleased. Tags \\'ere ~ by fishers 
and buyers. . 

Waldron tagged 3,'}.75 stage 1 cmb and 817 stage 2 emb in coasraI Omgon ",,-ateIs. Tags from 
40% (1.31 S) of the stage 1 crab~ and 20.4% of the (167) of stage tWO ~ we:e recovered. !lle ~ 
ovem11 di£ference in recovery was 19.8%. A cm square teSt indiQted that the reduced sUl'vl"-a.l ~! 
stage 2 crab WWii sign;ficmt for all sensons and areas tested. 

Waldron also tagged 1.097 stage 1 crab and 1.06Q smge': cmb from rour Oregon bays .. T~gs . 
from 38% ( .. 14) of me smge 1 crab and 25% (265) oime stage 2:mb were recO\"ered. indu::~nng 
i 13% reduction in stnge 2 survival. Chi square tes~ \\r'ers net condue~d for !hese data. 

Waldron also noted observations of cannibalism within pots 3lld !n holdirig TJmks. partiC'Jlarly 
when crab were molting. 

Herb Tegelberg- 1910 . . 
Sampling was conducted in coastDJ Washington ~-ate:S uiang c:omme:dal fisbers and ge:!l". Cr:J.t 
were graded into stages 1, 2, and J, tagged with Peterson disks. and separ:tred by stage into UU"..k.s. 
Crab were then placed in replicate pots (separated. by stage) and earefully lowered to the bottom 
in 3 EO 7 fiuhoms of wAter in. the same location where they hl1d be:n =.ught. E.~eriments were 
condu'teci to test the effects of time and successive fumdling on morWi~·. Escape rings and 
entrance nmnels were wired shut in all pots. . The first eXperiment was designed. to test mortalir.-" 
effects rela.ted. to the number of crab p41ced. in holding pots, so that approprillte sample size could 
be detezmined. Crab ",,-ere divided into hardshell and "soft shell" treatments: the ~ft sh~Ils W~:: 
a mixture of stage 2 and 3 crab. About 10% of the soft shell em died after t\"I"O davs. 15% died 
mer four clays. and. 25% were dead der seven days. Hardshell morWi~ '\lI;a5 less than :!% after 
t"k-o to four days. There was no indication that mortality was related to density and. a sample size 
of 2S crab per pot was chosen for subsequent experiments. 

The second experiment tested whether mortality was a function of tim~ additional handlina or 
.both. Triplicate lots oilS soft shells (again including some Stage 2 emb) \\--ere held l days ~. 
(handled once). 4 days (handled 1 VS. 2 times)t and 6 days (handled 1 VS. 2 VS. ~ times). III all 
cnses, for comparable holdinB ;eriods9 additional handlino- caused higher mo:rralirv. Total 
~onality was higher than in the first experiment. MOrtalivofuntagged crab ranied from 15% 
(. days, bandIed once) to 33% (6 ciaysu handled 3 times), and trom 23% (2 daYs handled one:) to 
41 % (6 days, handled:; times) for tagged crab. . ... p • 

The third ,."'periment compared mortality ot'tagged and Wltagged stage 1, 2, and 3 crab after..J. 
days of holding in pots. 41Stage 3'· crab were a mixture of stage 2 and stage 3. Mortality of 
"stage J" unmsged crab averaged 16% compared to 4% for the UDtagged smge 1 and 2 crab afte; 
foW'days. Mortality of tagged cro.b was about 9% for Stage 1 crab. 18% far stage :l .. and 2:3% for 
"stage 3". Four lots ofuntagged".stage 3" crab suffered Si% mortality after beiDg individually 
dropped to the creek of the vessel. . 
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Soa Petemm. disk mg loss -ons smge 3 cmb -0." observed and the probable bias of 
d.iffereD.timl tag loss in previous SltUdfa was noted. However. Teselberg used approximmely 
2,100 cmb in expiriments td"SLUdy mortality ftom. handling dmt ~'OUld. be nmrly 1ypi=.1 of 
commetCial fishing. He concluded that cIiscard. (mmo'VeCl firom pots aDd !brown overboarci) 

. mortality is significant and causes direct loss of~ crab momce ~on iffishing is . 
permitted. cluring moldng periods. He also noted mdmce of canmbaWm within the wirsd shut 
pots from soft crab pmyiDg on each other sofe crab. Oftm only pieces of ~ ~-e:e :ill that 
remained otcmmibali2ad cmb. 

Herb TegelbM? 1m 
Additional ~enm were conducted to ~ morml.it:}" ftom ~ izJjur..es 313d 
treatments. A mi."ttUre ofhard and soi\ (Slap 3) crab we:c pl3t:ed in pots to ~ eazmibalism 
effects. Mortality was 6.8% for soft crab and 0.0% for hard mh. SOft ~ "'''ere lhro17\o'D. into a 
30 gallon box of water all ~ck to simulate being thrown from the boat during normal ~ 
opmtions. Morrmity of tMse crab was 8.9010. ,AnOther group of stage 2 emd stage :; c..-ab were 
subjected to a "arieTiY of'i1'\iUries. The r~ veaaaI edge oime ~ ~'3S crushed '\\rim 
nadIa nose plim's to simulate being pinched by another cab; morraIity was JUSt 6. i%. ,One claw 
or one of the first waIkin~ legs was broken to simulate tYPical izVu:ries c:wsed when ct:lb 3fe 
removed fiom. traps; morta1i~ was 4l.10/0. T egeJberg again noteS that st3p .3 crab we.."e difficult 
to obmin for this experiment Mel a number of the "'.stage 3" cmb \\"ele :lctUally stage : ambo 
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The hUensiw nattAi'e of the Puget Sound tisheIy le:lds to many legal and ~pl crab bemg , 
ca.ught. handled.. and released severa! times before rhey grow bani or Iarp enough to be legally. 
teWned. The Cumulative impacts of trapping! hat1dling and discard. may ib.r e."Cceed the low !!1C1. 
fthe mormIitY ~aMS derived from experimental nsm"g. rlSheries operating during the mOJ't 

~il'" kill 25% to 35% af the erab they catch that are subjected to c:mmu badling R.ough 
hmcllin~ incluc1mg dropping crab on deek. du'owing qab into me water. am! loss of severn! 
I'lJ'pendages. will incre:sse the mormlity rate. 

The Stlm1 and Tribes c:wrently close their pot fisheries duriDg primazy molt periods to avoid these 
imparptS. The impact of'harvesting cmb during soft shell periods llSini non-pot gear has 
Ll'Uditio1'laUy been cOrlSidered 'Gacc::epmble"". The popu.lat :ecl=atiOllaJ non-pot fishery ineludes 
lmrvest using ring ~ets or stDr ttaps fished !tom boats Of dow. using dip nets fiom boars or _ 
while wading, and using SCUBA sar. A recrmt 5W'III1'UUY of data c:oll=ted by emorcement star 
durin! a portion oCtile spring 2000 cntb molt period m norm sd ~ Puget Sound found tl2aI 
nearly hll£(137 of'2M) the crab retained by recreational fishel'S were soft shelled. and illegal to 
possess. The majori~ of these ~ were oaug1tt usmg ring nets or srar trapS. and some were 
harvested by waders and SCUBA. diVer!. The high rate ofrec:eationalnoneeomplimce md. 
associated resource impscrs raises serious concems. Additionallv. some tribal crab fishery 
m&1'!8gelS lmve recently suggested that they willlnitime a.Dew co~ial riD2l2E!t fishen.: if me 
State ccmtin.Ue5 to allow harvest by non .. po! gear durb:!g molt periods. - .. 

The legal definition oia. soft shelled crab {lS •• .mell fle.us with digital ~j is subje;;tive., 
difficult 00 enforce, and controversial within the court system. The combination of the subjective 
rule and the opportanity to fish ciuting rmgOf crab molt periods Jeids to dDinte:1ded violations :md 
erodes relations between WDPWand stakeholders.. !uibrcen:umt staff'm:e ~v ' 
uncomfortable with their responsibility to Gmforce a. ~OZ1 that often is Dot upheld in court. 

Crab harvest using either ring net/star traps or pots involves ttapplng of crab on the sea bottom. 
U.fting traps, catch sorting, and ciiscmd of crab which are ~ small. me so~ or female. Crab 
txapped within the confines of pot gear may be mere likely to uvure or cmm.ibalize each other 
before they are handleci. However, the research suggestS that most fishins morraJity, impacts are 
the r=suIt ofbJmdling tather thm1 c;umibalism. Fishers using ring nets catch aDd lumdle fAr more 
crab per trap check and use shorter InterVals (15 minutes to an how or two) bet\1\o'ee1l checks. 
Most ring nets are ccmst1'Ucted of soft mesh mmerial which frequeBtly entangles crab, and 
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entaugled cmb ani more likely to be injured when removed fiom dle gear. Smt and tribal c::ab 
managers believe that Bsllf!1g with ring netS or star traps cIm:irsg soft sheD pe:iods is likely to kill 
more crab than fisbing with pots. . 

. Fishing induced mortaiif:)" of soft shell crab, and *=tiOIl of soft sheU crab is afoxm ofv;as\3ie 
that has allocation c:om1equences. It is clear that soft sheH harvest l1~-ely a:f&cts zesource 
yield.. and impacts to the repxoductive .capacity of arab l'opulatiOtlS aze.likely. The amount of 
wastage by fisheries operating during soft shell periods carmot be ~ without mirly 
elabomm tmd expensive studies~ but responsible mamtgemeDt deman4g a. good fai1h effort oy 3ll 
parties to minimize it. .uuttal dim:ussioilS with ~ ofPuget Sound t:=ltY tribes 
indicate a willingness to elimiuate tribal ring net tlshiug dtuiDg molt periods. 

Recreational crab fishery harvest shares have declined m most a.re:JS.. primarily due to im:rea.sed 
sammet' time tribal fisbing pmswmt to the Rat"eedie <iec:ision. New coop~"e smteitribal \'Io-ork 
to Better define regional molt timi.ug d1fterences has detmmh1ed. that c:mb in cem:r:d Puget ~l!ncl 
~ molt dUriD8 the winter. This new infoJmation bas been used to eStablish De~ oppommit;: :0 
bsrvest M.rd $hell crab during {ozmerly closed spring months. rae impact of closing ring net 
fishing during winter months would be these areas will be relariveIy small. In D!U9 like 1101"',h 
Puget Sound, where aab molt during the spriq me impact would be ~ter. The molt cycle ir. 
Hood. Conal. the Strait of Juan de F~ aml other ar=s is poorly understood but is currently 
beinlstudied. 

Cwrem rec::eo.tional c,",h statistics do not include a sepmte estimate ofl'ini net carch during 
molt clos1.1te periods but it may be Significant in some aRaS. The recentlv iJ:Utiared crab =,1: 
record c:lU'4 PfOgmm ~ designe~ t~ produce admare for all months.. .-. mel g=r types but 
results me not yet a'Y~~le. It 15 fm:umbent upon ~ to ",-oric Ylitb stakeholders to iaenn.."}. 
~ ~~ provmons that could help to replace .tae :potemmlloss otrhe mn-pol: nshet:-" 
during molt penods. It shoUld. &Iso be noted that etiminatiag mormlity ~used bv allowing 
~ du.ting.soft sheil periods Will increase leSOU1'Ce abundance and o~ for all 
te.Cleanona19 commercial, anel tribal fishers. - • 

I:us~: 

DiSCUSSions will be held with the Puget Sotmd Cmb AdvisolV Group and other 
stakeholders to discuss the concems outlined above • -

Additioz:aI disc~sions WIll be held as needed with tn:aty 1ribe managers tD develop
StatelTribal agreements to close alI Bsheries during primary molt periods. 

A regulation proposal based on the OUfCome oithese discussions will be advaDc~ for 
broader public and WOFW Commission. review. 
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AppCtl.dix: 

~ ShtJl Cpnditicm DeScription 

3-1 

2-1 

Newly molted .; The Cc'Coske!etoD. feels like pat'Chmem. is ven." pliable aDd can 'be e::ssily 
deformed without breaking. Endocuticle minemli2ation has begun. 

Reeently mplted - The entire exoskeletOn has begun to bmdeu but can Still be ea!i1y 
deformed. The dorsal side of the cnpacc will bend or crolSh =de:' Ii!.ht pressure .. 

Earlv intermedfpte phase - This is themam period of tissue gxowth. The dorsal sutface of 
the CtJmp8Ce continues to harden and iI mw omy :dela"ble ~ the poSterior. left and .ri.ght 
margins. The anterior ventral edge of the campace and ~er segment oime iUs: waDdng 
leg are very flexible but will rea.dily spring back into mape after pressure bas bt:=n 
applied. 

t:ue iswmed1ate Dbase - Tissue growth continues. The corsaJ side of the =mpate is 
now hard. There is little to no flex left in zhB poste:ior dorsal edge of the ~ace. 1'he 
anterior vemtm! edge of the campace md upper segme.'lI oftbe first ~'I11Idng leg are aotO 

yet firm. Additional tissue growth mel ~ticle mi!2er.'2li2:uion are needed to iizm the 
exoskeleton at thue point's. 

New h-ard sheJI S!ge .. The entire e1Coske1etcm is now rigid 41lCl tissue growth.. for The moSt 
PQ1't. is complete. The carapace fs light gray [0 ran md SUCDcms little or DO ~ifa.una1 8fOwth.. 0 M.. 

.L!ue Fa shell stgf; ~ 'The anterior ventral edge of tile ear.:lpace and upper segment of the 
first wa.lkmg 1eg are now firm when modemre ,Prama is appJied. The color oftbe entire 
exoskeleton is b~g to do.rken and the crab is in PWu'quality for ~ 

O. 

Pm=mo1t .1 -!'he color at'the vem:ra! ~e oftbe exoskeleton is now darkvellow ~ 
brown. The crab may show signs of age; i.t. the e:coskelitoD mav be damaged md maY 
support sessile epifi.wna and may be startmg m separate at the ~ sunn. ~ 
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An Educated and Experienced Description of the Life cycle of a Dungeness Crab* or 
Why They Should Not Be Fished in the Summer 

When I first came to S. E. Alaska in the late 60's we pot fished Dungeness Crab and Spot 
Prawns all year 'round. There was no closed season for either like there was for Salmon that I seined 
only in the summer and fall with openings regulated by Fish and Game. As I gained experience I 
noticed that Dungeness Crab started showing soft shells around late February. Through the summer 
they all go through a soft shell stage. Around September to October they are hard shelled and full of 
meat. At this time they are in prime condition! That's the time to start fishing! 

I went before the Board of Fish in the early SO's and asked for a regulated Dungeness Crab 
fishery with an open season from Oct. 1 - Feb. 2Sth and a closed season from March 1 - Sept. 30. 
Petersburg fishermen at that meeting jumped up and said they didn't have a soft shell problem in their 
area. The Board gave us a winter fishery in Southern S. E. Areas 1 and 2 and gave the Petersburg 
fishermen a split summer - winter fishery in Northern S. E. I tried fishing crab in Northern S. E. one 
summer and found that the Petersburg fisherman who swore they had no soft shell problem, were not 
telling the truth. Half or 50% of the crab are soft shell. My wife chased down leads, made phone calls 
and wrote letters till she came up with the results of documented tests performed by the State of 
Washington Fish and Game and Kodiak Fish and Game on the mortality rate of handling soft shell 
Dungeness Crab. What it all boiled down to was if you handled a soft shell Dungeness Crab 5 times, 
no matter how carefully, he would die. The State of Washington Department of Fish could open the 
lucrative Dungeness fishery on their coast December 1 but typically the crab are not filled out enough 
until mid or late December, sometimes mid January. Why can't our S.E. Crab get that kind of 
protection? On the whole Pacific Coast of the North American continent including the Bering Sea, 
Northern S.E. is the only area fishing Dungeness Crab at the wrong time of the year. Granted the 
weather wouldn't be as nice, but we're supposed to be taking care of the resource not providing for the 
comfort of the fisherman. The fisherman can and should pick his weather. You take care of the 
resource, and it'll be around to take care of you into the future. Northern S.E. has a lot of habitat and a 
lot of crab, and I guess they can afford to kill a bunch. We don't have near the habitat in Areas 1 and 
2, and not near the crab. We have deeper fjords and fewer estuaries. I know if the Northern district 
waited until October to fish it would be not just a biologically healthy decision but an economically 
sound decision. Every crab would be sellable and at full weight. When crab are soft shell they have 
very little meat since they starve themselves so their shells are nearly empty. They grow a soft, 
papery shell underneath their hard outer shell and start pumping their hard shell full of water until 
finally they hydraulically split the shell across the carapace, back out with their new soft shell and 
scurry off to hide out. When their new shell is strong enough to support them, they can start foraging 
for food and start building their weight back up. Their new shell is 1/2" to 1" bigger than the old, so it is 
also the male's growth time. The males have to be a regulation size of at least 6 "Y2" in order to keep. 
Meanwhile when the female goes through the soft shell molt, the cluster of eggs clinging to her belly 
hatch and swim off as Dungeness Crab larvae. While she is in her new soft shell the male crab 
fertilizes her, so she is set carrying the next summers hatch. The summer is the most important time in 
the life cycle of a Dungeness Crab. They moult, mate, hatch, grow and start next years brood. 

S.E. Department of Fish and Game agrees with me. They would prefer a fall and winter fishery. 
But now Petersburg is trying to regulate Southern S. E. Areas 1 and 2 in the same unhealthy manner 
used in Northern S. E. The crab in Areas 1 and 2 can't stand that pressure. There's not that much 
crab down here. They tried a summer fishery here one time since I closed it. I went before the Board 
of Fish the next year with affidavits from the three local processors who asked that this area not be 
opened again. They claimed Tongass Narrows was full of dead and dying soft shell crab floating away 
from the plants. The proposal to open the fishery in Areas 1 and 2 in summer was voted down. It 
failed and Areas 1 and 2 were protected and safe again! We went back to a winter fishery. 
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The Board of Fish and Petersburg Fishermen claim our information is out of date. That's like 
saying the law of gravity is out of date. The Department of Fish and Game has done no recent testing 
and the Board of Fish has obtained no new information to verify the sustainability of a fishery in Areas 
1 and 2. How can the Board ignore Ketchikan Advisory Board's 'NO' vote on a summer fishery here, 
Fish and Game's preference for a fall-winter fishery, and precedent set by all the crab fisheries up and 
down the Pacific Coast clear into the Bering Sea that allow no fishing during soft shell season based 
on scientific proof that if a soft shell crab is handled 5 times, he's dead. How can they ignore all that? 

I wasn't at this January's meetings. I was recuperating from a new knee operation. I was told by 
people who were there that towards the end of the meeting that most of the interested people had 
headed out. John Jensen, Chairman of the Board called a recess. John is a Dungeness fisherman, 
so couldn't vote. But he can talk and he has been a big backer of opening Areas 1 and 2 to a summer 
fishery. After a vote of 3 to 3 to keep Areas 1 and 2 closed, they came back from a lengthy recess, 
reconsidered the proposal and voted to open Areas 1 and 2 to a summer fishery with a vote of 5 to 1. 
Sounds unethical to me! 

Larry Painter 
40 year Ketchikan Resident 

*1 fished year round from the Columbia River to Kodiak Island for 59 years. 
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June 1,2009 

Re: 2009 Area 1 and Area 2 Summer Dungeness Crab Fishery 

To whom it may concern: 

I am sending this enclosed information regarding the Board of Fisheries recent decision 
to open the Dungeness Crab Fishery in Southern SE Alaska this summer. I feel this area 
should not be opened to commercial crab fishing during the summer months and when 
the crab are at their most vulnerable - when they are molting, mating, growing and 
hatching larvae for the next season. 
I appeal to your desire to protect and sustain this species and your public oath to honor 
the tenets of our Alaska Constitution, to wit: 

"Fish, forests, wildlife, grasslands and all other replenishable resources belonging to the 
state shall be utilized, developed and maintained on the sustained yield principle ........ " 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Larry Painter 
PO Box 6181 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 
907-225-5279 
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February 5, 2006 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Alaska Board of Fisheries 
Juneau, Alaska 99802 

Larry Painter 
F N Wendy Anne 
P.O. Box 6181 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 

Re: Opposition to Proposals #278 and #280 Southeast and Yakutat Meeting 
February 20-26, 2006, Ketchikan, Alaska 

To all Members: 

I am sending you my written testimony opposing both these proposals submitted under 
the title 'Dungeness Fishing Season in Registration Area A.' Each seeks to open the 
Areas 1 and 2 in Southern SE from July 15 to August 15; areas that are now closed until 
October l. 
The basis for my opinion is summarized here and expounded upon in the following 
pages. 

• Biology 
We need to avoid fishing crab at the wrong time of the year, in the summer: a time 
when they are molting, mating and growing; the time of year when they are soft, and 
subject to high rates of mortality due to handling. (Please see enclosed abstract of 
scientific studies re: mortality of soft shell crab.) 

• Habitat 
We need to understand that the population of crab is smaller here and there is a major 
difference between habitats in northern SE and southern SE. Here in Areas 1 & 2, we 
have deep fjords and crab is scattered in small pockets, at mouths of creeks and 
rivers, not on wide flats like Stikine and Duncan. 

• Market 
The fishery should be conducted in the fall and the winter when the crab is hard, full 
and heavy, unlike during the summer, when they are soft and light. This would make 
for a better, more consistent and more desirable product. 

• Allocation 
Currently there are no gear conflicts in Area 1 and 2. All groups(sports, subsistence 
and commercial fishermen) cohabitate symbiotically with no effort to set aside areas 
for the exclusive use by one faction. (a situation that is becoming more and more 
predominate in other areas of SE. 

• Amendment to #280: 
Open all areas at same time, but in the winter - Octl to Feb 28. 
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I feel compelled to present my testimony initially in a written format, as there is no way 
that I can address the serious nature of these proposals in the 5-minutes I am allowed for 
an oral presentation. I have been before the Board several times defending the fall and 
winter season in Areas 1 and 2. Always my argument has been based mainly on 
biological reasons and the importance of maintaining a healthy resource. This year I will 
again pound on that drum for the sake of those who have not heard my reasons. But this 
year, I also have a few more irons to throw in the fIre to support the winter fIshery and 
summer closure. I hope that you will give this issue some serious thought as it addresses 
the health and longevity of the Dungeness fIshery in S. E. Alaska. 

Proposal 278 comes from the Wrangle Advisory Committee. They state that Area 1 and 2 
are under harvested. Area's 1 and 2 are not and never have been under harvested. The 
harvest here is fairly constant and the stock healthy. It is not proportionately as large an 
area as northern S.E. because we don't have the same kinds of and range of grounds. We 
are dealing with deep water fjords and the crab populations are scattered at various creek 
mouths and some river entrances, nothing like the vast flats and miles of habitat in 
northern SE. Two years ago, before the price of fuel discouraged the influx of many boats 
from Wrangell and Petersburg, the story I heard from many of the northern guys was that 
they were really disappointed at the lack of crab. Their fIrst picks were fair; the second 
picks produced half the amount; and the third picks were very poor. There just isn't the 
abundance of crab here to accommodate a large aggressive fleet. I repeat, Area 1 and 2 
are definitely not under harvested! 

Proposal 280 from Albig,.Morin states that there is no biological reason for a summer 
closure in Area 1 and 2. Back in the days when we didn't have seasons and fIshed year
round, I fIshed Area 1 by myself. It took me about 6 months oftaking the cream off the 
top and leap-frogging on to cover all of the area from the border of Area 2 to the 
Canadian border. By the end of 6 months, I was out of grounds and the crab was starting 
to get soft at the end of February. So it was time to give to them a rest and let them go 
through their molting, hatching, mating and growing season, which I point out, 
happens during the spring and summer months. By late September, the crab were 
looking good again, and by October we were again able to fIsh on crab that had a hard 
shell and were heavy with meat. I took these facts before the Board ofFish originally and 
got the summer closure to protect the crab during this critical time of their annual cycle. 
When we established this season for Areas 1 and 2, the Dungeness fIshermen from 
northern SE said that they didn't have a soft shell problem, so the Board let the northern 
area have a split season, June 15 thru August 15 and again from October 1 thru 
November 30. Four years ago I traveled to northern SE to participate in the summer crab 
fishery- for the first time. I fished that season for the next three years and I lear,ned one 
thing for sure. When I put the summer closure on Areas 1 and 2, I had been right and the 
northern fIshermen, who stated they had no soft shell problem, were telling a blatant lie. 
The crab stock in northern SE does have a tremendous percentage of soft shell at that 
time of the year. The first couple of picks you can pick out a reasonable amount of hard 
crab. After that, your pots come up looking good (i.e., full of crab) but when you can only 
keep 2 or 3 out of a pot of 15 to 25, that's not so good. Studies done in Washington 
indicate that if you handle a soft shell crab 4 times, no matter how carefully, he's history. 
Cracked shells, damaged appendages and trauma insure a dead crab. Most of the crab 
gets sorted 
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out and thrown back on the grounds but they are still dead after a certain amount of 
handling. And there is always the inexperienced or greedy crew that brings soft shell into 
the processor in hopes they'll slip by. These get sorted out and dumped back on the boat; 
and it's a pretty awful site to see this dead, dying and mangled crab taken out to be 
dumped. I remember one boat that pulled away from the processor about 3 years ago 
with, if! remember correctly, 43,000 pounds of soft shells. Washington State postpones 
their fishery until the crab is hard. Some years they start on time, December 15, and some 
years a month or more late. Northern SE is the only Dungeness fishery on the west 
coast of North America that is fished during the wrong time of the year. 
One board offish cycle many years ago, I wasn't around to defend the summer closure 
down here and the fishermen from northern SE got it opened. Silver Lining, now Trident, 
and the two other local processors bought the crab, and it was a disaster. I went before the 
Board the next year with affidavits from all three processors asking to please leave this 
area closed in the summer. They claimed that boat loads of soft-shelled dead and dying 
dungies, were dumped and they didn't want to be involved in that again. Thankfully, the 
Board re-instated our summer closure. 
And now to throw those other irons on the fire that I think would support the summer 
closure in Areas 1 and 2. 
First, we currently have very little trouble with the locals wanting areas set aside for their 
exclusive use, mainly because we don't have the gear conflicts here. The sportsman, 
charter boat operators and subsistence fishermen don't have to deal with a mess of 
commercial pots every place there are a few crab; and we commercial fishermen don't 
have to deal with our gear being fooled with in the fall and winter except for the 
occasional hungry hunter. We have avoided this gear conflict that has become endemic 
around other towns in SE Alaska. 
Second, the tourist industry is very extensively developed in this area, with excursions 
and tours of all sorts. There is a lodge in George Inlet that has one of the more popular 
tours in Ketchikan. They take boatloads of cruise ship passengers to a bay up the Inlet 
and pick several crab pots. They remove the crab and carefully return these to the water, 
but during that effort they inform and instruct their guests about the lifecycle of the 
Dungeness and commercial procedures for harvesting the crab. They return to the lodge 
where they have a crab feed of frozen Dungeness purchased from elsewhere. This venture 
and others, kayak concerns, lund skiff tours etc. would have a difficult time conducting 
business if these waters were inundated with crab boats and crab buoys. I suspect also, 
that before long, there would be a hue and cry to close George Inlet, Carroll Inlet, Thome 
Arm and to the west of Ketchikan, Helm Bay and Traitors Cove, by not only the tour and 
charter boat operators, but by the local residents. At this point in time, we all 
symbiotically coexist here with very little dissension; and there is very little demand to 
allocate areas to one group or another exclusive, because we operate at different seasons 
of the year. 
And finally, we have Misty Fjords National Park to consider. If you start dumping a 
bunch of dungie pots back in Behm Canal, which is heavily advertised as a traveler's 
destination, we'll create another situation akin to Glacier Bay. Ifwe fish this area in the 
summer, at the height of the tourist season, we will compete and ultimately conflict. We 
lost a hell of a fishing area to Glacier Bay National Park and displaced a lot of boats. It 
would be foolish to invite problems here where none exist now. 
I strongly recommend: Fish in the fall and winter; out of sight and out of mind; 
when the crab are hard and full. Keep Areas 1 and 2 closed in the summer. 
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And now that I have your attention, I recommend we close all other areas in SE in 
the summer also. 
Proposal 280 also states that Areas 1 and 2 should have the same opening and closing 
dates as northern SE. When those northern boats move in on Areas 1 and 2, it does cause 
a hardship on the crab and fishermen. If all of SE had the same season, it would give 
everyone room to spread out and would relieve the pressure on some heavily fished areas. 
I agree with the concept but not the dates. And so, I would like to make an amendment to 
proposal 280 and agree to have all of SE fish on the same opening and closing dates, but 
make those dates October 1 thru February 28, when the crab are in their prime marketable 
state- hard and full. The northern fishermen will squeal about this but I am sure, after one 
season, they would be smiling. The price wouldn't drop until the crab fishery begins in 
Washington State. We catch the bulk of our crab in the first 4 to 6 weeks and that would 
be before the lower 48 opens. Plus, we wouldn't be killing crab of the future by handling 
soft shell crab. Ask any of the biologists, from Tim Koeneman on, and I'm sure the 
will all agree - we're opening northern SE to crab fishing at exactly the wrong time 
of the year. 

I'm sorry this took so much of your time. I'm tired of having to defend my position and 
protect this resource. I'm sure you're tired of hearing from me. But there is' a right way to 
resolve these issues and have a healthier fishery. I hope you see it that way too. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Respectfully" 
.I) ?t' . """7'~ .". ..... .~""f .... . './ , .... CUVl<f .. .) ,;v .it 

' .. ' Larry ¥ainter U l '""'"'. 
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KTNAC 
I(ETCIllKAN ADVISORY COIv.Il\1ITTEE TO ADF&G 

REGULAR :rv.IEETING 
Wednesday May 13, 2009 - 6PM 

AGENDA 

* * TELECONFERENCE NUB1vIER 1-800-504-8071 CODE 4654046** 

Call to Order and establish quorum (8) 
Introductions/roll.caIVsign In page ... 
Amendments to Agenda (for discussion only) (to be placed on next agenda) 
Approve meeting agenda 
Approve past meeting minutes - March 4, 2009 and May 4, 2009. 

Reports: 

Chairman's report-

ADF&G-

Others -

Public comment: 

Unfinished business items -
a) AC Emergency Closure process for Dungenes5 in District 1 & 2 
b) HATS??? 
c) State Meeting 2010, electric reels 
d) Game issues. Meeting wilt be in KTN fall 2010 
e) Sport fish punch card system for next SE 2011 board cycle 
f) Dogfish fishery on the books for next SE 2011 board cycle 

New business
a) 
b) 
c) 

Set next meeting date 

Adjourn 
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Ketchikan Advisory Committee Meeting - 5 .. 13-09 

Roll 
Member Name Call 

1 Anderson, W 
2 Bezenek, Clay 
3 Castle, Dan 
4 Denny, Charles 
5 FranuloYich, R 
6 lacroix, Steve 
7 Maiorlello, Art 
8 McQuarrie, Mac 
9 Painter, Larry 
10 Chair Scoblic, John 
11 Vice. Sianaker, Clay 
12 Sec. Sullivan, Kate 
13 Wedekind, Jeff 
14 Welk, Derell 
15 Westlund, Don 
ALT. Moyer, Mike 
ALT. Coltins, Rick 
ALT. Ranniger, Todd 

Vote 
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Ketchikan Regional Advisory Committee to ADF&G 
Meeting Minutes for May 13, 2009 
Roll Call: John Scoblic, Woody Anderson (5 min late), Clay Benzenek, Rudy 
Franulovich, Art Maioriello, Mac McQuarrie (online), Larry Painter, Jeff Wedekind, 
Donald Westlund, Mike Moyer 

Meeting called to order at 6:05pm and quorum was established with 9 members present 
Meeting agenda, motion to accept Agenda is moved and seconded. Motion passes 10-
O. 
Past meeting minutes, March 4,2009 and May 4, 2009 approved. Motion passes 10-0. 

Reports: 
Chairmanw Looking for new information applying to the Crab Fishery. 
ADF&G- no formal report but Scott Kelley is there to answer management questions 
about Dungeness crab. 

Public comment: 
Ronald Leighton (representing Oranized Village of Kassan, chair for customary & 
traditional use committee)- comments~ Prior to the Board of Fish meeting they were 
unaware that the summer fishery was going to take pJace. Mentions statute AS 
16.05.258 and comments on past fisheries that were ignored before closure in districts 
1 & 2 in. Mentions that customary & traditional use cannot compete with commercial 
fleet and will not have enough time to reach the level they want because they do not 
partiCipate in gathering during commercial harvest due to lost and damaged goods. 
Believes a fishery would damage customary & traditional gathering of crab and damage 
the fishery of crab for all users/consumers including the commercial industry as it did in 
the past. 

Franulovich- ? to Scott Kelley- Is there a record of what has been caught in OVK? 

Kelley- Board of Fisheries has addressed customary & traditional use in Southeast, and 
there are two specifically nonsubsistence areas in Southeast, around Ketchikan and 
Juneau. Commercial division does not track subsistence or personal use harvest in 
any detailed fashion. They are monitored by household surveys. 

Leighton- Mentioned that he had no knowledge of any recent surveys in OVK of 
customary & traditional usage of shellfish or salmon. Talked to Joe Stratmen who also 
had no knowledge of recent surveys and mentioned that Kassan Bay/area would 
probably be targeted by commercial fleet. They are sending a resolution to the 
appropriate party to be reviewed. 

Painter~ ? to Scott Kelley- How can a new fishery be declared in an area that was 
declared not a good summer fishery because of soft shell without data and tests? The 
reason he has fought to keep it closed is because he knows they're all soft shells here 
then. He comments on the difference in habitat from the vast flats up north, to the lack 
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of habitat here and the mortality of the crab. Doesn't understand how it can be turned 
around with out data. 

Scott Kelley- During the board of fish process anyone can submit proposals. This 
particular proposal has been before the board numerous times in the past 20 years. 
The department of Commercial fisheries division has come out in opposition to the 
summer fishery and the general basis for that is the soft-shell handling. The board of 
fisheries has the wherewithal to factor in other socioeconomic issues which is beyond 
the scope of what the department of fish and game is charged with. Commercial Fish 
division provides biological information which was throughly discussed. The board 
chose to take a management approach, seasons, which they did. Just because the 
Department of Fish and Game comes out in opposition to various proposals, doesn't 
mean that the board is bound make a decision accordingly. 

Conversation continued between Painter and Kelley - about the issue of soft-shells in 
the summer season 

KelJey- mentions alf time record harvest of 7.3 mil pounds in '02-'03 season, and a 
second highest of 5.4 mil pounds last season in these districts. Despite fishing during a 
summer season when there are soft-shell crabs being handled, the yields from the 
northern stocks have been very good. That information gives some comfort knowing we 
can have summer fisheries in other areas, and they are sustainable. 

Conversation between Gossman and Leighton (who had talked with Joe Stratmen)
They discussed whether or not anyone know just how many pots would be dropped in 
OVK area during the summer fishery. No one was sure, but the permit that are held in 
SE, if everyone was to fish those beds, it would be near 50 thousand pots. 

Gossman- Mentions that they're looking for something new, and that what Leighton 
mentioned about the Customary & Traditional use hasn't had their opportunity this time 
to address the issue. When the board expands a fishery they need to address the issue 
with those of customary & traditional use. Comments that during the last board meeting 
the issue of minimal habitat in SE was not addressed, and proceedings assumed SE 
has the same kind of numbers of crab that are up north. The number of crabs in this 
area is not known, and for anyone to open a fishery without numbers is not a sustained 
yield. He questions the authority of the board, knowing that they are mandated by state 
law to do sustained yield. Basically the board is managing by doing fisheries~ He 
mentions that letting the fishermen determine wether the fish are there and count them 
as they catch them has ·been going on way too long. For the board to put out unfunded 
mandates and start a fishery when there are no biologists, no money, and no time is not 
right. He believes the whole process needs to be reassessed an that our limited habitat 
is going to take a severe hit by the efficient commercial fleet and no body knows what 
that hit will be. The challenge that we face right now is that nobody can tell us how 
many crab there are. 
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in the water along with the commercial fishermen he would vote for it. But mentions that 
the only groups that legally have a foot in the issue are the customary & traditional use 
harvesters. Believes we cannot have a double standard if they are using the mortality 
issue, then nobody should have a pot in the water. 

Maioriello- Comments that the crab have been disappearing, that there are no studies 
done in SE, and there are limited habitats here. His take on new data is that over the 
years the fishing license have increased in sales, there has been more people fishing, 
there's been eco-fisheries popping up left and right and if anything there has been more 
pressure in the area of people fishing crab than less pressure. If the Board is making 
the decision by determining that there is no new data to overturn the old 'data he sees 
opening the fisheries to be reckless, dangerous, and irresponsible. Around Kecthikan 
there are only a few areas to crab now. 

Wedekind- Mentions that there are other socioeconomic issues that need 10 be 
addressed, included in decreased numbers of crab near Ketchikan. There is no way to 
compete with commercial crabbers, there's no place to put a pot and sometimes it goes 
missing. Comments that personal use crabbers ought to have areas accessible for 
locals that commercial fleet is not allowed. 

Moyer- Comment on Benzenek's comment- Mentions differences between commercial 
and personal use and that one must take into account that the commercial fisher is 
looking for the most he can possibly get and killing 50% of the soft-shells and messing 
up the females is a big difference between a small pot and different handling of a 
personal user. 

Westlund - Comments that it is unfair that the Board took advantage of Ketchikan not 
being present to make comments for the 149 being brought back up. Sport users only 
take 1 % or less of crab, commercial fleet take the rest. Sport use would not be a 
detriment to the resource, but commercial use would be. 

Leighton- Mentions that residents of the West side of POW are going to the East side 
of POW to get crab in increasing numbers, because the sea otters on the west coast 
has depleted their crab numbers and ought to be taken into consideration that 
customary & traditional use consumers have increased quite heavily. 

John Beck (personal use)- Mentions lack of habitat and population of crab. Comments 
on what is common up north is not necessarily common in SE, some things just don't 
translate. Also personal use is not monitored, so how can Fish & Game say that 
personal use will not be affected? Personal users often invest a lot of money as well. 

Scott Kemp (owner of Saltery Lodge)- Mentions that he thinks the Board of Fisheries is 
dealing from both sides of the deck by lowering the sport catch from 5 to 3 crabs and 
allowing commercial fishing. One would think that the resources are low when seeing a 
reduption in catch from 5 to 3. 
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Painter- Comments on how important the summer season is to crab: molting, growing, 
mating and hatching. Thafs why the Deadliest Catch happens in the winter. We're 
supposed to look out for the critters so they'll always be around. 

Gossman- Mentions various socioeconomic changes that have taken place since the 
closure of the fishery, like the pulp mill closing, and Saxman used to be absorbed into 
Ketchikan. Comments on increased fishing, minimal habitat that hasn't been addressed 
and is not the same as up north. Personal use is limited and commercial fishing is not, 
they're taking as much as they can. There are a lot of changes and new information 
that needs to be addressed. 

Jeff Wedekind left the meeting at 7:00pm - still a quorum (9 members present) 

Unfinished Business: 
AC Emergency closure process for district 1 &2 

-in previous minutes motion made, moved and seconded to request a closure 
under the authority in 5 AAC97.010, based on soft-shell mortality rates that would occur 
in the commercial fishery that would occur from June 15-Aug15. The closed areas 
would be all of ADF&G districts 1 & 2. This closure would be based on ADF&G data 
and other scientific data that would be presented. 

-that motion carried 6 to 3 

Scoblic- Comments that the committee has essentially three options: instigate an AC 
emergency closure in the agenda. petitioning the board and petitioning the joint board. 

Westlund- Moves to continue with the emergency closure. 

Bezenek-Seconded 

Scoblic- Comments that it has been made clear to him that they must have new 
information and there is a very detailed process that must be followed. The first step is 
happening now. the posted meeting to address this specific issue. Then petition the 
commissioner to hear the request based on the decision, other ACs would be asked to 
adopt the motion, 12 of 22 SE AC vote in favor of an emergency closure. . 

Discussion between Bezenek and Kelley determines that liberal boundaries to protect 
certain local areas cannot be put into affect by ADF&G because that's an issue of 
allocation. Closure would be due to conservation but that would not close customary & 
traditional use. 

8eaenek- Comments that sport numbers are not accurate, and the cumulative effort is 
far greater then anyone realizes. If commercial fishing is bad for the crab, personal use 
is bad as well. 

Discussion between Painter and Scoblic determines that the ACs in our area of 
juristiction is defined as Yakatat and Southeast by the state of Alaska. Specifically there 
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are 4 ACs in our area - districts 1 & 2(Haider, Ketchikan, Saxman and East POW). 
There are 22 ACs and it was found 18 are active. 

Westlund- Comments that an amendment to close personal use as well is unrealistic. 
To be able to Invest time and money into monitoring all the vessels to make sure they're 
not dropping pots is unrealistic, especially if sport and personal use are taking less than 
1 %. If summer fishery is open, the crabs won't be coming to the processors in 
Ketchikan, so our resources will be going to another community. 

Maioriello- Mentions that he disagrees with a closure for all. It is a monumental task to 
get all the ACs to side with us. We just have to go on record saying that we're trying to 
fight for our little area in SE, and when the damage is done we can say that we tried to 
stop it. Comments that they ought to concentrate on trying to carry out the emergency 
closure, and if new information is wanted that would be the increase of public comment 
in opposition to the fishery, the increased amount of Fish&Game licenses that have 
been sold, the increase in people fishing. The fishery is now being opened based on 
Information from 1985 that said it needed to be shut down. The fact that no other 
scientific data has been brought forth to the Board of Fish to change the old data that 
has been in place since 1985, is new information. 

Discussion between Ron Porter and Scoblic determines that the closure request closes 
commercial fishing in district 1 &2 leaving sport, personal use and customary & 
traditional use intact. 

Discussion between Painter and Scoblic determines that the information the Board had 
in January from the staff report from ADF&G to the Board was based on the report by 
Gordon Cruz et.aJ in 1989. So that part is not new information. 

Discussion between Painter, Benzenkek, and Kelley - The soft-shell information was 
discussed at length at the last Board meeting. Fish & Game would close the districts jf 
there was a concern with conservation. 

Kelley- Commented on the management plan of Dungeness crab in SE Alaska. The 
Board of 2000 adopted a plan specific to commercial fisheries. The department projects, 
based on the first week fish tickets Gune 15-21), and by the 14th day of the fishery the 
total season's harvest is projected. If the total is less than 1.5 million there is a 21 day 
season. If total'is between 1.5M 2.25 million there is a 28 day season and a 3D day fall 
season. If above 2.25 million, the season progresses as normal, two month summer 
and two month fall season. Subsistence is a priority and would not be closed unless 
there was some catastrophiC happening. If there was a region wide harvest of less than 
1.5 million in a 21 day season, an evaluation would be done to see what led to the low 
harvest, given that the recent 5 year average is about 5.7 million. What would then be 
done Is an evaluation of the conservation sustainability of the rest of the fisheries and 
make management decisions at that time. Whether personal use would be allowed 
some of the time length or twice the time length of the commercial season, has not had 
to have been addressed. It is not within the management plan, but it is within our time 
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and area authority. If we feel there is a significant conservation concern and we're 
fishing unsustainably we do retain the authority to close all the region to all fisheries, or 
some portion for some amount of time. This would be taken on a case by case basis 
and see what led to it. 

Discussion between Kelley and Gossman determined that the harvest projection and 
management is based on numbers up north. So if the projection is above 2.25 million 
there is an unimpeded commercial season that applies region wide. 

Franulovich- Comments tht;lt since the summer closure in 1985, the amount of fishing 
has declined so he doesn't see how conservation would be affected especially with a 
6.5 in size limit in place. 

Discussion between Franulovich and Kelley- Mentioned that about 107 taken in district 
1 and about 70 in district 2 in the winter season, roughly 175 thousand pounds. The 
summer season projection cannot be made because it is not known how many will fish 
and what the effort distribution will be. And there is limited information prior to '85. 

Franulovich- Mentions that a summer commercial fishery would give people in town the 
opportunity to purchase crab at the docks. Believes this decision should be left to the 
Board of Fish. The issue will be revisited in 3 years, and data can be gathered from the 
sport. lodges and personal use where not much data is being collected at this point. 

Westlund- The Board of Fish meeting in Petersburg did not take into account the 
customary & traditional findings from OVK, thus new information. Believes the reason 
we have a somewhat robust fishery in the fall and winter is due to the fact we do not 
have a summer fishery. By opening up the summer fishery the monetary base of the 
community will be moved to another community. 

Maioriello- Comments that people are saying that the fishing has declined year after 
year, and opening up a commercial summer fishery will only accelerate that decline. 

Discussion between Maioriello and Kelley clarify that the fishery will be managed along 
with everything else under the existing Dungeness management plan. The regional 
harvest projection would have to be substantially less for management measures to 
take place anywhere in the region. 

Moyer- Commented on research where commercial fisheries caused a significant 
impact on declining fisheries. When some of the fisheries were about to decline they 
were at points of great harvest. Indications weren't there for the decline. Managing for 
sustained yield you wait for the decline to be able to have closure, it's almost as if 
you've gone past the point of no return. New information would be the lack of data to 
show the population can handle the impact of commercial fishing. 
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Kelley~ Mentions that one of the main reasons that the department back in 2000 wanted 
some level of protection for the Dungeness was to avoid reaching a high harvest where 
there is no indication of the coming decline. 

Moyer- Commented that managing an area that is so vast that includes large harvest 
area up north as well as small areas down south doesn't seem very wise, and seems to 
be new information. 

Scoblic- Commented that there was a sentiment at the Board of Fish meeting 'in 
January, some of the board members felt as thought there was limited information 
available, and they considered the information that they had to be old. He is not sure if 
the lack of new data is considered new information. Its really up to the committee to 
decide what is new information in our request to the commissioner. 

Crass- Points out that this motion, the emergency closure, is delegation of authority 
from the commissioner. Any allocative action couldn't be enacted through this process, 
so that is one of the issues with using this tool in the tool belt. 

Scoblic- Comments that part of the request for emergency closure under the authority 
and the statute, it can only be done under the sustained yield principle and it can't take 
socioeconomic or other issues into account. We also have to have new information that 
was not presented at the meeting where this decision was made. 

Crass- Agrees that that is a fair statement. . Getting the majority of the ACs at this time 
of year will be difficult considering only 13 AC commented on the Jast fin fish meeting 
and 8 ACs that weighed in with on time comments at the last shellfish meeting. That is 
region wide. 

Scoblic- To follow Crass's comment, in this particular issue the record that was 
explained to him is that Ketchian, and East POW were opposed to 149 and made timely 
written comments to that. Petersburg and Wrangell were for it and made written on time 
comments to the Board about that. So when it comes to this micro issue, there were 4 
ACs within our region that made comments on time to the Board that made the decision 
that we're facing at the summer crab fishery coming down. 

Painter- Comments that for the Board to say that the information is old information, is 
like saying that the law of gravity doesn't apply. 

Maioriello- Questions why we can't take the stance that there is no overriding to negate 
the old data and make it moot. What new data was presented at the Board of Fish to 
make them override and change their mind? He didn't see any new data from 1985, 
and would like the Board to tell him what changed their mind. 

Scab lic- Mentioned that there is a motion on the floor that has been moved and 
seconded and has been debated extensively. 
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Maioriello- Offers a friendly motion that there was no overriding evidence to negate the 
old data to make it moot, and if there was we would like it in writing. 

Moyer- Accepted the friendly motion 

Bezenek- Would not accept the friendly motion 

Scoblic- The friendly amendment will not be added to the original motion. 

Westlund- Withdraws the original motion. 

Majoriello~ Moves to make a motion that they base their wording on, no new overriding 
evidence to negate the old data therefore making it moot. Still going forth with the 
closure of the commercial fishery. 

Westlund- Seconds the motion 

Break at 7:50pm to clarify and write out the motion 
Resumes at 8:05pm 

The Motion: 
To ask for an emergency AC c!9sure under authority in (5 Me 97.010) The closure 
request is based on soft shell mortality rates in the commercial fishery that would occur 
June 15 - August 15. The closure would be only in districts 1 & 2 to commercial 
crabbing based on the fact that there is no new data to negate the "old data" that was 
presented to the Board of Fish in January 2009 in Petersburg that resulted in the 
decision for a summer crab season SE Region wide. 

-as read by ScobBc, motioned by Mairoriello, seconded by Westlund 

The question was called and the roll call vote is as follows: 
Anderson-YES 
Bezenek- YES 
Franulovich- NO 
Maioriello- YES 
McQuarrie- YES 
Painter- YES 
Scoblic- NO 
Westlund- YES 
Moyer- YES 

Motion carries 6 to 3. 

Scoblic- May be calling on members to help get the the motion written and forwarded to 
the commissioners office. 
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Bezenek- Moves to deal with items 8,C,D,E and F of unfinished business at the 
following meeting. 

Westlund- Seconded the motion. 

All in favor of tabling the rest of the unfinished business until the following meeting. 

New Business: 
none 

Crass- Mentioned the possibility of agenda change request and an emergency petition 
letter to the board. They have an emergency petition policy, and the Board of Fisheries 
has a specific policy that they adopted in 2000. (5AAC 96.625) 

Westlund- Moves to send off an emergency petition to the Board of Fisheries with 
basically the same wording as the motion. 

Moyer- Seconded 

The question has been called and the rolf calf vote is as follows: 
Moyer- YES 
Westlund- YES 
Scoblic- NO 
Painter- YES 
McQuarrie- YES 
Maioriello- YES 
Franulovich- YES 
8ezenek- NO 
Anderson- YES 

Motion carries 6-3. 

Adjourn: 8:24 pm 

Next meeting date: TBD 
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Ketchikan Advisory Committee to ADF&G 
Meeting Minutes for May 4, 2009 
Roll Call: John Scoblic, Jeff Wedekind, Don Westlund, Clay Slanaker, Art Maioriello, 
Rudy Franulovich, Larry Painter, Steve Lacriox (telecon.), Clay Bezenek (10 mins late). 

Meeting called to order at 6:12 pm and quorum was established (8) 
Meeting agenda, motion to accept Agenda is moved and seconded. Motion passes 8-0. 
Accepting the past minutes from March 4, 2009 is tabled until next meeting. 

Reports: 
Chairman report -

Thanks for sticking with it and keeping the KIN AC committee active. I 
appreciate all the hard work and efforts and the time sacrifices made by the committee 
members. 

No ADFG or other reports. 

Public Comment: Lloyd Gosman spoke against the summer Dungeness crab fishery. He 
is working with Ron Leighton of Kassan and KIC leaders as well as the folks in Saxman, 
to protest the impending crab fishery opening. He has written on Sitnew, to the Governor, 
and the BOF. The BOF has made this into an unfunded mandate. There is no money in 
the ADF&G budget to study this fishery. If there is a commercial fishery due to the deep 
water fjords and other common habitat in our area the Commercial crabbers will wipe it 
out. This is a loss to the local guys who want to fish Oct - Feb. Finally everyone I have 
spoke to about this don't like it. 

Brian Reno- I am against this and all the people I talked to about this are against it too. I 
don't think this is sustainable, I have biological concerns, and this is not going to boost 
our local economy rather other towns and areas in the region. We will come out the losers 
in this deal. 

Unfinished business: 
-Todd Raniger did file the paperwork with the state. (done) 
-KIN AC HATS? Do we want to ever do this? (no action) 
-ACR, Prop 149, Lloyd Gosman letter: 
An AC member suggest we try to implement and Emergency AC Closure under 5 AAC 
97. 010. We would need data to support our claim, "Is the AC ready to take this on?" 

A second AC member is against the ACR or Emergency closure concept unless we close 
all crab fishing Commercial, sport, super exclusive guided sport essentially all crabbing. 

A third member is against the ACR or Emergency closure and thinks they should be 
allowed to fish in Dist 1 & 2 for three years just as the BOF decided then go back and 
change things if the new information indicates we should change. 
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up the logbook information and collect the other information form the non guided sport 
sector. This issue is tabled for future meetings. 

The second order of new business was a request from an AC member to get a Dogfish 
fishery on the books. There was a short discussion about a "cull fishery", the member did 
not want to see a direCted fishery, the suggestor wanted to liberalize bag limits in the 
sport sector and full retention in the commercial fishery. This issue was also tabled until 
future meetings. 

The final order of new business was to keep an eye on the GAME meeting that will be 
held in Ketchikan in the fall of2010. 

'Next meeting date: May 13,20096 PM 

Adjourn: 9:00 pm 
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Amanda Painter 

From: Chuck Slagle [ChuckS@baranof.net] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 10:16 AM 

To: Amanda Painter 

Subject: Larry was right 

Board of Fish to hear summer dungeness crab season in SE damaged fall and subsistance fisheries 
SEAFOOD.COM NEWS [Juneau Empire] By Ronald Leighton Feb 17, 2010 - The village of Kasaan was successful in getting an 
out-of-cycle agenda change to the Alaska Board of Fisheries. This agenda change will address the impact and additional 
concerns inflicted by the 2009 summer commercial Dungeness crab fishery. 

Keeping this Dungeness crab fishery opened is detrimental to the sustainability of the fishery. This fishery was opened last 
year for the first time since it shut down in the mid-1980s. It was closed back then because of sustainability reasons. 

The 2009 summer commercial Dungeness crab fishery reduced Kasaans Dungeness crab harvest by 97 percent, which left 
the Kasaan residents only catching about 3 percent for their customary and traditional catch levels. The summer commercial 
Dungeness crab fishery in districts No. 1 and 2 opened June 15 and closed Aug. 15. Most of the legal non-soft shelled crabs 
were caught in the first two to three weeks and the fleet that stayed longer was just scratching for any legal hard-shelled 
crab. 

The summer commercial Dungeness crab fishery in districts No.1 and 2 also had a drastic affect on the fall commercial 
fishery in these two districts, as that catch in this fishery fell by 50 percent, according to Fish and Game statistics. 

Fish and Game statistics also indicated the dead loss for the 2009 season increased by as much as 10 times over 2002-03 
and as much as 24 times over 2006-07. This is frdm information gathered afthe processing facilities when crabs were 
delivered. There is no dead loss information gathered on the fishing grounds in districts 1 and 2, but studies conducted in 
Kodiak indicate that there is a 40- to 50-percent mortality rate on caught and released soft-shelled crab. And the more times 
the same undersized or soft-shelled crab is handled, its chance of surviving drops drastically. 

Studies show that a Dungeness crab that is handled four times does not survive. These figures from this commercial fishery 
are astronomical; the total Dungeness crab caught by sport, personal use and subsistence users is only 1 percent of the total 
caught commercially. The Southeast Alaska summer commercial Dungeness crab fishery is the only summer commercial crab 
fishery opened on the West coast. 

The residents of Kasaan only got 3 percent of their normal customary and traditional catch levels. The statistics indicate that 
the fall commercial Dungeness crab fishery only caught about 50 percent of its normal catch. This is evidence enough to 
show that this summer commercial crab fishery is nonsustainable and must be stopped. State law provides that a fishery 
may only continue if it is sustainable yield. Proposal 195, generated by Kasaan's agenda-change request, is scheduled to be 
heard during the Board of Fisheries meeting March 16-20 in Anchorage. 
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Boam of FislJeries CommtlIlts 
Sheny Wright 
333 Raspbeny Road 
Anchorage. AK 995 18·1599 

ALASKA FLY FISHERS 
Winn.ers of the 1994 McKenzie Cup 

Re;Propasal 184 - Prohibiting the llIle of felt sale wading boats. 

Dear Board ofFisberies Members; 

~ 
MAl? - 22010 

ANct~ 

The Alaska Fly Fishers (AFF) represents approximately 350 members residing in all regiOll$ of Alaska. 
AFF worlcs to promote illld educate the public an the sport of fly fishinglllld to preserve osh habitat 
through COIIServation projects. One of our larger IlOIllIlllVstion efforts is the KerJai RivlI1' Cleanup held 
each September. 

AFF supports Proposal 184 prohibiting the use of felt sole wadiog boots in Alaska. A similar ban (1) felt 
sale Wl4ding boots has already passed for Southeast Alaska and will be effective in 20 11. 

Felt sole wading boots are known to facilitate the transfer of aquatic invasive species such as Didymo. 
D;lUd SD!!!lS. whirling disease andothet species which have devailtatC!d fisheries around the world. With 
thousands of visitors traveling from distaDt locatians to fish Alaska each year, we are particularly 
susceptible to invasive species. 

The fly fisbing .industry is proactively moving away from felt soles due to Ihe risk of invasive species 
I:t'&lISfets. 

The ;Board of Fisheries should follow Ihe lead of Southeast Alaska, New Zealand, !hI: Fedel'atipnaf Fly 
Fishers (FFF), and the fly fiShing industry in adapting proposal 184 banningfeh sole wilding boots ill all 
cfAlaska. 

Thsnk you for your ooosideration of Proposal 184. 

Very truly yams, 

Alaska Fly Fishers 

~~~v-__ 

President 
907·244-2779 

p. 1 
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TO Boards Support 

From: Randy Easterly 
FlY Miracle 

Proposal # 195 

I am in opposition to this proposal. 

3-;2-/0 

I am a commercial tishennllll and a sport fisherman. 1 was on the Wrangtll advisory committee fur 12 years. 
I commercially fished in area 2 during the summer Crab season 2009'. [ would like to address some issues 

that some people of Kassan have with the swmner season. 
\. I tlshed for 45 days with 225 polS. On July 30, 2009 my last delivery with only 180 polS 1 had 2922 #'$ 

When I quit, there was still plenty of crab for residents of Kassan to caleh. So the fact that we caught all 
the crab in Z weeks simply is not true. There were no conunercial pots within I mile of Kl\lIsan. 

2, We also did not catch an)' soft slulll crab. Thai statement simply is Dot true. And if there was Jots of soft 
crab in the summer months thl!ltl really nobody should be fishing them, Qommercially, sport Of subsistence. 

3. I saw very few sport pots in the water while I was tbere, and during that time I saw only one sport boat in 
Kina Cove pull pots, just a few miles from Kassan. I am in favor of closing that bay from commercial 

tlshing , for the community of Kassan, for Dungcne5s crab. Kina Cove has more than enough crab to meet 
the needs of community of Kassan. Commercial tlsh¢rntan gave up I month of fishing in area Z, ( from 5 
months to 4 months) KlIlISan hl\ll a population of37, Average income is $4),000.00, There is just no way 

that I canjustity as II commercial fisherman or sport user closing aU of area 2. The board opened area I and 
2 to get data on crab for a three year period and I hope they will keep it open. As a commercial fisherman 

we need this area to help spread the fleet, as our area in southel\llt bas been greatly diminished by sea otters. 
Gear in the lasl decade has been getting increasingly more concentrated, due to sea otter completely wiping 

out areas closer to the coast. Area 2 also is not accessible to much of the fleet due 10 winler weather, as 
most ofth_ f1"t is made up ohmall boots. I ask the board to close Kina Cove tTom commercial fishing, 

but leave the remainder ofarea 2 to commercial fishing, The subsistence, sport fisherman, cannot possibly 
harvest 92,000 #'s of crab caught by 5 commercial fishermen, in the summer season. 

Sincerely, Randy Easterly 

POI 
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From! Bruce Ward 
FNDeIi 

ProPQS3t # t 95 

I do not agree \0 this proposal. 

3- 2 -10 

I've boon a commerciill fisherman for 25 yeatll, and I'm also a subsistence and sport fisherman during the 
offseason. Number I, is that no buyer will take any soft shell during any season so I very much doubt their 
claims 011 this subject. I personally saW the crab that came out of this area and they were hardshell. [believe 

the residents of Kassan have ample months to get there crab, as our seasons very short. l1Ie idea to open 
these south areas was to spread the Southeast fleet out. Plus study the Crab. 

Thank you, Bruce Ward 

f.o .130'/ /~O/ 
W f"C< f'\5.e /1, Il f(. 

CJ'1? ;)".'1- / S-o I 
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March 2, 2010 

ATTN: BOF Comments 
Boards Support Section 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 
Fax: 907-465-6094 

FAX NO, 

Re: Support for proposal 195 with an amendment closing !!Lof Districts l.and 
2 of registration Area A to Summer commercial Dungeness crab fishing. 
Also reverting back to the previous management schemes of having a fall 
and winter fishery. 

Dear Board of Fish members: 

I was discouraged my ACR regarding a summer Dungeness crab season 
closure, was given "No Action" at the October work seSSion, with the reason 
being, it was to be addressed with the Kasaan ACR. Knowing the Kasaan ACR 
was only for a district 2 Closure, and not for a District 1 and 2 closure, really 
disappointed everyone in the affected areas. 

You are all probably aware of how hard I have worked getting everyone informed 
about what I considered the wrongful opening of the summer Dungeness season 
down here in Districts one and two. I did everything I could to get the fishery 
stopped. I started with our local governments, moved on to the tribes, (Kasaan 
really got active) informed our local and state legislators, sport fish associations, 
local crab fisherman, advisory committees, local Chamber of Commerce, State 
officials, and anyone else who would listen. I want to assure you, we all still feel 
the same. In fact the KetChikan Gateway Borough assembly is drafting another 
resolution to be presented to the Board. 

Now that the summer Dungeness crab fishery has taken place, along with the fall 
fishery, we have seen the devastation and loss of opportunity for our local crab 
fisherman, You always spoke about needing new information for a closure, The 
information is now available. It includes loss of income and opportunity for our 
local crabbers, severe dead loss, low numbers of crab, low quality crab, 
interference with just about everybody who operated during the summer, and 
worst Of it all, our Dungeness population is at the point in some places, where it 
may not recover. 

1 
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I would like to work with you in finding a solution to what has happened. If there 
are any opportunities in committee or working one on one in meetings to talk 
about a sustainable fishery management scheme, I hereby ask to be included. 

Again, I support Proposal 195 with amended language to include closure of all of 
Districts 1 and 2 in Southeast Area A to summer commercial Dungeness 
Crabbing. I will be in Anchorage on March 15th and am looking forward to 
attending the meeting. 

Sincerely, 

,{ Ie, 1 (;> C t:> t;: '.>?'?P "fPC.// 

Lloyd Gossman 
P.O. Box 9238 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 

cc: James Marcotte, Board Executive Director 

z 
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Petersburg Vessel Owners Association 
P,o, Box 232 

Peter,burg, Ala:,ka 99833 
Phone (907) 772-9323 Email pvoa@gcrnet 

wwwpvoaonlineofC) 

March 2,2010 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P,O, Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
Via Fax: (907) 465·6094 

RE: BOARD OF FISHERIES STATEWIDE PROPOSALS 

Dear Chairman Webster and Board Members, 

Petersburg Vessel Owners Association (PVOA) appreciates the opportunity to comment 
on the 2010 Statewide Board ofFish proposals. PVOA is a diverse group of 100 
commercial fishermen and businesses operating primarily in Southeast Alaska. Our 
members provide millions of meals to the public annually by participating in a variety of 
fisheries statewide including salmon, herring, halibut. cod, crab, and shrimp. Many 
PVOA members are also active sport, personal use, and subsistence fishermen who 
depend on sustainable and conservative management of Alaska's fishing resources to 
ensure healthy fisheries for the future. 

PVOA OPPOSES proposal #166 eliminating a license for personal use fisheries. 
Alaska's fisheries depend on accurate and timely data collection to properly manage our 
fish stocks. We are opposed to any action that would make collecting data more difficult 
or less accurate. 

PVOA SUPPORTS proposal #175 which establishes a statewide bag limit and 
annual limit for blackcod. PVOA would also support an adjustable bag limit that 
fluctuates based on abundance (abundance-based management). Setting bag limits for 
sport and personal use harvest is extremely important to help ensure that reasonable 
expectations are created in regards to harvest and commercial opportunity is maintained 
to continue to feed the Ala~kan and American public. Sustaining the commercial black 
cod fishery is critical to preserving public access to this species as commercial harvesters 
supply millions of meals to the public each year that otherwise do not have the means or 
resources to come to Alaska to sport fish. 

PVOA appreciates the work done at the Board of Fisheries to ensure that reasonable 
expectations are created for sport harvesters and realistic bag limits are established. Both 
the State and Federal sablefish tisheries are on a severe decline throughout the State. 
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The commercial fishery is conservatively managed by the State of Alaska and NMFS, 
and harvesters are held accountable for each pound of fish through State fish tickets and 
severe fines for illegal actions. Most sport black cod harvest appears to be done with 
commercial downriggers Gigging machines) at remote lodges with no State creel sampler 
to verify data collected in logbooks. 

PVOA supports proposal #182 to define sport fishing gear. PVOA maintains that 
sport fishing is considered an opportunity to catch fish and defining sport thhing gear is 
IMPERATIVE TO MAINTAINING sustainable and reasonable fisheries. Sport finfish 
gear should not include electric or power assisted devices such as downriggers and 
electric reels that encourage meat hunting and discourage the 'sport' in sport fishing. 
Southeast has seen an alarming growth in guided clients who target blackcod using power 
assisted gear. The increased use of downriggers provides guided anglers with an unfair 
advantage over the individual Alaskan personal use fishermen. 

With guided and unguided recreational harvest on the rise, increased pressure on fully
utilized resources is occurring. The use of power-assisted gear is becoming more 
common, and allows operators to reach new depths and harvest at an improved speed that 
discourages a quality recreational fishing experience. Power-assisted gear now allows the 
targeting of fish at depths previously unattainable, allowing for the increased harvest of 
fully utilized resources. Sport fishing should be conducted with sport fishing gear that 
encourages the opportunity to catch fish. 

PVOA OPPOSES proposal #190 to remove E.O. Authority on charter crew 
retention. It is imperative that the Department continue to exercise the authority on an 
emergency basis to allow or limit harvest by charter crewmembers while paying clients 
are onboard. Although it is frustrating to not be allowed to retain fish while paying clients 
are onboard, this is a necessary component of separating business activities from 
individual guides filling their freezer. Alaska is dependent on the Department providing 
sustainable and conservative management of Alaska's fishing resources to ensure healthy 
fisheries for the future through Emergency Order. 

Sincerely, 

via fax 

2 
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Petersburg Vessel Owners Association 
P.O. Box 232 

Petersburg, Ala,ka 99833 
Phone (907) 772-9323 Email pvoa@gci.net 

www.pvoaonline.org 

March 2,2010 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
Via Fax: (907) 465-6094 

RE: BOARD OF FISHERIES 2010 STATEWIDE ACR PROPOSAL 5 

Dear Chairman Webster and Board Members, 

Petersburg Vessel Owners Association (PVOA) appreciates the opportunity to comment 
on the 2010 Statewide Board ofFish ACR 5 proposal. PVOA is a diverse group of 100 
commercial fishermen and businesses operating primarily in Southeast Alaska. Our 
members provide millions of meals to the public annually by participating in a variety of 
fisheries statewide including salmon, herring, halibut, cod, crab, and shrimp. Many 
PVOA members are also active sport, personal use, and subsistence fishermen who 
depend on sustainable and conservative management of Alaska's fishing resources to 
ensure healthy fisheries for the future. 

PVOA is OPPOSED to ACR 5, CLOSE DISTRICTS 1 & 1 TO COMMERCIAL 
DUNGENESS FISHING IN THE SUMMER SEASON. PVOA is supportive of the 
Board properly addressing subsistence in regards to this issue but cannot support closing 
District I & 2 to the summer Dungeness crab season without proper and validated 
justification. Reports from fishermen in the area indicate that the crab populations in 
Districts I & 2 are healthy with a high instance of hard shell crab, and any conflicts with 
subsistence pots were quickly remedied by fishermen moving their gear to allow local 
access to traditional grounds. Department numbers show effort and participation in these 
areas was low in the 2009 season which indicates that reports of competing harvest are 
unfounded. Leaving districts 1 and 2 open for the summer season helped spread the 
distribution of the crab fleet, and created less crowding and competition on the grounds. 

We are opposed to action that restricts commercial fishing and allows the continuance of 
sport fishing which in some cases matches or exceeds c·ommercial harvest. We support 
providing opportunity in this productive area that was traditionally commercially fished. 
The Dungeness crab fisheries are extremely important to the economy of Southeast 
Alaska. The Dungeness fishery has also proved to be an imperative entry-level fishery for 
Southeast" s young harvesters who are struggling to make a living along side increased 
fuel prices, crippling halibut and sablefish reductions, and low salmon returns. 
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Thank you very much for consideration of our comments on these proposals. If we can 
answer any questions or provide any additional information please feel free to contact us. 

Sincerely, 

via fax 

Julianne Curry 
Executive Director 

P2/2 
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Southeast Alaska Fishermen’s Alliance 
9369 North Douglas Highway 
Juneau, AK  99801 
Phone 907-586-6652        
Fax 907-523-1168      Website: http://www.seafa.org           E-mail: seafa@gci.net 
 
 
March 1, 2010 
 
Attn:  Board of Fish Comments 
Alaska Dept of Fish and Game – Board Support 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
 
RE:  Statewide Board of Fish Board Proposals 
 
Southeast Alaska Fishermen’s Alliance (SEAFA) is a multi-gear/multi-species non-
profit membership based organization representing our members involved in the 
salmon, crab, shrimp and longline fisheries of Southeast Alaska. Most commercial 
fishermen also hold sport fishing licenses and enjoy opportunities to personal use 
fish, subsistence fish, or recreationally sport fish. 
 
Proposal #175:  Sablefish Bag Limits 
SEAFA supports the Sitka advisory committee’s proposal to establish statewide 
bag limits for non-residents of a daily bag limit of 2 and an annual limit of 4 fish.  
The sablefish resource has been declining over the last few years and the 
assessment surveys are showing low juvenile recruits entering the fishery indicating 
additional future declines.  A similar proposal in Southeast Alaska was very 
controversial but we ask that you look at the stock conditions carefully, request 
ADFG to explain what they were telling the Chatham sablefish holders, go through 
the allocation criteria and look at the 100 year old history of the commercial 
fishery, and the value to the state of the commercial sablefish fisheries (both 
state & federal).  The total commercial ex-vessel value of sablefish is over $12 
Million dollars and the federal value is over $85 million.  The value to the coastal 
communities from the raw fish tax shared with the communities in an important 
part of many of the community’s income.   
 
The federal sablefish IFQ fishery will be impacted by this regulation as the 
regulations for state waters for sport fishing will also extend into the federal 
waters and to date the federal managers have assumed no sport harvest occurring. 
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Sablefish is a long-lived deep water species.  Sablefish from Alaskan waters has 
been aged at 95 years old. 
 
SEAFA asks that you consider the combined effect of allowing the legal use of 
electric reels and the bag and annual limits set for sablefish.  Our recommendation 
is that you do not allow the use of electric reels other than for handicapped and to 
set a restrictive bag and annual limit for sablefish that still allows for reasonable 
opportunity as stated in proposal #177 that is reflective of the stock status 
(significantly declining according to ADFG comments) and the biology of the stock 
with a non-resident daily bag limit of 2, 4 in possession and annual limit of 4 fish as 
submitted in this proposal by unanimous consent from the Sitka advisory committee 
with diverse viewpoints. 
 
Proposals 180-182:  Electric Reels 
 SUPPORT PROPOSAL #182 / OPPOSE PROPOSAL #180 & 181 
SEAFA supports proposal #182 which prohibits the use of power for sportfishing 
for finfish & groundfish species except for handicapped individuals.  We support 
the use of power for pulling shellfish pots.  Recreational fishing is meant to be a 
sport, not the easiest, most economical way to catch a fish.  As our fishery 
resources are over-utilized and not completely accounted for in the recreational 
sector it is appropriate to use methods that slow down the harvest along with the 
use of bag and annual limits so that the experience can be enjoyed by more 
fishermen. The following is a summary of fishing regulations along the west coast 
regarding the use of power assisted reels. 

West Coast Regulations on Electric Reels 
      

 Mexico – The use of electric reels is restricted to disabled fishermen 
only, after written authorization for the Ministry before use 

 California – You can not use weights over four pounds unless the weight is 
attached to a downrigger and the fishing line releases automatically from 
the downrigger when a fish is hooked 

 Oregon – The following activities are unlawful: use of gurdies, winches or 
reels affixed to a boat to land fish (rod or line must be held in hand) 
except when used for retrieving crab rings or pots. 

 Washington – All fishing gear must be kept in immediate control, and gear 
may not be left unattended while fishing; Downriggers may be used with a 
line if the line releases from the downrigger while playing and landing the 
fish; Rodholders may be used; the rod must be easily removed without delay; 
rod may be left in the holder while playing the fish; and Electric reels may 
be used if designed for sport fishing and attached to a fishing rod. 
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 Canada - fish with a fixed weight (sinker) greater than 1 kg except on a 
downrigger line, in which case the fishing line must be attached to the 
downrigger by means of an automatic release clip. 

 
Proposal #177: Bag limit & Possession Limit for thornyhead rockfish – SUPPORT 
SEAFA support this proposal to protect a long-lived, deep-water species with a 
“reasonable opportunity” while still protecting the resource. 
 
Proposal #195:  Close PORTIONS of District 2 to Dungeness Commercial crabbing – 
OPPOSE 
SEAFA opposes large scale closures of District 2 to commercial Dungeness 
crabbing.  Our current management of a summer and fall season has maintained a 
healthy fishery for a long time.  Communities throughout the southeast region are 
able to continue to successfully harvest crab for subsistence, personal use and 
sport with a summer and fall season in place.  The proposal speaks to soft-shell 
crab, but commercial crab fishermen who fished in the district have told our 
organization that they did not see any soft shell crab during the summer season, 
the lawsuit filed by the Village of Kasaan that is stayed dependent upon this BOF 
action admitted that the crab hardened up mid-June which is when the commercial 
fishery opens.  If handling of soft crab in the fishery harms the resource in mid-
June then there should not be a Subsistence, personal use, sport or commercial 
fishery occurring.   
 
In our review of ADFG comments on this proposal it appears that the overall 
harvest of crab out of district 2 is overall within the total harvest amount that has 
occurred in previous years with the different season timing. 
 
At the Jan ’09 meeting ADFG answered questions directed to them by BOF 
members that the summer and fall season currently conducted for the commercial 
fishery does not appear to harm the resource although the Dept would prefer a fall 
only fishery.    
 
One of the motivating issues for this proposal is the complaint that the process 
used failed when the proposal was reconsidered at the end of the meeting in Jan of 
’09.  But many proposals are reconsidered, for example at the Feb ’09 meeting 
sablefish bag limits was reconsidered at the meeting and then reconsidered again 
at a teleconference.  If you are concerned about an issue then you stay until the 
end of the meeting and that has always been the way it works.  
 
The Board of Fish realized that the different crab seasons for district 1 & 2 were 
based on very old data that they didn’t even really have access to the information 
that was used then that allowing the fishery to occur on a three year basis would 
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provide the data for an informed decision in 2012 on whether to switch the seasons 
back or continue to manage districts 1 & 2 as a summer and fall season fishery. 
 
If the Board of Fish wishes to implement a closure to provide for a subsistence 
Dungeness crab fishery in the vicinity of Kasaan we believe that Kina Cove be closed 
to commercial and sport fishing to provide this area for subsistence use only. 
 
Proposal #166:  Personal Use Sport Fishing License requirement – Oppose 
SEAFA opposes the elimination of a sport fishing license for personal use fisheries.  
This license helps enforcement determine that only Alaskan residents are 
participating in the fishery and provides for some harvest estimation through the 
Statewide Harvest Survey (SWHS).   
 
Proposal #188: Possession of sport caught halibut – SUPPORT 
SEAFA supports this housekeeping proposal that clarifies the difference regarding 
possession limits of halibut which is managed by the federal government under 
different regulations. 
 
Proposal #190:  Allow crew members to retain fish with Clients onboard – OPPOSE 
SEAFA opposes the ability to retain fish when clients are onboard.  The Dept needs 
to retain the flexibility to issue emergency orders to restrict charter captains and 
crew from retaining fish when clients are onboard.  This is a tool that has been 
used to lower the catch of ling cod in southeast to keep the harvest within the 
recreational allocation, halibut in South Central Gulf and many other examples 
 
Proposal #164: Home Packs – OPPOSE 
SEAFA opposes this proposal to limit “homepacks” from commercial fishing vessels.  
Fish taken from commercial fishing harvests are recorded on fish tickets – if the 
commercial fisherman wishes to take home more than 2 kings and lose the income; 
that should be there individual choice.  In many fisheries the taking home of kings 
shortens the season because it is on a quota such as in Southeast the Pacific 
Salmon Treaty caps the amount of kings that may be harvested. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Kathy Hansen 
Executive Director 
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2008 Alaska Commercial Groundfish Harvests & Exvessel Values in 
State - Managed Fisheries a 

Source: ADF&G, October 6, 2009 http://www.cf.adfg.state.ak.us 

Total Lb. Total Lb. Average Exvessel 

Area Species (Round) (Landed) $/Lb.b 
Value 

~1@lllllili~1!i Lingcod 397,810 289,240 $1.02 $406,758 
Pacific Cod 676,113 650,532 $0.62 $422,298 
Black Rockfish 2,503 2,497 $0.32 $800 
Sablefish 2,280,611 2,248,374 $3.14 $7,149,801 
Demersal Shelf Rockfish C 433,348 431,664 $1.22 $526,970 
Other Rockfish 250,997 249,618 $0.61 $152,502 
Misc. Groundfish 25,191 25,171 $0.39 $9,920 
totals 4,066,574 3,897,097 $8,669,048 

~l!IiD_ Lingcod 40,601 35,564 $0.87 $35,323 
Pacific Cod 9,430 9,094 $0.49 $4,620 
Sablefish 206,806 192,408 $3.00 $620,419 
Walleye Pollock 1,395,933 1,395,933 $0.15 $209,390 
Rockfish 104,143 101,116 $0.44 $45,823 
totals 1,756,913 1,734,115 $915,576 

~X!1' 
." 

Lingcod 44,032 38,722 $0.79 $34,785 
Pacific Cod 2,394,149 2,346,331 $0.60 $1,436,489 
Sablefish 68,852 68,009 $2.87 $197,607 
Rockfish 29,589 29,049 $0.58 $17,162 
totals 2,536,622 2,482,111 $1,686,0.43 

:~·"Iit Lingcod 513,346 500,771 $0.62 $318,274 
Pacific Cod 10,549,141 10,339,440 $0.57 $6,013,010 
Black Rockfish 137,200 135,937 $0.26 $35,672 
totals 11,199,686 10,976,147 $6,366,957 

" . ~iJBi!lml Sablefish 145,475 98,218 $4.38 $637,180 
Pacific Cod 11,737,687 10,550,050 $0.58 $6,807,859 
totals 11,883,162 10,648,268 $7,445,039 

~ ~,' • m; .. Pacific Cod 13,290,173 13,024,620 $0.39 $5,183,168 
totals 13,290,173 13,024,620 $5,183,168 

:",,1 Pacific Cod 6,842,472 6,705,623 $0.39 $2,668,564 
Itotals 6,842,472 6,705,623 $2,668,564 
Lingcod 1,865,937 1,554,813 $0.95 $1,470,734 
Pacific Cod 45,555,116 43,679,690 $0.49 $21,547,410 
Walleye Pollock 1,395,938 1,395,938 $0.20 $279,188 
Black Rockfish 243,748 242,478 $0.26 $63,125 
Rockfish 936,876 929,395 $0.95 $885,857 
Sablefish 2,737,690 2,642,798 $4.67 $12,336,552 
Misc. Groundfish 45,604 45,585 $0.17 $7,552 
totals 52,780,910 50,490,697 $36,590,418 

• State-managed harvests include directed fishery catch and bycatch recorded on fish tickets. The state manages some groundfish species both in state waters 

within 3 mites from shore and in the exclusive economic zone out to 200 miles. These species include black rockfish off of SEAK, PWS, Kodiak, Chignik, 

and the Alaska Peninsula; demersal shelf rockfish in the Eastern Gulf of Alaska Area; and lingcod in all areas. 

Harvests may include catch from test fisheries or confiscated catch that may not be considered part of the fishery quota or guideline harvest for purposes of managing 

the fishery. Harvests in state waters during parallel seasons (when adjacent waters of the EEZ are open for groundfish fishing for the same species, under similar 

management regulations) are not included. Halibut and bycatch of halibut are not included. 

b The price/pound is based on a combination of exvessel prices from the 2008 Commercial Operators Annual Report and Area Staff Calculations. 

DATA NOT FOR LEGAL INTERPRETATIONS. 
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My name is Larry Edfelt and I'm represeiitfuifmyself, the 
Territorial Sportsmen and the Juneau, Petersburg and Sitka 
Charterboat Assns. I want to comment on some proposals 
which would restrict or shut down sport fishing for sablefish in 
Alaska, a public resource with a commercial catch of over 40 
million pounds. 

The first is proposal 175 which would impose a statewide daily 
bag limit of2 sablefish. According to the department's 
estimate of the statewide sport catch, the sport catch is far less 
than one percent of the statewide commercial catch. 

Sablefish comprise a single stock from British Columbia 
through the Gulf of Alaska all the way to Japan, and that stock 
has declined somewhat in recent years but not enough to 
preclude a healthy commercial fishery. If sablefish stocks 
become depleted, the first management action should be to 
clamp down the commercial fishery long before it should be 
necessary to restrict the inconsequential sector taking sablefish 
for personal food. You won't achieve any measurable 
conservation by eliminating the fishery catching less than one 
percent of the fish. 

This proposal and the electric reel ban proposals are based on 
irrational fear, not science or even common sense. 

Banning electric reels as requested in proposals 182 and 183 is 
a sport sablefish closure. Sablefish in Northern Southeast are 
caught in 2000 feet of water. It takes 5-8 minutes just to drop 
the bait. Pulling it all back up requires power assistance. No 
electric reels - no sablefish catch. 

If sablefish stocks are so impaired that the taking of these fish 
by the sport sector is detrimental to the resource, then no 
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commercial or sport fishery should be prosecuted. I'm not 
suggesting you do that. I'm just pointing out the absurdity of 
regulating the sport catch. Since the commercial fishery is 
actually relatively healthy and extremely valuable, there is no 
reason to restrict the miniscule sport take. There isn't even a 
segment of the stock that can possibly be depleted by a sport 
catch. 

The third issue is thornyhead rockfish - proposal 177. Placing 
a bag limit on thornyhead rockfish in Alaska is like placing a 
bag limit on lobsters in Alaska. They are caught with pretty 
much the same frequency. This proposal is yet another fear
based action, the need for which is contraindicated by the facts. 

The Sportfish Division creel survey has not seen a thornyhead 
in Southeast for 5 years, and not ever in South central. On top 
of that, the commercial blackcod fishery in northern Southeast 
Alaska, the very area where a sport fisherman might 
opportunisticly encounter a thornyhead, is allowed a bycatch 
of 15 % rockfish and thornyheads. Since the commercial 
fishery is allowed a large bycatch, there is no reason for 
adopting a restrictive sport bag limit on thornyheads, except to 
be irrationally vindictive. 

The last issue is proposal 189 requiring a client/guide written 
agreement. To do what the proposer suggests would require an 
enormous daily paperwork burden for all guides, captains, 
fishermen, lodges, hotels, cruise ships, travel agents, air taxis, 
visitors bureaus and anyone else who books a trip for a tourist, 
with zero tangible benefit to resource management or the 
economy of Alaska's coastal communities. Please reject this 
unreasonable proposal. 

Thank you for your time. 
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NEWS RELEASE ( +c, ( 

Contact: 
Cleo Brylinsky 

Phone: (907) 747-6688 
Fax: (907) 747-6239 

Denby S. Lloyd, Commissioner 
fohn Hilsinger, Director 

Sitka Area Office 
304 Lake St. Room 103 

Sitka, AK 99835 
Date: June 22, 2009 

Time: 11:45 a.m. 

2009 NSEI (Chatham Strait) SABLEFISH QUOTA ANNOUNCEMENT 

'() 1 t-4 V\ 

Sitka... The Alaska Department of Fish and Game announced today that the 2009 sablefish annual 
harvest objective (AHO) for the Northern Southeast Inside (NSED sablefish fishery will be 1,071,000 
round pounds. This is a 29% drop from the 2008 AHO (1,508,000). There are currently 88 permits for 
this fishery, eight less than in 2008; therefore the individual quota share (EQS) will be 12,170 round 
pounds (22% less than last year's EQS of 15,710 round pounds). The fishery opens by regulation at 8:00 
am on August 15,2009 and will close at 12:00 noon on November 15, 2009. Permit holders should have 
received a certified letter detailing any legal overage or underage (up to 5% of the 2008 EQS) incurred 
during 2008. Their 2009 Personal Quota Share (PQS) will be adjusted accordingly. Permit holders who 
did not receive that certified letter should contact Kamala Carroll directly (747-6688). 

The abundance of sablefish in Chatham Strait was estimated using mark-recapture methods and the 
Petersen estimator. From this estimate a forecast of biomass was developed by decrementing for natural 
mortality, adding for recruitment, and converting to biomass. A harvest rate is then applied to the 
forecasted biomass to obtain the allowable biological catch (ABC). For 2009 a harvest rate of F45% (0.104) 
was applied to the point estimate of the 2009 forecasted biomass. For comparison, in 2007 and 2008 an 
F4o% (0.116) harvest rate was applied to the lower 90% confidence limit of the forecasted biomass to 
obtain the ABC. For 2009 the ABC was then decremented to account for updated estimates of bycatch in 
the halibut fishery and 3% of the ABC was deducted to account for sablefish caught in sport, subsistence 
and personal use fisheries and for deadloss in non halibut fisheries. These decrements are made every 
year. For 2009 an additional decrement was made to account for sablefish harvested in the NSEI sablefish 
longline survey. The decrease in the AHO for 2009 is a result of two things: a decrease in biomass and the 
use of a more conservative harvest rate. Two things mitigate the resultant decrease to the EQS; the 
application of the harvest rate to the less conservative biomass estimate (the point estimate rather than the 
lower 90% confidence limit) and the reduction in permits to the fishery. 

General Considerations 
The department continues to evaluate the best way to account for harvest in subsistence and personal use 
fisheries and deadloss of sablefish in non halibut fisheries. Sport catches of sablefish will be accounted 
for on charter logbooks and in the creel and call out surveys for 2009 and could better inform the 
department about sport harvest for the future. The Department will again in 2010 attempt to integrate the 
NSEI survey with fishermen harvest of their PQS thereby reducing the amount of fish decremented for 
harvest in the longline survey. 
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Again this year the Department has taken into consideration that there has been no definitive evidence of 
strong recruitment into Chatham Strait, that there has been a reduction in the TAC for the federal fishery, 
and that Canadian sablefish fishermen are seeing declines in abundance as well. 

The department continues to work toward the publication of two reports detailing sablefish stock 
assessment activities in NSEI. It is anticipated that these reports will be available no sooner than 
November 2009. 

Registration and Logbook Requirements 
Fishermen are reminded that they must register prior to fishing and they are required to keep a logbook 
during the fishery. Registration forms and logbooks are available at Fish and Game offices in Southeast 
Alaska. Completed logbook pages for each trip must be attached to the ADF &G copy of the fish ticket at 
the time of delivery. Confidential ADF&G envelopes for logbook pages may be requested when 
registering. 

When registering for the fishery, fishermen will be given a PQS tracking form declaring their 2009 
personal quota share. This form is to be used to record the total round landed weight of each delivery. 
Each permit holder, upon request, must provide the buyer with the total round weight of NSEI sablefish 
the permit has landed to date. A copy of the completed PQS tracking form must be returned to the 
department along with the final fish ticket of the season for that permit. 

Logbooks for longline gear must include, by set, the time and date gear is set and retrieved, the specific 
location of harvest by latitude and longitude for the start and ending positions, hook spacing, the amount 
of gear (number of skates and hooks) used, the depth of each set, the estimated weight of sablefish (both 
retained and discarded at sea), and an estimated weight of the bycatch by species. Indicate for each set if 
the target was sablefish or halibut and if there was any lost gear. 

Tags 
Fishermen are requested to watch for tagged sablefish. Please record the tag number(s) and attach tag(s) 
directly to the logbook in the comments section of the corresponding set. All ADF &G tags returned will 
receive a reward. Tag rewards this year include a hat and entry into an annual drawing for one $1000, two 
$500, and three $250 cash rewards. To qualify for entry in the annual drawing, the department requires 
the following information: the tag, set location (latitude and longitude), the date of capture, and the name 
and address of the person recovering the tag. Additional useful information includes the length of the fish 
(fork length) and the depth where the fish was caught. 

A permit holder must retain all visibly injured or dead sablefish. Sablefish that are not visibly injured or 
dead may be released unharmed, and the permit holder must record in the logbook, by set, the number of 
live sablefish released. Please record if you are releasing the fish because they are small or due to 
reaching your PQS. 

Fish Ticket Requirements 
Landed weights must be recorded on the fish ticket at the time of delivery and prior to continued fishing. 
This includes deliveries made to tenders. A permit holder's harvest will be based on the weight as 
delivered. If a fisherman delivers fish in the round, the round weight must be recorded on the fish ticket. 
If a fisherman delivers dressed fish, the fish ticket must include the total landed dressed weight, as well as 
a converted round weight using the standard 0.63 conversion rate. A two percent allowance for ice and 
slime is permitted. Each permit holder must have onboard copies of all NSEI sablefish fish tickets from 
the current season as well as their updated PQS tracking form. A copy of the completed PQS tracking 
form must be submitted to the department with the final fish ticket of the season. 
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Out of State Deliveries 
Fishermen are reminded that a completed fish ticket must be submitted to the department before fish are 
transported out of state. This requires that a valid Alaska processor code be assigned to the ticket. If 
fishermen are not already licensed as catcher/exporters, they must either work in conjunction with a 
licensed Alaskan processor or they must obtain an Alaskan Fisheries Business License and pre-pay the 
estimated raw fish tax. For further information, contact Shellene Hutter at (907) 465-6131. 

Sablefish Possession and Landing Requirements 
In the Northern Southeast Inside Subdistrict (NSEI) , the holder of a CFEC permit or interim use permit 
for sablefish may not retain more sablefish from the directed fishery than the annual amount of sablefish 
EQS specified by the department [5 AAC 28.170 (f)]. However if a permit holder's harvest exceeds the 
permit holder's EQS for that year, by not more than five percent, the department shall reduce the permit 
holder's EQS for the following year by the amount of the overage. If a permit holder's harvest exceeds 
the permit holder's equal quota share by more than five percent, the proceeds from the sale of the overage 
in excess of five percent shall be surrendered to the state and the permit holder may be prosecuted under 
AS 16.05.723. Transfer offish between permits is no longer allowed. 

For the 2009 fishery, five percent of the annual EQS is 609 round pounds. Ifa permit holder's harvest 
is less than the permit holder's EQS established for the year, the department shall increase the permit 
holder's EQS only for the following year by the amount of the underage that does not exceed five percent 
of the EQS [5 AAC 28.170 (k)]. 

Bycatch 
The allowable bycatch that can be legally landed on the NSEI sablefish permit card is as follows: 

Bycatch Species NSEI Sablefish Longline Fishery 
Demersal Shelf Rockfish (DSR) 1 % 
Shortraker and Rougheye rockfish 7% in aggregate 

d ---Other rockfish & thornyheads 15% in aggregate .Ii.,2.----
Lingcod 0% 
Pacific Cod 20% 
Spiny dogfish 35% 
Other groundfish 20% 

Bycatch limits are based on the round weight of the bycatch species to the round weight of the 
target species, (i.e. sablefish). 
Full retention of all rockfish is required excluding thornyheads. 

Pacific cod in excess of bycatch limits may be landed on a miscellaneous finfish (M) card except in 
statistical areas 355801 and 355802 (Icy Strait and Port Frederick) where directed fishing for Pacific cod 
has closed for 2009. Fishermen with halibut IFQs remaining in regulatory area 2C and a state halibut 
permit card may retain all halibut, greater than 32 inches in length, up to their IFQ. 

Prohibitions 
A vessel or a person onboard a vessel from which longline gear was used to take fish in the NSEI area 
during the 72-hour period immediately before, or from which that gear will be used during the 24-hour 
period immediately after, an open sablefish fishing period, may not participate in the taking of sablefish in 
NSEI during that open fishing period [5AAC 28.180(a)]. The operator of a fishing vessel may not take 
sablefish in the NSEI area with sablefish from another area on board. Also, the operator of a vessel 
taking sablefish in the NSEI area shall unload before taking sablefish in another area (5AAC 28.170). 
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Harvest of Bait 
The holder of a valid CFEC interim use or limited entry permit may take groundfish in the waters of 
Alaska in the Eastern Gulf of Alaska Area for use as bait in the commercial fishery for which the permit 
is held as follows: Except for sablefish, lingcod, yelloweye, shortraker, rougheye, and thornyheads, 
groundfish may be taken at any time; sablefish may not be taken for bait or used for bait. To view the 
entire bait regulation see 5 AAC 28.190 in the Groundfish Fishing Regulation book. 

Additional information on Southeast Regional Groundfish Fisheries can be found on our web site at: 
http://www.cf.adfg.state.ak.us/region lIfinfishi grndfishl grndhom l.php 

News releases web site: htlp://documents.cf1.adfg.state.ak. uslTopicContents. po. 

Office Ketchikan Petersburg Wrangell Sitka Juneau Haines Hoonah Yakutat 

ADFG 225-5195 772-3801 874-3822 747-6688 465-4250 766-2830 784-3255 

AWT 225-5111 772-3983 747-3254 465-4000 945-3620 
Groundfish Hotline 747-4882 
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RE - Opposition to Board ofFish Proposal #166 - License for Personal Use Fisheries 

Dear Chairman Webster and members of the Board, 

United Fishermen of Alaska (UF A) opposes proposal # 166 which would delete the regulation 
requiring a sport fishing license to fish in personal use fisheries. Personal use fishing is a 
fishery reserved for state residents and the sport fish license is an important way to verify and 
enforce that state residents only are participating. This requirement also is an important for 
the ability to gather harvest information. 

UF A is a statewide organization representing 37 Alaska Commercial fishing associations 
from fisheries throughout the state and its offshore waters. Thank you for your consideration 
of our comments. ' 

Sincerely, 

Jrr-Lt2~ 
Mark Vinsel 
Executive Director 
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Attn: BOF Comments 
ADFG - Board Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
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RE: Support for Proposal #175 - Sablefish statewide bag limit and annual limit 

Dear Chairman Webster and members of the Board, 

United Fishermen of Alaska (UFA) supports proposal #175 which establishes a statewide bag 
limit and annual limit for sablefish (blackcod). Both federal and state waters' sablefish 
biomass has been declining over the past several years and is projected to continue to decline 
for several more years. The surveys for both the state and federal are seeing signs of poor 
recruit of juvenile fish. 

Sablefish is a fully utilized, economically important species with very little harvest 
information from the personal use, subsistence and sport harvest. At the Southeast meetings 
in 2009, ADFG was reluctant to estimate sport or personal use harvest and would only say 
that 7 were seen in the. creel sampling in 2008 and later testimony from an owner of two 
lodges admitting that they had harvested an average of 800 fish (each lodge) over the past 
five years. Preliminary harvest from charter logbooks in 2009 showed a harvest in Southeast 
of3,844 fish and in Southcentral of 1,763 fish without considering the harvest of the 
individual recreational fishermen or the personal use fishermen. 

This action would be consistent with Board ofFish actions taken in other fisheries, for 
example the Board generated proposal # 177 to provide a reasonable opportunity for sport 
fishing with limited bag limits for Thomyhead rockfish. Sablefish is also a long-lived 
species having been aged up to 94 years in Alaskan waters. The addition of an annual limit 
is appropriate based on the assessments and health of the resource. 

Please support this proposal that was generated through a public process in an advisory 
committee process with a varied makeup of commercial, sport, charter and personal use 
fishermen. This proposal when supported provides for a "reasonable level of angling 
opportunity and harvest while at the same time providing for protection against high levels 
of harvest that could be harmful for the stock" just as the Board of Fish commented about 
their board generated proposal #177. 
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UF A is a statewide organization representing 37 Alaska Commercial fishing associations 
from fisheries throughout the state and its offshore waters. Thank you for your consideration 
of our comments. 

Sincerely, 

~~~c/ 
Mark Vinsel 
Executive Director 

MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS 
Alaska Crab Coalition' Alaska Independent Fishermen's Marketing Association' Alaska Independent Tendermen's Association 

Alaska Longline Fishermen's Association' Alaska Scallop Association' Alaska Trollers Association' Alaska Whitefish Trawlers Association 
Aleutian Pribilof Islands Community Development Association' Armstrong Keta • At-sea Processors Association' Bristol Bay Reserve 

Bristol Bay Regional Seafood Development Association' Cape Barnabas Inc .• Concerned Area "M" Fishermen' Cook Inlet Aquaculture Association 
Cordova District Fishermen United' Crab Group of Independent Harvesters' Douglas Island Pink and Chum' Fishing Vessel Owners Association 

Groundfish Forum' Kenai Peninsula Fishermen's Association' Kodiak Regional Aquaculture Association· North Pacific Fisheries Association 
Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association' Petersbum Vessel Owners Association· Prince William Sound Aquaculture Corporation 
Purse Seine Vessel Owner Association' Seafood Producers Cooperative' Sitka Herring Association' Southeast Alaska Fisherman's Alliance 

Southeast Alaska Regional Dive Fisheries Association' Southeast Alaska Seiners' Southern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association 
United Catcher Boats' United Cook Inlet Drift Association· United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters • Valdez Fisheries Development Association 
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RE: Board of Fish Proposals #180-183 regarding Electric Reels and definitions of sport 
fish gear 

Dear Chairman Webster and members of the Board, 

UFA supports proposal #182 the proposal to defme sport fishing gear to prohibit sport 
fishing line/fish being pulled by power for finfish, but we accept the use of power for 
shellfish pots. We believe this is a very important proposal. There has been much discussion 
about the suggested language appropriate to meet the intended goal. The reasons UF A 
supports the proposal to prohibit the use of power in pulling in the fish is that UF A believes: 

• 5 AAC 75.038 already provides the necessary exemption for handicapped individuals 
that would need the use of power or power assisted reels. ' 

• The use of power or deep drop reels allows the sport fishermen to access depths that 
were never envisioned by the Board of Fisheries as a sport fish opportunity and the 
impact on many species and fully utilized resources is not being considered in the 
management of the fisheries (i.e. sablefish, idiots, shortrakers, etc) as these are not 
considered a sport fish. 

• We are also concerned about the conservation of many of the deeper species that are 
impacted by this type of gear. Many of these species are long-lived, and slow 
growmg. 

• Another way to think about this issue is to compare it to an individual out duck 
hunting. You are required to have a plug in your shotgun that prevents the use of 
more than three shells. With duck hunting you have a bag and possession limit the 
same as you do with sportfishing, but the requirement of the plug was to extend and 
enhance the hunting experience, and provide for a fairer opportunity between 
users. 

• The cost of many ofthese types of units provides the charter client fishing from a 
charter boat with one of these deep drop reels an unfair advantage especially over the 
individual Alaskan personal use fishermen in their skiff 

• On a testimonial page for deep drop reels it states" We took the Deep Drop Pro to 
Sitka to demonstrate the reel. Hisjish of choice were halibut in 400-500 ft, roclifish 
in 900-1100 and Black Cod in 1200-2000 ft of water. After three days of jishing we 
had caught all ofhis targetedfish in the depths he wanted to jish. Our captain was 
SOLD after the very first 50 lb halibut 1 caught in 516 fi, and he wanted to catch the 
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next one! The DDP wasjust as impressive on the shortraker rockfish in 1050ft of 
water. We used 7 lbs of lead on all the drops over 900ft. Our biggest challenge was 
the Black Cod in 2000. The first drop was in 1500 ft where we caught a double that 
weighed 18 and 14 lbs." The captain went on to say"] will never hand crank 
another halibut for the rest of my dying days". 

Proposal #180: Oppose 
UF A opposes Proposal 180 as we do not believe that weight of the fishing gear is a good 
method for determining a definition of sport fishing gear and what is not. Gear is being 
manufactured smaller and lighter every year. We also oppose this proposal based on the 
rationale provided in our comments on proposal #182. 

Proposal # 181: Oppose 
UF A opposes Proposal 181 based on the rationale provided in proposal # 181. 

UFA is a statewide organization representing 37 Alaska Commercial fishing associations 
from fisheries throughout the state and its offshore waters. Thank you for your 
consideration of our comments. 

JII~~ 
Mark Vinsel 
Executive Director 

MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS 
Alaska Crab Coalition' Alaska Independent Fishermen's Marketing Association' Alaska Independent Tendermen's Association 

Alaska Longline Fishermen's Association· Alaska Scallop Association' Alaska Trollers Association' Alaska Whitefish Trawlers Association 
Aleutian Pribilof Islands Community Development Association' Armstrong Keta • At-sea Processors Association' Bristol Bay Reserve 

Bristol Bay Regional Searood Development Association' Cape Barnabas Inc .• Concerned Area "M" Fishermen· Cook Inlet Aquaculture Association 
Cordova District Fishermen United' Crab Group of Independent Harvesters' Douglas Island Pink and Chum' Fishing Vessel Owners Association 

Groundfish Forum' Kenai Peninsula Fishermen's Association' Kodiak Regional Aquaculture Association' North Pacific Fisheries Association 
Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association' Petersburg Vessel Owners Association· Prince William Sound Aquaculture Corporation 
Purse Seine Vessel Owner Association' Seafood Producers Cooperative' Sitka Herring Association' Southeast Alaska Fisherman's Alliance 

.Southeast Alaska Regional Dive Fisheries Association' Southeast Alaska Seiners' Southern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association 
United Catcher Boats' United Cook Inlet Drift Association· United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters • Valdez Fisheries Development Association 
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RE: Opposition to Proposal #190 - E.O. Authority on charter crew retention 

Dear Chairman Webster and members of the Board, 

United Fishermen of Alaska (UF A) opposes the elimination of emergency order (EO) 
authority by the commissioner regarding charter crew members retaining fish when clients 
are onboard. This EO authority has been used mainly to help maintain allocation and or 
GHL for sport harvests. Without this tool which provides for flexibility, the Department 
would have had difficulty in maintaining some allocations on sensitiv.e species that are fully 
utilized. Where possible the Department does try to allow opportunities for harvest such as 
in Southcentral area where they allowed the retention 9f groundfish species by charter 
captains and crew in the shoulder seasons. But on the flip side last year the Department 
needed to further restrict the ling cod harvest in Southeast Alaska and the restriction of 
charter captains and crew was implemented to help maintain the sport harvest within the 
allocation for that sector. 

Please oppose this proposal and maintain the flexibility the Department has used over the 
years to meet the needs of resource. 

UF A is a statewide organization representing 37 Alaska Commercial fishing associations 
from fisheries throughout the state and its offshore waters. Thank you for your consideration 
of our comments. 

Sincerely, 

?~~ 
Mark Vinsel 
Executive Director 
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March 2, 2010 

To: Alaska Board of Fisheries 
FAX 465-6094 

From: Jake Jabusch 
P.O. Box 1691 
Wrangell, AK 99929 

Re: Proposal #195 

To whom it may concern: 

TO: 19074656094 

I am writing to you as a commercial and sports fisherman and am 
opposed to Proposal #195. 

I dung eo ness crab fished in area 2 during the 2009 summer season from 
around June17th to July 10th. During this time I did not come across any soft 
shelled crab and I did not see any sport or subsistence activity around me. 
When I left the area there was still plenty of crab to provide for the 37 people that 
live in Kasaan. 

I have been dungeoness crab fishing for 14 year and the fishing grounds 
have been shrinking due to the sea otter population and closing more areas 
would further minimize the crab grounds for the crabbing fleet. 

Please take this information into consideration as you review the situation 
and hope you will keep both areas #1 and #2 open. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Jake Jabusch 

P.l 
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Please submit this comment to the Board of Fisheries prior to the upcoming board 
meetings. 

Board of fisheries members please maintain historic abundances of salmon species 
returning to streams in the Mat·Su Valley and Anchorage area by adopting the 
emergency petition before you Concerning the Management ofYentna River Sockeye 
Salmon. 

Thank you, 

Greg Acord 
907-376-0692 

P.01 

Public Comment #51
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